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Abstract

Ce projet s'attache cl analyser les reutilisations du motif de l'enlevement par les fees
et du changelin dans la litterature contemporaine, qu'elle soit irlandaise ou de la diaspora
irlandaise. Etudier ces motifs tels qu'ils apparaissent dans les sources folkloriques
irlandaises permet d'en degager les caracteristiques traditionnelles pour ensuite les
comparer avec l'usage qu'il en est fait par les auteurs contemporains. Il semble que le motif
du changelin soit utilise comme une metaphore toute irlandaise de l'emigration et de l'exil,
soit-il geographique, psychologique ou linguistique. Cette these explore donc des
problematiques d'identite et de memoire cl travers ce theme du changelin, qui, bien qu'il ne
soit pas d'origine irlandaise puisque absent des sources mythologiques, est
paradoxalement devenu un veritable symbole litteraire irlandais.

This project aims at analysing the reuses of the motif of fairy abduction and of the
changeling in contemporary literature, either Irish or from the Irish diaspora. Studying
these motifs as they appear in the folk accounts allows a better understanding of their
traditional characteristics, to then be able to compare them with the way the contemporary
writers reinterpret them. It seems that the change ling motif has been taken up as an Irish
metaphor for emigration and exile, whether it be geographical, psychological or linguistic.
This thesis thus explores issues of identity and memory through the theme of the
changeling which, although it is not of Irish origin since it is absent from the early
mythological ources, has paradoxically become an Irish literary symbol.
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Note on the translation and cross-cultural terms
/ Note sur la traduction et les termes interculturels

This thesis has been a task of self-translation from English into French, to comply
with the agreement established for the joint supervision of my PhD between Queen's
University Belfast and Universite de Caen Basse-Normandie.
As far as possible, I have tried to translate not in a strict literal sense, but rather to
find an equivalence to terms and narratives that match my own voice as an author within
the field, had I written it in French in the first place.
Since this work is concerned with Irish folklore and literature, there is an issue of
incommensurability. Some terms in English inevitably have no equivalent in French,
because these motifs or concepts do not exist in a French cultural context. One of the most
important word choices to justify is the translation of "changeling," which I rendered

clzangelin in French. There are other, older terms than this Anglicism, such as enfant change,
enfant SllPpOSe or even changeon, but they are very outdated and either cumbersome in a
sentence or rather unfamiliar to the reader. The most recent work on changelings and the
only one in French, Quand les demons enlevaient les enfants by Jean-Michel Doulet, uses the
word changelil1, so in an attempt at continuity and clarity, I have chosen to use this term.
What Doulet did not realise in his book is that clzangelin calls for a feminine form, which
could only be clzangeline, although this has not been attested in any dictionary, but the
ame is tru

of the word clzangelil1 in any case. The rendering of fairy" into French
11

pre ents another point of difficulty for the translator, as has been mentioned in the
introduction to this thesis. Indeed, fee in French is feminine and thus gives the impression
of a female upernatural being, whereas this is not the case in English, or Irish for that
matter. I have tried, a

much as possible, to refer to le peuple des fees in the French

tran lation, to avoid the unwanted as ociation with femininity when using fee alone.
A number of terms relating to Irish folklore have also proved problematic in
tran iation, becau e the e concepts are not visible in a French literary or cultural context.
Jacqueline Genet's tran lations of Yeats's works have served as a guide and resource in my
elf-tran lation, demonstrating how these terms have previously been rendered into
15

French. On most occasions, I have followed her lead to render central concepts. "A fairy
fort" is thus translated un fort des fees, while" a fairy mound" becomes un tertre (des fees).
Like Jacqueline Genet, I translate "the fairy host" by In co/zorte des fees and "fairy
cavalcade" by clzevnuchie des fees. The wise (wo)man, the person who knows the ways of
the fairies in an Irish community, is rendered with a rather weak lzomme/femme nvise(e),
which does not really give justice to the Irish phrase, however snge may evoke a more
limited and narrower connotation in the French imagination. Although tornnde des fees is a
literal translation of "fairy whirlwind" for specialists in the field, it might not mean much
to the non-folklorist reader. As to "fairy doctor," which designates a person who can cure
from the ills inflicted by the fairies because s/he knows their ways, I have rendered it as

docteur des fees, even though doctellr es fees would have been more accurate, because the
latter seemed to bear a learned, bookish connotation which did not match the actual
characters that it designates. Finally, I al

render "fairy struck" by tOllclzi pnr Ies fees,

0

"swept" by emporti(e), and "led a tray," by egnre(e) clzez Ies fees. A to the Otherworld of
which all these concepts partake, it ha been r ndered in Fr n h with a capitali ed Autre

Monde, to mark the differenc with a m r other world, lln nutre lIlonde. To address the
generali t reader, explanations of th e t rm and oth r have b

n provided in the main

body of the the i .
The figure of th "aim n of kn wl dg "i r f rr d to
work and

tern

fr m th

Iri h bmdtill fen n. Fen n i

in the present

v ral tim

th

g ni ti

of fio, m aning

"knowledge." Yet, I hav cho n to translat it a SGll/lZOIl de In snge e rath r than nlltllOn de

la cotltznissnllce, t d not th p uliar kind f kn wl dg thi fi h impar
it: thi i not a up rH ial knowl dge, but a ort f wi dom, th
transla tion of benn fen a, a "wi
Within th

t

on wh

am whi h lead to th

w man."

t in Engli h, "pip

11

i

u d a a n n m for "bagpip

that it i an qui al nt u d in th f lk-tal
Although the term of Br ton rigin billiou do

come mu e, it till e
therefore provid

n t b ar th

"111 1

lve .

am relati n to th Fren h

a imilar onn tation in the mind of th Fr n h r ad r hip and
a er ati e ari ty in the Fr n h er i n.

With regard

lilllilzalitc, i

ver ea

to riti al and literary t rm , the French equi alent for liminality,

till in the earl

tage of de elopment, although it ha b en us d in other
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1

scholarly works. The word" memorate" does not seem to have yet gained an entry into the
French dictionaries, in spite of Jean-Michel Doulet using memorat in his study of the

1

changelings. I have thus followed his example here in that regard. As to the fantastique

f

genre discussed particularly in Chapter 3, I have chosen to foreignize the term in the

1

English text to mark the difference between two literary genres (what I call the fantastique
and fantasy) and avoid confusion with the adjective "fantastic," in both its popular use
and within the fantasy genre. Interestingly, in French it is the word fantasy which needs to
be foreignized, while fan tas tique is not. The term "Irishness" has previously been rendered
in French as irlanditi, though this is not in the dictionary yet, or identiti irlandaise, and I
alternate between both here. Paradoxically, the most difficult word to translate has been
the very familiar concept of "home," which I have used in various ways, in the final
chapters particularly, as chez soi, maison (house), pays natal (native country) or endroit ou se

sentir chez soi (the place where one feels at home). "Homelessness" is, by deduction, the
lack thereof, le manque d'un endroit ou se sentir chez soi.
Finally, quotations, whether in French or English, have generally been sourced from
the official, published translations where appropriate. Occasionally, when there is no
translation available, I translated them myself. Instead of noting this at the end of each
citation, it is left to the understanding of the reader that when the language of the
quotation does not match the language of the reference given in the footnote, the
translation is mine.

Cette these est une auto-traduction de l'anglais vers le fran<;ais, afin de repondre
aux exigence de la convention de cotutelle etablie pour mon doctorat entre Queen's
University Belfast et l'Universite de Caen Basse-Normandie.
Autant que po sible, je me suis efforcee non pas de traduire litteralement, mais de
trouver le termes et le ton qui correspondent

a ma

propre voix en tant que chercheuse

dans ce do maine, si j'avais ecrit cette these en fran<;ais en premier lieu.
Puis que ce travail de recherche se concentre sur la litterature et le folklore irlandais,
il

xiste

un probl me

d'incommensurabilite.

Certains

termes en anglais n'ont

in ' vitablement pas d 'equivalent fran<;ais, car ces motifs ou concepts n'existent pas dans le

17

contexte culturel fran<;ais. L'un des choix de mots qu'il importe le plus de justifier ici est la
traduction de change ling par « changelin » en fran<;ais. On trouve d'autres termes, plus
anciens, que cet anglicisme, tels que «enfant change,» «enfant suppose» ou meme
« changeon, » mais ils sont desuets et soit lourds dans une phrase, soit peu familiers du
lecteur. Les travaux les plus recents cl traiter des changelins, et la seule monographie en
fran<;ais cl ce jour, Quand les demons enlevaient les enfants de Jean-Michel Doulet, utilise le
mot « changelin. » Dans un effort de continuite et de clarte, j'ai donc choisi d'employer ce
terme. Ce que Doulet n'avait pas envisage dans son livre est que « changelin» appelle une
forme au feminin, qui ne peut etre que « changeline, » meme si ce mot n'est atteste dans
aucun dictionnaire, ceci etant par ailleurs vrai de « changelin » egalement. Traduire fairy
en fran<;ais presente un autre point epineux de ce processus, ainsi que mentionne dans
l'introduction. En effet, « fee» en fran<;ais est un nom feminin, qui vehicule donc l'idee
d'une creature surnaturelle feminine, alors que ce n'est le cas ni en anglais, ni en gaelique.
Je me suis efforcee, autant que possible, de faire reference au « peuple des fees» dans la
version fran<;aise, pour eviter des associations malvenue avec la feminite en utilisant
simplement « fee. »
Nombre de termes lies au folklore irlandais e ont aussi aVen?S problematique
dans la traduction, puisque ce con epts ne ont pas vi ibl
culturel fran<;ais. Le traductions d

uvr

dans un contexte litteraire et

de Y ats par Jacqu lin G net m'ont guidee
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ho
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au I t ur n n- p ' ialiste. En

p ut gu'rir cl

j I'ai tracluit par

mau inflig ' par le
«

d

t ur cl

fee

I

»

meme si

«

docteur es fees» aurait ete plus proche du sens originel, parce que la deuxieme

expression vehicule une connotation erudite, universitaire, qui ne rend pas compte des
caracteristiques reelles des personnages qu'elle designe. Enfin, je traduis egalement fairy

struck par

«

touche par les fees, » swept par

«

emporte(e), » et led astray par

«

egare(e) chez

les fees. » En ce qui concerne the Otherworld duquel tous ces concepts participent, il est
rendu en fran<;ais par l'Autre Monde avec des majuscules, pour insister sur la difference
avec un simple autre monde, an other world. Afin de s'adresser au lecteur generaliste, les
explications relatives aces termes et aux autres sont fournies dans le corps de la these.
Il est fait reference a plusieurs reprises dans la presente etude a la figure du salmon

of knowledge, qui vient du gaelique bradan feasa. Feasa est le genitif de fios, qui signifie
«

connaissance. » rai cependant choisi de le traduire par

que

«

«

saumon de la sagesse » plutot

saumon de la connaissance, » pour denoter le genre de connaissance particulier que

le poisson apporte a qui le mange: il ne s'agit pas de connaissance superficielle, mais
d'une forme de sagesse, de savoir plus profond, le meme qui conduit a la traduction de

bean feasa par wise woman.
Dans la version en anglais, pipes est employe comme synonyme de bagpipes comme
son diminutif, d'autant plus que c'est un equivalent utilise dans les contes folkloriques
eux-memes. Bien que le terme d'origine bretonne
fran<;ais

«

cornemuse,

»

«

biniou » n'ait pas la meme relation au

II evoque cependant des connotations similaires dans l'esprit du

lectorat francophone et permet donc un vocabulaire plus varie dans la version fran<;aise.
En ce qui concerne les termes critiques et litteraires, l'equivalent fran<;ais de

liminality,

«

liminalite, » est toujours en cours de developpement, bien qu'il ait deja He

utilise dans d 'autres travaux universitaires. Le mot

«

memorat» ne semble pas encore

avoir trouve sa place dans les dictionnaires francophones, en depit de l'utilisation qulen
fait Jean-Michel Doulet dans son etude des changelins. rai ici suivi son exemple a ce sujet.
Par rapport au genre fantastique evoque particulierement dans le chapitre 3, fai choisi de
garder le terme fran<;ais dans le texte en anglais pour marquer la difference entre les deux
genre litteraires (du fantastique et du fantasy) et ainsi eviter la confusion avec l'adjectif

fantastic, a la fois dans son usage populaire et en relation au genre fantasy. En fran<;ais, c'est
le mot fantasy quIll faut rend re en italiques, et non
traduit par

«

«

fantastique. » Le terme Iris/mess a ete

irlandite, » meme sIll ne figure pas encore dans les dictionnaires, ou bien par
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«

identite irlandaise, » et j'alterne entre ces deux expressions au cours de cette these.

Paradoxalement, le mot le plus difficile

a traduire est le concept tres familier de

varie, particulierement dans les derniers chapitres, entre
natal » ou

«

«

chez soi, »

«

home, qui

maison, »

«

endroit OU se sentir chez soi. » Homelessness devient, par deduction,

pays
«

le

manque d'un endroit OU se sentir chez soi. »
Pour finir, les citations, en fran<;ais ou en anglais, proviennent generalement des
traductions officielles, publiees, lorsque necessaire. De maniere occasionnelle, quand il
n 'existe pas de traduction disponible, je les ai traduites moi-meme. Au lieu de l'indiquer
la fin de chaque note, il est laisse
citation ne correspond pas

a l'appreciation du lecteur que,

a

lorsque la langue de la

a celle de la reference en bas de page, la traduction fournie est

la mienne.
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Introduction

"Don't call me a fairy. We don't like to be called fairies anymore. Once upon a time,
fairy was perfectly acceptable catchall for a variety of creatures, but now it has taken on
too many associations,"l writes Henry Day, the protagonist of Keith Donohue's first novel.
"Fairies" is indeed a term that can be used to refer to a variety of supernatural creatures,
from winged beings to tiny bellflower-capped sprites or other ethereal characters and
benevolent enchanted godmothers. As will be detailed shortly, the Irish fairies are but one
kind of them. The tale-type of fairy abduction and of the change ling, the substitute left by
the fairy thieves in place of the stolen person, is one which is recurrently taken up by Irish
writers and authors of Irish descent. This thesis offers to analyse these supernatural beings
as they are present in the Irish lore, as well as the associations the figure has acquired in
contemporary literary works. It will focus on how and why these tales have constantly
been reworked, and what the links between the contemporary use of them and the Irish
tradition are.

In Irish folklore, the fairies, si in Irish, are a community of otherworldly beings who
inhabit the land together with humans, although invisible to them most of the time. 2 Their
world is generally accessible through magical entrances either underground, underwater
or over the sea. The fairies this study is concerned with are particular to Ireland.
Compari ons could however be made with the Scandinavian elves, since they share many
characteristics such as beauty and the fact that they can be either benevolent or evil
towards humans. Yet Norse elves also include dwarves, which are different from Irish
fairies, since they are small, mostly not very good-looking and live under the earth. 3
Admittedly, Iri h fairies have, with the influence of Victorian times, been thought of as
diminutive creatures living in the mounds, although this is not the original depiction of
th m . The Iri h fairies are in fact very similar to humans, living parallel lives: fairies hold
fair , breed cattle, organi e festivals where they enjoy whiskey and particularly music. 4
The term " fairy" in popular usage may conjure up images of Tinker Bell-like, diminutive
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Keith Donohue, 71te tole/! CllIld (London: Vintage, 2007 [2006]), l.
e the definition given by Oaithf 6 h6gain, " Fairies," Myth, Legelld alld ROlllance: all EnCl)clopaedia of Irish
Folk TradltlOlI (New York: Prentice Hall Press, 1991), 185.
laude Lecouteux, Les Nalll s et les elfes all Moyell-Age (Paris: Imago, 1988), 121-131.
Ange\a Bourke, The BllrIllIIg of Bridget Clean), a Tntc c, ton) (London: Pimlico, 1999), 27-28.
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beings, whereas the Irish fairies are the same size as humans. Nevertheless, the idea of
fairies being "so tiny that a grazing cow blows hundreds of them away with every
breath" 5 or being as tall as children appears in some Irish accounts. This could be due to
the influence of the Irish leprechaun, the Cornish pixies, mischievous beings living on the
moors, or of the Scottish brownie, a domestic supernatural being, who are all of a smaller
size than humans. 6 In Irish tradition, in the land of the fairies, everything is at its utmost:
food and riches are in abundance and of the best quality, their music is the most
mesmerizing and fairies are the most beautiful people. The Otherworld of the fairies is a
world of superlatives.
Yet, eating fairy food or having a fairy drink is considered dangerous in that
anyone accepting it is doomed never to return to the real world. Even if some do come
back from time to time, they never do so unimpaired. Although fairies are generally not
hostile to humans, they can play tricks on them or take revenge for any disruption caused
to their way of living. Cutting a fairy tree, blocking a fairy path or disturbing a fairy rath
(or fairy fort) is indeed considered a ri ky endeavour. 7 The un xplained la s of one's
belongings and unaccountabl
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Ibid., 27
" John J. Winberry, in hi article "The Elu ive Elf: me Thoughts on the atuf and rigin of the Irish
Leprechaun" (Folklore vol. 87, n l, 1976,63-75), ha attempt d to analy th OrIgin of th leprechaun and
ha found everal common poin ...·lth the fairi ,parhcular! in that in older tex the ociety of
leprechauns lived over the ea and were of comely app aran e. luch in the ame way that it eems that
the characteristi of fame and leprechauns were confu ed, the depiction of ottish browni and pixie
influenced that of the lflsh fairie : "perhaps the pixi and br wni wer Introduced in this fa hion
0 iat d with the Iri h eJve ." (72)
[through popular literature] to Ireland and me of th ir trai
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52 [198-1J 74-150).
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Sliilleabhain has listed the various names given the fairies, such as "the good people," "the
little people," "an sluagh sidhe" (the fairy cavalcade), etc.lO Most of these names are
designed to portray the fairies in a good light so as not to attract their hostility.
The term "fairies," in English, is a contentious one, as it is sometimes understood to
designate any kind of otherworldly beings. Banshees and leprechauns are in fact every
now and then classified as "fairies" by non-scholars, the word meaning then
"supernatural beings" in a general sense. ll William Butler Yeats, for instance, has defined
banshees and leprechauns as "solitary fairies," as opposed to his term of "trooping" or
"sociable fairies."12 This study is concerned with the latter, who have also been called the
"fairy host," that is, fairies considered as a whole, a community, and will not focus on
individualised supernatural beings such as the banshee. The French term to designate the
fairies, fees, is also misleading in that, as a feminine noun, it evokes images of benevolent
fairy godmothers or attractive dryads and so on. However, Irish fairies comprise both
male and female individuals, again, much like humans themselves. To refer to them as le

peuple des fees would thus be less confusing.
The fairies who love music and sometimes steal milk and butter, or take revenge for
the cutting of a fairy tree, are thought to stem ultimately from the ancient Tuatha De
Danann, the mythical tribe of gods of old Ireland. They have later been named the si, after

aes side, "people of the fairy abodes," i.e. the mounds, since their world was often thought
of a being situated under hills. They were indeed said to have retreated underground
after their defeat against the sons of Mil, the ancestors of the modern-day Gaels, according
to the I gendary chronology of Ireland as depicted in the Lebor Cabala Erenn, the Book of

Invasiolls of Ireland. In other sources, instead of being fading divinities portrayed as fairies,
the Tuatha De Danann have b come euhemerised, turned into mortal heroes with
up rnatural power by m dieval Christian scholars. 11 The influence of Christianity can
al

0

b det cted in anoth r of the explanations on the origins of the fairies: they would

have b

11

12

13

n angels condemn d to Hell who remained stuck on earth during their fall from

an 6 uilIeabhain, A Halldbook of [ns" Folklore (London: Herbert Jenkins, 1963 [1942]),450-451.
Th nature of the banshee is however debatable, since it appears that she is in essence a fairy but has then
be n eparated from the re t of the fairy community to be individualised. See Patricia Lysaght's booklength tudy The Ballshee, The Ins" IIpematllral Death-Messellger (Dublin: Glendale Press, 1986).
WilIiam Butler Yeats, [mll Fmn; Tales, 224-225.
John Carey, A IIIgle Ray of t"e 51111, Rellgiolls SpeclIlatioll ill Early Ireland (Andover: Celtic Studies
Publication Inc., 1999), 14-15.
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Heaven after Lucifer's rebellion against God. This is why the fairies are depicted in some
accounts as continually asking whether they will be allowed to Heaven on Judgement

Day.l.J
The fairies' depiction in opposition to official Christian culture - although in reality
people believed in them just as much as they had faith in God - has led to particular traits
such as them being scared away by a sign of the Cross, the Bible or any other religious
paraphernalia. Fire and iron are also said to repel the fairies. These are useful defences
when it comes to preventing the fairies from stealing food or tools or abducting people. IS
Many stories are told about children and adults, even some cows, abducted by the fairies.
In stories which generally fall under motif F321 according to Stith Thompson's
classification,16 most of the time, the fairies leave in place of the abductee what is called a
"changeling," which physically resembles the stolen person. However, several details,
either physical, mental or behavioural, indicate that whatever has been left is not a real
human. In some cases, the abductee i even replaced by a piece of wood, called a "stock,"
made to look like him or her. Retrieving the real human is con idered possible if one
follows careful instruction .
Many
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regarding these: myth, legend, folk-tale and memorate are indeed hotly debated notions. 18
A myth is generally accepted as a narrative about gods which helps make sense of the
world. 19 An Irish example of it is the story of the goddess Boann, mother of Aengus, the
god of love and arts, creating the river Boyne in Co. Meath. This feature of the landscape is
explained by the story of the cheeky woman challenging the power of the sacred well of
her husband Nechtan and drowning as a result, therefore producing the river. 20
The term" tale" has many definitions. Firstly, folk-tales are different from literary
tales, such as the ones written by Hans Christian Andersen or Oscar Wilde. A folk-tale is
what Jolles calls a "simple form" whereas the latter is a "learned form."21 As is made
explicit by their name, folk-tales come from a popular oral tradition, and are not the result
of an individual literary creation. The term encompasses various forms of folk narrative.
The best-known of them is the wonder tale, also popularly known as "fairy tale" - though
this is a problematic phrase - and under their German equivalent of Miirchen. Jolles
explains that, in the wonder tales, "the fabulous is not fabulous but natural.,, 22 In other
words, a talking horse for example is not considered extraordinary in a wonder tale,
although it would be in real life, but as something most common: the extraordinary, the
fabulous, the magical is the norm in wonder tales. However, the main protagonists of
the e narratives are not heroes or demi-gods, they are ordinary humans, who are not
gifted with any supernatural powers. Vladimir Propp has defined the wonder tale from a
tructurali t perspective as a narra tive following a "scheme with seven characters" 23 and
fitting in a particular constitutive and narrative structure following the pattern: "initial
ituation - preliminary part - crux of the plot - adventures of the hero with auxiliary
h lper (difficult task to accomplish or combat against an aggressor) - denouement final situation," and the main constitutive parts of which are the functions of the
character
18
IQ
20

21
22
23

24

.24

Juha Pentikainen, "Belief, Memorate and Legend," Folklore Fontlll 6 (1973): 217-241.
an 6 uilleabhain, ton)telllllg ill Insfl Traditioll, Scealafocllt ill Eirillll (Cork: Mercier Press, 1973),47.
Dublin, Trinity College Library, M 1339, Book of Leinster, "Metrical Dindshenchas," poem 2.
Andre Jolle , 187.
Ibid., 192.
Vladimir Propp, Morpholog1j of the Folktale (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1979 [1928]),79-80 . See also
Eliott B. Cos Jr., The World of the Insh WOllder Tale, All Illtroductioll to the Stlld1j of Fain) Tales (Toronto:
Univer ity of Toronto Pre s, 1985).
Vladimir Propp, MorpfLOlogI) of the Folktale, 71. For an Irish example of this, see Jeremiah Curtin, ed., "Finn
Maccool and the Daughter of the King of the White Nation," Hero-Tales of Irelalld (London: MacMillan,
1894), 407-138. In this story, which i an example of how older heroic characters like Fionn can become
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A legend usually contains a supposed real, historical element, around which a story
is told and where supernatural events happen. Andre Jolles explains in Formes SimpIes that
a legend is situated in a realistic context, non-imaginary, in which an event, which he calls
"miraculous," happens. 25 One could add that, not only is it an imaginary narrative based
on the existence of a supposedly real person or a place and a narrative which has a
fabulous aspect, but the legend also has for protagonists, not gods as in myths, but heroes,
that is to say extraordinary humans or demi-gods. The stories of Romulus and Remus or
King Arthur, to cite only two, could be deemed legends, because their characters are
exceptional beings and because they contain supposed historical elements. William
Bascom postulates that legends are prose narratives set in a historical time frame and that
legends are more often secular than sacred, and their principal
characters are human [as opposed to gods]. They tell of migrations,
wars and victories, deeds of past heroes, chiefs and kings, and
succession in ruling dyna tie . In this they are often the counterpart
in verbal tradition of written history [00 .V6
unlike the folk-tale which is consider d fiction by both narrator and audience. The Ulster
Cycle and the FiamIn tale , two ets of torie from the Iri h tradition c ntred re p ctively
on the court of UI ter and on the warri r of Fi nn ma Cumhaill, may however be
considered legend,
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n AndreJolle, Forme!> ~jlllple .. (Paris: 'uil, 1992 [19 0]),192.
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William Bascom, "The Form of Folklor ': Pro I arrative ," The /ollrHnl of Amerlcall Folklore 78, no. 307
Oanuary/March 1965): -1-5 .
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Mananmin. Given all these complicated forms and variants which have evolved over time,
narratives from the Mythological, Ulster and Fenian Cycles are thus usually simply called
"tales." Thus, change ling narratives shall not be called legends in the present thesis, since,
although they may have some historical details of place or person, they do not contain any
heroic characters: their protagonists are ordinary peasants of the Irish countryside. The
heroic characters in the legends correspond to the idealised great men and women of the
past, the ones whose aura led to the creation of a set of stories around them, which have
survived down the centuries in oral tradition.
Moreover, changeling tales are often referred to as "migratory legends," narratives
based on folk-belief which "pass from one country to another."27 Almqvist defines them as
narratives "though attached to various persons and localities,[ ... ] found in more or less the
same form over sizeable geographic areas, usually in several countries."28 Even though
"legends" may not be the most accurate way to name them, these are indeed migratory
narratives to be found in the beliefs of various areas across Europe, as will be detailed in
Chapter 2. Changeling accounts fall under type ML 5085 according to Christiansen's
classification. The fact that the latter was first designed for Norwegian folk narratives and
that the Irish stories under examination fit into it demonstrates that these are indeed
migratory.
Memorates are narratives depicting a personal experience, therefore are supposed
to be accounts of a real event which may pass down into tradition afterwards. 29 They are
related to wonder tales but lack their typical structure, and are often found in the form of a
memory of an adventure which happened either to the teller themselves or to someone
they may have known. 1O Carl Wilhelm von Sydow differentiated between "memorates"
and "fabulates," based on whether the account was first-hand or second-hand. But Linda
Degh and Andr w Vazsonyi have since shown that the focalisation of the narration in
uch tale doe not nece arily depend on the source but rather on the story teller, 31 making
2-
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the distinction between memorate and fabulate irrelevant: "at any time, a fabulate can take
the form of a memorate and, more importantly, vice-versa, simply by changing narrative
voice. A primary reason for this change is the tendency to perform legend as a true
narrative." 32 Fabulates, which are then really memorates, have often been termed "folk
legends." Even though "legend" may not be the appropriate term, as explained above, the
definitions that have been given of such narratives seem valid. The interrelation between
memorate and folk belief is rather strong, since memorates are derived from folk beliefs
while at the same time reinforcing them. 31 Timothy Tangherlini defines what he calls a
legend, but what this study would rather refer to as a memorate, thus:
Legend, typically, is a short (mono-)episodic, traditional, highly
ecotypified, historicized narrative performed in a conversational
mode, reflecting on a psychological level a symbolic representation
of folk belief and collective experience and serving as a reaffirmation
of commonly held values of the group to whose tradition it
belongs.l-I
What is the difference then b tween the legend defined earlier by the like of Ba corn and
Jolles and the folk legend, i.e. the memorate? Both ar ba ed on upernatural happenings
within historici ed contexts and known geographi al
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narrative consists of a single experience. 36
Bo Almqvist adds that memorates are characterised by a "greater realism" than the
wonder tales, as well as "a more faithful mirroring of nature, society and livelihood in the
countries and countrysides in which they are so firmly anchored - and by a keener
understanding and deeper psychological insight into the fears and hopes of the people
who tell them and listen to them." 37
All three forms of folk-tales - legend, wonder tale and memorate -

are also

characterised by their orality: rather than being recorded in writing, they were meant to be
told and transmitted orally. ,8 Changeling narratives usually take the form of memorates.
They will not be referred to as legends in the present work, even though that is the term
used by Seamas Mac Philib/ 9 since they do not feature heroic protagonists, but rather
ordinary humans who could be any neighbour or family member. Since they generally
lack the Prop pian structure of the wonder tale as well as the marvellous element
characteristic of the latter, changeling accounts can hardly be termed so either. Their
realistic setting which recalls the everyday life of rural communities rather tends to make
of these narratives what is called memorates, because they reflect actual beliefs. To account
for the wide range of changeling tales and to avoid confusion due to the multiplicity of
definitions, these are often referred to in the present work simply as "tales," "narratives,"
or "stories" for lexical variety.
In the narratives sourced from the archives of the National Folklore Collection, in

University College Dublin, change ling stories are mostly recounted as memorates. These
have been collected by full-time folklorists from the Irish Folklore Commission and their
ucc

or from the 1930 onwards, with some of them from the Schools' Collection. The

latter con ists of the results of a 1937-38 scheme through which the Folklore Commission
a ked teach rs and pupils to collect folk stories, beliefs and traditions from their homes.

'h Timothy R. Tangherlini, "' It Happened Not Too Far From Here'," 372.
,.
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Bo Almqvist, " lrish Migratory Legends on the upernatural," 1-2.
Although the word " Iegend" comes from the Latin form legelldn, meaning "to be read," it was actually a
text suppo ed to be read out loud during religious services in medieval times. So, unlike the memo rate or
the folk-tale, the legend has a written basis but was still meant to be transmitted orally. See the article
"Legende" from the Laroll e Encyclopedia, 2009 http.! h\ ,\" .Iaroussl'.tr I cl1lydopcd il' I nom -communI(
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' amu Mac Philib, "Th Changeling (ML 5058), Irish Versions of a Migratory Legend in Their
International Context," BealOldeas 59 The Fairy Hill is on Fire! Proceedings of the Symposium on the
upernatural in Irish and ottish Migratory Legends (1991): 121-131 ,
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Unlike the rest of the archive, the Schools' Collection does not include accounts from
Northern Ireland, since the scheme was implemented only in the Irish Free State. Overall,
the archives include about two million manuscript pages, in Irish and English, with over
2,000 volumes in the main collection (items noted NFC) and over 1,000 tomes for the

Schools' Collection (NFCS) .40 This under-studied wealth of folklore material is currently
being digitalised and made available on www.dlllhc1S.il.. Diarmuid

6 Giollain remarks:

The manuscript references, from the Department of Irish Folklore's
collection, are uneven in quality: one should consider, for example,
that details of some accounts in the Schools' Manuscripts may have
been deliberately exaggerated by their narrators for the pleasure of
the children who wrote them down; that some children, if not
deliberate plagiarists, may have been influenced by some of the
books of their school syllabus; that some adults may have invented
stories for their youthful transcribers or simply re-told stories that
they had read. In equal measure similar qualifications apply to a
small part of the Main Manuscript's ColI ction. n
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cultural circumstances by both the poor and the privileged" and that" the traditional tales
in the first series of Fniry Legends [by Thomas Crofton Croker] are filtered through the
literary lens of a group of educated Irishmen whose privileged social background set them
apart from the group among whom these stories traditionally circulated in oral form."43

It remains to note the two meanings of the term "motif" as it is used throughout the
present work. In folkloristics, the term designates the smallest narrative unit, such as those
classified under F321 by Stith Thompson in his Motif-Index as mentioned earlier. Motifs
relating to the tale-type of fairy abduction are such as the change ling playing the bagpipes,
the fairy fort on fire or the brewery of eggshells for instance, as this thesis will detail in the
following chapters. Later in the study, it is in a more general sense that the term "motif" is
used: the Oxford English Dictionnry understands it in the field of literary criticism as a
" recurrent theme, subject or image" for "imaginative treatment"44 and it is used in that
sense in the later chapters of the thesis. The two meanings of the term are thus used
throughout this study, depending on whether it refers to a literary figure recurring in the
works of several writers or to a narrative element common to several tales from the
folklore archives for instance.
But the Irish tradition, in which this study is going to look for traces of a changeling
lore, goes further back than the archives of the folklore collection. Narratives from the socalled Mythological, Ulster and Fenian Cycles, as well as voyage and adventure tales, are
among the mo t ancient extant Irish sources. These various sets of narratives are part of a
long literary tradition, which is significant for the absence of changelings within it,
whereas the figure is abundant in the folklore collection.
Re earch about fairies and changelings in Ireland has not been comprehensive so
far. Thi thesi therefore aims at analysing the depiction of fairies in Ireland, through a
comparativ

tudy of folklore and modern literature. It is interested in how the motif of

fairy abdu tion has been reused and redefined over the centuries, from folklore into
contemporary literature. It appears that the concepts of changeling and identity are
int rtwin d, which would explain why the motif has been taken up by Irish writers. This
idea will b develop d in the final part of this thesis.

H
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Ann Markey, "The Discove ry of Irish Folklore," New Hlbemia Review/lrisll Eireanllac!t Nua 10, no . 4
(Wmte r 2006): 25-26.
O\fo rd Ellgll sh Dlctwllanj, " Motif," O ED Online (Oxford University Press, March 2015).
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Changeling accounts are very common in folk tradition in Ireland and will be the
focus of the first three chapters of this thesis. Even though there have been scholarly
attempts at determining the origin of and the reason for changeling stories/ 5 these
accounts have not distinguished between regional variants of the change ling tradition, in
fact confusing versions from different countries. In Chapter 1, the motif of the change ling
within Irish folklore will therefore be analysed. The main interest will be to try to
characterise Irish changelings and, from this, to explain their appearance in the Irish
tradition. However, it will focus on folk-tales and memorates only, for obvious practical
reasons, and will therefore omit to look also at folk songs and traditions, among others.
Chapter 1 endeavours to discern the characteristics of Irish changelings, from the physical
descriptions to their mental abilities and their peculiar behaviour. As Chapter 2 will
highlight, Irish change ling stories differ from the continental ones, particularly in the way
the change ling is discovered. In the Irish variants, the fairy substitutes are caught playing
music, whereas in continental ver ion the trick which give away a changeling is called
the "brewery of eggshells." S' ama Mac Philib ha attempted to li t the characteristics of
Irish and Scottish changeling tories. He detail the various way to d ter the fairie , as
well as the ways to get rid of a chang ling, and th n highlights th diff ren e between
Irish or S otti h change ling and contin ntal n . He unfortunat 1 do
the e characteri ti ,whi h i what Chapt r
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child changelings were more canny than simple-minded. These research articles which
focus on the relation between children's disability and changeling stories do not
distinguish between regional variants, confusing folk narratives from various cultures.
While this study points out the fact that Irish changelings are not necessarily children, but
also appear in folk-tales as adults, a lack of time and means prevented the thorough
research of the Folklore Collection's archives on this aspect.
If the motifs of fairy abduction and of the changeling found in folk accounts are of

Irish origin, they should be traceable as far back as the earliest Irish texts. Either the motif
is found in earlier folk accounts and myths and is therefore of Irish origin, or it is an
import from other traditions. Although the changeling itself does not appear in the
medieval texts, fairy abduction is relatively common. Heroes being lured to the
Otherworld by fairy maidens include Bran, Cu Chulainn, and Oisln, to cite but a few, as
will be developed in Chapter 2. Some heroes also show characteristics similar to those of
the changeling in the later folk-tales. The likes of Bres mac Elatha, Cu Chulainn or Fionn
are either very wise, extremely strong, or grow up very rapidly, which is reminiscent of
the smart and canny change ling children in the later stories. Having suggested in Chapter
2 that the motif of the change ling is not of Irish origin because it is not present in the early
texts, while abounding in folklore, this study will carry on, in Chapter 3, by analysing how
it came to fit into the Irish tradition later on.
As the second half of this study will highlight in Chapters 4 to 7, the motifs of fairy
abduction and of the change ling are being reused in contemporary literature. For Mircea
Eliade, myth evolve through time and morph into folklore, superstitions, and eventually
literature over the centuries: "[mythical] symbols never disappear from the reality of the
p yche. The a pe t of them may change, but their function remains the same."47 It implies
therefore that mythical elements could reappear in arts and literature today, something
whi h Eliad confirm:" the myth can be degraded into an epic legend, a ballad or a novel,
or till urviv in th dimini hed form of a 'superstition,.,, 48 Claude Levi-Strauss agrees and
ugge ts that a "fi tional elaboration" is a possibility for the new use of a diminished
m th.49 Thu , the latter quotes Franz Boas, in Structural Anthropolog1j: "it seems that
H
4
4q

Mircea Eliade, Images alld Symbols, tlldies ill ReligIOUS Symbolism (London: Harvill Press, 1961 (1952]),16.
Mircea Eliade, Trmte d'lllstoire des reilgiolls (Paris: Payot, 2004 [1949]),424-425.
laude Levi- trauss, tructural AlltizropologJ), vo!. II, trans. Monique Lay ton (London: AlIen Lane, 1977
[1973]),268.
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mythological worlds are destined to be shattered when just formed, so that new worlds be
born from their remnants." so This is what folklorist Lauri Honko has termed and described
as the "second life of folklore," which is part of the "folklore process."Sl In his words, "the
second life of folklore concerns the recycling of material in an environment that differs
from its original cultural context [ ... ] it involves the opening up of new fields of influence,
the introduction of larger groups of people than normal to the lore in question." 52 The
authors studied here all make of the reuse of the change ling and fairy abduction motifs the
crux of their individual works, effectively enabling these aspects of the Irish folk tradition
to live a second life. Moreover, Honko notes that" phenomena in the second life of folklore
have not been given their due value as research objects."s1 This thesis aims at reversing
this trend.
While the first three chapters of this study are concerned with the folkloristics of the
changeling motif, the final chapters turn to the literary rewriting of the figure of fairy
abduction. Chapter 4 focu es on what i
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is slightly less known than the latter. It was published in 1899 in The Wind Among the Reeds,
a few pages after "The Hosting of the Sidhe." Like the opening poem of the collection,
"The Host of the Air" had previously appeared in print in 1893, under the title "The Stolen
Bride."56 The protagonist O'Driscoll indeed witnesses the abduction of his fiancee Bridget.
The Irish Nobellaureate also wrote a short play, The Land of Heart 's Desire, performed in
March 1894 and published later that year, re-edited in 1912. 57 Chapter 4 offers an in-depth
analysis of these works, all published before 1900. These became iconic rewritings of the
changeling motif, taking up the liminality of the folk figure to express escapism as well as
a desire to be rooted in the landscape. The fairy abductions in the poems and the play also
reflect Yeats's mobility between England and Ireland as well as his Anglo-Irish identity.
Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill, the Irish-language poet born in England who grew up in the
Kerry Gaeltacht and is now living in Dublin, has also used the motif of fairy abduction in
her works with two series of poems revolving around the figure of Bean an Leasa, the
woman from the fairy fort. The first set of poems under examination was published in
1984 in her second collection Fear Sllaithinseaclz and comprises the following pieces:
"Fuadach," "An Cailin a Bhi ina Luch," "A Bhean a Ghaibh Isteach," "Thar Mo Chionn,"
and " An Crann."58 The first poem has been translated by Michael Hartnett in Ni
Dhomhnaill's first bilingual collection Selected Poems, Roglza Danta, under the title
" Abduction,"59 and presents the intrusion of the fairy woman into the life of the narrator.
Laura O'Connor partly rendered "Thar Mo Chionn," which deals with the tragic death of
teenager Ann Lovett in 1984, into English with the title "Mea Culpa" for The Field Day

Anthology of Irish W riting,60 while " An Crann" was translated by both Hartnett and Paul
Muldoon, respectively as "The Tree" in Selected Poel1lS and as "As for the Quince" in
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Pharaoh 's Dauglzter. 61 As the title indicates, this piece is centred around the tree in the
narrator's garden that the woman from the fort intends to cut down. The other Bean an
Leasa poems of this collection have not been translated so far. 62" An Cailin a Bhi ina Luch"
presents a young girl turned into a mouse by a revengeful Bean an Leasa, while" A Bhean
a Ghaibh Isteach" portrays the ambiguous relationship between the fairy woman and the
narrator. The other series of such poems is part of Ni Dhomhnaill's third Irish-language
collection, Feis, which came out in 1991.63 The Bean an Leasa section of this book contains
only three pieces this time: "Bean an Leasa mar ShiobshiuI6ir," which Eilean Ni
Chuilleamiin translated as "The Fairy Hitch-Hiker" in The Water Horse,f>.I "An Slad," which
has been rendered into English by Medbh McGuckian in the same bilingual collection as
#

"Slaughter,"65 and finally "Comhairle 6n mBean Leasa" which Muldoon has as "The
Heist" in Pharaoh 's Daughter. 66 The first poem is appropriately entitled, since the fairy
woman gets a lift from the narrator's hu band and, in effect, abducts him. "An Slad"
features the woman from the fort planning a raid on the humans, while in the last poem
the narrator take part in the fairy revelri ,mu h in th way of the folk fairy cavalcades,
and receives the fairy woman' advice with r gard to wine. Of intere t for thi
al
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dark figure who seems to be haunting the narrator as well as the poet herself. The fairy
woman becomes an alter ego for a Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill caught between the devil of
depression and the deep blue sea of social engagement.
Colum McCann, a Dublin-born writer now living in New York, will provide an
Irish first-generation emigrant's take on changeling lore in literature with his short story
"Stolen Child" from his collection Fishing the Sloe-Black River, published in 1994. 69 The
piece is focused on Padraic, a social worker from Ireland, living in Brooklyn and employed
in a blind children's home there, while his wife is a musician. He has grown very fond of
one of the teenage girls, a young Black orphan, Dana, and is about to give her away, rather
reluctantly, at her wedding with a Vietnam veteran much older than her, Will. Padraic,
who takes after the author himself at the time, is longing for Ireland on the wrong side of
the Atlantic. The ambiguous title enables multiple readings of the stolen child persona.
The changeling motif figures prominently in literary works of the Irish Diaspora, as
McCann demonstrates, together with authors of Irish descent such as Jane Urquhart and
Keith Donohue, while Ni Dhomhnaill represents the Gaelic diaspora, the Irish speakers
driven out of the Gaeltacht. This link between Irish folklore and the Irish literature of the
diaspora has never been studied so far, hence the focus on two additional novels in this
study. While Jane Urquhart's Away is particularly Canadian in its relation to landscape, it
is centred on the Irish motif of the change ling, since one of the protagonists, Mary, is
thought to be away with the fairies, in a context of Famine and emigration. 7o The novel,
starting on Rathlin Island in the north of Ireland, ends in Ontario, and thus highlights the
double meaning of its title. Mary, who calls herself Moira after falling in love with a dying
ailor after a shipwreck, later marries a schoolteacher, Brian O'Malley, to whom she bears
a child, Liam. During the Great Famine, the family is forced to emigrate to Canada, where
a daughter, Eileen, i born. The narration centres alternatively on Mary, Eileen and the
latter' granddaughter, Ether, spanning four generations of women who have, one way or
another, b n " away." The Canadian writer plays on the meanings of the word itself to
rai e i ue of belonging and identity.
The American author Keith Donohue also offers his take on the changeling motif
through a fanta y work entitled The Stolen Child. H e portrays a community of wild
~1
-0

Colum McCann," tole n Child," Fishlllg the loe-Black River (London: Phoenix, 2003 [1994]),95-110.
Jane Urquhart, Away (London: Bloomsbury, 2002 [1993])
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children, the changelings, living in the woods on the fringes of the town, who take turns in
exchanging their lives with that of children from the area, effectively becoming these boys
and girls and growing up in their stead. The novel revolves around Henry Day, a seven
year-old who is abducted by the changelings and thus becomes part of their group as
Aniday, while another change ling takes his place as Henry. The readers follow both of
them as they are growing up (or not), through parallel and alternating chapters narrated
by the two protagonists. In an attempt at re-enchanting the world, Donohue thus uses the
motif of fairy abduction to evoke the issues of child identity and of belonging, as does
Urquhart.
As it would be beyond the scope of this research to focus on every single literary.
work involving changelings, only a few significant examples will be discussed here. Each
of the authors studied in this thesis, although five among many, stands for a particular
aspect of the Irish (literary) tradition. Yeats,

i Dhomhnaill and M Cann stand for the

Ireland-bred Irish, unlike Donohue and Urquhart who repre ent the diaspora on the
north-American continent. Donohue, an American of Iri h d cent,
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communities advance and edit competing identities."71 In the same way that Yeats picked
up some of the themes inherent to changeling folklore, the contemporary writers reuse this
repertoire and add their own interpretations of the change ling figure to it.
Writers from the Irish diaspora, be they from Canada or the United States of
America for example, also decided to relate to the motif of the changeling as part of the
Irish cultural memory. These works raise the question of the choice of this particular motif.
One may suggest that this is due to Yeats's influence on Irish literature, especially since
intertextuality between Yeats's poems and the contemporary writers is strongly featured.
The issue of influence is a much-discussed debate in itself, one which Harold Bloom has
spent his entire life working on. He defines it as the appreciation of earlier works which
colours a new one, as the impact of precursors on a work. 72 Jay Clayton and Eric Rothstein
emphasise the tight relationship between influence and intertextuality/3 from which one
could infer that intertextuality could be seen as a consequence of influence. Ihab Hassan
notes that this "relation of writer to writer, and writer to tradition," is a contentious one. 74
Suffice to say that this thesis will thus not attempt to go into an intricate examination of
the term, rather acknowledging this debate and going by the brief definitions just
mentioned.
Irish writers and authors of Irish ancestry around the world attempt to redefine
their Irishness through their relation to such a classical work as that of Yeats and to the
Irish folk tradition. This also raises the issue of whether this intertextuality is conscious or
not, and what this implies. The intertextuality displayed in the four authors' works
partakes of the subversive approach they are using with regards to both Yeats and the
Irish folk tradition, as Chapter 5 will demonstrate. This in turn engages with the
po tmodem trend examined by the Canadian theorist Linda Hutcheon: "postmodernism
i a contradictory phenomenon, one that uses and abuses, installs and then subverts, the
very concepts it challenges." 75 U ing parody, which has been described in Hutcheonian
-, Edric Caldicott and Anne Fuchs, eds., Cllltl/ral Melllonj, Essffijs Oil European Literature alld Histonj (Bern:
Peter Lang, 2003), 18.
,~ Harold Bloom, Tire AllatolllY of IlljlllCllce, L,terature as a Way of Life (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press,
2011 ), 6-8
7l Jay Clayton and Eric Rothstein, Illjlllellce alld Illtertn. tllalihj in Literanj Histonj (Madison, WI: University of
Wisconsin Pre s, 1991), 3-4 .
•4
Ihab H. Hassan, "The Problem of Influence in Literary History: Notes Towards a Definition," Tire Journal
of Ae tiletIC alld Art CntlClS IIl 14, no.1 ( ptember 1955): 66-76.
~ Linda Hutcheon, A PoetICS of Postlllolienl/slll, Histonj, TlleOnj, Fictioll (New York: Routledge, 1988), 3.
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terms as a "form of repetition with ironic critical distance, marking difference rather than
similarity," 76 the contemporary writers thus follow both in the footsteps of Yeats and in
line with the tradition while altogether distancing themselves from these. The works
examined here can be seen as rewritings of Yeats's works as well as of the folkloric figure
of the changeling, since a rewriting is a reinvention, a writing again of something, usually
a text or a story. The notion has many definitions, as Didier Coste notes, but it seems to be
the overarching term to designate any form of "formal imitation, recycling, reprocessing,
reworking and (im)mutation." 77 To summarise it with the theoretical terms mentioned
above, rewriting is the result of the parodic process, instrumented by irony and caused by
influence, in a way. Chapter 5 will thus focus on how these rewritings of both Yeatsian
1

and folk traditions are realised in the contemporary works.
Chapter 6 will take a closer look at one aspect of the postrnodern fashion in which
the authors under examination rewrite the changeling motif: they all link it to the concept
of exile. Some, like Urquhart and, to a le er extent, McCann and Donohue, adopt a
postcolonialist stance in as ociating the motif with emigration. Postcolonialism i
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from it. Chapter 7 will focus on Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari's concept of del reterritorialisation and on its applications to the works of the four writers of the corpus. The
authors and their characters are deterritorialised in that they are taken out of their original
context, and reterritorialised into another. This thesis argues that this" second life" of the
changeling motif is not only a reterritorialisation of the latter into literature, but also of the
authors themselves through their works, in an attempt to reinvent their Irish identity.
Studying the changeling motif in literature is thus a way to examine how Irish
writers relate to their own folkloric heritage and how this can be a marker of identity. This
thesis will thus be concerned with the way a folk figure like the changeling, designed to
entertain rural communities, to edify them and reflect their anxieties, has turned into a
symbol of Irishness much stronger than the jiggling leprechaun, since it encapsulates the
unnatural situation of uprootedness and exile and the relation to one1s homeland.
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Chapter 1:
Blli iarlais in Eirillll fad6,
The Changeling in Irish Tradition

As will be seen in the following chapters, the tale-type of the changeling has been
much used in modern and contemporary Irish literary works. To understand this process,
the origins of changeling lore in Ireland need to be examined, by first looking at the
characteristics of changeling narratives in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, before
going back to early Irish sources in the next chapter. The changeling is characterised by
recognisable features, such as sickness, ugliness, great age, supernatural knowledge, slow
development, insatiable hunger and extraordinary musical abilities, while its gender
varies. The narratives follow a pattern according to which the fairy creature is invariably
tricked and often got rid of, thanks to the help and advice of an intermediary character.
While the reason for such abductions is not always stated in the tales, the function of such
stories ranges far and wide, from entertainment to explanatory or moralistic narratives.

1.1. Characteristics of the changeling
One of the most well-known ways in which the fairies interact with humans is by
abducting people's children. As Yeats remarks, "these Sheoques [fairies] are on the whole
good; but one most malicious habit have they - a habit worthy of a witch. They steal
children and leave a withered fairy, a thousand or maybe two thousand years old,
instead." I The Irish fairies are in fact described as generally benevolent neighbours,
r turning what they have borrowed most of the time. 2 This is the case, for instance, in a
tory from Donegal, where fairies borrow a cow from a farmer, leave a pregnant heifer in
its place, and return the original animal when the heifer is about to calve, without any
damage don to the cow, the farmer, his herd or his family. 3 But this only applies to milk
and other

uch farm products, animals or tools, since they rarely return the stolen

children, unle s forced to. The change ling lore, which can be seen as a type of fairy
William Butler Yeats, Ins" Fmry Tales, 225.
an
uilleabhain, Ins" Folk Cl/stOIllS alld Beliefs (Dublin: The Three Candles, 1967), 53.
an
hEochaidh, "110. The Fairie Borrow a Cow / B6 ar iasacht ag na si6gai," Sfscealta 6 Tlzir
C/lOllmll/Fmnj Legellds fr011l DOllegal, trans. Maire Mac Neill (UCD: Comhairle Bhealoideas Eireann, 1977),
262-265.
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abduction, is described as "the tradition that a child might be kidnapped by supernatural
beings and a sickly, evil or precocious substitute - the changeling - left in its place."4
Adults can however be taken away as well.
Although there have been scholarly attempts at determining the origin of and the
reason for change ling stories, research about fairies and changelings in Ireland has not
been comprehensive. One of the main downfalls of scholarly accounts published so far is
that they have not distinguished national, or even regional, variants, in fact confusing
versions from different countries. Child-stealing supernatural beings are indeed to be
found all around the globe, from Spain to Africa, to India, to Japan, to Scandinavia and
Oceania for instance. s The belief however seems to have been concentrated in Western
Europe, mainly in Germanic, Scandinavian and Celtic 6 regions. Noting that written
examples of change ling stories are ve.ry rare outside of Europe, Gisela Piaschewski focuses
her research on European changelings, with a particular emphasi on the e three areas,
although she draws a lot from German source, those being more readily available to her.
Despite claiming that her study of the change ling motif include Celtic variants, h e doe
not refer to Irish change ling much, generally preferring Breton xample. Yet h
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while the mother is gone to check the cattle outside. 8 Piaschewski is also aware of the
Christian background of some of the sources and discusses the influence of the Christian
readings of changeling tales. She mentions the relation between changeling lore and civil
and criminal law, giving examples of criminal cases in which the belief is alluded to.9 She
details the ways of protecting the child against the fairies: light and fire, metal, plants,
symbols, bread and salt are all prominent. Similarly, attention is paid to the ways to
banish the changeling. She unfortunately does not try to interpret in depth the change ling
lore, although she does look into its relation to science. Moreover, although she mentions
the fact that women in childbirth can be at risk of being abducted, Piaschewski focuses on
child changelings and does not really mention adult cases. Her article in the handbook of
German superstitions somehow sums up her thesis.lO
Only two years after Piaschewski, another German scholar, Heinrich Appel, wrote a
shorter doctoral dissertation on changelings. However, he does not seem to have been
aware of Piaschewski's work as he does not quote it at all. Like her though, his research
focuses on child changelings in German lore, with insights into other traditions from time
to time. JI His sources on Irish tales are restricted to the brothers Grimm's 1826 translation
of Thomas Crofton Croker's Fairy Legends of the South of Ireland, entitled Irische

Elfellllliirclzell .12 Yet Appel never quotes Crofton Croker himself and does not seem to be
f

aware of hi other works. He also refers to what he terms the "Celtic" traditions, but this is
in r gard to John Rhy ' Celtic Folklore, which is focused on Manx and Welsh folk-tales.
App I pro

d with a depiction of the change ling character in the narratives, that of an

old, big-h aded, wide-eyed ugly child who refuses to eat or drink. 13 Appel highlights the
link to mu i in the Iri h tradition: he is the first one to do so, as this is a characteristic that
Pia hew ki did not
thi , with a fiv -

m to have remarked upon. A tale from Crofton Croker exemplifies
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audience into dancing.l~ Appel distinguishes three types of change ling tales, the norm
being for him stories following the pattern" abduction of a beautiful child, discovery of a
change ling, banishment of the fairy creature and return of the rightful child." But there are
two other variants: that of the changeling dropped into the river on the way to church and
that of the child stolen in the field, related to the folklore of the Mittngsfrnu (Lady Midday)
who causes heatstrokes to workers. IS He also draws links with the interpretation of
dreams, his research having obviously been done in the wake of Freud's studies on
psychoanalysis. Appel thus acknowledges that changeling stories have been seen as
associated with the narratives of erotic dreams of incubi and succubi, seen in religious
tradition as respectively male and female demons coming to take possession of sleeping
humans at night, but he seems rather of the opinion that the changeling narratives relate to
the anxious dreams of the pregnant mother-to-be. 16
Seamas Mac Philib defines the changeling stories as migratory tales, i.e. narratives
common to several countries and areas. He has attempted to li t the characteri tics of Irish
and Scottish change ling stories in an article, giving everal example of changeling torie,
to highlight the specific variants of thi migratory motif in Ireland and
which nevertheless come under type number ML 50 5, a
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mention adult and animal changelings in his article, although women outnumber men in
the adult changeling stories.
His article is based on his MA dissertation on the motif of the changeling in Irish
folklore, which gives an exhaustive list of the characteristics of the fairy being, working
from accounts from some published material and mostly from the National Folklore
Collection in University College Dublin. In his dissertation, Mac Philib details the ways to
protect a child from a change and which times and places are considered dangerous in
that regard. He also enumerates the witnesses of the abductions and describes the
changeling itself, physically, as well as its strange behaviour. The ways to identify it are
also .outlined, from its speech, age, knowledge of smithery, its fondness of smoking to its
beard and long teeth. He lays out the ways to rescue the original child, and who advises
on this, as well as the ways to banish the change ling, including fire, scalding and burning
with hot tools, shouting that the fairy fort is on fire, spells, herbs, beating or drowning.
Mac Philib finishes with a discussion of the nature of the stories but, like Piaschewski
whose work he quotes, unfortunately does not try to analyse all the characteristics of the
Irish change ling stories in more depth. 20
Jean-Michel Doulet wrote his PhD thesis on changelings and later published it
under the title QllfllZd les demons enlevaient les enfants in 2002. It is an anthropological study
that look. at the

0

ial function of change ling tales and at the networks of meaning

running through the torie . For Doulet, changeling tales are not just stories, but also the
confirmation f f ar , belief, and guilt permeating the societies in which these narratives
exi ted . He adopts an int rdi iplinary approach, using anthropology, history of religions,
ethnology, folklore and p ychology to show the coherence of the systems of beliefs and
around the changeling lore. Noting the absence of change ling stories in the
"panth on of lit rar tal

," 21

he cho e a very wide time-span for his corpus, ranging from
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is absent from his bibliography. Like his predecessors, Doulet recognises the existence of
adult and animal change ling lore, but only mentions it when it sheds light on his analysis
of child changelings.
In Doulet's work, fairies are unquestioningly linked with women and femininity.
This is probably due to the fact that fee (fairy) is a feminine word in French, as in most
European languages, and that the fees are mostly female supernatural beings in French
folk-tales, although this does not apply to Ireland for instance. Doulet dwells on the
depiction of fairies abducting newborn babies and explores the reversed motif of the
midwife to the fairies. Some folk-tales indeed portray human female obstetricians called
by the fairies to the Otherworld to help a fairy woman in labour. Doulet sees this as a sort
of "solidarite feminine" a t childbirth, even between fairy and human women. He argues that
they create a feminine and mysterious space, in which stories of changelings are told 22

-

although this is quite debatable as male figures are also involved in fairy abduction stories,
such as tailors and smiths, as Doulet himself highlights later on in his book. He give a
prominent place to women in change ling tradition, tating that th narration of the tories
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thirteenth centuries onwards, Doulet deals with Christian texts on the fairy beings. He
thus explores the Christian readings of the folk beliefs, understanding changelings as
children of the devil, or of an incubus. 26 He also lists the characters who advise and help
recover the original child: wise man/woman, witch, tailor, or even soldier, traveller,
tinker, gypsy, as well as neighbour. The priest is also prominent because he is seen as
having relations with the Otherworld. 27 Doulet discusses the figure of the smith,28 together
with that of the tailor. Like Piaschewski and Mac Phi lib, he also details the features of the
changeling characters and the various methods to banish the fairy being, but he is the only
one to have raised the issue of the absent figure, that of the stolen child. Doulet presents
his study as an invitation to ponder on the notion of border in changeling lore, on the
themes of speech and silence, death and the dead. Indeed, these will be some of the
unifying themes of this thesis.
The most recent piece of research on changelings is an unpublished postgraduate
dissertation by Erika Lewis. 29 She analyses the characteristics of the changelings, as they
have been de cribed in the works mentioned above, although she quotes none of them but
for Mac Philib's article. She also briefly mentions in passing the fairy fort on fire motif and
the chang ling' knowledge of smithery, two important characteristics which will be
detailed later on in this chapter. Like the researchers cited previously, she acknowledges
that change ling can be children, adults or animals, and she gives more examples than
th

do for all three, although with an emphasis on children. She focused her research on

th midland ountie, i.. where the changeling lore is the strongest, as will be detailed in
Chapter 2, and conducted interviews herself.
Furth rmore, re earch on changelings in general has not taken into account adult
hangeling . Out of the three main book-long works on the motif, Piaschewski's Der

IrVecllSelbalg, Ma Philib' larlaisi (which remains unpublished) and Jean-Michel Doulet's
QlLalld les delllons enlevaunzt les enfants, none of them focuses on grown-up abductees and
ub titut ,although th y all acknowledge the existence of this tradition.
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1.1.1. Gender and nature of the changeling
Changelings are thus fairy beings that have been substituted for a stolen person, the
latter being taken by the si to the Otherworld. It is commonly accepted that in the majority
of cases, changelings are male. This therefore implies that boys are more often abducted
than girls and women. Indeed, according to Mac Philib's data, male changelings represent
63% of the abductees, against only 14% for females. The remaining is made up of children

whose gender is not mentioned, because they are only referred to in the tale as the child,"
11

11

the infant," or the baby" for example. 30 There are a few instances of twin changelings,
11

most often two boys. Mac Philib has found one occurrence of two girl changelings and two
cases of boy and girl twins being abducted. '1
He has listed thirty-eight narratives in which the age of the changeling is
mentioned. It ranges most often between a couple of months to a few years, but seven
years is the most common age for the changelings. '2 Although h e notes that Piaschewski
remarked that changelings were usually old, in Iri h tradition there are only a few
instances of elderly changelings, that is to ay chang ling who have remain d undercover
long enough to reach old age. '1
However, the

figure only apply to childr n change ling and not to adult on ,a
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to Connacht and stays with a man who, it turns out, saved the fisherman's wife from the
fairies the year before by blessing himself when he heard a group of riders passing by at
midnight. This had the effect releasing the woman from the fairy host and she fell at the
man's feet. Although her husband thought she was dead, the fisherman's wife had been
abducted by the fairies. 35 A Donegal farmer also remarked that
an seanbhunadh ag ra go minic go rabh se ina rud an-uasal ag
buachaill na ag cailin a bheadh ag gabhail a ph6sadh, eiri amach i
ndiaidh na hoiche ar a n-aghaidhe fein [... ] D' aimhiodh siad go
mbiodh na daoine beaga ag magadh ar na daoine a bhiodh eadar dail
is p6sadh, agus a gcur ar an tseachran go minic
(the old people say that it was a very dangerous thing for a boy or
girl about to be married to go out alone after nightfall [ ... ] It was said
that the wee folk used to mock those engaged to marry and often set
them astray).36
A briefly mentioned above, another type of fairy abduction tales, known as the "midwife
to the fairies" motif, sees female obstetricians being taken to the Otherworld to help a fairy
woman in labour. The motif has been studied by Criost6ir Mac Carthaigh, in an article
stemming from his MA dissertation.'l7 For instance, a Donegal tale recounts how midwife
Nan y Cunningham was once asked by a fairy man to come in help of his wife into the
crag at the top of the field, and how, after Nancy delivered a baby boy to the fairy woman,
th

p nt a " merry night" ("Bhi oiche bhrea phleisiurtha acu") before she returned home
ound. ~ The Folklore Collection index, which references most of the main

af
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abdu t d m n.'9 Y t, th rare tori
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in which a grown man is taken away, as in a version
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from Co. Clare when it is a thirty-six-year old who is "swept." ~o However, there is one
type of tale in which a male character is invariably abducted or led astray: that of the fairy
ride. Generally, a young man overhears the fairies and, by accident, ends up in the midst
of the fairy cavalcade going to faraway places, such as Paris, Spain or Rome. Some of the
stories include the abduction of a princess. This is what happens to Guleesh na Guss Dhu
in the eponymous story; he is taken by the fairies to Rome and then France and witnesses
the abduction of the daughter of the king of France. 41
Some have explained these characteristics by the fact that baby boys and young
women were the most at risk of dying, with congenital diseases for the former and the
dangers of childbirth for the latter, hence their being the most likely to be taken away in
the folk stories. Jean-Michel Doulet argues that this is also due to the socio-economic
values in the rural world in which the stories were told and the importance given to male
children. Indeed, they were the ones who brought wealth to the house, by their work and
potential advantageous marriage, whereas girls could only take the w ealth away from the
family with their need of a dowry. The loss of a boy wa
significant and greater than that of the girl, in term
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mindset. 42
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inamharlaeh Bearaigh,"

1.1.2. Sickness
Changelings have several distinctive characteristics, from which suspicions arise as
to their real nature. The first of them is their apparent sickness. All of a sudden, changed
children (who are in fact changelings then) become ill, weak and thus unrecognisable. In
Thomas Crofton Croker's tale "The Brewery of Egg-shells" in Fairy Legends of the South of

Ireland, what Mrs. Sullivan has is a very weak creature that is "shrivelled up to nothing"
and looks like a skeleton.~7 In another account from Co. Carlow, one morning, "the cradle
contained a sickly, puny infant, which seemed to be suffering from some unknown
disease. "~8 It is indeed a common feature of the changelings that they seem to wither away.

In thjs particular account from Carlow, the change ling "pined away and died."49 Lady
Wilde also recounts the story of a man in Co. Mayo who had been changed and was thus
sick and "bed-ridden for months and months." so The idea that a lasting sickness is
associated with changelings partly explains why Bridget Cleary, who got pneumonia in
1895, was thought to be a changeling. She was subsequently burned to death by her

husband who b lieved he had just got rid of a fairy. 51 The accounts do not really explain
the detail of the si kne s, they make do with mentions of weakness, and highlight rather
the appearance of the changeling, as scraggy and pale. Mac Philib's study does not refer to
detail of tl1 manife ta tion of the illnesses.
Anoth r ymp tom i the constant wailing of baby changelings in folk-tales. In the
narrativ

oUe ted by Crofton Croker, Mrs. Sullivan's change ling keeps "squalling and

crying." 52 In a tor from Ini howen, the child's whimpering is the sign for the mother who
ha

gon

to g t water that omething has gone wrong. She comes back to an infant
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sick person anymore but a dead body. Lady Wilde presents in her story "The Fairy
Changeling" fairies stealing an infant and replacing it with a dead baby. 5-1 Similar stories
are found in Co. Leitrim, for instance. 55 In one of them, the dead change ling turns into a
cow leg when its fairy nature has been revealed. 5b In other stories, the changeling dies a
few days after the change. 57 Unlike a simple change, loss in these stories is definitive: a
dead changeling removes the possibility of getting the original human back, since there
would be nothing to exchange them back with. Yet, it is true that a few stories have the
abductee return some time after the death of the change ling, as is the case for the mother
in the story entitled "That is my Mammy !jSin i mo Mhamai !"58 Mac Philib has listed
around eighty-four occurrences of dead child changelings, whether the original person
dies and is thought to have gone with the fairies or whether an actual dead change ling is
left in its place. 59
In some tales, when it is revealed that the child is not actually dead but has b en
changed, the changeling, which appeared to be dead, then turns into a pi ce of wood, a
motif akin to the rarer one of the cow leg mentioned above. Thi fea ture, named" to k,"
designates the lifele

object in the hape of a human ex hang d for a tolen p r on. It i
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Indeed, the angelic beauty of the abductee comes as the antithesis to the deformity of the
fraud. Yet it paradoxically still looks like the real human. The Irish changelings are most
often depicted as hideous imps, in opposition to the pretty children who are abducted.
This is the case in Crofton Croker's tale mentioned earlier, with Mrs. Sullivan's "ugly bit of
a shrivelled up fairy" which contrasts with her own boy who is described only in positive
terms such as "sweet," "gentle," "healthy," etc. In the same way, in Lady Wilde's "Fairy
Child," the abducted boy is "beautiful to look on as an angel from heaven," while the
father calls the change ling a "demon." 62 This can be accounted for by the disappointment
and despair of the parents who have lost a child: of course, anything coming to replace it is
never going to be as good as the original, hence the negative portrayals of the changelings
in all folk-tales, which are told from the point of view of the parents, or at least from the
human side. Doulet indeed emphasises that these are
storie who e geography is that of the familiar universe of the house,
of the home and of the cradle, of the field that they plough and
where they scythe and make hay, of the well-trodden crossroads, of
the river do e by, of the well and the farm yard with its heap of
manure; torie who e protagonists are peasants, overwhelmed by a
udden hard hip and wi e characters who provide life-saving
advi .b'
A in a lot of folk-tal ,the phy ical appearance reflects the inner self of the characters.
Th good are b autiful and ugliness i a symbol of evil, hence the villains not being the
good-l

king hara t r . Through the depiction of the change ling as ugly, it is the theft of

th original hild whi hi

ondemned a an evil act.

la Philib ha also li ted fourteen in tances in which the changeling has long teeth.
Aft r g ing in to the ard, the mother find "a mall little man with [ ... ] crooked teeth" in a
tal from Co. L ngford. I>' Although ugline s is a basic characteristic for child changelings,
th I ng t

th motif i not a
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torvteller a a way of nhancing the hideou ne s and unnaturalness of the creature, since
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animality" in Doulet's words. 65 Long tee th could also be evoking demons

and other evil supernatural creatures, thus once again reinforcing the negative aspect of
the fraud .
Some stories also depict baby changelings as hairy creatures. Patrick Kennedy
reports a story in which the change ling has hairs all over his body, legs and arms.66 This
hairiness, like the long teeth, is a symbol of abnormality and non-humanity. It is the sign
of a being outside of the human realm, of a wild creature that does not know what
civilisation is, according to Jean-Michel Doulet. 67 But this is also linked to the depiction of
the Devil, who was often portrayed as very hairy and even sometimes with goat's legs.
The depiction of changelings as hairy would thus hint at their demonised nature.t>8
Sometimes the fairy substitutes are even portrayed with a beard, which once more
highlights their unnaturalness. In a tale collected by Lady Wilde, the father di overs " a
great beard on his [child's] face ." 69 A well a crooked teeth, the cr ature in the radle in
the story from Co. Longford also ha " a long b ard ."70 Mac Philib ha found nineteen
instances of stories in which the baby changeling ha

a bard. Whil
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the change ling indeed talks with the voice of a "very old man."?3 One tale actually
portrays the fairies telling an old fairy man to take the child's place in the cradle: although
the women of the house haven't detected the fairy trickery and still think the newborn a
"fine son," the father, who has overheard the fairies in the fort, knows better and threatens
the old fairy man who eventually returns to his usual shape, "with two fingers length of a
I

grey beard around his mouth" and his pair of crutches.7~
As will be explained in the following pages, changelings are often tricked into
revealing their actual age. Many folk-tales tell of a child changeling tricked into speaking
and thus r-evealing that their age is not quite that of a young person, as they would like
humans to believe. Out of surprise from the trick, changelings sometimes disclose their
age, often in comparison with a nearby forest or hill. This could be related to the Irish
phrase" chomh ean leis na cnoic" ("as old as the hills"), an anglicization used commonly
to indicate old age. 75 The analogy is however also found in continental folk-tales on
changeling ,a will be detailed later. In a Sligo story, the creature says it is "as old as the
old

t tree."-b In th

ame story collected by Crofton Croker already quoted, the fairy

instead imply tate that he is 1500 year old.
ome hangeling also talk of ancient battles, which is revealing of their age as well.
If they have witn

ed

uch battles which have been recounted from generation to

gen ration ince the dawn of time, then changelings must indeed be antediluvian beings.
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though these annals cannot be considered reliable sources with regards to the battle in
question, seeing the highly mythological character of the events described, they reveal the
assumed antiquity of the battle of Magh Tuireadh, and hence, of the changelings who have
witnessed it. There is also a link here between the fairies and the mythological Tuatha De
Danann, the people of the goddess Danu.79 The latter are those who fought the battle of
Magh Tuireadh against the Fom6ire for the ownership of Ireland. As is recounted in the

Lebor Cabala Erenn, the Book of Invasions of Ireland, well after the attempted invasion by the
Fom6ire, when the humans landed on Irish shores, and after armed encounters, the
Tuatha De retreated underground, in the hills, and it is thought that they became the aes

sidhe of Irish folklore, the people of the hollow hills. That the fairy creatures be talking
about the feats of the Tuatha De during the battle of Magh Tuireadh only seems logical
then.
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unnaturalness. Mac Philib has listed thirteen instances of a baby hangeling moking a
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incapable of talking, the majority of Irish tales have the creature talk to whoever is in the
room and thus betray its fairy nature. By doing so, the changeling reveals that it is not a
human infant but a fairy being. There are instances when the creature starts talking about
the mother as soon as she is gone out of the room. One changeling thus politely asks the
old tailor: "Is she gone?"S, Another one enquires with the tailor that they are alone.8-l
As mentioned above, Mac Philib has also catalogued several stories in which the
change ling talks about famous ancient battles. Two changeling twins start a conversation:
"Do you remember the battle of Banagher?" says one to the other, who replies "I do, and
many another battle besides."ss This particular battle has not been recorded yet; it is hard
to know whether it is related to the Easter Rising, or to a medieval fight or whether it is a
made-up name. It nonetheless shows the ability of the changeling to hold a conversation.
In both the e ca es of change ling talk, this is an unmistakable sign that the being in
the cradle is a fairy creature. Yet in some stories, the creature itseU says that it is a
changeling. In a story from Co. Leitrim, when questioned, the changeling explains that she
is "not the hild, but another woman in her place. The child she says was taken away."S6
In an ca e of changeling talk, Jean-Michel Doulet remarks that the creature never
b n fi
type

from its ability to talk, since it is always betraying itseU. Doulet analyses the five
pe h within the change ling narratives: the
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talk very well without being hindered by this ability. This is not the case in adult
changeling stories either. This therefore favours the idea that it is not talking that is
unnatural, since fairies do talk, but rather the fact that a child speaks when they should
not be able to. Talking is an adult characteristic, so if a child is able to have a conversation,
then this child is not a human one.

1.1.6. Supernatural knowledge
The fairy beings are also endowed with supernatural knowledge, which is a sign to
recognise them as changelings in the house. Mac Philib has listed sixteen stories in which
the changeling possesses some expertise in smithery.89 It either gives advice to the smith
himself or to relatives, or reveals itself to have extraordinary knowledge of smithery, such
as only a very good blacksmith can have. In a story from Co. Galway, it is said that the
change ling boy can be no other than the be t of smith
/I

/I

("

togha an ghabha /l ).90 Another

changeling, when told that the fairy fort i on fire, admits /11 am a black- mith and my
bellows will be burned./I This same account from Co. Monaghan contain a
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Cavan,91 which is at the heart of the changeling lore district, as will be detailed later.
Through the motif of smithery, there could therefore be a hint at the fairy nature of the
changeling, although Sean

6 Suilleabhain does not mention any connection between

smiths and changelings in his Handbook of Irish Folklore. 94 By being knowledgeable in the
craft of the smiths, the changeling would be claiming implicitly this ancient heritage from
the Tuatha De and thus reveal its fairy nature. As will be analysed in the next pages about
the intermediary characters, the smith was also surrounded by an aura of mystery,
something that the portrayal of the changeling as knowledgeable in the craft of smithery
may have-been trying to draw from as well.
Smithery is not the only thing that changelings know about. They also have
preterna tural knowledge concerning life in t.'e neighbourhood. In a tale from Co. Leitrim,
the creature knows the neighbour's business for instance. 95 In another, from Co. Clare, the
changeling can tell that a particular man is a murderer, when no one else knows of the
crime.% The changeling also supernaturally knows where the farm mare is, in several
from Co. Cavan. 97 According to a Co. Waterford tale, it is the extraordinary

stori

memory of the hangeling that makes it remarkable. 98 And in yet another narrative from
Co. Cavan, the hang ling i

aid to be a learned as old people. 99

1.1.7. Hunger
The hang ling ' r lation to food is most often one of extremes: either the creature is
n tantl

hungry or refu ing to eat. As Mac Philib remarks, although continental
m to at a much a adults, it i not so with the Irish tradition, with only six
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ordinary aliments. 102 The changelings' relentless hunger may on the other hand be linked
to their sickness. Patrick Kennedy recounts a story in which the change ling devours all the
food in the house leaving the people quite destitute, entitled "The Fairy Child." 101 This
could be related to the fact that the changeling is thought to be a grown-up fairy in a
human child's body, thus explaining the fact that the change ling needs to eat more than
normal children.
In some stories, the change ling actually steals food from the family it is in, as in a
story from Co. Meath.1Q.1 So the changeling, when eating all the food the family is giving
him, abuses their kindness. When it is portrayed as a food thief, the negative image of the
changeling is reinforced, highlighting the fact that it deprives the human family of their
own food. Moreover, Doulet notes that hunger in changeling stories ha been depicted as
early as the thirteenth century. He argues that it is linked to experience of the famine. The
changeling with long teeth would be a repre ntation of the devouring child, relating it to
hunger, but also to animality, as he mentioned before. For Doulet, orality, either a food or
speech, as mentioned earlier, i never b nefic nt to the hang ling in
to be discovered. 105 Now, a ha b

it i what I ad it

n explain d abov ,hi argum nt r garding p h i
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ha e

Mac Philib has counted nineteen stories out of more than four hundred in which the
changeling does not walk one step.ID? This of course is a hint for the folk that what is in the
cradle is not a real child. It does not appear in some tales, because the parents get their
own child back relatively quickly after the theft occurred. But in other accounts,
changelings remain in people's houses for long enough -

five, seven years - for them to

discover these peculiarities which then alert them to the real nature of what they think is
their child. lOB Doulet notes the inability of the changeling to evolve and adapt like any
other human, not growing up like normal children and yet talking with the voice of
elderly persons, hence the non-humanity of the changelings, already highlighted by the
portrayal of hairy and bearded changelings for example.109
A feature commonly found in the critical description of changelings is that they do
not speak at all or do not speak until late. This characteristic is rarely present in Irish tales.
In the list drawn up by Mac Philib, there is only one instance, from Co. Limerick, in which
the change ling can't talk. 11 0 A paradox therefore emerges, since the change ling is depicted
as eating voraciously but not growing, as not developing like normal children and yet
talking. These contradictions not only highlight the unnaturalness of the fairy creature, but
allow for humour, since it comes out of these contradictory situations in the narratives.
me time
contra t to th

the changelings are also seen dancing, and even par tying, in total

late development apparent to the eyes of the parents. Mac Philib has

10 alis d ight tale in which this happens.111 A Kilkenny account relates how a woman

found h r two ( hangeling) children one night: one was dancing heartily while the other
wa pIa ing th violin.ll2 Indeed, another further evidence of the changelings' non-human
nature i th ir extraordinary motor kills. Mac Phi lib has also found five stories in which
th bab creatur

limb around the house. 1l3 In examples from Co. Down and Meath, the

chang ling limb up th rafter , 114 while in other tales from Cork and Meath, the creature
is climbing up th wall and jumping on the beams and thatch. 115 These actions of course
Hr
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are signs of the child's fairy nature.

1.1.9. Music

In a vast amount of tales - over a hundred in Mac Philib's corpus - changelings
ask the person who is in the room to hand them some musical instrument. This is of
course another evidence of their ability to speak. In 51 % of the stories, it is bagpipes that
the changeling is requesting.1l6 In a story from Glenarm, Co. Antrim for example, after
asking the tailor about its "mother," the changeling starts playing" a set of little pipes"
that was hidden in the cradle. m The instrument can sometimes be a fiddle or a flute as
well. llB In a Leinster story, a change ling politely asks the tailor who happens to be there to
pass him the violin and it then starts playing. 119 Singing is also mentioned but does not
seem to be as common as playing instrumental music. 120
In Irish tradition, changelings are excellent musicians. The changeling "play[ ] the

like of such music [the tailor] never heard" in the tale from Carlow mentioned above, and
in a story from Donegal, the neighbour hear "the nice t mu ic ver h hard" wh n the
changeling woman plays the fiddle. m The tune i indeed oft n d
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in other tales: both are markers of the changeling's otherness, they reveal its fairy nature,
and in that he agrees with Barbara Hillers, although he does not quote her. He discusses
the instruments played, but does not develop very much on the bagpipe-playing motif,
though it is very prominent in Irish tales. Quoting a rather unusual account of an Irish
change ling who started to play the bagpipes and whom a professional musician wanted to
hire before the changeling escaped on the flooding river, Doulet does not expand on the
typical bagpipe-playing motif. He instead goes on to detail the importance of water in
changeling tales,l 25 a characteristic that will be analysed later in this study.
The ways to identify a baby change ling are thus numerous and varied, from the
beard to the musical and physical capacities, from the supernatural knowledge to the
ugliness. Some features, like their sickness, ugliness, hunger and late development, are
inherent to the change ling from the start of the narrative, as opposed to the characteristics
revealed by a trick which are their ability to talk and play music, their great age and their
supernatural knowledge. Yet things are quite different for adult changelings. There does
not eem to b any

0

currences of grown-up changelings with beards, playing music or

dancing, or with upernatural knowledge. Only Patrick Kennedy has found one story in
which an adult hang ling plays the bagpipes but this is clearly an isolated case.l26 These
ar in fa t abiliti

that any grown-up human could have and cannot really mark them as

oth rw rldl . Adult hangeling are u ually imply sick and bed-ridden, or even dead. A
man th ught to b a chang ling in Bally hannon thus remained in bed for thirty years,
while a w man wa

taken in Co. Carlow when a changeling died in her place. 127 A

thorough analy i of all Iri h adult changeling narratives would be required, but this
tud unf rtunat I la k the time and m an to re earch this more fully.

1.2.

haracteri tic of the narratives
1.2.1 Trick played upon the changeling
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on what they suspect is the fairy creature. Indeed, upon the advice of someone
knowledgeable in fairy customs, people would deceive the change ling into betraying its
true nature. These tricks then reveal further characteristics of the Irish changelings, such as
their ability to talk and play music, their great age and their supernatural knowledge,
which often contrast with the initial characteristics of the creatures, highlighting their
unnaturalness.
One of the tricks consists of performing something unusual, which would lead the
creature to reveal its nature by speaking out of astonishment at such a thing. This can be
achieved through a trick called the "brewery of egg-shells" for instance. It is the one that
features in the tale collected by Crofton Croker: a wise woman advises the mother to get a
few eggs, throwaway the contents and put the shells in boiling water. l 28 Wasting the
yokes and whites to simply boil shells will surpri e the change ling which will then declare
its bewilderment and thus reveal its true nature. Doulet explore the ymboli m of the egg
in the brewery of egg-shells motif, a will be di cus ed in Chapter 2. Thi i also a major
trick in continental change ling lore to get rid of the creature: to br w b

r in, or imply

boil, egg-shells. The unusual action will lead th fairy b ing to xclaim its amazement and
thus reveal its identity .1 29 In a Sligo tory, the chang ling exclaim
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There are however other ways to discover whether the odd being in the house is a
changeling. What seems to be the most common of them is to trick it into playing the
bagpipes, by leaving the instrument at hand in the seemingly deserted house. This is what
happens in a rare example of an adult musician changeling, recounted by Kennedy.
Rickard the Rake has been changed and someone advises his relatives to put bagpipes
nearby to check that it is a changeling. Indeed, the real Rickard is not good at playing
music, so when the creature picks up and plays an entrancing music when he thinks he is
alone, this is proof that this is not Rickard. HI Sometimes, the change ling takes the bagpipes
from undeI"'its bed and starts playing of its own accord, without needing incentive to it. It
however only does it when its mother is out of sight, but in front of some other witness.
For example, in a tale from Co. Carlow, when its mother is gone to get water, the
changeling asks the tailor if he is "fond of music" and, upon the dumbfounded craftsman's
affirmative reply, it play until they hear the mother coming back from the well. 135
An alternative to these is shouting that "the fairy hill/fort is on fire," when nothing
is actually happ ning on the nearby hill. This leads the change ling to run out of the house
it i afraid for its family and possessions in the Otherworld. 136 This is a well-

becau
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Once they have discovered the change ling, all there is left to do for the family is to
banish it, in the hope of regaining the abductee, which does not always happen. The "fairy
fort on fire" motif is useful for the humans to identify and get rid of the changeling, all in
one go, as mentioned above. Indeed, when the people of the house have suspicions that
the creature may be a fairy, someone advises them to pretend that the nearby fairy hill is
on fire. When told, the change ling will run out of the house to succour his otherworldly
family in the mound and will never be seen again afterwards. Mac Philib references thirtyseven versions, but he highlights the fact that this motif is relatively sparse with regards to
changelings in south Munster, although the motif of the "fairy fort on fire" is used
frequently there and in the rest of Ireland in other stories to get rid of fairies who are not
changelings.l18 There are in fact other narratives in which a woman is disturbed by fairy
women in her house, and, upon advice, the woman of the house runs back in, saying that
the fairy hill is on fire. Thus the fairy women exit the hou

and cannot be allowed in
tory, twelve horned women

again, thanks to various tricks. In a Tipperary version of thi

come in to punish the woman of the hou e for her untidine . But the latter i warn d b a

voice at the well to run back in saying that Slievenamon, a famou mountain thought to be
a fairy dwelling, is on fire with all that i in it,
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in what th fath r wa

radI t put it in th)

fire, upon the advice of an old beggar, but it turns into a "block of timber" in her hands
before she has time to reach the fireplace. In But there are also examples of parents putting
the supposed change ling into the fire, as in an account from Co. Longford, in which the
mother" pushed out the turf and put the child in at the back of the fire."w It has been
suggested that narratives using simply a threat instead of resorting to actual violence have
been censored, unconsciously or not, so that the violence is only suggested and not
enacted .I~~

A common variation of this method is to redden tools in the fire and threaten to
burn the changeling with them, as in a Cork account. 145 A widow from Co. Limerick
threatens her baby boy with a hot poker, after he reacted out loud when she boiled water
in eggshells. l lb Occasionally the humans follo~ through with their threats and actually
burn the change ling with the hot tools. These beliefs used to be so strong that this would
happen, and not only in the stories, as evidenced by the case of Bridget Cleary. She was
threatened with a hot poker before being put on the fire by her husband and relatives,
who had come to think he was a change ling because of her pneumonia. 147 The use of hot
iron tool to bani h the changelings may also be due to the fairies' dislike of iron. 148
Scalding i anoth r method, halfway between water and fire. The changelings are
burnt, or threatened to b , with boiling water, or milk on one occasion. 149 In a few stories,
hot porridge i u

d to burn the creature. 150

More than fifty torie u

water to get rid of the changeling. In most of them, it is

drowned after b ing thr wn into the sea, a lake, a drain, a well, or more commonly the
riv r. Th moth r li t ns to th advi e of a tailor and throws the baby changeling into the
well, in Co. Meath, whil in a tale from Kilkenny th mother pretends to be bringing the
changeling t b m a ur d for lothe
throw th m int
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away, in a ditch 152 or from a cliff into the valley.1 53 A story from Co. Meath tells of a mother
throwing the change ling into the drain with the help of a servant boy. 154 The changeling
being thrown into a ditch or the drain expresses particularly well the unwantedness and
the uselessness of it for the people of the house.
The same idea is expressed also in the motif of the creature being abandoned
outside. Sometimes the changeling is even put on the heap of manure. Maltreatment was
in fact considered an efficient way to banish the fairy creatures, be it via either fire, water
or physical violence. There are many instances in which the change ling is beaten. For
instance, a Sligo story sees the wise woman advising the mother to "beat and pinch" the
changeling. 155
Herbs were also used now and then to get rid of a changeling. Special fairy herbs,
I.e. herbs that were thought to have special properties linked to the fairies, were often
used, especially the foxglove (Ius mar), known scientifically as digitalis. The mother applies
leaves of the lushmore on the child who i thought to be away in a story r ounted by
Lady Gregory. l56 Mac Philib has found the Iu hmore in about even torie. 157 Lady Wilde
notes, among other fairy cures: "When children ar pining awa , th Y are uppo ed to be
fairy struck; and the juice of twelve leave of foxglo

ma b gi en." 158 The r lati n to the
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thimble (menrncnll) rather than of the finger. 161 Menrncnn gorm is the "blue thimble" or the
harebell. 162 Patrick Logan notes that the foxglove was particularly used in Co. Leitrim as a
protection against the fairies and to cure any disease due to them. 163
In a more Christian context, prayers and spells were also used to try to cast out the
fairy creatures. Mac Philib has listed sixteen instances in which Christian prayers are used
to banish the changeling, ltH as exemplified by a tale from Co. Leitrim. 165 Jean-Michel Doulet
also notes that bringing the change ling to a pilgrimage is another way to get rid of it, when
the brewery of egg-shells has not worked or has not been used. This method is found in
Ireland and in Germany according to him. 166 Mac Philib does not mention this
characteristic, but the continental pilgrimage on the way to which the changeling is
thrown away could be paralleled by the Irish narratives in which the mother pretends she
is going with the child to the shoemaker, the tailor or to the well for instance. Lady
Gregory collected a story in which the parents bring the changeling to the Lady Well,
where there are festivitie every 15 th August, to drown it, but it is not mentioned whether
it was an a tual pilgrimage. 1b;" Doulet is of the opinion that the banishment of changelings
involve ritual and practice which are exclusively feminine. 168 This is contradicted in Irish
tradition b thi la t example, and many others indeed, in which both parents go to the
well to get rid of the changeling.

1.2.3. Intermediary characters
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the field." In the first one, someone passes by a house at night and sees fairies taking the
child through the window, while leaving a substitute behind. The witness manages to
seize the stolen baby and returns it to its family the next day, as is the case in the tale
entitled "The Fairy Changeling" in which the man rescues the child from two fairy women
at the window and returns it to its wealthy family the day after when the whole village
was thinking the poor baby was dead. 169 The" abductee in the air" motif contains the same
idea of the passer-by rescuing a person being stolen, but instead of seeing the theft at the
the window, the witness ears a (fairy) whirlwind and uses either iron and/ or prayers to
deter the fairies, who drop their abductee. A shoemaker on his way to fetch the midwife
for his pregnant wife hears a whirlwind passing by, throws the nails he had just bought
towards it and shouts "May the Devil take you with him/Go dt6gai an diabhalleis sibh."
This results in the abductee falling from the air, and it

0

happens that it is his wife. They

return home, where they find the house in great turmoil becau e the hoemaker' wife is
dead, or so it seems, since it turns out it was her fairy sub titute. 170 In the la t motif, the
stolen child is simply found in a field late at night by one or two chara t r on th lr way
home. A Donegal version of this story ha two youth hearing crie in a fi Id on th u wa
to the wake of a young boy. One of th m pi k up th child and bring it to th hou ,
where it turns out what wa b ing wak d what th fairy ub titut f r th chil
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craftsmen in Mac Philib's corpus is indeed not always clearly defined, such as in a story
from Co. Offaly when a "workman" is designated as the intermediary character. 175 Mac
Philib has however found a story in which a joiner helps get a child back. 176 In total, it is an
inventory of sixty-three itinerant workers, including tailors, that is drawn up from Mac
Philib's data.
Travellers, probably because of their mobility, are also intermediaries between
humans and fairies in some stories. In total, twenty-four travellers, both men and women,
are listed in Mac Philib's data. This also includes two beggars, one man and one woman.
There is no g.ender difference here, with an equal number of male and female travellers.
Mac Philib seems however to equate poor people and travellers: although travellers may
have been destitute in mo t cases, these are two different ideas and should not be
confu ed, unle s it is explicit in the story, as in a Co. Waterford tale in which a "poor old
woman of the roads" gives advice to the parents on how to get rid of their changeling.177
Th

mith i the other major craftsman to be represented in the narratives. In Mac

Philib' data, there are eventeen stories in which he plays the role of the intermediary. A
story from Co. Monaghan depicts a man going to get his knife welded at the forge when
his on p ak to him for th fir t time ever, advising him in matters of smithery. When he
inf rm

th

bla k mith of thi, the latter gives him advice on how to banish this
chang ling imp tOr. 17!! A mentioned before, the mythological Goibhniu may be an
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hulainn," AHcrl.lrt Irrslr Tales (New York:

midlands of Munster. The head of Beo was Fionn's bridal gift to Locham 's daughter,
Cruithne, who was in love with him. 181 As Chapter 3 will detail later on regarding their
liminal aspect, ordinary smiths thus had a sort of mythological ancestral link with these,
from which their power over the fairies may have come. This could also be due to the fact
that smiths work with iron, which the fairies abhor, a metal considered sacred in many
civilisations, as Mircea Eliade remarks.182 This is probably why one of them said to Lady
Gregory: "for you should know that no ill or harm ever comes to a blacksmith." 181
Fairy doctors were considered the official referent for any fairy matters, whether it
be to cure a fairy sickness or prevent harm from the fairies for instance. These were wise
men and women who were often thought to have spent some time with the fairies . This
gave them the knowledge they used for the benefit of the community, according to beliefs.
Biddy Early, a very famous healer from Kerry, was thought to have spent seven years with
the fairies. l 8-1 Mac Philib has recorded fifty stories in which a fairy doctor appear , with
thirty wise women over twenty men. A tale from Co. Galway de crib
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Philib quotes another account in which, after the priest's help gave no result, the minister
is asked to come. 188
In about thirty stories collected by Mac Philib, it is also a member of the stolen
child's family who acts as the intermediary, either the father,189 siblings or grandparents
for example. The grandmother witnesses the change ling talk: it orders her to cook potatoes
and tells what he knows of his father's business in town, while it is the mother who fetches
the herbs to get her own child back. 190 The older brother of the abducted boy raises the
alarm in "The Fairy Child" in Kennedy's collection. 191 People who are nearby are finally
quite often inteonediaries, in forty narratives of Mac Philib's corpus. They are neighbours
most of ten, 192 occasionally the lodger,193 or a visitor. 194

1.2.4. Reasons for the abduction

Gisela Piaschewski enquires on the reasons for the fairies to take human children.
The fairies may be hoping to improve their race, or they take away maltreated children.
Some of the changeling cases are also depicted as punishments for cursing relatives. 195 The
rea ons why a per on is stolen in Irish tradition are not always clear, and not always even
mention d in the tale. Some highlight the qualities of the abductee, hence hinting at the
jealou y of the fairie . In om stories, the idea is that the si took human children because
of their par n ' b a ting of their beauty. Michael Kirby relates a story from Ballinskelligs
in whi h th fairi

tri d to take a child away: "they are jealous of your child because she

will b mor beautiful than they are."196 A tale from Sligo has it that "the fairies [00'] laid
hild and de id d to take her for themselves." 197 Lady Wilde tells of" a woman
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desire to steal the child, and carry it off to the hills. " 198
In a few tales, it is when the p erson has been cursed that they are taken. In a story
from Co. Donegal, a man sends his only daughter Aine to get the cows. When she comes
back without them, he loses his temper and curses her: "May the hills and the heights have
you !" /"Tairbhim thu do chnoic agus do mhullaig! /I He repents seconds too late, and sees
his daughter enter the hill that has ever since been called Cnoc Aine or Creig na Cailli, the
Crag of the hag.199
Women are often taken because they are of some use to the fairies: they can rock
fairy cradles, or suck fairy children. A story from Co. Clare recounts how a woman was
led astray so that she could breast-feed a fairy child.200 One of Lady Gregory's informant
states: "A boy among them is as clever as any boy here, but he must be matched with a
woman from earth. And the same way with their women, they must get a hu band here.
And they never can give the breas t to a child, but mu t get a nurse from here./I 201 Many
sources highlight the fact that the fairie need a human to go about their activitie , be they
entertainment like hurling or more serious occasions, like childbirth or marriage. Some
accounts even point out that they need a human to abduct another. A Co. Clare man was
asked to referee a fairy hurling match be au
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"When you broke my back, said Tim, I could do nothing for the good people; they had no
further use for me in the fort, so they put me here and took the child of the house with
th em.

11205

In other tales featuring a very specific motif, the human is taken away because the
fairies are looking for a midwife for one of theirs. The obstetrician is not however really
abducted as such, the fairies usually simply politely ask her to follow into the hill to help
them with a birth, as happens to Nancy Cunningham,206 although the women would
hardly refuse for fear of fairy revenge. As Criost6ir Mac Carthaigh has remarked, in some
cases, the midwives prevent someone from being abducted because, thanks to their stay in
the Otherworld, they can see the fairies at play.20?

1.2.5. Function of the narratives
It i now generally accepted that folk-tales were told also for reasons other than for
the ake of tory telling its If. This idea has been developed by Jack Zipes, among others,
who remark that " originally the folk tale was (and still is to a certain degree) an oral
narrative form
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their place. 211 According to the" demon-possession theory," changelings are those whose
soul has been stolen by demons and other evil spirits who then occupy the body left
behind, an interpretation quite close to that of the "soul-wandering theory," according to
which the soul can be separated from the body and that this was what happened to
changelings. 2 12
These suppositions have been superseded by more contemporary research and the
advancement of science. It is now widely accepted that the function of changeling tales in
general is to explain illnesses. Mac Philib subscribes to this common argument which sees
the changeling stories as a way to make sense of inexplicable diseases and disabilities. m
Indeed, many now tend to explain changeling narratives from a medical point of view, in
the manner of Susan Schoon Eberly who argues that "congenital disorders lie at the root of
many change ling tales that have come down to

US ." 2H

Change ling stories would have been

a way to make sense of disabilities at a time when science had not yet explained them.
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as being due to the higher status of male children at the time and to the higher mortality
rates of male infants. m Eberly adds that it is also because boys are statistically more likely
to be affected by mental and physical disorders. She explains the fact that fairies were said
to prefer stealing blond babies by paralleling it with Phenylketonuria (PKU) symptoms. 220
Over the years, several diseases have been put forward as what the change ling stories
were explaining: bulimia, rickets, hydrocephalus, meningitis, hypothyroidism, cretinism,
Down syndrome, sudden infant death syndrome, phenylketonuria, etc. 221 Erika Lewis
describes all these medical interpretations of the folk-tales in her chapter, but she only uses
examples from child changeling narratives, similarly to what the previous researchers
have done. Yet she mentions the story of Bridget Cleary in depth just after detailing these,
without noting that none of the interpretative theories mentioned before have been
applied to adults. Meanwhile, Eberly concludes that fairies were in reality handicapped
per ons and that the ame i true for human-fairy children. 222 This last theory does seem a
bit too far-fetched and rationalistic, leaving no room for imagination. All these analyses, as
well a overlooking regional variations, indeed seem to forget that the folk accounts they
are ba ed on are, fir t and foremo t, stories. If elements could have been inspired by real
fac , u h a
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syndrome or failure to thrive for instance, so the stories stood for these. Folk-tales were a
way to explain the diseases and abnormality of the sick persons, as Sean

6 Suilleabhain

notes:
As late as the seventeenth century, prior to the beginnings of modern
medicine, people the world over could not explain in a rational way
the causes of the ailments and diseases from which they occasionally
suffered. This led them to look elsewhere for the sources, and it
seemed obvious to them that the blame for bodily disabilities could
be laid solely on either inimical beings (fairies, spirits, the dead and
such) from an invisible outside world, or else on enemies who, by
means of the evil eye, tongue or heart, could cause physical harm to
those whom they disliked.224
But Patricia Monaghan argues that we should not underestimate the Irish
communities as to their understanding of the disease. For her, that they did not use
medical terms, about animal sicknesses for instance, but stories is a mnemonic issue:
In a society that retains information in oral rather than written form,
information must be encoded in a way that is ea ily remembered
and repeated, generation after generation. If Mad Cow 0 curr d
once each century, several generations would b born and di
without seeing its specific symptom . Facts are harder to r memb r
than stories and images, which hav emotional power that fa t d
not. The vivid image of a rotting fair adaver b wit hed t I k lik
n m n quit
a cow is repulsive enough to warn ff an n,
hungry, who thought of carving a rump f chang ling m at. Thu
the legend may have prot t d unt Id g n rati n f up r titi u
Irish farmers more effe ti ely than m m riz ti n of fa
uld d .223
Moreover, as C. F. Go d y and Tim Staint n right!

Dictionary mention that th fir t r f r n
that it had then two meaning : 1. that
someone who e will and condition

f ub titut

J an

Oxford EnglL h

urr d in 15 1 and

to hang ling in ngli h
,initiall

adul ; 2. that of

uld ea il ' baIt r d . Th , argu tha t a hang ling

had therefore initially nothing t do with int II
fact a translation from

remark, th

tual d ' a ili

.221>

h 15 1 menti n i in

Calvin' In titLltio Clm tWlllli? Religiolli in Latin,

sLlppositw a the original in the

nt n

hi h ha

tran lat d a "The put a tinking had t in place

m Sean 6 uilleabh.:iin, foreword to Patrick l ogan, Making the Cure, a Look at In,1! Folk Mcdieme, x.
Patricia Monaghan, "Changeling Cattle and [agica\ ow ," .
221- C.F. Goodey and Tim
tainton, 234-235; Oxfo rd EnglL I, DictlO/lary, "Chang ling,"
0 nlin ' (
University Press, March 2015).
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(ord

of the holy spouse of Christ. That this putting in of a change ling should not deceive us

[... ]" 227 Other examples of the word "changeling" used in the meaning of "substitute"
quoted by the OED come from Shakespeare, among others. As for the second meaning
given by the OED, it dates of the same period, with the first quote from Actes and

Monuments by John Foxe in 1563, and other Shakespearean quotes too. Although a
fI

change ling" came to mean a "person with intellectual disability" during the seventeenth

century up until the nineteenth, in Irish folk accounts, changelings are more mischievous
and canny than dumb. The fact that Irish changelings are rather cunning seems to
undermine the mental disorder theory, as far as the Irish tradition is concerned. These
research articles which focus on the relation between children's disability and changeling
stories moreover do not focus on a particular national or regional type of changeling, thus
confusing the folk narratives from various cultures. These theories may well apply to the
German tradition, but not to the Irish one, for example. All these theories also ignore the
fact that adults were said to be abducted too, since they only deal with folk-tales about
baby hang lings, when the Irish tradition records many instances of adults taken away
by the fairie .
Furthermore, the changeling stories have been seen as mirroring the dangers of
childbirth and youth in th

time when medical care was not easily available. 228 Daithi 6

hOgain ha it this wa : "the empha is on children reflects the function of the fairies as a
means of warning hildren to tay afely near their home, while the vulnerability of the
health f oung women who hav just given birth would have given rise to the belief in
their abdu ti n."2.."9 It
rea

em th refore that change ling lore did not only have a medical

n, it a t d a a warning a well.
J an- 1i h I Doul t ha al

0

argued that th changeling narratives were a disguised

wa to allud to infanti id . H puts forward the idea that the ways in which the children
di d ba k then ar very imilar to the way to get rid of a changeling in the folk stories,
u h a e ping a hild

u ide in a fore t and other domestic incidents, like scalding,

drowning or uff ation. H i of the opinion that uch incidents due to negligence were a
euph mi m for infanti ideo Doul t thu

ee a correlation between changeling accounts

m Jecln aJ in, 1I1 ~ ti tlltr o C"ri~ tra /lal! Rdigio/ll (Geneva: 1592), Book 4, Chapter B, §3. Translated by Thomas
'o rton cl IlI stttl/tlO/I of CTt m tia/l Rdlgioll (London: Arnold I latfield, 1599).
228 Cri
t ir 1clC arthaigh," 11dwif to the Falrie ," 137
2l'l Daith i
h gam, " Fairie ," m MytTt, Legl!/ld mILt Roma/lce: a/l £/lC1jc/opaedia of IrisTt Folk Traditio/l , 188.
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and infanticides, but does not give numbers to match the two. 230
Patricia Lysaght, in her detailed analysis of the banshee, notes that "another
connection between the death-messenger and the fairy world is implied in the idea that
the death-messenger is a human woman who has been abducted by the fairies but who is
allowed to return to cry whenever any of her people die." 231 She notes that this explanation
of the origins of the banshee is found only in a few examples, which are yet scattered all
around Ireland, and concludes that it never met "wide or more general acceptance." For
Lysaght, the equation of the banshee with an abducted mortal woman "has no doubt been
grafted" on to such stories of fairy abduction of women, which are very common in
Ireland. Sean

6

Sliilleabhain also mentions the fact that there may have been stories of

banshees taking away children, but this does not seem to be a very common motif. 232
Jean-Michel Doulet reports another aspect of the changeling stories: their relation to
Catholicism. He relates that, following its official discourse, the Church could not agree to
what it saw as superstitions. Yet it could not ignore or suppre s them: th

olution was

then to Christianise these beliefs. From this sprung n w tale, in which chang ling are
offsprings of the devil or of demons, following the demoni ation of the fairie
Throughout the Middle-Ages, in France and German

mo tl, th r

w r

1

.2 3

thus

ecclesiastical debates on the nature of changeling. ome aw th m a plain illIdr n of the
Devil, while others envisaged them a born from d mons, u h a th in ubi, th

male

demons who took pos ession of women at night and fath r d illIdr n, and th ir f male
counterparts, the succubi. Such di u ions wer 1 d b

influ ntial figur

bishops of Paris or Martin Luther him If, who aid h

m t a hang ling in 0

Doulet then note

that, be au e of the religiou

changeling's ugline

f th

r ading

wa understood a a mark of par n

I

I

u h a th
au.23-I

hang ling tal , the

guilt di in ju ti

mad th ir

child look terrible. 235
Moreover, if peopl told torie ab ut hangeling, it
not know the e disease in medi al term , but th

al

such, argues Doulet. They were in fa t a m ans to uppr
2)0
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a b au

did n t want to r

th

Jean-Michel Doulet, 69,193.
Patricia Lysaght, Tlte Ban5hee, The frj·h Supernatural Death-Me e/lger, +1-45.
an 6 uilleabhain, Handbook of frill Folklore, 491.
Jean-Michel Doulet, 96-99
Ibid., 100-102, 113.
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n t nl did th Y

th m a

ial burd n mb di d by

the change ling, by changing the origin of the sick being. If it was of fairy or devilish origin,
it could be eliminated without remorse. So it was lifting the culpability from the shoulders
of the mothers who had hurt or killed their children, or from the husbands who had
murdered or harmed their wives. 236 For Doulet, changelings in fact embody the sins of the
parents, especially mothers, in the stories. 237 Hence the remorseless damage done to these
fairy substitutes: there was no harm in harming them because of what they stood for. This
is why Angela Bourke also thinks of the changeling stories as "euphemisms for domestic
violence." 218
As the tales in which a girl is taken by the fairies after she has been cursed show,
some narratives have a didactic approach as well. The fairies are there to teach a lesson to
humans. This can be not to leave the child unattended, not to curse someone heedlessly,
not to disturb the fairies for fear of their revenge, etc. As Angela Bourke writes, "these
stories are important components of child-rearing practice, establishing the boundaries of
normal, acceptable behaviour, and spelling out the ways in which an individual who
breaches them may forfeit his or her position." 239 Lady Wilde recounts a story in which a
farmer di regard d the fairies and built his house on a fairy rath. As a revenge, the fairies
hara ed hi

on, taking him dancing every night, and he eventually died of exhaustion

and weakne

.240

A tory from Carlow tells of a farmer who dared to plough the soil of

fairy rath: hi bab wa changed a a revenge. 241 Lady Wilde also tells of a beautiful child,
tak n awa for hi beauty b au e one woman refused to bless him and gave him the evil
ey

.2-12

In th r

t of the European change ling lore, there was a moralistic undertone too.

For in tan ,in England, fairie were often said to take away the children of lazy, dirty
mother, a in th
b au

th

tory of "B tty Stogs and the fairies." 241 Some women were abducted

w r ill-tr at d b their hu band .244 Fairy stories in a way acted as a warning

to th f lk: "tak g

d ar of your child or your wife or they shall be taken from you."

Ibid., 90, 217.
Ibid., 318.
• AngeJa B urke, The BUrIlIIIg of Bridget Clean}, 37.
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Lad Wild, "The Fain Revenge," 46-47.
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Some stories also have a more Christian moral: it is because the children were not baptised
on time that they were stolen, as in liThe Caerlaverock Changeling."245 For Jean-Michel
Doulet, the idea that these changeling stories were edifying narratives is wrong. He argues
that this concept was applied to the stories a posteriori. He is rather of the opinion that
they aimed at reminding the community not to take anything for granted because it could
be taken back from anyone by higher forces, be they the fairies or God. 246 Yet, some stories
are openly moralistic, contradicting Doulet's arguments. This meaning may have been
imprinted onto the story in more recent times, but they have nonetheless kept on being
told in that way ever since, thus showing how relevant it was considered. Others,
admittedly, do not have any clear moralistic tone and it is left to the reader to figure it out.
Mac Philib does not mention this aspect, so it is rather difficult to tell how common this
aspect is in the Irish narratives.
In the words of Angela Bourke, "The events spoken of may be tragic, but they are
presented in entertaining, often grimly humorous, storie

."217

Inde d, a

Jean-Michel

Doulet also points out, to focus only on the etiological or didactic function of the folk
narratives would be to forget that they were al

0

torie, m ant for

Narratives can be both entertaining and didactic, and th critic ' mpha i

ntertainm nt. 2~8
n on

hould

not blank the other out. Aine O'Neill write that
In a society in which p ople both f ar d up rna tural p w rand t
enjoyed listening to torie ab ut i impa t n th ir ordinary li
this type of story provided
ap, x it m nt and
mp n ati n.
The same people who were titillat d b th dang r of a 1
encounter with the sup rnatural al d ri d pI a ur fr m h aring
that supernatural being could b utwitt d. m
A large part of the entertainment in fact r li d on the ability f th

ones in power, be they giants in wond r tal

or fairie in
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From S. Baring-Gould, A Book of Folk-Lore, collected in Katharin Brigg, A Dlctlollary of Briti 11 Folk-Tale,
194.
Jean-Michel Doulet, 231.
Angeia Bourke, The BlIrnillg of Bruiget Clean}, O.
Jean-Michel Douiet, 90-91.
Aine 0' eill, "The Fairy Hill is on Fire!," 19..1.

touch with the projects of our lives and the self-projections, to stand
u prigh t as masters of his tory [... ] In this regard, folk and fairy tales
present a challenge, for within the tales lies the hope of selftransformation and a better world. 250
For him, folk-tales express a people's "utopian longings" and their "wish to attain better
living conditions."E1 The audience would identify with the Irish peasants of the
changeling tales who could play a trick on the fairy creature and get rid of it in these
realistic settings. This allowed the audience to create a parallel with themselves, and hint
at the idea that outwitting the ones in power was possible, whoever the powerful ones
may be: parents, landlords, fairies, etc.
A lot of the stories contain humorous elements, such as the fairy creatures playing
the bagpipes or the changeling gaping eyes wide open at the mother boiling egg-shells.
The humour seems to come out of the incongruity of some situations, like babies playing
music, for in tance. A story from the Folklore Collection which strongly recalls Crofton
Croker' "Brewery of Egg- hells" is thus entitled "Funny Story." 252 This situation comedy
may have had a function of comic relief within the story, to lower the tension brought
about by the tragic motif of relatives taken away. But this could also have applied to real
life, to rea ure th
"laughter br ak

communities and de-dramatise these tales of abductions. Indeed,

the tension" and "forestall situations which have become too nerve-

racking."'::;' For John Morreall, humour i indeed simply a way of getting rid of the
accumulat d t nsion: " laughter, and by implication humor, are not anti-social or
irrati nal, but impl
ccording to Gilb rt
d pr

a wa

of di harging nervous energy found to be unnecessary.,,254

1ill t and 0 ni Labbe, it even saves the mind from madness or

ion. ':'>" Thi ha been noti d by folklori ts:
The
th rworld an have threatening and undesirable aspects.
Ex 'ptionall it an b treated in a lighter tone. The fact that it is
u cl in a light-heart d fa hion indi ates a ense of acceptance and
famIliarity. It i a human trait to ometime joke about what frightens

Jack LIp> , Brcl1klllg tilt' MagIC pdl, ix .
Ibld, 4, 27.
m F 913: 150. Although the titl' could al 0 refer to a strange tory, the episodes in the narrative of the
mother falling a h' ru to ram the poker down the throat of the changeling and her own baby being
back a
n a h is on h 'r feet rather hint at a comICal effect.
2S) Gilbert
till't and D ni Labbe, Le Fal/ta~tiqlle (Pan : Belin, 2005), 343, 347.
~ John lorr 'ail, Comic Relit'f. a CompreILel/ IPe Pill 10 opily of HllIl/or (Chichester: Wiley Blackwell, 2009), 17.
ID Gil 'rt till t and 0 ni Labbe,347.
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us, the purpose being to dissipate tension and fear [ ... ] This is
something akin to whistling past the graveyard. 256
But humorous stories are also a game between the author and the public, a wink from the
storyteller to his audience. 257 The changeling narratives were thus both edifying and
entertaining - probably more one than the other depending on the storyteller.
Angela Bourke argues that the belief in fairies in general, and in changelings in
particular, is a way to keep a necessary balance in society: "it permits face-saving lies to be
told, and disturbing narratives to be safely detoured into fiction if children are found to be
listening, or if the complex web of family relationships means that someone may take
offence, or threaten retaliation." 258 As she further explains, "attributing tragic events or
criminal actions to the fairies could work as a face-saving mechanism which would allow
ordinary, indispensable social interaction to proceed, something that could not be
achieved through accusation and conirontation."259 She explains that Bridget Cleary was
suspected of adultery, but accusing her would have been a shame for her hu band.
Whereas saying her deviant behaviour is due to the fairies who took her i putting the
blame on them, hence it is nobody's fault and allow the

0

ial y tern of th

mall illage

community to keep functioning .
The changeling narrative can b under tood in differ nt wa
explaining diseases and dome ti violen e, or a morali ti

t ri

insidiously and thus keep a balan e within th Iri h
folk-tales, meant for entertainment, h n e th hum ur in th m.
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Chapter 2:
Crossing Borders,
Origins and Spread of the Changeling Figure to Ireland

After the characteristics of the changelings in Irish folk accounts have been
outlined, to trace the antiquity of the tale-type one must look at the early Irish material, in
an attempt to ascertain whether the changeling figure features in it. Some of the oldest
material available are the voyage tales together with the adventures tales, dating from the
seventh and eighth centuries for the earliest versions. The echtrai ("adventures,
expeditions") relate excursions of mortal heroes to the Otherworld and their adventures
there. A good example of them is "Echtra Nerai," ("The Expedition of Nera") which
portrays the warrior accepting the challenge to go out on the night of Samhain to put a
withe around the ankle of the men hanged the day before. 1 On his way back, Nera
witne ses the a sault on the fort by the people of Cruachan. He follows the attackers back
into the mound and is allowed in the Otherworld where he finds a wife and lives for a
while. He then learns that the attack he saw was in fact a vision and goes back to the real
world to warn hi people who sub equently raid the mound. Nera however decides to
remain in the Otherworld with his wife and son. Another famous" adventure" is that of
Connlae, lur d away to the Otherworld over the sea by a beautiful woman who gives him
an apple whi h i

nough to feed him for months. Both "Echtra Nerai" and "Echtrae

Chonnlai" ar fund in a manus ript known as the Yellow Book of Lecan, dating from the
fourte nth
DUll

tory of Connlae is also featured in Lebor na hUidre (the Book of the

ntury. Th

Cow) dating fr m b fore 1106. It is accepted that the latter text itself is much older,

probabl from th eighth entury.2
Th

oyag

tal , lmmrama, on the other hand, while they also relate their

protagonis ' adventur
journe
I

t ward

th

on their way to the Otherworld, focus much more on the actual

Land of Wonder, detailing the heroes' calls at various magical

Gregory Ton r," arrative, Death, and the Otherworld in Ec/ltra Nera," in Ulidia 3, Proceedings of the
Third Int rnational onference on the Ulster Cycle of Tales, University of Ulster, Coleraine, 22-25 June
2009, In 1 ' moriam Patrick Leo Henry, ed . Gregory Toner and 5eamus Mac Mathuna (Berlin: Curach
Bhan Publications, 2013) : 107-120.
1yle Oillon, Early Irish LIterature (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 1994 [1948]), 102; Kim McCone, Eehtrae
ClLOIlIIlai alld the 8egillllillg of Venzaeular Narrahve Wrztillg ill lrelalld (Maynooth: Department of Old and
1iddl lrih, UIM, 2000), 29.
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islands. The "Voyage of Mael Duin" and the "Voyage of Bran" are the most famous of the
immrama. Mael Duin goes out on the sea to seek revenge for his father's death, in a

narrative dating from the ninth century, although it is to be found today in the twelfthcentury Book of the Dun Cow, like the "Voyage of Bran." The latter goes on a voyage to
follow a beautiful maiden from the Otherworld and on his way meets the god of the sea,
Mannanan mac Lir. The latter story is thought to be earlier, pre-Viking, that is to say
during the eighth century. 3
The rest of the Irish sources are often divided into" cycles." The Mythological Cycle
contains stories about the gods of Ireland, the Tuatha De Danann, including the fatherfigure of the Dagda, his son Aengus, and the warrior-god Lugh. The story of their taking
of Ireland from the evil Fom6ire is described in the Book of Invasions, found, among others,
in the Book of Leinster. Other stories are found in the Middle Irish OimlshenciIns, "Lore of
Famous Places," which, according to the words of Muireann Ni Bhrolchain, gives
"explanations, origins, stories and mythologie of the most important place name

ill

Ireland." It is a sort of history of places which amounts to a narrative geography of
Ireland, telling the stories behind the placename . I Both the OiwIshenclzns and the Book of

Invasions, in current form, date back to the twelfth century. s One of the mo t w ll-known
stories from the Mythological cycle i that of th " Wooing of Etain" (Toclllllnrc Etnille), who
lives several lives and is courted by the god Midir and, arguabl,

ngu , but al

high king Eochu Airem and hi broth r Ailill. Thi parti ular t ry i in lud d in th

of the Dun Cow and in th Yellow Book of LeCOlI, bu t th t t i
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Book

aid t da t ba k t the

ninth century.6
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Ulster single-handedly while his fellow countrymen are hit by the curse of the Ulstermen,
which makes them as vulnerable as a woman in childbirth. Many of the Ulster Cycle tales
are extant in Lebor tIn IzUidre and in the Book of Leinster, dating from the twelfth century,
although the stories themselves were probably copied down from earlier manuscripts. 7
Finally, the Fenian Cycle focuses on the warriors led by Fionn mac Cumhaill, the

Finnnn, under the kingship of Cormac mac Airt, around the third century of the common
era. The tales consist of love stories, like that of Diarmaid and Grainne pursued by a
jealous Fionn, of battles and of adventures, as in the story of Oisin, Fionn's own son, who
goes to the Otherworld with the beautiful Niamh. When he returns hundreds of years
later, together with a fellow warrior Caoilte, he encounters Saint Patrick himself. The two
tell the Fimmn's adventures to the holy man and their conversations form the "Tales of the
Elders of Ir land" (Acnllnm tIn Senornclz), a text dated from the thirteenth century although
it appear to have sprung from 10 t twelfth century versions. s Indeed, the Fenian Cycle
wa only beginning to b popular in manuscripts by the twelfth century, as opposed to the
whi h were the epitome of Irish storytelling then. 9

Ul ter tal

It remain to be not d that these categories are yet modem and artificial. The stories

are all mix d tog th r in the arly manuscripts and it is likely that the early poets would
not hav
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changed to fit a Christian historical framework for example. Although both aspects of the
sources need to be valued, Kim McCone argues that it would be impossible to affirm that
these texts are the product of an oral tradition alone, since they were written in a monastic
context. 12
An investigation of the medieval Irish sources will reveal whether the change ling

figure is to be found there, and therefore whether it has Irish origins. Conclusions should
be drawn as to its belonging to the Irish tradition where fairies abound. However, the
apparent absence of changelings in the early texts hints at a continental origin of
changeling lore, thus justifying an overview into European change ling folk traditions,
followed by an analysis of historiographical and geographical considerations on the
dissemination of changeling folklore into Ireland from the continent.

2.1. Early Irish literature
2.1.1. Journeys to the Otherworld
Patrick Kennedy in 1866 remarked that there was a long tradition of mortal taken
away to otherworldly places. He deduced that fairy abduction were impl th
of this custom. 13 In Irish tradition, there is indeed what Chri ta Maria Loffler ha
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paragraphs, and thus cannot be considered to be "abducted." Yet several adventures to
the Otherworld are caused by the abduction of friends or relatives of the protagonist.
Leonie Duignan notes indeed that Cormac goes on a quest for his own wife and children
for example in Enclztrn ClLOrl1lnic,1 6 a text existing in several versions, thought to have been
written down in the twelfth century from an earlier source. Indeed, in exchange for a
magical branch, Cormac, king of Tara, granted three wishes to the fairy warrior he met.
The man asked for his daughter, his son and his wife. After his wife Ethne the Longsided
went away, Cormac could not stand it and went to the Otherworld to take them all back.
There he met the god Manann{tn mac Lir, who gave him a cup to discern truth from lies,
and let him return home to Tara with his family safe and sound as well as with the
magical branch. 17 Nera also goes into the fairy mound to save his own people from being
destroyed in Eclztrn Nerni.
It is the case too in the stories of "Teigue's Expedition" or of "The Giolla Deacair." 18

The first narrative, Eclztrn Tlznidg mlzeic Clzein, is to be found in the Book of Lisl1lore, which
dates from the late fift enth/ early sixteenth centuries. "The Flight and Pursuit of the
GiolIa Deacair" is a later text, from a manuscript written in 1765 by Lawrence Mac Nally
(Labhra Mac Analla). In the latter, Diarmaid has to travel to the Land of Sorcha (Land of
Light), wh r Fionn and hi Finnna have been abducted, to free them. Although some of
the warri r hav b n taken away, the protagonist, Diarmaid, has not, and goes willingly
into the

th rworld to r
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time passes differently there. These clues indicate that Teigue has indeed landed in the
Otherworld.
The only instance of fairy abduction that has been noted is to be found in Acnilnnl nn
Sen6rnch, "the Tales of the Elders of Ireland." In it, Patrick and Caoilte meet Aed son of
Eochaid Lethderg, king of Leinster, who had been abducted during a goaling match. He
was taken to the fort of Liaman "of the lovely cloak," by the two daughters of Bodb Derg
son of the Dagda, Slat and Mumain, of the Tuatha De Danann. His parents have been
mourning him ever since, and never knew whether their son was alive or dead. Aed
managed to escape out of the mound and met Patrick and Caoilte, who then brings him
back to his father, the king of Leinster. 20 Unlike the adventures of Nera and Cormac, or of
Diarmuid and Teigue, in this story, Aed did not choose to go to the Otherworld, but was
kidnapped there by the fairy women.
In Echtrn Nerai, the M6rrigan, the battle godde s of the Tuatha De, abducts the cow
of Nera's son, Aingene, and takes her to the Donn Cuailnge, the Brown Bull of Cooley.
Aingene's cow bears a calf, son of the Donn. He b How when leaving th

mound of

Cniachan with Nera and his family, before the army of Connacht attack it. The oung
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Connla the Fair,"21 who followed a woman to the Land of Promise, where Cormac would
later meet him. It is also true for Oisln, who rode with Niamh to Tir na nOg, the Land of
the Young. David Spaan understands these fairy women from the Otherworld as symbols
of sovereignty, mistresses and prophetesses,22 while Laffler goes further and interprets the
Otherworld mistress as the goddess of sovereignty of her realm and symbol of fecundity. 23
The Otherworld was indeed sometimes called "the Land of Women." Most of these fairy
women are in fact princesses, heiresses to this Otherworld realm characterised by its
abundance. Leonie Duignan has also put forward the idea that the type of tale called echtra
invariably contains a notion of sovereignty. The protagonists are almost all princes, sons of
kings, or nobles, and their journey into the Otherworld establishes their entitlement to the
throne. 2~

Even though one cannot talk of "abduction" from the perspective of these heroes,
since these adventures lack the element of compulsion (excluding the abductions of Aed
and Aingene' calf), it is not so from their families' and relatives' points of view. Indeed,

the heroe go to the Otherworld against their fathers' and friends' advice. Fionn expresses

his deep orrow at e ing his son follow Niamh to the Otherworld: "It is my grief to see
you going from me; and I am without a hope ever to see you coming back to me again."25
In the ey
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of love sickness, often a prelude to a trip to the Otherworld. 26 Spaan has noticed that a
vision is often a sign that the hero will be visiting the Otherworld soon after, as in the
stories of Nera and of Cu Chulainn's wasting sickness. 27 In the latter, known in Irish as
Serglige Con Culainn, and more often in English as "The Only Jealousy of Emer," the Ulster

hero attempts to kill two birds for his wife Emer. These are however supernatural animals
which turn out to be two otherworldly women, Fand and Li Ban, who proceed then to
maltreat Cu Chulainn, fallen in a sort of visionary torpor, until he accepts to come and
fight in their aid in the Otherworld, where he has an affair with Fand, soon discovered by
Emer.28 The motif of love sickness is in fact quite common in medieval sources. It happens
to Aengus in Aislinge Oengussa, to Aillil Anglonnach in Scila Ailella

OaLS

Ettiine, to

eu

Chulainn in Serglige Con Culainn and also to Connla. All fall ill because of their love for a
fairy maiden and remain in a state of debility until either the spell is lifted or they are
united with the lady they love. 29 Their symptoms are in fact quite similar to those of stolen
people in the folk-tales, who become weak, physically and mentally, after they have
supposedly been taken away with the fairies. In that regard, change ling tori
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that no otherworldly woman suffers from unrequited love, as the heroes always follow
them. In the early sources, it is actually always heroes and warriors who are led astray to
the Otherworld, never mortal women. Yet, in the grown-up change ling narratives, it is
most often women who are taken by the fairies, not men, as the statistics have highlighted
in the previous chapter.

2.1.1.2. For warfare
Loffler has described another type of Otherworld, characterised as being a land of
women as well as a warlike and hostile world. Her main example is that of Scotland,
where Scathach is versed into the art of fighting and teaches Cu Chulainn in "The Wooing
of Emer." ~~ A lot of encounters between the Otherworld and the heroes are actually for
strategic reasons of war. The inhabitants of the Otherworld need a hero to help them win a
battle or defeat an enemy. It is the case for Cu Chulainn in Serglige Con Culainn: although
he suffered a love sickness before going to the Otherworld to meet Fand, when he actually
arrive there with hi charioteer, it is to help her people win a battle. Spaan remarks: "His

serglige has b en inflicted by an Otherworld power, to be lifted only if he will consent to
def nd their land, an und rtaking for which he will be rewarded in a manner and to a
degre

ldom experi nced by mortals.,,>-l Cu Chulainn knows it is to fight otherworldly

for e that h ha b
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not lawful for us to put her sitting behind ourselves. But you're flesh and blood, and she
can take a good grip of you, so that she won't fall off the horse." 's

2.1.2. Initiatory voyage to the Otherworld

A lot of interactions with the Otherworld in the medieval tradition also happen on a
quest. Loffler has it that "The mortal hero as the voyager in quest of the Otherworld island
personifies the aspects of change and development, which are so characteristic of human
life. The immortal mistress of the Otherworld island represents the unchanging nature of
change, the aspects of stability, eternity, and everlasting recurrence." lt> Michel Foucault has
indeed argued that a sea voyage is the ultimate heterotopia. ,7 Unlike a utopia, which does
not exist, a heterotopia is a space entirely other but real. It is a place of new experiences.
The Celtic Otherworld was a heterotopia, where heroes would go on quests and leave
enriched from these experiences. Nowadays, this Otherworld has turned from heterotopia
to utopia, since no one believes it is real anymore. According to Fou ault, a boat i a
"floating piece of space" that is attached to nowhere, thu allowing for total ind pendence,
complete otherness. These experience
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The warrior, Fionn mac Cumhaill's own son, followed the otherworldly princess Niamh to
the Otherworld. After some time there, he felt a longing to see his homeland and family
again and returned. But once in Ireland, he suddenly becomes really old, the weight of all
these years spent in the Otherworld finally alighting on his shoulders, and cannot find any
of the Fimznn. He however meets Saint Patrick and tells him his story before dying.41
Yet, Cil Chulainn and Nera did come back from the Otherworld. These tales of
earlier origin, although they were recorded at the same time as the later ones of Teigue
and the Giolla Deacair, may then reflect a different view than the latter. It seems plausible
that, with Christianity, the Otherworld became the happy place of the dead, whereas it
was for the heroes of the older Ulster Cycle the magical world of the gods, whence heroes
could come back. Spaan indeed warns that "Otherworld tales in general, and the immrnmatype in particular, were adopted by Christian scribes as vehicles for promoting monastic
values." n In folk tradition, it is the earlier perspective which seems to have survived, since
people used to think that it was possible to rescue someone back from the land of the
fairies.
Laffler al

0

puts forward the idea of the didactic function of voyage tales, where the

journey i envi aged a a proce s, another stage of human development. 43 This function
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second "Battle of Magh Tuireadh/' Bres mac Elatha, king of the Tuatha De who is also hafFom6ire, grew up more quickly than a normal child. ~5 Bres "thrived twice as rapidly as a
normal child his age," Loffler remarks. ~6 Indeed, the child looked fourteen when he was
only seven. However, the medieval sources do not give a reason for the boy's
extraordinary growth, other than put an emphasis on his being a hero, an exceptional
character.
Conversely, his famous opponent Lugh does not thrive for the first three years of
his life, according to folk-tales, which Maire MacNeill has listed.47 Jeremiah Cur tin in Hero-

Tales of Ireland relates the story of Lui Lavada (derivative of Lugh Lamhfhada, Lugh of the
long arm), who did not thrive until he was given a name by his grandfather, Balor of the
Evil Eye. Another version in the same collection mentions that he did not thrive until he
was reunited with his mother.48 These elements are however absent from the early sources,
even though the main plot-line of these torie i derived from earlier tradition. It is
therefore impossible to trace back these details before the modem p riod.
Labraid M6en (Loingsech) was also aid to have b n dumb from birth, until a
relatively late stage in hi childhood. He was called M6en Ollam until, on da, while
playing hurling, he wa

truck on the chin by a ti k. He re

exclaimed "This has befallen me!" and wa
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for some reason the physical and mental development of the
child may be very slow, if it does not stagnate totally for some
time, or the hero may pretend to be dumb or mentally
deficient. 50
All the heroes indeed demonstrate incredible proficiency in many arts and skills from a
very early age: Cli Chulainn killed the hound of Culann at seven, 51 while Fionn got his
wisdom from the salmon of knowledge in his teens. 52 The changelings in Irish folk
tradition too prove to be quite precocious, playing bagpipes or talking when just a few
months old. Wentz links the changeling character to the episode of the "Sick-Bed of
Cuchulainn," according to which the hero is said to have been struck by fairies. 53 This
thread is taken up by the Rees brothers: "these 'changelings,' ugly, old-looking, peevish,
and insatiable as they are, resemble in their precociousness the infant hero. They are
recognizable by their adult speech, and they are sometimes induced to speak, and thus
reveal their id ntity [.. .]">1 Much as these characteristics resemble those of the later
changeling , the fairy substitutes of folklore are not mythological heroes, as Doulet duly
warns. 55 The la tter are characterised by extraordinary deeds from a very early age or by a
slow dev lopment, both of which mark their superhuman qualities and belong to the
heroic biography paradigm. 50 The e are to be complemented by other characteristics, such
a the fight again t a villain, an expedition to the Otherworld and the winning of a
maiden" hand, to it only a few typical characteristics. None of these are found in the
chang ling tale . Th late d velopment or precociousness of the fairy creatures serves to
highlight th unnaturaln
future hr

of the changelings rather than their exceptional qualities as

. In b th the early heroic tradition and the changeling lore, the
or th dumbne

of th child erves to highlight the supernatural character
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are seen in highly positive terms, unlike changelings who therefore cannot be heroes. The
type of tales in which these characters feature is also decisive as to their portrayal in
positive or negative terms: epic tales are centred around heroes, whereas it is in folk
accounts that changelings are mentioned.
Moreover, Loffler notices, after the Rees brothers, that the newborn hero child is
often separated from his mother immediately after birth: the child is either abducted by an
animal or a mythical figure to be fostered; or the child is taken to the Land of Promise to
be raised by a supernatural parent; or the child is snatched away from his mother by an
evil parent to be killed but is always miraculously rescued, as it is the case for Fionn.57
Tomas 6 Cathasaigh remarks that one of the characteristics of the international heroic
biography is that the young hero is driven away from his home.58 Again, this is
reminiscent of the stolen child, who is taken away from his family .
Loffler argues that "already the coming into existence of the hero and the
separation from his mother necessitate an Otherworld journey, by which hi relation to the
world of the supernatural being is e tablished; he is characteri ed a a m mber of both
worlds." Indeed, both Lugh and Bres were half-Tuatha De Danann, half-Fom6ir , while
Fionn is a human but with supernatural capacitie , like hi thumb of knowl dg , and
Chulainn's father was the god Lugh and hi moth r th mortal D htin (a

ording to one

of the versions). Thus Loffler conclude that the " hero at hi birth ha a
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are seen in highly positive terms, unlike changelings who therefore cannot be heroes. The
type of tales in which these characters feature is also decisive as to their portrayal in
positive or negative terms: epic tales are centred around heroes, whereas it is in folk
accounts that changelings are mentioned.
Moreover, Loffler notices, after the Rees brothers, that the newborn hero child is
often separated from his mother immediately after birth: the child is either abducted by an
animal or a mythical figure to be fostered; or the child is taken to the Land of Promise to
be raised by a supernatural parent; or the child is snatched away from his mother by an
evil parent to be killed but is always miraculously rescued, as it is the case for Fionn. 57
Tomas 6 Cathasaigh remarks that one of the characteristics of the international heroic
biography is that the young hero is driven away from his home. 58 Again, this is
reminiscent of the stolen child, who is taken away from his family .
Loffler argues that
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Changelings thus seem to be absent from early Irish sources, although mortals and
heroes frequently travel to the Otherworld. Abductions are not very common either,
whereas h eroes are frequently being led astray by fairy women. The motif of the
changeling may thus not be of Irish origin and may have come from the continent. Heroic
characters in the medieval sources however do share characteristics with changelings in
the folk tales, thus giving grounds for the changeling lore to take root in the Irish tradition.

2.2. The Changeling in European/world folklore

2.2.1. Geographical and historical considerations
Since the change ling motif has not been found in medieval Irish sources, one needs
to search continental lore for early mentions of changelings. A comparison with modern
folk-tale from continental traditions will also be useful to establish the Irish specificities.
Whether they b called korriganed in Brittany, lutins in the rest of France, trows in the far
north of S o tland, si in Ireland, trolls in Sweden, fairies in England or Nixfrauen in
Germany, th e upernatural beings who live in a world parallel to that of humans and
sometim

Japan,

teal m ortals are found all over Europe. Their presence is also attested as far as
u tralia, Ru ia and Canada - more precisely Newfoundland. 62 In North Africa

for exampl , hildr n ar

t len by dead spirits, near graves or riversides. In Persia, people

threw hang ling on a h ap of manure, for example.63
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before, since there is no trace of it before 1673 in Europe. 66 The method to banish the
changeling by getting it to betray itself was indeed first depicted then, in A Pleasant

Treatise afWitches, an English ecclesiastical work c7 Yet, Doulet notes that the English word
for changeling is recorded as early as the sixteenth century, 68 with the literary works of the
English Renaissance for instance. Shakespeare indeed mentions fairy traditions and beliefs
in his early works. In Ramea and Juliet, Mercutio is telling Benvolio and Romeo about
Queen Mab, who was most probably related to the Ulster Cycle Queen Medb by name:
"She is the fairies' midwife, and she comes/ In shape no bigger than an agate stone/ On
the forefinger of an alderman,/ Drawn with a team of little atomij Athwart men's noses as
they lie asleep." 69 The fairies here are portrayed with a diminutive stature, a trait which
will be taken up later in Victorian times. The small size of the b ings ha also been a
characteristic of the English fairies, in opposition to the Irish sri similar to humans in many
ways. Moreover, a changeling is at the core of Shakespeare' Midsllm11ler Niglzt's Dream,
also written in the 1590s, as Crofton Croker remarks in th fir t line of hi "Br wery of
egg-shells." Indeed, it is because the fairy king, Ob ron, wants for hi knight a b
queen Titania has stolen, that the identitie of
magical herb, he make Titania fall in lov

veral hara t r ar

that his

wapp d. Thank to a

with a craf man call d B tt m, on who e
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Burrell, 1673).
68 Jean-Michel Doulet, 35- 6.
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His mother was a vot'ress of my order,
And in the spiced Indian air by night
Full often hath she gossiped by my side,
And sat with me on Neptune's yellow sands,
Marking th'embarked traders on the flood,
When we have laughed to see the sails conceive
And grow big-bellied with the wanton wind,
Which she with pretty and with swimming gait
Following, her womb then rich with my young squire,
Would imitate, and sail upon the land
To fetch m e trifles, and return again
As from a voyage, rich with merchandise.
But she, being mortal, of that boy did die;
And for her sake do I rear up her boy;
And for her sake I will not part with him.71
Titania then adds "Fairies, away./ We shall chide dowmight if I longer stay." n Her first
two words are reminiscent of the phrase" away with the fairies" and seem to be a pun.
The Oxford English Dictionary however gives no account of the phrase, it seems difficult to
know wh n it tarted to be used .73 Around the same time as Shakespeare's plays, Edmund
Spen er wrote TIle Fnerie Queene (1590-1596), which also features changelings. Two of the
knights qu

ting in the po m are said to have been stolen by the fairies. The Recross

knight, who turns out to be Saint George, as well as Artegall were taken to the realm of the
fairies and it i only much later in their lives that they discover that they are not actually of
the fairy ra

but mortal rai ed among them. Spenser interestingly focuses on the other

ide of the narrativ

of abduction by portraying the lives and quests of two stolen

childr n ?4 A f w

lat r, till in England, Thomas Middleton and William Rowley put

up a traged , The Change ling, which was published in 1653. There are no fairies in it, the
play b ing rath r f

u

d on appearance in contrast to reality. Each character is indeed

omeon diff r nt than what they are thought to be: the "honest" De Flores for instance is
in fa t a

rvant and murd r r in love with his mistress.75 Despite mentions in major

English w rk from th Renai an e, and numerous folk versions, Jean-Michel Doulet
Ibid., Act Il, ene I, lin 121-137, in The Complete Oxford Shakespeare, 581-582.
Ibid., Act Il, scene 1, tin 144-145, The Complete Oxford Shakespeare, 582.
73 It eems that" away with the fairie " is fir t recorded in 1909 in a New Zealand newspaper, from an Irish
_ story http'/{\\\\\\.ph "t·trl!l~. ml,lI1l11),~ ,l\\c1>-\\lth-thl'·fairie..,.html
.~ Matthew Wo dock, Fairy III The Faerie Queene, ReIlaissallce Elf-Fashioning and Elizabethan Myth-Making
_ (Hants, Hamp hire' A hgate, 20014), 85-86.
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notes that change ling stories are absent from the pantheon of literary tales/

b

such as

"Cinderella" or "Snow-White," which have many versions across the continents.
However, Doulet remarks that, in French, the earliest mention of c1zangeon is by the
bishop of Acre, Jacques Vitry (1178-1240). The earliest mention ever of a changed child
occurs in German in the eleventh century in a commentary of Psalm 17, v. 46 by Notker:

Wihselinc is the term used to refer to the fairy substitute. 77 Goodey and Stainton have thus
highlighted that the first written mentions of changelings are to be found in French and
German sources. 78 Yet it is only in 1812 that the Brothers Grimm's story of a change ling
was published?9
The earliest Irish mention of the word " changeling" referring to an abducted child
and his/her substitute probably occurs in Thomas Crofton Croker's collection in 1825. In a
poem entitled" Ag Urchill an Chreagain," Art Mac Cumhaigh (173 -73) de ribes a fairy
woman trying to entice the narrator to come with her to the Oth rworld . She ay

he does

not sleep" ar an taoibh so 'Bh6inn" ("on this side of the Boyne"), m ailing in thi world,
and that she is a "siogai linbh/' a phrase which i

ometime translat d a "chang ling."

However, the term here refer to a "child of the fairi "ra th r than t an e

hang d hild,

making the word" changeling" a bit of an over-translation in thi ca . Th r
mention of child abduction at all in the poem. Th
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impl
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in fact no
tating her

otherworldly origins, rather than talking ab ut a fairy th ft. Th ma Kins 11a ha ind ed
translated it as "a child of the sidll" in hi 19 1 Engli h tran la ti n, Poe III of the
Dispossessed. so Yet, the earlie t menti n found in Iri h traditi n f an adult hang ling
seems to date from lOin an Iri h languag
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designates the hide, and, by extension, a stuffed animal or a mannequin. It echoes the
Latin word versipellis, that which changes skin or form, and thus also conveys the idea of a
double and of metamorphosis, something that the French or English terms cannot
express. 82 This may be an argument in favour of the Germanic origin of changeling tales
when coupled with the early dating of the term in German sources.
Angela Bourke explains that the change ling stories have spread from Europe:
because of the Scottish and Irish diasporas, the tales have been transplanted to the Atlantic
provinces of Canada, such as Newfoundland, as Barbara Rieti's study attests, while
hundreds of people of Irish or Scottish ancestry around the globe are familiar with the
story as well. 81

2.2.2. Characteristics of the changelings in international tales
One of the main characteristics of change ling stories in folklore outside of Ireland is
the b auty of the abducted child, opposed to the ugliness of the changeling. In
ewfoundland, Barbara Rieti tells of Mrs. Meaney's narrative about a changeling baby
that wa ugly wh n the stolen child was " the most beautiful baby that ever was looked
on."B-! Similarly, in an Icelandic tale, the stolen boy is a "strong, handsome, lusty little
fellow," 10 ked upon with pride and hope, while the changeling is always yelling and
trange. 85 A Br t n tal ompares the changeling to a toad for their hideousness, and
tre

th

fa t that it

dreadful

1

alway hungry. 86 The Grimm brothers too tell of the large

ixi 87 and of "a change ling with a large head and staring eyes,

whi h would d n thing but at and drink." 88 These two characteristics are also found in a
wedi h tal , whi h al

m ntions that the change ling cried during baptism.89 This of
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course highlights the fact that it is not a Christian being and rather belongs to the devil.
Seamas Mac Philib explains that in tales from continental Europe, the changeling is often
discovered on the way to a pilgrimage or baptism when a voice talks to him asking of the
fairy creature's whereabouts and the child replies, revealing his unnaturalness because it
had never mouthed a word before. 90 Appel discusses the influence of Christianity on the
changeling beliefs: the responsibility for the child's plight was brought on the mother
during Christian times, but it was not originally so, according to him, which implies that
there would be evidence of what the changeling lore was before Christianity, which would
be very difficult to prove. 91 The influence of religion in the narratives can be seen in the
ways to protect a child from abduction: the sign of the cross is the ultimate means to get
rid of a fairy creature, even for non-Catholics, while bringing the newborn to Church is a
way to protect him/her. 92 Appel notes that the scope of the change ling tales was
broadened by the pilgrimage motif which was another re art to bani h the changeling. He
notices that this variant was mostly found in Prate tant area

of Germany.93 The

changeling is indeed more often associated with the devil than with th fairi
continent, which highlights the Chri tiani ation of the tale , a

on the

xplain d earli r ( ee
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The cries of the child are not so much emphasised in

recently-collected tales from Brittany as the slow growth of the infants: Daniel Giraudon
recorded a story in Breton from the Cotes d 'Armor in which a mother is surprised that her
twins do not grow.

98

Besides, the extreme hunger of the changeling is an early

characteristic, as Doulet remarks, since it was mentioned in the thirteenth century by
Jacques de Vitry.99
Apart from their ugliness and their lack of growth, another feature of the
continental changelings is their old age, which very often contrasts with the baby that they
are supposed to be. When surprised, they exclaim that, although they are as old as the
nearby fore t or lake, they have never seen such things as brewing egg-shells for instance.
The motif of the change ling revealing that he is as old as the nearby wood is common in
Germany, France (Brittany) and Scandinavia, but also in Lithuania. Piaschewski remarks
that the earlie t mention of the changeling being older than the hills/woods was in
Grimm'

KlIlder- llnd Hnllsmiirchell. 1oo Besides, both Piaschewski and Mac Philib remark

that imilar age om pari ons are made by non-change ling figures in other European texts,
uch a G offr y of Monmouth' Vitn Merlini, which was written around 1150.101 However,
Mac Philib do

not point out th

imilarities between common depictions of changelings

and that of M rlin a a child in the Arthurian tradition. Indeed, some versions have it that
1erlin wa b rn to a nun, on of an incubus or of the Devil. 102 He is said to have been born
hairy and a pa ble of p aking and uttering prophecies even though he was an infant. 103
Th

mbl that of the changelings in Irish tradition, although

th tim fram f r a h ' quit diff rent. One may wonder whether the demonisation of
b th chara t r would b th link b tween the changeling stories and this depiction of
97
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Merlin as an infant.

2.2.2.1. Changeling tricked
To get back to the changeling characteristics, no matter what the strange event is, it
must always bring the change ling to be surprised, talk and betray itself. IO.J The best way to
discover a change ling seems to be to trick it into speaking out of astonishment. This can be
achieved through a trick called the "brewery of egg-shells," a method found in several
folk-tales from Wales, England, Brittany and Germany. 105 The motif is thus called because,
as in Denmark, beer is brewed in egg-shells. l 06 This is used mostly in northern Germany
and Denmark, whereas in Ireland and elsewhere the term "brewery of egg-shells" is used
but there is no beer involved anymore: people are simply boiling egg-shells, and not
brewing beer in them.107 Sometimes nutshells (acorns, walnuts in G rmany), sea hells
(Normandy, Brittany), thimbles (Norway) or poppyseed (Germany) are al

0

u ed instead

of egg-shells. 108 In Scandinavia, Brittany, Germany and Scotland, th imag of th egg is
also kept, but they are cooked in the fire, or the a h e for more worker than th rare
eggs. Some narratives in northern G rmany hav
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In Scandinavia, getting the fairy to talk is also achieved with a small pot with which
a long spoon is used. In an Icelandic tale, the changeling exclaims he is the father of
eighteen and old enough - hence the beard - but has never seen this before. m The same
trick of the pot is recounted in Norway and in Germany.1l4 In this Norwegian tale, the
change ling exclaims that he is as old as the forest. But Rieti in Newfoundland relates the
story of a changeling who was discovered because he said his food was too hot and that he
had "neve r tasted any thing as hot as this since the battle of Waterloo." 115 In other, more
extravagant versions, the p eople of the house should cook frogs, in Spain, sausages in a
copper kettle in northern Germany, or make soup out of a sausage in Norway, and out of a
piglet in Denmark. ll6 Appel discusses the trick used by humans to unmask the change ling
and cooking an entire pigle t seems to be one of them, especially in Germanic areas, yet
Appel also attributes it to Irish lore, although we have not found any occurrence of this
motif.117 Y t he recognises that the brewery of eggshells is the main trick used to confound
the fairy crea ture and dwells on this aspect, which is also found in Celtic areas, though in a
r ext nt, explaining the symbolism of the egg, representing fertility opposed to the

le

disa trou d moni power. 11 8 In any case, the amazed changeling compares its age to that
of the mountain , or th nearby wood. l19 The changelings therefore betray their old age
and their ability to talk, thu

howing that their lack of growth is only physical, and not

int lle tual.

2.2.2.2. Intermediary characters
Int rm diary hara t r have an important role in the stories because they are the
on

wh

and

giv ad i

a to th di covery and banishment of the change ling. In the Irish

o tti h traditi n, it i mo t oft n a tailor, as seen in the tale of the "The Tailor of

Kin tal n." I20 Th

pial haract r of tailors is to be seen in Breton traditions as well. In
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Brittany, people never mentioned them without saying a polite snuf l'otre respect - which is
much like the Irish way of calling the fairies " the good people" as a way to protect
themselves from the supernatural beings - and used to say that it needed nine tailors to
make one man. In Brittany, the tailor also had an intermediary role at weddings, where he
acted as the messenger for the bridegroom to the bride's family and was in charge of
announcing the wedding to the guests. 121 Tailors were often travelling craftsmen, people
who were from here but not quite: they had seen the world and were therefore perceived
as knowledgeable. As Michael Kirby recalls, "tailors were known to be witty and well able
to tell a story. They were journeymen 'knights of the needle' who travelled from village to
village. Where work was available they would remain as long as they were needed." 122 It
seems quite likely that tailors themselves circulated changeling stories.
The same idea runs through the character of the traveller who sees the stealing
happening and rescues the child that the trollwoman had left on the tone while he was
putting the change ling in its place inside the hou e, in the Swedi h tale mentioned
earlier. l23 S/he is someone who travels frequently, though th yar from th

am town as

the parents: s/he is from here and there at the ame time, both an insid r and an ou ider.
In a few other tales, the role of the intermediary i held b a

ldier, oft n a r lati e of the
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and soldiers: they are both from here, the human world, and there, the fairy world where
they were thought to have spent time.
The priest was also an intermediary between the fairies and the humans, as JeanMichel Doulet explains:
Admittedly [the priest] remained always, and above all, the
champion of the Catholic faith. But he was also a man, who,
because of his status and privileged relation to the other world,
knew more than he would or could say; especially the one who,
since he did not fear to cross swords with men whose renown
sometimes went beyond the village and the nearby hamlets,
must have possessed unconfessed or unconfessable magical
powers. His actions were interpreted in that way and
sometimes still are: exorcist, he became a spell-remover, a
hunter of occult books of magic, he was suspected to be a
wizard looking for knowledge and thus new powers. l28
The priest status as intermediary was mostly due to his aura and influence

ID

the

community, if we are to believe Doulet.
However, it has to be noticed that the smith as intermediary character in the
chang ling tale

eems to be an Irish specificity, since none of the previous researchers on

the topi have mentioned it with regards to continental changelings.

2.2.2.3. Other characteristics of the changeling tales in European folk narratives
In mo t tal , the hangeling goe away as soon as its true nature has been revealed
through th tri k. But th r ar other ways to get rid of a changeling: to shout that the fairy
hill i

n fir, in England, or to b at the creature, in Germany. An English woman who had

a very ora iou

hild on day awa neighbour run into the house shouting "Yonder's the

Fair Hill a' al w !"

which the fairy in the cradle started up, screaming for the life of

hi wif and hildr nand xiting up the chimney. 129 In a German tale said to date as far
ha k a 15 0, th Grimm tell of a woman who took her child in the fields with her for the

vh

n he returned to h r infant, she could see it had been changed. She was thus

ad i d to g

ba k to th fi Id and beat it until the Devil himself came to give her own

harv t.
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baby back. no Breton tales seem to often involve maltreating the changeling until its fairy
mother comes to exchange it back.l31 However, these methods seem to be less common
than the trick of surprising the changeling. But there were also other ways to fend off fairy
trespassers: Celtic traditions see salt as quite powerful against fairies, according to both
Piaschewski and Appel,132 but folk medicine is also useful according to the narratives of
several traditions, and numerous plants had fairy-repelling properties. m
Light and fire are also seen as essential to prevent abductions. Appel mentions that
"as long as a candle is burning, the child cannot be taken away."l1-1 Fire is also important to
banish the fairy being, who is often burnt. 135 In both Irish and Welsh traditions, hot iron
can be used to scorch the creature. Iron is indeed considered a powerful fairy repellent. 136
Jean-Michel Doulet notes that fire is extremely important in the ritual to banish the
changeling, both in Celtic and Germanic traditions. It is due to the strong link between fire
and home, family, and seen in the concept of the domestic fire around which the family
assembles, eats and gets warm. 137 Doulet has remarked that fire wa con idered the b t
way to get rid of a changeling. Indeed, the creature wa a tranger in the hou e. Fire and
the fireplace was what the family met around in the evening, what warm d th

home.

Fire was thus a metaphor for the family, a expre ed in the Fr n h t rm foyer which
means both the fireplace and the home, a did the word fows in Latin. It thu
logical, though rather cruel, to get rid of the chang ling b what r pr

n

em

th famil to

which it does not belong. BS
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in German accounts. Wastewater is water that goes back to the earth, so this could be seen,

according to Doulet, as a way to send the creature back to where it belongs,140 to the
"people of the hills," as the fairies are sometimes called. Wastewater is also a protection
against the fairies, and it seems therefore appropriate that to get rid of a change ling, the
latter be thrown into the drain.
As in Ireland, the reasons for the change are varied. Piaschewski notes that
maltreated children are often taken away, with moralistic undertones. This can also
happen as a punishment for cursing relatives. But she also remarks that they are also
abducted to improve the fairy race, for both their beauty and their soul. 141
Criost6ir Mac Carthaigh has studied a motif related to fairy abductions, but
representing a tradition of its own, that of the "midwife to the fairies": when a human
woman is taken by the si to deliver a fairy child to an otherworldly woman. The story has
been found in France, Scotland, Iceland, Scandinavia. 142 Mac Carthaigh has found sixty
variants in Ir land, though the narrative is more common in Scandinavia, with two
hundred tori

found in the Swedish-speaking regions only. 143 He argues that the motif of

"midwif to th fairi "pa

d in an east-west direction, from Scandinavia to Ireland, via

Scotland.ll~

2.3. Geographical con iderations on Irish changelings

2.3.1. Reflections on Irish changelings and links with the Scottish tradition
Th motif of th br wery of egg-shells is found in Ireland, but is much less common
than in th G rmani traditi n. Ma Philib noted about sixteen occurrences of the brewery
of egg- h 11 or r lat d motif, al

0

remarking that they may be due to printed sources,

uch a Croft n Cr k r or Ireland 's Own. 145 As highlighted above, the motif has been
corrupt d in Ir land, in
chang ling. In Cr ft n Croker'

no b er involved anymore in the process of tricking the
r ion, the mother is only boiling the egg-shells. 146 The

la Philib, "The Changeling," 128.
rofton rok r, "Th Brewer of Egg- hell ," 30-33.
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image of the eggs has nonetheless been retained, with the people usually boiling water in
them. This could be linked to the metaphorical significance of the eggs-shells. They echo
the change ling, which only has the "shell" of a human body but is a fairy inside. They also
evoke the idea of (re)birth, regeneration and even immortality. Doulet notes that this
symbolism gives to the egg a "quasi-magical dimension." w He also remarks that the forge,
in the change ling stories involving a smith, has a "maternal function": 1~8 it can thus be seen
as a womb, which parallels the symbolism of the egg with the ideas of birth and
renaissance. Mircea Eliade indeed wrote about the sacredness of metalworking and of the
forge:
Still charged with dread holiness the ores are conveyed to the
furnace. It is then that the most difficult and hazardous operations
begin. The artisan takes the place of the Earth-Mother and it is his
task to accelerate and perfect the growth of the ore. The furnaces are,
as it were, a new matrix, an artificial uterus where the ore complete
its gestation. 149
Both the motifs of the brewery of egg-shell

and of the link with

mithery

em

appropriate for a changeling story then, since they both conv y the ymbolism of rebirth.
As was detailed in Chapter 1, the majority of Iri h change ling torie ar diff rent
from continental versions, particularly in the way th

chang ling i di

changelings are caught playing mu ic, wherea in contin ntal
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ion built

through them than the brewery of egg-shells motif, as will be discussed later.
Rionach Ui Ogain in her article on fairy music remarks that" the identification of a
changeling by mortals is often achieved by fairy music" and this seems then to be a
typically Irish/Scottish motif.m Jean-Michel Doulet sees music as an echo to the language
used in other tales. When in continental narratives the changeling is revealed by the
words, often in the form of a rhyme, he speaks, in the Irish tradition, music plays the role
of the tell-tale sign. It is the "sound mark of the changeling's otherness.,,153 This does not
however exclude speech as a sign of the changeling's unnaturalness: Mac Philib notes that
the motif of the fairies discussing an ancient battle with a twin is a way to discover their
age, rather than the comparison with a mountain or nearby wood as it is on the continent,
although it is less common than Mac Philib would lead the reader to believe. l 54
Doulet also remarks that the changelings play the bagpipes and not the harp for
instance. For him, this is due to the meaning of the music played. On the harp were played
enchanting tune to make the audience smile, lament or sleep, whereas the bagpipes were
u ed for war and fun. The changelings' tunes are thus not meant to bewitch the audience.
Then, that th changeling would play music in the people's house is meant as a way to
expre

am

k ry of the community, not so much as a declaration of war. 155 Yet, Roderick

Cannon writ

that "in Ca lic Scotland and Ireland, however, we hear of the bagpipe

being u d a

the incit m nt to battle, and for lamenting the dead." 156 In any case, it
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tricky qu
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stand for the invading presence of the changeling, just as much as, as an expensive and
elaborate instrument, it could be seen as a sign of the refinery of the fairies. The
symbolism of bagpipes is in fact very difficult to ascertain, as it depends on historical and
cultural contexts and can vary widely. Another interpretation would not see any obvious
symbolism attached to the bagpipes in changeling stories, other than an attempt at the
regionalisation of the narrative.
Besides, it is interesting to note that, although the bagpipe-playing motif seems to
be specifically Irish and Scottish with regards to the changeling lore, it has been recorded
that the earliest mentions of bagpipes in the British Isles are English. The first written
mention occurs in an Anglo-Saxon riddle, while the first representation is attested on a
gravestone carving in Northumberland around 1200 AD. The oldest fragment of a
bagpipes comes from Warwickshire and dates from the late thirteenth or early fourteenth
centuries. In the words of Roderick Cannon,

/I

we hear nothing of Highland or Iri h

bagpipes until the time when the bagpipe wa already vani hing from Southern England
and the more central parts of Europe." 159 Like the change ling motif i elf, imported to
Ireland, so is the musical instrument that allowed th
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moralistic undertones to the story.1 62 Another version is to be found in Lady Wilde's
collection, under the title "The Horned Women," but the moral is less obvious .163 The fact
that the motif is found in both Ireland and Scotland must be related to the stronger
presence of fairy forts in their landscapes than on the continent, where they are virtually
absent. Besides, according to Mac Philib's data, the motif of the "fairy hill on fire" is also
closely linked to the character of the smith. Whenever there is a smith in the narrative, the
trick to get rid of the change ling will be to shout that the fairy fort is on fire. The reverse is
not always true, but it however indicates a tight relationship between the two motifs. The
reason for it is not quite clear yet, but it could be due to the smith's supernatural abilities
and his "mastery of fire," lb-l enabling him to use such a trick.
A lot of stories classified under the motif" theft through the window" depict a man
passing by a hou e when he notices two women by the window, one inside and the other
outside, who are tealing a baby and replacing it by a changeling. Yet the man manages to
take the child without their noticing it, and goes home. He returns to the mourning house
the next day with th re ued child, when the whole family is in despair that their child is
dead or i k and dying, or ometimes has disappeared. An account from Leitrim depicts a
ing "a crowd of little men standing outside the room windOW."165 A variant of

man witn
the tale ha
out to b th

going to a dance through the fields when they find a baby and it turns
hild that wa thought to be dead in its cradle in the house nearby. In a story

from Tory I land, a ouple of youths are on their way to a wake through a shortcut and
pi k up a wailing baby, who turns out to be the child who is being waked. 166 A possibly
related t ry i that f the dumb girl in a coffin, when a man meets fairies with a coffin and
manag

t tak th girl from them, either through a prayer or a trick, and keeps the girl

until h find a way t r t re p e h to her ( ince she was not actually dead), most of the
tim
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Scottish motif, possibly even more Irish than Scottish, with over fifty versions recorded in
Ireland and much fewer in Scotland. It has not been referenced elsewhere than in these
two areas,I 68 thus making it highly probable that it is an Irish specificity.
As may be seen from the examples quoted, most of the stories that we have come
across on the continent feature children being stolen by the fairies. Whether this is due to
the fact that there are no adult changelings in continental traditions or to the fact that no
research on adult changelings has been done is unclear. In the Irish tradition, it is
generally both women and children that are taken away. The only other narratives of
abducted women that we found come from Scotland. Katharine Briggs collected Scottish
stories of women abducted after childbirth, including narratives from the Shetlands. Ib9 She
also has stories in which a husband gets a chance to rescue his wife from the fairies, 170 an
opportunity that he sometimes misses. 171 Here again there seems to be a relation between
the traditions from Ireland and Scotland, but this would need to be investigat d much
further.
Another type of tale that does not

em to be very common in international

changeling stories is that of the stolen animal. In Irish folklore, narrativ
abducted are not overly abundant but are nonethele
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abducted child" without going into details. 174 These stories seem to be relatively scarce,
although there are some instances in which a hare figures. People metamorphosed into
hares are however mostly thought to be witches. 175
Mac Philib compares the Irish and Scottish changeling stories in his article and thus
sums up the similari ties between Irish and Scottish traditions: "the tailor observing the
change ling, the bagpipe-playing fairy, the kidnap through a house-window, and the
blacksmith-changeling who runs off in horror when told the fort is on fire."176 However, he
does attempt to explain the reasons for these similarities, nor the origins of the changeling
stories. He then highlights the difference between Irish/Scottish stories and continental
stories on changelings. As remarked above, Mac Philib interestingly differentiates two
types of change ling tales, regarding the way people discover who the changeling really is.
He argues that it is when the infant plays a tune with bagpipes that people, more
particularly a tailor, understand that he is a fairy, in Irish and Scottish versions. In
continental tories, it is when someone boils an egg-shell and thus leads the change ling to
comment on how ridiculous or uncommon this is, that they come to know he is not a real
child. m Munro adds a third entry to this catalogue, relying on Scandinavian folklore: for
her, there ar

thr e typ s of changeling stories: the "brewery of egg-shells" motif, the

"yo ung pip r" motif, and the "changeling who stretched" (Scandinavia). 178 We have not
come acro

an menti n of the changeling who stretched, neither in other studies of the

motif, nor in

xampl . AlongSide the bagpipe-playing and the brewery of egg-shells

motif, th oth r typ of hangeling tale rather seems to be one where the changeling is
d, ith r with fire or water, without any trick, other than the threat, to get it to
b tra i

nature.

2.3.2. Geographical and historiographical considerations of Irish changelings
Th map ntitl d "Traidi iUn inrianaithe" ("a traceable tradition") attached to Mac
Philib'

di

How v r, it

rtation

h w

that the belief is recorded in all parts of the country. 179

lear that the main con entration of folk narratives on changelings is

uill abhaln, A Halldbook of In h Folklore, 472.
Lady Gregory, Viioll alld Beliefs of the We t of Ireland, 79.
176
ama Mac Philib, "Th
hangeling," 130.
m Ibid ., 125-128.
1)11 Joyce Underwood Munro, 255.
l;oq
'arnas Mac PhiIib, "larlal f," IV
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centred around the point where Ulster, Leinster and Connacht meet, in counties Sligo,
Leitrim, Cavan, Westmeath, Longford, Roscommon, Meath and Monaghan. The second
strongest concentration is on the west coast, in counties Mayo, Galway, Clare, Limerick
and Kerry. There also seems to be a changeling tradition in the south-east, in counties
Wexford, Wicklow, Kilkenny and Waterford.
However, parts of Munster do not seem to have many changeling occurrences, as in
counties Cork and Tipperary. The same thing happens in Ulster, with no narratives
recorded in counties Derry and Tyrone. Yet, in Northern Ireland, the schools scheme of the
Irish Folklore Commission was not implemented, hence a lack of information. Although
regular folklore collecting took place, providing some data, accounts are not as numerous
as those from the Republic.
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Mac Philib has noticed that stories of missions into the Otherworld to rescue the
stolen children appear only in Irish versions. 180 In a rare variant collected by Lady Wilde,
parents witness the change of their child at night and also see a fairy mother coming to
them to get her own baby back, ugly as it is. The fairy directs them on how to retrieve their
own son and the father goes to the fort. 181 There are also narratives in which the rescuers
do not really go into the Otherworld, but do nevertheless have to confront the fairies, and
more particularly a fairy cavalcade. These endeavours can be successfut as in the story
where a man gets his wife back, or not, as in an account where the two brothers do not
have the power to take their sister from the fairies. 182 The motif of the fairy cavalcade and
of the rescue from the Otherworld have not been detailed by other researchers with
regards to continental changeling lore, and it does not seem to occur in Scotland either,
making these the only specifically Irish variants of the changeling tales.
Jean-Michel Doulet argues that "in the people's mind, the ghost of a changeling in
the stories revived fears linked to hunger." 183 According to this theory, changeling stories
would be more common in areas where famine

occurred, thu

explaining why the

changeling eats so much. This could explain why changeling tori

ar quite prominent

all around Ireland, which suffered several famine in its hi tory, and

pe ially in 1 46-

1851 with the Great Hunger, all Gorta Mor. Yet, if one look more 10 I int map and

geographical details about the Famine, thi borne d batabl . It ha b
people of the province of Connacht and Munst r uffer d m
Famine - Leinster and UI ter were al

0

deeply aff

n n t d that li the

rI ' during tl'l Great

t d, but n t t

am

ata trophic

levels." ls.! As seen in Mac Philib' map ab ve, th
not
corre pond to the area

tricken mo t hard b

whole country was deeply aff t d . H we er,

th Gr at Famin , th ugh
m argu that

County Ro ommon 10 t 1°0 of its populati n, th high

11

f
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r th Famin d ade,

t p pulati n 1

f an

unt)'

in the country."185 Ro ommon i inde d in this ar antral f r hang ling 1 re. But the
I
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5eamas Mac Phlhb, "The Changeling", 124-125.
Lady Wilde, "The Change ling," 229-231.
Padraig 6 Tuathail, "Tales of the Fairie ," 84-85.
Jean-MlChel Doulet, 59.
William J. myth, "The Provlfl e of Leinster and the Great ramine," in Atla~ of the G,,~at 1ri .." Fami"e, cd .
John Crowley, William J myth and Mike Murphy (Cork: ork Univer ity Pr ,2012), :U5.
Mary Kelly, liThe Fam10e m County Ro common," in Atlas of tlie Great In Ii Famille, ed . John Crow I 'yet
al., 308.
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percentage given for the loss of population includes deaths and emigration. To get a more
precise picture of the impact of the famine, one should look at maps detailing the
mortality rates between 1846 and 1851. They show that the highest excess mortality rates
are in counties Galway and Clare, followed by Mayo, Kerry and Cork. 186 In another map
with a slightly different way of calculating the death rates, the highest rates are in Sligo
and Mayo, followed by the rest of Connacht and counties Cavan and Cork. 187 This, again,
does not really correspond to the area of the strongest concentration of change ling tales,
although this area comprises Sligo and Cavan.

I

I

"tap 11 : Exc
mortalit 1846-50 a a % of population at county level (source: Cousens 1960}," in
Mllrril/g till! Grl!llt Tri.1I Fa 1/11 Ill!, a ~1tr1xy of the Famil/I! dl!cades, eds. Lfam Kennedy, Paul S. Ell, E. M.
rawford and L. A. lar on (Dublin : Four ourts Pre s, 1999), 39.
"tap 10: Av 'rag' annual exces death rate, 1846-51 ( ource: Mokyr 1983}," in Mappillg the Great Irish
Fllm;I/I!, cd . Liam K 'nn 'd 't aI., 37.
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Ma Philib indicates that, although Piaschewski noted that many were the

in whi h a changeling devour food, this motif does not seem to be very common in

Ireland, d

pite a f w

0

currenc . He recorded seven narratives in which the changeling

i in r dibly hungry, mo tly from Co. Galway, with one-off instances from Wexford,

Longford and

ffaly. J 9 Sin e the motif of the hungry changeling is not very prominent in

Ireland, whi h uffer d on of the worst famines in history, and since the maps of areas
tri ken m

t har hly by the famine differ from the areas where change ling stories

abound, on mu t con lude that famine and changeling stories in Ireland are not closely
related, ontrary to what Doulet explains. This, however, could be the case elsewhere in
amas Mac Phihb, "larlai 1," 100.
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Europe, but this study is only concerned with Irish changeling tales.
For Mac Carthaigh, the midwife to the fairies motif came from Scandinavia to
Ireland through Scotland. 190 It could be the same for the change ling narratives. They
would have come from Germanic and Scandinavian sources, where the oldest mentions of
changelings are found, then from Scotland through Ulster and then been disseminated
southwards in Ireland. A careful analysis of Mac Philib's maps could shed light on this
issue, if one looks at the three main types of changeling tales: brewery of egg-shells and
the wonder test motif in general, music-playing, and thirdly the threat, either of water or
fire. It should still be borne in mind that Mac Philib's data refers only to change ling
children, but one of the motifs, namely that of the threat as major feature of the tale, is
shared between adult and child changelings, unlike the music and wonder test
characteristics, which are mostly in baby change ling tales.
The map focused on wonder tests show that the motif is quite rare, with only
twelve occurrences in the whole of the country, mainly in that central area around Co.
Cavan, with two occurrences in Co. Wexford and one in Clar .I9lThe wond r t t is the
general term referring to tales similar to that of the br wer of egg h 11 , though a few
rag put in the fir

instances depart from this usual pattern. A Don gal tale u

, 192

while

in Louth an old spoon doe the trick. The changeling remarl.. that hi m th r f d him with
it two hundred year before. m In the Longford tory, th fath r i
from the fairies on his way home from a ceiLi.19~ The r

t f th nin tal

the eggshell. In Offaly, after the creature p l.. out i

t g t rid f th
brings the creature to th fir, all th m ther ha

Limerick mother trie an h rb cure whi h do
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Criost6ir Mac Carthaigh, " Midwife to the Faifle /' 142
5eamas Mac Philib, "Teist lontais" map, " larlatsl," 16-1
Le6n 0 BaOlghill," a paisti idhe", in " gealta id he 6 Theileann," Bealollk a 82 (0
148
66-1: 20.
761 7-8.
Fe 805: 12-1"
FC 171 32-33.
NFC 924. 235-238.
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f fairie
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th trick of

b wild rm nt, a r wd

come in, bringing the original hild and di appear with th

In Cavan, the brewery of eggshell trick ' als

hiId

hrto

e mbt!r 1938): 147-

use the trick of the eggshells.
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Another account from Wexford seems to have merged two

variants: a woman is advised to redden eggshells, something at which the changeling may
not be the only one to wonder, and when the creature asks about her activities she replies
that she is "brewing eggshells" and shoves the red shells down the fairy's neck. There
seems to be a conflation here of both the brewery of eggshells and the method of
reddening a metal tool to threaten the change ling with it. 199 The two stories from Co.
Westmeath listed by Mac Philib bear strong similarities, as well as being recorded in the
same volume and belong to the same locality, although they were taken down by pupils in
two different schools: both depict a child taken while the family is in the fields as a
whirlwind passes by. Both also combine the motifs of the eggshells and of the bagpipes: a
musician comes to the house, and in the first story it is mentioned that the child who was
not thriving stops crying to listen carefully to the music. The bagpipe-player then goes
home but leaves his instrument in the house because it is raining. The sister finds her
"brother" the next day playing on the pipes but the parents, who only half believe the girl,
do not manage to witne s thi . A pedlar or traveller woman advises them to boil eggshells,
and a

oon a th changeling speaks out its astonishment and rushes out the door, the

original child i found by the fireplace and is described as the "image of his father" in both
torie ?Xl Finall ,th
trongly r

la t two

torie

listed by Mac Philib in Wexford and Wicklow

mbl Thoma Crofton Croker's change ling story mentioned previously. In the

Wexford narrativ

I

500: 30-::H .
-137: 105.
732: 55- 58,

th nam of the intermediary is literally the same as Crofton Croker's:

732: -190-49-1.
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Ellen Liath. In both stories, the series of events described is exactly the same as in the 1825
tale: a mother discovers her child to be wizened and sick, complains to an intermediary
woman, boils eggshells and when the changeling speaks, grabs the hot poker to ram it
down its throat, but trips and falls. When she gets back up, she finds her own child in the
cradle. Some sentences are also the same from one text to the other: for instance, the
interjection n mhic, "my son," variously, and erroneously, spelled" a vick," "avic" or "a
mic." 20J Crofton Croker's story was published more than a century before these two
accounts were recorded and it is plausible that the informants would have read it, or
would have heard it from someone who had read it, in Crofton Croker's book, as Mac
Philib discusses.202 But it is also possible that all three versions spring from the same
common tradition. The NFC versions are from Leinster while the antiquarian's version is
said to originate in Munster. Following Mac Philib's map, the brewery of eggshells, with
nine occurrence and only ix different variants, does not seem to be very common in
Ireland, while it i roughly focused around the central area of counties Cavan, Longford,
Westmeath, et.

lac Philib argues that the fact that the term "brewing" is used in

referen e to thi motif, de pite there being nothing actually brewed in the tales, unlike in
folk narrativ

from G rmany or Denmark, is a further evidence that this motif is a

borrowing.-U. All thi confirm th idea that, within the change ling tradition, the brewery
of egg- h 11 motif i not of Iri h origin and has come from the continent. It apparently did
not

n pr ad t th mo t outhern part of the country, since it is not recorded in Kerry

or Cork for in tan
The th m
the c ntin nt

of th threat of water or fire, found in most change ling traditions, on

r n th i land, is pre ent all over the country, according to Mac Philib's

data .:!!» In Ir land, th
Longford and a a in
par of th

trong

t on entration i found in that central area around Co.

ann mara. The are r orded in the most southern and northern

ountrv, u h a Kerry, Clare, Antrim or Donegal, although they are not overly

abundant in th

area .

Thomas rofton Croker, "Th ) Brewery of Eggshell ,If 28-32 ; FC 106: 8-16; NFC 913: 150.
ama . 1a Philib, " IMlai I," 149-150.
Ibid., 153.
Ibid ., " Dlbirt ·1 hin ," map, " Iarlais i," 227; "Tumadh dhlbirt" map, " larlaisi," 246; "Tlli mar chosaint" map,
"larIai i," 11.
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The motif of music, and especially bagpipe-playing, is recorded all over the
country, in line with the argument that this is of Irish-Scottish origin. 205 It nevertheless
seems to have been found in stronger concentration along a line from Co. Kilkenny to Co.
Sligo, via Meath. There are occurrences at the southern tip of the country, but not as many
as in the rest of Ireland. More than half of these bagpipe accounts are from the Schools
Manuscripts, which may indicate that the appearance of the instrument brought an
entertaining quality to the narrative, stemming from the incongruity of an infant playing
the bagpipes, which would have appealed to the children recording the stories. The
accounts recorded vary widely in length and style, although they all more or less follow
the same pattern: (child stolen -) sickly and crying infant - witness (often a tailor or a
neighbour) - creature playing the bagpipes hidden under the pillow or in the rafters parents getting rid of the changeling (by throwing it into the river, burning it, threatening
it or tricking with the fairy fort on fire motif). The many variations along these lines and
the addition of detail or not lead to think that the motif was widely spread throughout
the country and did not tem from one single source, although a few stories collected in
the ame townland

1O5

m to ari e from the same source. 206

lbid ," eol" map, "larIai 1,"130.
F 488: 31 -34 and F 488: 216-219 ( o. Limerick); NFCS 732: 355-358 and NFCS 732: 490-494 (Co.
We tm ath), which both merge th bagpipe-playing motif and that of the brewery of eggshells.
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If one looks at typically Irish-Scottish motifs within the changeling tales, the report

is approximately the same as for the stories in which music is featured. The rescue-type
tales are to be found mostly around Westmeath and Cavan, with one-off occurrences in
Co. Clare and Co. Kilkenny. There is none in Munster, but for a single record in Clare. 207
The fairy fort on fire motif is recorded in stories mostly from Sligo, Leitrim, Cavan,
Roscommon and Longford. There are none from south Munster either. :W8 Here again the
accounts are varied enough that it can be said that the motif is well spread out throughout
Ireland and cannot be sourced in one particular narrative. Some mention the name of the
fairy fort supposed to be on fire, when others do not; in some tales, the smith advises the
use of such a trick, whereas the tailor fulfils this function in others.
Finally, the motif of the theft through the window occurs mostly in the central area
around Co. Leitrim and in Connemara. There are but a few tales recorded in Kerry for
instance. 209 The ratio of stories in Irish for this motif is much stronger than for the fairy fort
on fire, for instance, which might indicate the native aspect of this variant, although thi is
very difficult to ascertain. In the same way that the bagpipe motif had, the abduction
through the window follows a general pattern in mo t of the narrativ

li ted by Mac

Philib: a witness going home late at night or early in the morning

a bab

handed out of the window, takes it home and returns it the n xt da
were grieving for the dead or sick change ling left in its pia
once the original infant has been retrieved. Ea h

t ry

b ing

to its family, who

and of whi h the g t rid
embr id r d with parti ular

details, such as the occupation of th witne ,wh ma b
or the depiction of the fairie

tealing the baby: a hag, a littl w man, or a r wd of little

men, for instance. 21O The fate of the changeling at th

unt ·

which there is not much innovation: eith r it turn

d, r i burnt. ~II If it

is simply threatened with fire, then it di app ar up th
two storie

tand out in that regard: in Co. Clare, a man witn

its cot and replacing it with a "black thing"
207
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nap ton
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a hag t aling a hild in

ening, h g
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Ibid., "Tarrthatl" map, "Iarlaisi," 197.
Ibid., " Lios ar Lasadh" map, " Iarlaisi," 26.1.
Ibid., " Finne don bhfuadach" map, " Iarlaii," 68
NFC 770: 8 features a little woman, while NF
202: 79 has a "cro wd of little men" at th • \."'ind ow.
In the account FC 9
277-278, for example, the changeling turns into .1n "oak tick," whil ' in 'F
211 : 316 the pne t advises to burn it.
In FC 202 178-179, the changeling vanishe up the chimn y.
1

I

and asks for a bit of porridge to then shove the hot porridge down the throat of the
changeling, which, scalded and burned, is forced to reveal that the hag took the child, and
turns into a big man who opens the front door, only so that the family can meet the hag
who gives them their baby back. 2n In Co. Leitrim, the priest advises to leave the
changeling where three waters meet. m

670: 466.

226: 351-352.
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Although changeling stories exist all around Ireland, the strongest concentrations
seem to be found just south of the border with Ulster, while isolated occurrences are
located at the southern tip of the country, in counties Limerick, Tipperary and Cork. It
could be suggested that the reason why some narratives are found in Co. Kerry and not in
neighbouring Co. Cork is because Gaeltacht (Irish-speaking) areas in Munster are located
mostly in Kerry. The tales would have been preserved more easily in an Irish-speaking
environment. If we are to compare this with Patricia Lysaght's in her study of the Banshee
evoked earlier, it becomes quite clear that Lysaght's mapped sources show how the
banshee narratives are widespread throughout Ireland, much more so than the changeling
tales from the sources we have (that is, excluding narratives of adult changelings for the
most part). Besides, there seems to be a stronger concentration of Banshee stories,
interestingly, on the south-eastern coast, in counties Wexford and Waterford and on the
border of Ulster, Leinster and Connacht, as for changeling lore. However, Banshee tales do
not seem to be more present in Gaeltacht areas than in the rest of the country. There are
very few accounts of the Banshee in Connemara for example, and though there are a good
few in Kerry, it i

till less than in Waterford, a county yet significantly smaller than

Kerry. 2J5
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Patricia

aght, The Ball hee, 18.
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If we are to follow Mac Carthaigh's reasoning about the midwife to the fairies motif

and apply it to our study, the changeling folklore would have been disseminated from
Scotland, via Ulster, in a north-south movement. Seeing data from Northern Ireland is not
as rich as in the Republic, for the reasons explained earlier, the strongest concentration is
just south of the border, which corroborates Mac Carthaigh's argument. The reason why
change ling folklore is not as prominent in south Munster would then be because the
dispersion of the tales has slowed down and all of them have not reached the southern tip.
This is clearly exemplified by the brewery of egg-shells motif, which seems to be of
continental origin. Yet, it is slightly surprising that motifs which are considered Irish, such
as music, fairy fort on fire, rescue or theft through the window, are not spread evenly all
over Ireland. But if one bears in mind that these are Irish-Scottish motifs, then it seems
logical that these would have been spread in the same way than the continental motifs
have. After all, they are all attached to a narrative which does not appear to be of Irish
origin.
Bu t another trend to be considered with regards to the origins of the change ling
motif in Ireland i that of the Anglo-Norman spread. Change ling narratives are indeed
more common on th

ea tern

ide of the country, corresponding to areas of Anglo-

'orman ettl ment, u h a Lein ter and the midlands, as shown on Mac Philib's map
reprodu

d ab ve. Mor over, changeling beliefs are attested in England long before they

wer fir t r ord d in Ir land. A detailed earlier, the first English mentions of changelings
appear in th
dat
in

ntury, while the fir t changeling attested in writing in Ireland

ba k t 1 0 . A Doul t and Pia hew ki have also noticed, changeling lore existed
ormand

to , whi h would make a disp r al from Normandy to England and then

Ireland plau ibl
Th pia

f origin of a f lk motif an rarely ever be defined for certain, although

me e planations ma b refut d, a in the ca e of th link between change ling traditions
and famin

in Ir :> Land, and it

m th r for wi e to con ider all po sible options, even

though it would b dlffi ult to pi k on over the other. Fairies are mentioned numerous
tim

in m di

al Iri h tradition

0

if the motif of the change ling is to have any Irish

origin, it \; ouLd b' trange that it would not b found in the early sources. The motif has
not be n found

t in m die al Iri h t xts. Building on an argument ex silencio, this leads
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one to think they are not of Irish origin, as the earliest mentions of changelings being
found in Germanic Europe had presaged. However, elements from the ancient tales recall
the later fairy abduction narratives. Love affairs or stories in which a mortal helps the
fairies carry out a plan already appear in ancient sources. While the symptoms of love
sickness are reminiscent of that of adult changelings, the precociousness, or conversely,
the dumbness of infant heroes, like Cli Chulainn to cite but one, remind us that the
changeling children play music or talk of battles of long ago . If the changeling itself did
not seem to exist in Irish tradition, its various characteristics were already present through
distinct stories and characters, not necessarily connected to each other. When changeling
folk-tales came to Ireland from continental Europe, via Scotland or England, they
integrated well into the tradition, since they were echoing earlier Irish material.
The geographical dissemination of the changeling tales in Ireland corroborates this
idea of the continental import. But, as Tomas 6 Cathasaigh remarks about another motif:
Its widespread distribution can perhaps be put down to
diffusion, but it must be remembered that diffusion is not an
explanation of the popularity of the pattern; diffusion i merely
of a
a mechanism, and it throws no light on the receptiven
21b
wide variety of people to the pattern.
Indeed, that the stories came to Ireland from the ontinent d
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Tomas 6 Cathasaigh, The HerOIC Biography of earl/wc lilac A"t (Dubhn: Dublin In titut, for
tudies, 1977), 4-5.
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Chapter 3:
Treading New Shores,
Beyond the Character

The oddity and supernatural character of the changelings in Irish folk-tales are
what the narratives point at, as revealed by Chapter 1. The creatures are portrayed in such
a light so as to enhance their status of fairy invaders, embodying the antagonism with the

humans, something which the earliest mentions of changelings in Europe already attested.
Now that the characteristics of changeling narratives have been detailed and set in a
historical frame, the analysis needs to go further and dig into the deeper meaning of the
changeling stories. Fairy stories in general, and changeling tales in particular, are
underpinned with deeper themes, one of them being liminality, the second being
otherness, which made the narratives relevant for the communities who were telling and
remembering them.

3.1. Liminality

3.1.1. Language

A ba i d finition would ee omething "liminal" as something" of or pertaining
to the thr h Id or initial tage of a process." 1 The word comes from the Latin limen,
meaning" thr h Id." It i the character of something which is situated in-between two
pa

,ph i al

r m taphori al. Manuel Aguirre suggests that the meaning of the

thr hId, f th lilllen, i thr

fold :

w ha at I a t thr kind of thre holds: 1. the border-type: the
thr h Id a a lin b tw n X and Y, where "X" and "Y" denote
rdinar t rritori ; 2. th mar hes-type: the threshold as a territory
Y bond a t rritory ; 3. th shoreline-type: the threshold as an
bj t with minimally two a pe ts, X and Y, between which it
flu tuat,
that i id ntity i not bound solely to the one or the
th ra p tbutt b th. 2

I

2

Oxford Ellgli " D,ctiollary, "Liminal,"

EO Online (Oxford University Press, March 2015).
Manuel Aguirre, " Austin'
at, and ther Observations Towards a Theory of Thresholds," in Mapping
tire Tlrres"old, E say III Lllllllra/ Allalysls, ed ancy Bredendick (Madrid: Gateway Press, 2004), 14.
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His first reading of the limen is in accordance with the definition that sees the threshold as
the dividing line between two realms.
In his second interpretation, the

x

limen becomes a space for itself, beyond

y

the borders of a territory. Now, one needs
1. Border-type threshold

to

be

cautious

not to

confuse

the

depiction of the "land of the Other," an

x~

elsewhere beyond the known territory,
with the threshold. While seeing the
limen as a space in itself is justified, this

2- Marches-type threshold

liminal space needs another beyond it. In
.-----------------------------------~

other words, this limen-space has to be
situated between two other zones. In
another

work,

Manuel

Aguirre

has

noticed, with others, that " the threshold

3. Shoreline-type threshold

itself is often more than a mere line; it
tends to expand, until it itself becomes the Other territory."l For him,
this second type of limen i not ju t a lin one crosse but a t rrit ry
one enters [... ] the nature of the thre hold-t rritory i u h a t
constitute a site for the Other, wheth r th
th r ' und r t d in
th
religious term as the numinou or a r d, in fairy tal t rm
wondrous, in ocial term a the for ign r th li n. I

!in

It seems however that his definition of th thr h Id a

Elsewhere, the Otherworld. It eem more ppropri t
the territory of the Other. Sin
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marches were indeed a borderland between two countries, not simply a border. Similarly,
the threshold can be more than a line, a border, and expand into a space of its own. Yet,
marches, although a borderland, are a territory that belongs to one of the two divided
forces, it is the margin of one of the two lands. It seems hard to state that a threshold can
be part of a world more than another, it partakes of both of the realms it is dividing. But it
remains a place that has to be crossed (a forest, an ocean), a threshold into the Other,
while, on the contrary, a new place that has to be entered becomes the domain of the
Other. The place that has to be crossed sometimes expands to stand as a third zone, so
much so that characters can reside in this liminal space. 6 Manuel Aguirre, Philip Sutton
and Roberta Quance have further argued that" the hero of the folktale traverses the liminal
world of wonder in order to return. Unlike these, the witch, the fairy, or the dragon exist
permanently in that world, even if they undertake repeated excursions into the human
realm: they are proper denizens of the threshold." 7 Yet, the Otherworld cannot be
understood as a liminal place because it stands as a world of its own, parallel to ours but
separate, with nothing beyond it. The Otherworld may be the final destination of some
protagonists, but no one ever crosses it, it is not a step towards another realm further
away. It is only when one goes across it to somewhere beyond it that a place can be called
"liminal." Therefore, that a character returns from the Otherworld may mean it is a step in
their journ y, in that it is not the end of it, but it does not indicate that there is another

place b yond it. Liminality i envi aged as following a line of movement, as seen in the
a "b yond." If there is nothing beyond a place, then this

diagram. Liminality r quir

pIa e i n t liminal. For instan e, the forest of Mirkwood, in J.R.R. Tolkien's The Hobbit, can
be

n a liminal, b au e the protagonists cross it, in order to reach another place, their

final d

tinati n, th mountain Er bor. 8 It is more than a mere threshold, it is a territory of

i own, th dw lling plac
b ing in that th

f

lvan lve and giant spiders. These are therefore liminal

inhabit a liminal pace. To come back to the Irish tradition, only places

of entry, that b rd r th

two world,

tanding half in one, half in the other, can be

consid r d liminal, u h a fairy mound for in tan e, because the Otherworld stands
b yond th rn.
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Aguirre's third interpretation
the place beyond

of the threshold uses the image of
the shoreline. He writes: "it is
impossible to define the shoreline
of a beach as anything other than a
shifting strip with ever-shifting
contours which make it, if not

HUMAN REALM

quite a surface, at least much more

the startin~ poi n t

than a mere line. It is a one-dimensional line which nevertheless 'fills' an (always changing)
two-dimensional space." 9 He sees the shoreline-type of limen as an " inflected threshold" lo
which is therefore not static. It would seem that Aguirre's last two definitions could be
merged into one: the fluctuating threshold-territory. This model sees the limen as a space
in-between two others, but which cannot be permanently delimited because it is a space of
movement, shifting between two other entities and therefore pertaining to both and none
at the same time. Nancy Bredendick indeed describes the limen as " not an independent
space but a sum, the conjunction and interaction of the two adjacent pace

."11

Aguirre

goes further and writes that" dynamics - crossing, transference, change and interaction is the whole raison d'itre of the limen." 12 Liminality would thu b

the haracter of that

which belongs to these thresholds, be they a dividing line or a border pa e, and of that
which therefore holds characteristics of both world on ith ride of it.
When Angela Bourke write that " fairy-legend charts th t rrit ry of n man' land.
It carries with it an air of the preposterou , the nod and th wink, that all w
be said, while another is meant," 13 he i r ferring to the liminali
evokes their spatio-liminal characteristic through her us
this moving space was indeed the one in-b tw
would set foot, except if they were a aulting th

f th

n two en m

fairi . he

t rm /I n

man' land":

fr nt-lin

th r id . Th n man' land m taphor

would correspond to the fluctuating thre hold-t rrit ry . Th anal gy with th
is quite powerful, with the border of this and th
9
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Manuel Aguirre, "Austins' Cat," 14.
Ibid., 16.
Nancy Bredendick, introduction to Mapping the Threshold, 2.
Manuel Aguirre, " Aus tins's Ca t," 9.
Angela Bourke, The BlIrllIng of Bridget Cleary, 37.
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th rworld
rar 1 a

possible. The relationship with the fairies was however never that warlike. The other part
of Bourke's quote deals with the liminality of words, of stories, of the meanings inbetween, which is also very important in the change ling narratives.
Joyce Underwood Munro has indeed quite rightly noted that the word" exchange"
is hardly ever used in the folk stories about changelings. "Change" is much more
common. In the Oxford English Dictionary, "change" is said to mean both" exchange" and
"transform."14 In Munro's own terms, "the ambiguity of the changeling is enacted on the
very level of language itself." 15 As Piaschewski has also remarked, the change always
happens through trickery on the part of the fairies over the humans. 16 The act which is at
the heart of this folk belief is based on the ambivalence of this game of pretending that one
thing is another, and is thus itself characterised by liminality. Moreover, Jean-Michel
Doulet writes that every element of the change ling stories has several levels of meaning
and symbolism. 17 The cradle, for instance, can be seen as both the symbol of love and
affection and the place of rejection, as will be detailed later.

3.1.2. Characters

Fairi

thems Ives are marginal beings, as Angela Bourke has explained:
Fairies belong to the margins, and so can serve as reference
points and metaphors for all that is marginal ' in human life.
Their underground existence allows them to stand for the
uncons ious, for the s cret, or the unspeakable, and their
constant ave dropping explains the need sometimes to speak
in riddle ,or to avoid dis u sion of certain topics. IS

Th qu

tion of wh ther fairi

are marginal or liminal or Other may be raised here. It all

d P nd on h w the Oth rworld is
Oth rw rld, b

nvi aged. Generally, because they are from the

nd th r al world, fairi

are een as strangers, Others. 19 But fairies are

often p r

tradition a dwelling in the fairy mounds, which are points of

entry int

th rworld, in oth r words, thre holds inlo the Otherworld. Unlike what

\4

15
I

17
I

19

o.\ford £lIgli~" Dlctiollary, "Change,"

EO Online (Oxford University Press, March 2015).

Joyce UnJcrwood Munro, 257.
Gi )Ia Pia h )wki, 62.
Jean- 1i he! Ooulet, 256.
Ang la Bourke, The Bllrllillg of Bridget Cieary, 28.
It hould be point)d out h r that the terms "Other" and "otherness" are used throughout this thesis, not
in a derogatory mann r as wa the ca U1 colonial times, but merely as a way to acknowledge difference
and th 'nriching proc) that can r ult from uch an interaction.
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Aguirre, Quance and 5utton's point of view detailed above implies, fairies, as residents of
the Otherworld, are not liminal. But if fairies are considered dwellers of the fairy forts, as
their name implies - si comes from aes sidhe, "people of the mounds" - then they are
liminal, because they pertain to the liminal place that is the mound as an entry into the
Otherworld. Fairies who therefore live in the si live on the limen between the two worlds
and can be considered liminal. The mound indeed partakes of both, since it is part of the
real world but also belongs to the Otherworld. This appreciation of the fairies varies
depending on the sources: a story that has a fairy coming from beyond the sea or depicted
as merely living in the Otherworld sees them as Other, whereas the fairies are liminal in a
narrative in which they are said to reside in the fairy mounds. The liminality of the fairies
is ambiguous, since it depends partly on the conception of the Otherworld. Fairies thus
exist outside or on the borders of the human world, and because the changeling is halfhuman, half-fairy, it is on the threshold of the two worlds. Inherent to the character of the
changeling then is its liminality. It is a liminal being, since it is a fairy inside the body of a
human, so to speak. 50 it is by nature a "denizen of the threshold." 20 Actually, both the
changeling and the stolen person are metaphorically situated in-between the real world
and the Otherworld, which makes them liminal. They belong to one world but are in the
other and therefore have characteristics of both. The change ling is a fairy with a human
appearance living in the home. The fairy appearance of the creature is ometim
when the changeling is discovered, thus removing the liminality of i
sending it back to where it belongs, the Otherworld, a in th

r vealed

haracteristic and

tory of th old fairy 1 aving

on his crutches while the original child is returned. 21
The term "marginal" would imply that the fairi

ar part of th

am w rid a the

humans, and thus may not be the mo t appropriat word t u , "liminal" h uld b the
preferred term with regards to Angela Bourke' remarks quot d

di tin ti n must

indeed be made between what is marginal and what'
terms, as pointed out by Aguirre, Quan

and

"central," but both partake of the ame world. Th
marginal, as it stands aside the human r alm.
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Manuel Aguirre et al, 68.
Mrs. Alfred Gatty, 367-368.
Manuel Aguirre et al., 6-7
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Jean-Michel Doulet sees the changeling narratives as inscribed within a "feminine
and mysterious space" where the mother and the fairy meet. According to him, these fairy
stories are the conjunction of two mysteries that have always fascinated men: that of the
Otherworld, embodied by the fairy, and that of childbirth. He argues that they establish a

link between woman and fairy and blur the boundaries between the Otherworld and the
everyday life. He writes: "enigmatic fruit of the woman-fairy, the changeling embodies the
ambiguity of this feminine double identity."23 For him, the change ling is shrouded in
mystery because it is linked to the femininity of both childbirth and the fairies. If this
theory emphasises the liminality of both the mother giving birth and the fairies, it
supposes that the fairy is feminine, which is not always the case in the Irish tradition. This
may be the influence of the French language, in which fee is a feminine word, as it is in
other continental languages, such as German, Spanish or Italian.
In connection with the heroic characters of medieval Irish tradition evoked earlier,

Manuel Aguirre ees the hero as an "inflected figure" who "belongs to both worlds, or to
neither, and he acts as intermediary or as an agent of change."24 According to him, "the
traditional hero straddles two orders." It is the case for Cil Chulainn for instance: in some
ver ions, he i

aid to have been the son of the god Lugh and of the mortal Dechtine,

therefore a demi-god. Whereas he is a mortal, he also possesses supernatural abilities,
esp dally in battle. In that way he partakes of both worlds, having human and
sup rnatural hara t ristics. Liminality therefore used to be a trait of heroes. 25 In that
regard t

ther wer then reasons for the changeling lore to become grounded in Irish

tradition.
hang ling-mu i ian is al

Th

0

a variation on the same theme. As Barbara Hillers

ha n t d, mu i may b ab ve all a metaphor for the interaction between this world and
11

the Oth rworld, a

mb 1 of the conne tion between the two. Music marks the intersection

of th

[... ] Mu i

tw

w rld

Oth rworld [... ]"20

i a language that carries between this world and the

Iu i in that

n e i liminaL But the airs played by the changeling

also real that it b long to the fairy world, despite its (quasi) human looks. Thus the
bagpip tun highligh
2l
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2S
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a w 11 th opp

ition between humans and fairies. Once the true

Jean- 1ich I D ul ' t, 21-22, 25.
Manuel Aguirre, 18.
Ibid., 21.
Barbara Hill ' r , 69.
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nature of the change ling is uncovered, by music or other means as detailed above, the
apparent liminality fades away to be overshadowed by the otherness of the change ling.
The liminal characteristics of the creature do not disappear, but cease to be the focus of the
narrative, to give way to its otherness.
But the changeling and the stolen person are not the only characters to be liminal in
the narratives. The intermediary personages, such as the religious representative, the
itinerant worker (tailor, craftsman), the traveller or the neighbour, are ambivalent too.
Jean-Michel Doulet sees the smith as a chthonic being, who is a liminal figure because he
stands on the border of the chthonian and the human. The smith is a magician, healer,
11

guardian of buried treasures and secrets, master of the fire and of the wind that stirs it up,
he knows how to model and transform matter, melt and link the most subtle ingredients
[ ... ]" The character of the smith is also linked to a legitimisation test and an inauguration
ritual, as in the Arthurian Cycle when Excalibur is extracted from an anvil, argues
Doulet. 27 It is indeed the smith or the knowledge that belongs to him that uncovers the
changeling's illegitimacy in many tales. The smith is envisaged as well a descended from
a line of great craftsmen, such as Goibhniu, Culann and Locham. Smith are thus normal
people with a connection to the Otherworld, hence their power to exp 1 the fairie, ince
they have one foot in each world. Because of their links with th Oth rw rid and with
iron, which was imbued with supernatural powers, mith wer

n a kn wl dgeable in

fairy matters. They were nevertheless humans, although th ir wisdom
the common mortal, on the border of the earthly realm. Mircea Elia
their travelling condition that enhan e

their liminality: th

t th m apart from
argu

that it i also

are b th insid r and

outsiders. He writes:
The smith is first and foremo t a work r in ir n, an hi n madi
condition - for he is constantly on th mo
in hi qu t f r raw
metal and for order for work - puts him in t u h with diff ring
populations. The mith borne the principal ag nt in this pr ad f
myths, rites and metallurgical my t rie .28
The ambivalence of the material he work with r fl
creates objects of can be u ed either for G
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Jean-Michel Doulet, 236-237.
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Evil, as in the case of lethal weapons. 29 Doulet draws an analogy with dwarves, who are
"chthonic beings lost on earth, who possess secret knowledge and truths, they occupied a
place that was not theirs. True drop-outs of Elsewhere and of the world, they were, in all
the meanings of the word, diplaces [both mis-placed and dis-placed]." In that regard, they
parallel the changelings. 30
While the smith stands on the edge of the chthonian and human worlds, the tailor is
on the border of the masculine and feminine worlds: the tailor is a man who does a
woman1s job, according to Doulet. He is also an adult (young or middle-aged) who does
the job of an elderly unable to do the physically demanding chores he used to do. 31 Doulet
sees the tailor as a liminal figure, at the junction of the male and female, the old and
young, the inside and outside. It is the liminality of the tailor which enables him to
recognise that of the change ling, argues Doulet. 32 Tailorcraft seems however more of a
qualified trade than a second-rate job. Moreover, it may be the quality of tailors as
itinerant craftsmen which gives them the liminal insight that enables him to discover
changelings, rather than their job. They were characters both familiar and foreign,
outsiders with an insider's knowledge. They were not necessarily from the village, but still
knew it very well.
Similarly, the b ggar or the traveller is on the fringe of the community and thus
gains a liminal tatus in the tories.33 Older people, wise men and women, too are liminal
in that th

are on the border of life and death. Fairy doctors are wise people who have

dealt with th fairi

b fore and know their ways. Most of them are believed to have spent

ome time with th fairi , hence their wisdom. In a story related by Jeremiah Curtin for
instan e, th

attl -jobber of Awna cawil, who gives his name to the tale, has been

abdu t d b for,

h i abl to r ognise the fairy that is in the cradle in the child's stead

and an th n driv it awa ,though he i not, strictly speaking, a fairy doctor. 34 It is in fact
the liminality
ag ,and th ir
19

)1
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31

f an int rm diary character, at the crossroads of genders, activities and
tatu

f familiar

tranger, that qualifies him or her to recognise the

Ibid., O.
Jean-. 1ich I Doul t, 43. This is corroborated by Claude Lecouteux in Les Naitls et les elfes au Moyen-Age,
105-10 '.
J~an-Mich I 0 ul t,260.
Ibid., 254-261.
Ibid.
Jeremiah Curtin, "The Cattl Jobber of Awnascawil," Tales of the Fairies alld of the Ghos t World, 36-41.
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strangeness of the changeling. 35
These intermediary characters are said by Doulet to be marginal beings.36 As these
personages move on the fringes of the community, they can be said to belong to the
margins. But they are also liminal, in-between two worlds. Critics have questioned the fact
that human protagonists can be liminal, because they belong to the real world. Yet it can
be argued that, while the smith, the tailor or the fairy doctor still belong to the human
world and come back to it, they are liminal beings because they cross or have crossed the
boundary between the two worlds and possess an unearthly knowledge, in the case of the
smith and the fairy doctor, or knowledge from/ of the outside world, for the tailor and the
traveller. What is important here is not that the intermediaries belong to the margins, but
that they are liminal, because it is their own liminality that allows them to recognise the
changeling's.

3.1.3. Times

The act of (ex)change itself is characterised by liminality. Piaschew ki highlights the
dangerous times at which a change is more likely to happen. It take place at transitional
times of the day, such as dawn, twilight, midday, suns t or midnight f r instance.
Darkness is particularly favoured, and esp dally midnight. 37 All th
indeed liminal: in-between night and day, in-b tw
between two calendar days. A man witne

n th two hal
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an abducti ninth

around one or two o'clock (" a haon n a d a chlog") for instan

and summer) on the first of May.39The

mom n

n th n\'o

the eve of the feast, was charged with peculiar preternatural
energy, which had a propensity for both good and evil.
Between sunset on May Eve and noon on May Day, milk and
butter were considered to be especially at risk [... ]41
And all the more so that Bealtaine marked the departure of the cows to meadows further
away from the farm for the summer. ~2 They were then in transition, in-between. In "Stolen
Bride," collected by Lady Wilde, it is on November Eve, which corresponds to Samhain,
that the Kern of Querin rescues the daughter of O'Connor, and on the next November Eve
that he is able to eavesdrop on the fairies to discover why she does not speak.-13
Piaschewski remarks that children born at midnight on festival days were thought to be
more likely to be taken away,4-I because it combines different aspects of liminal times.

In the narratives, the humans who are affected by a fairy abduction are also at some
turning points of their life. Piaschewski remarks that risky times include such as when
women are in childbirth, before baptism or between birth, baptism and blessing. 45 The
watersheds of human life such as childbirth, when a woman turns into a mother and when
a child passes from nothingness into life, or a wedding, situated between girlhood and
womanhood, are thus favourable to fairy abduction. An account from Donegal tells of "the
perilous time between betrothal and wedding" ("am conruirteach eadar dail agus
p6 adh")/b and the story recounted by Lady Wilde mentioned above portrays O'Connor's
daughter being abduct d ju t b fore her wedding, as the guests are gathered. 47 Infants also
feature prominently in fairy abduction stories, such as the "newly-born babe" of a Co.
Clare narrative who i kidnapp d . tS
Th P riod b fore the hri tening of a child is also considered a risky moment, with
regard to fairy abdu tion , ince it is the threshold into Christianity and society. The
unbapti d tate i thu also liminal. In a tory recounted by Patrick Kennedy, for instance,
Patricia Ly aght, "B altaine: lri h May time Customs and the Reaffirmations of Boundaries," in BOllndaries
mid Tlrre!>llOld , paper from a colloquium of the Katharine Briggs Club, cd. Hilda Ellis Davidson (Stroud:
The Thimble Pr ,1993),30-31. (my emphasis)
42 Ibid., 29.
I)
Lady Wilde, "The tolen Brid ," 27-29.
44 Gi la Pia
he~ kl, 62.
41 Ibid., 57-60.
46
an hEochaidh, "39. The Perilous Time Between Betrothal and Wedding/ Am Conruirteach Eadar Dciil
agu P6 dh," ,- cialta 6 Tliir CilOllaill/Fairy Legellds from DO/legal, 108-109.
41 Lady Wilde, "Th
tolen Bride," 27-29.
~
F 670: 465-466.
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the child is snatched away because the mother waited too long to baptise her son. The
abduction thus occurs between birth and blessing. 49 Piaschewski has indeed noticed that
until the child gets baptised and thus gets an official name he/ she is vulnerable to a fairy
exchange. She also notes that the blessing needs to be performed correctly so as to protect
the child. She remarks that the mother is still in danger, after birth, until she goes to
church to be blessed, so during the ritual of churching," in a way, until she is officially
/J

recognised as a mother.
The changeling, when it is an old fairy inside the body of a child, also embodies
liminality with respect to the passing of time: old and young are confused in the shape of
this fairy creature. A story from West Kerry for example tells of a boy who has been with
the fairies for six years, while

/J

an old fairy two hundred years old from the county

Donegal" is sitting at home in his stead. 51 Old and young at the same time, the change ling
is of all ages and of none at once. It is marked together by age and therefore mortality and
by timelessness or immortality. In that regard too, the changeling partakes of both the
human and the supernatural realms.

3.1.4. Places

As explained above,
Liminality has been characterised a ne e arily ugg t[ing]
the existence of a second territory on the other ideo A lilllen is a
threshold between two paces. If a border ' view d a th !in ,
imaginary or real, which eparat
two pa , then the
fr m on
threshold i the opening which p rmits pa ag
space to the other. 52
The threshold is the liminal place par excellen e. A C ril Edward n t , " th thr hold
is, and always has b en, a central elem nt in f lk b li f. It mark

undary

home, the familiar, while at the ame tim a knowl dging th
crossed [ ... ]"53 Example of liminal pIa
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associated with the liminal, for instance, are borders and crossroads, as well as physical
features, such as rivers or the shoreline, and liminal thresholds like windows and doors." 54
Indeed, it is often through the window that the child is taken away. This is the case
in a story recorded by Lady Wilde, when a man, passing by, witnesses two fairy women

stealing a child through the window of the house. 55 Gillian Beer has stated that "all the
materials set into a window frame [... ] seal the passage between outer and inner, inner and
outer."56 But when the window is opened, it becomes a threshold between the outer world
of the fairies and the inner world of the humans. Liminality thus implies a movement back
and forth from one place to the other, a sort of dialogue, which means either a crossing, a
transgression or entry into the Other. 57 In the case of the theft through the window, it
brings about a violation. The window acts as the liminal space between the inside and the
outside, and in the stories it is where unusual things happen. Indeed, one is only supposed
to look through a window, not to go through it. It thus highlights the oddity of the
process, its unnaturalness. Going through the window is an act of trespass, further enacted
through the theft of the child. Going through a window is bringing the outside, the
unknown, the alien, into the inside, the familiar, the home. The international changeling
tales fun tion in the same way. In a story set in Scotland, "The Caerlaverock Changeling,"
a child is re tored through the window, while the changeling goes up the chimney.58
In many Iri h tories, the changeling goes through the smokestack as it is banished,
a in a tale from Cavan when, upon being threatened to be burned, the change ling "goes
pitting up the himn y."S9 Indeed, the chimney links the inside and the outside and is
therefore liminal. But the act of going through it highlights the unnaturalness, the
otherworldlin

of th one who acts so, as in the case of Santa Cia us. The fireplace is also

an imp rtant 10 u in Iri h folk-tale , as will be detailed later, and it was believed that the
fire mu t b

m or d at night, for fear of letting the fairies in if it was not.
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through the mother's legs. 60 A story from West Kerry tells how a "fairy sprang through the
door" when it had been threatened to be roasted by the mother armed with a red-hot
griddle. 61 In an English tale, the change ling vanishes through the door and the long-lost
brother is found on the threshold. 62 Doors and thresholds also are liminal places, but they
do not highlight the unnaturalness of the act of stealing a child as much as the window or
the chimney. In Japanese tales, the liminal place where the stolen children are found again
is between the ceiling and the roof of their house. 63 Like the window, this odd spot is inbetween the inside and the outside, the known and the unknown.
As Doulet rightly remarks, water is a "lieu de passage," a transitional place.6-l In a lot
of stories, the changeling is got rid of by being thrown into the lake, the river, the sea, the
well or even the drain. Indeed, the sea/lake shore or the riverside is where earth and
water merge. Water is both where life began (in the womb) and where it can end (in
drowning). It is thus liminal:
Water is the inexhaustible matrix of beings to come as well as
the recipient of the souls of the dead; on one side it absorbs,
dissolves and erases, on the other, it regenerates, purifies and
revives [... ] When water is not only envisaged as the place
where identities are tested and proved, but al 0 as the place
where they are drawn up and created, is it not natural then that
what has been unduly taken out of it be given back to it?65
Since water is an ambivalent place that create liminal being, it

m logical to Doulet

that one of the ways to get rid of the changeling is to return it to th wat r. The motif of
the departure over the sea has in fact b en depicted a the" fa ourite

mb 1 f b undary

crossing." 66 But water is also a mirror, hawing what i in app aran

arily

the reality of what is inside: it is therefore parti ularly appr priat f r a hang ling tory.
As mentioned earlier, the changeling is ometim
linked to water but also a boundary, thu making it
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Doulet sees fire as a banishing tool, whereas water is an exchange tool, since shores
67

are liminal places. It is true that abductees whose changeling has been banished through
water are more likely to return than those whose substitute has been got rid of via fire, but
there are nonetheless examples of stolen persons returning after the changeling has been
burnt or threatened to be. In "The Cattle-jobber of Awnascawil," the jobber threatens the
changeling of burning it. The creature leaves through the chimney, while the original child
is found on the doorstep. The changeling is thrown in the fire and departs "in a puff of
smoke" in a story from Breffny, but there is no mention of the return of the stolen child. 68
The fireplace is thus seen as a testing place for the fairy child, but it is not marked by
liminality as much as water.
Piaschewski also notices that some children are taken away as they are in the field,
and more particularly on top of the patch or on the edge of it. 69 A Norse tale shows a child
being changed while his mother was working in the farmland. It is understood that the
infant was on the edge of the field. To get it back, the father exposes the changeling near
the fore t which seems to be bordering the plots. 70 It is here not so much the acreage itself
which is liminal, but the position on the border of the field and of the territory beyond,
which is, in this ca e, the wood. The forest in this tale can therefore be seen as an Other
world, the t rritory of the unknown. Both Irish and German narratives also specify the
need to abandon th
meet, in th

hop

hangeling at crossroads, or where three rivers or town boundaries
of r trieving the original child.71 This is a clear sign of the liminal
pi ode where worlds intertwine in more ways than one.
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wh r tw world m
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will make it the meeting point of two places, reputed
antagonistic because wished so, but which will then tend to
join. In this context, the least omission or oversight is enough to
make it the place of indeterminacy and confusion; a place of ill
repute where a foreign body of a fleeting identity frets and
screeches. Supposedly safe in the house and within the family,
the cradle is thus as dangerous as a doorstep and needs to be
defended without respite, like a minuscule province from the
other world of the fairies and from the Otherworld of the
dead. 73
The cradle is thus a place of confusion between what is human and what is not, the
meeting place of two worlds. Even though the cradle has originally nothing liminal, it
becomes a border place in the changeling stories. This is a trope for safety but is turned
upside down by the changeling character.

3.1.5. Narrative Technique
The fairies abduct in the house: what was thought to be safe is not, the cradle which
was supposed to be a secure place to leave the child in cannot be trusted any more. This is
instilling fear or unease among the audience and partake

of the jantastique genre.

Liminality is therefore also embodied within the text or story through the t hnique of the

jantastique, though this may not apply to all of the folk accounts.
Jean-Michel Doulet discusses Freud's notions of Un ann

and jalltnstique in the

context of changeling stories. In 1919, Sigmund Freud wa one of th fir t to d

rib the

process, which he named the Uncanny, das Unheilllli he in G rman. HeillLlich is the
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an uncanny effect is often and easily produced when the distinction
between imagination and reality is effaced, as when something that
we have hitherto regarded as imaginary appears before us in reality,
or when a symbol takes over the full functions of the thing it
symbolizes, and so on?5
The fantastique rests on this uncanniness as its basis and starts from the moment
when the border between what is real and what is imaginary fades away, as soon as one is
in the "twilight zone," as Daniel Fondaneche writes. 76 Roger Caillois has explained it

under these terms:
The essential process of the fantastique is the apparition: what
cannot happen and yet happens, at one precise moment and
place, in the heart of a universe perfectly referenced and from
which one thought mystery was gone for ever. Everything
seems as today and yesterday: quiet, common, without
anything out of the ordinary, and yet slowly the inadmissible
worms in and unfolds.77
For example, in the folk-tales, in a context of everyday life - haymaking, everyday chores
in a peasant house, farming - an apparently supernatural element appears - a changeling

- that shakes up the characters' (and the readers'/ audience's with them) perception of the
world. They do not know whether the causes are real or supernatural. "The fantastique is
the Incon eivable b come reality," write Gilbert Millet and Denis Labbe, and these
upernatural elem ents that sneak into the real, ordinary, known world create an uneasy
atmo ph r , whi h range from doubt and fear to the utmost terror, for the character that
is exp rien ing this fa lltastique ituation, and possibly for the reader/ audience with them.

They add that li b hind an outward appearance of reality, elements from another universe
break thr ugh [ ... ] the fantastique i a reality that is giving way." Indeed, these elements

from a diff r nt, unknown univer e often correspond to older beliefs. The supernatural is
confronted with a rati nal world where here and there memories of beliefs have
urviv d.""8 The fa nta tique r lie on the e beliefs to bring in supernatural elements. In the

tory colI t d b Cr fton Crok r, liThe Br wery of Egg-shells," for example, the everyday
" Ibid ., 2+1.
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life of Mrs. Sullivan is disturbed by the fact that her baby boy seems to have become weak
and ugly. This can be explained either by the old beliefs that the fairies have stolen her real
son and left a changeling, or by a more rational sudden illness of the child for instance. As
Tzvetan Todorov has theorised it,
the fantastic occupies the duration of this uncertainty [... ] The
fantastic is that hesitation experienced by a person who knows
only the laws of nature, confronting an apparently supernatural
event. The concept of the fantastic is therefore to be defined in
relation to those of the real and the imaginary.79
The fantastique genre is created by the hesitation between these two explanations. But
some critics have deemed Todorov's definition reductive: for them, the notion of hesitation
catches one moment of the text and not its entirety. They argue that a character,
confronted to "two realities that should not meet" does not question what he/she is
experiencing: this intersection creates an "autonomous space" where fantasies, illusions or
reality are no more. so It can nonetheless be noted that, if the character does not challenge
the supernatural event he/ she is experiencing, the audience may well do, and the
characters themselves may question the event afterwards. The fantastique is therefore a
third space, between reality and imagination, created by a he itation. It is thus a liminal
process. In the child changeling tales, the cradle b comes this third

pace, where

something unusual, out of the ordinary has happened, but which th mother i not sure
how to explain. Either the fairies s tole h er child, or the baby has b en affec t d b a yet
inexplicable disease. Once a choice is made as to th explanation, th

tory borne either
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creates an atmosphere of fear or anxiety. The readers or audience feel that what is
happening in the story could happen to them as well, because of the familiar setting.
Doulet has noted that the changeling stories instil a bit of fear into the audience, because
they could be the actors of a similar tale. He sees the change ling narratives as the
confirmation of the fears, feelings of guilt or questions of the rural society in which they
were told. 84 Paradoxically, he argues that the fantastique cannot apply to the changeling
accounts because the fantastique creates uneasiness and fear. According to him, although
changelings are both familiar and strange, there is no fan tas tique effect because the mother
is not afraid or distressed, she is rather taken aback, intrigued, troubled or angry at the
fairies for stealing her baby. He writes: "for the mother, the fairy is a woman like any
other, but for the unspeakable act she has committed."BS Now he does not really have
evidence of this, since the narratives rarely ever focus on the mother for too long and since
the fairy mothers (when there are any) are seldom depicted, in the Irish tradition at least. If
one is to take the stories at face value as Doulet seems to do, it would seem rather bizarre
that a mother would not be afraid for her child when she realises he/ she has disappeared
or has been replaced. His argument for the refutation of the fantastique genre in the
changeling narratives thus relies only on one character's (the mother's) feelings. He is not
considering th audience who could have a different perspective than the protagonists.
Doul tal

0

notes that the medical readings confuse the sick child and the changed child:

thi corre pond to the moth r's he itation as to whether these are symptoms of illness or

charact r' ti of a changeling. 80 Doulet is contradicting himself since he said earlier there
wa no h itation, no frllItastique effe t.
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fiction. It is first a game with fear." 87 Adding elements of the fantastique into the stories
would surely have allowed the story-teller to get his audience engaged, shuddering with
fear, worry or expecta tion.
But some, like Jean-Michel Doulet himself as mentioned above, have however
refused the idea of the fan tas tique applied to the folk narratives, saying that the fairies are
accepted as real in folk tradition. There would thus be no possibility of hesitation at all.
But even though the Irish rural communities, in which the change ling tales that have come
down to us today were told, were not too exposed to industrialisation and scientific
rigour, a doctor - representative of the latter - was part of their environment, as the story
of Bridget Cleary testifies. So they were at a turning point, "a period of change" as Erika
Lewis puts it,88 when rationalisation and folk beliefs coexisted. Fairies are said to be
everywhere and yet nobody ever sees them, leaving room for rational suspicion. The
characters and audience could thus legitimately hesitate between the older beliefs and the
newer, scientific causes. They were at a watershed moment, in-between folk-belief and
rationalisation, that let even more space for the fantastique to work in. "[The fairies] are
truly a vanishing people, not a vanished one: always going, but never gone."89
Moreover, Doulet remarks that "the function of the belief in changelings was,
among others, to deny the disease and not to sub equently name it." 90 ReCOgnising, for
instance, the ugliness of the infant as a ymptom of orne illne

m ant under tanding the

events rationally in medical terms, hence denying that th b ing wa a hang ling. On the
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Yet, both work towards an explanation and understanding of the fact that relatives can be
lost suddenly.
As briefly mentioned earlier, the fantastique genre is distinct from the marvellous
literature. As Caillois explains: "The marvellous is an enchanting universe that is added
aside the real world without impinging on it nor ruining its coherence. The fantastique, on
the contrary, expresses a scandal, a tear, a queer irruption, almost unbearable, into the real
world."91 Indeed, the marvellous, which is the favoured genre of the wonder tales, depicts
a world aside of the real world, where supernatural and magical events are common. A

jantastique effect cannot be introduced there because no supernatural element could be
added that would create a feeling of confusion and uncanniness, as the supernatural is
everywhere in the world of the marvellous.92 "The wonder tale happens in a world where
enchantment is natural and where magic reigns," says Caillois. 93 The Irish wonder tales
portray talking horses, sea-monsters and magical cloaks for instance. But these are
considered the norm and create therefore no effect of unexpectedness and confusion.
Critics have explained that the fantastique was born after the Enlightenment, when
Reason was all-powerful, after the marvellous had been dismissed. The fantastique was
thus built in oppo ition to the ideas of the Lumieres. By introducing the supernatural back
into the narrative, the circumstances are changed and are not so coherent anymore. As
Millet and Labbe phra e it, "Man had started to think of himself as a god. The fantastique
make him tumble." 94 Caillois puts it this way:
th fnlztastique corn after the marvellous, and replaces it, so to speak.
It ould only happen after the triumph of the scientific conception of
a rational and n e ary order of the phenomena, after the
r
gnition of a tri t determinism of causes following effects. In a
nu h 11, it app ars at a moment when everyone is more or less
n in d a mira I is impo ible. 95
hake up the rationalistic conceptions of a world where
xplain d, pr i ely b au e the fantastique is based on inexplicable
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occurrences. The genre is founded on the remnants of the marvellous, and, as Todorov has
explained, borders on the uncanny. The genre used in the folk narratives itself is therefore
liminal, since it is on the edge of both the marvellous and the uncanny. The fantastique is
the hesitation between fiction and reality, the fluctuating border between two literary
genres which opens up a space in which another literary genre develops. This oscillation
between the two makes it the narrative embodiment of liminality in the changeling tales.
The fantastique is thus a genre which plays with the limits of each world, with the
norms and perceptions of reality, of societies and religion, thus questioning them. 96 Right
from the start, the fantastique was also even playing with the words used to define it,
creating an ambiguity at once. Millet and Labbe also remark that "every intersection
between our world and this undefinable other one creates a hybridisation of reality which
disturbs, destabilises and shakes Up." 97 They further explain that the fantastique is
particularly frequent during crises, which are periods of questioning. Since it "deforms
and invents to allow to see under appearances," the genre portrays human issues in a
metaphorical and stylised way.98 The liminality of the changeling is then conveyed also by
the genre of the stories, which are in-between reality and imagination.
The tension brought about by the fantastique genre is relieved by the comic
dimension taken by some of the tales. Millet and Labbe note that humour distances the
audience from the narrative, which is important for the fantastique genre for instance,
where taking everything at face value could be emotionally ov rwh lming. 99 Th motif of
revealing a changeling by tricking it into talking can been as a humorous one, for
example. When told by a good story-teller, the epi ode of a bab

tarting to pIa a tune on

the bagpipes or exclaiming that he has never s en egg- hell b ing br w d an b rather
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entertaining yarn [... ]"101 These stories were indeed intended to entertain people. Taking
well-known elements of everyday life and popular superstitions and adding the
unexpected humorous twist is a way to do so. This is what Rieti also comments on:
Beyond
philosophical
contemplation,
fairy
stories
provide
entertainment and have many secular aspects, not the least of which is
their setting in well-trod ways. As art, they transform the familiar,
imparting new dimensions and potential to its beaten path. People
need to be taken imaginatively away from the workaday world and its
strictures, and turn to oral literature more frequently in the absence of
television, books and other means of escape. 102
The humorous dimension of the tales can be difficult to recognise, especially when they
are read silently instead of being told. Yet it seems that there is a difference between a tale
in which a family suspects the child in the cradle to be a changeling and subsequently
threatens to burn it, or throws it in the river to get rid of it, and a story in which the people
discover that the child is a change ling because it starts to play the bagpipes. What makes
the difference is humour. The narratives of people burning, exposing or drowning the
supposed chang lings play on the fantastique, but also make the readers shiver because
they echo real tories of babies or women killed by their relatives who thought they were
changeling . On the contrary, the ridicule of an old, grumpy-looking infant in the cradle
playing a jig r of a b wildered creature looking at a mother brewing egg-shells implicitly
mark
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The fantastique borders on fiction and reality, marvellous and uncanny, and relies on
hesitation to open up a new space where such stories can be told.

3.2. Otherness

The liminality which is inherent to the changeling stories fades away at the end of
the narrative most of the time, because the fairy creature has been discovered. There is no
more ambiguity on its nature, and thus the fantastique effect ends. The liminality gives way
to the alterity of the fairy substitute. A different aspect of the changeling character
becomes the focus of the narrative. Change ling stories are in fact metaphors for otherness.
Metaphors are indeed the liminal figure of speech par excellence, since it is the stylistic
feature of having one thing stand for another. 103 How appropriate then that stories of
changelings be themselves liminal in that they are metaphors containing deeper themes
such as that of otherness. Richard Kearney has remarked that stranger a "figures of
Otherness occupy the frontier zone where reason falter and fanta ie flourish." lO-1

3.2.1. Dichotomies
Otherness is expressed in the changeling narrative through a et of dichotomies
between the stolen person and the fairy substitute. The beauty of the abdu t

i oppo ed

to the ugliness of the fake put in its stead. For instan ,in Lad VVild ' "Fair Child," the
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to "his" family, and particularly to the mother who is taking care of it. 106 The utmost
antagonism is expressed when, in place of a beloved relative, is put a dead changeling,
either as a corpse or as a piece of wood. In another account from Lady Wilde, "the lovely,
healthy child" of the lord of the place has been replaced by a seemingly dead changeling,
who rushes out when discovered. 107 The opposition life/death strongly sets the two
protagonists apart.
The dichotomy between the change ling and the abductee enhances the former's
othemess. The changelings are both the same as and different from the stolen persons.
Since the stories are told from the point of view of the humans, that the fairy creatures are
depicted as evil and ugly is significant. The emphasis is put on the differences, rather than
on the common points. Richard Keamey has interestingly differentiated between" 0 ther"
and "alien." While both convey the meaning of alterity, the first is positive and implies an
alterity worthy of hospitality. The word "alien" however is the term of a suspicious
alterity, implying discrimination. lOB Alien is here what describes the changeling best in the
folk narratives, since it is set in such opposition to the abductee: it is rather unwanted in
the home.
The depiction of the changelings through evil and ugliness can be understood as
deriving from the despair of having lost a beloved child or wife: anything coming to
replace th m will of cour e never be as good as whom has been lost. Jean-Michel Doulet
al
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argu

that b auty tands as a physical manifestation of what is good and moral, as

oppo d t the ugly and abnormal, representing the sins of the parents who have harmed
their child, ith r in r ality or hypothetically. l09
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of the word as "an armed company or multitude of men, an army." 111 If one keeps in mind
the two-fold sense of the word, the change ling is thus both the one who invades and the
guest, who is hosted by the family. Its presence is thus imposed on the humans, who
become its hostages.112 The violence of this act can be rendered through yet another
meaning of the word "host," which now bears a strong religious signification: that of a
victim of a sacrifice, who can be seen as the abductee. 113 The host is thus both the
changeling and the stolen person. The metaphor of the changeling as host, both invader
and guest, highlights the antithetical position of the fairy being towards the human family
and their lost one: in any case, it is not part of it. It is an unwanted creature who lives at
the expense of its human hostages, a parasite.

3.2.2. An other self
The two protagonists of the stories can indeed be seen as two facets of one same
character. The fairies are important in the narratives because they also reveal much about
the people: the former are a mirror for the latter, as Barbara Rieti highlights:
Looking too closely at the fairies in any case distracts from the real
dramatis personae of fairy narrative, the people in them - humans, that
is. In oral tradition people do not tell storie about the fairi alon:
stories which have fairies as main characters are a literary genre. Th
objective existence of the fairies i accepted as a giv n in fairy tradition
- even if temporarily for the ake of the t ry - but it i d fin d in
relation to humans, as it impinge on th ir liv . The fairi
startling appearances, but once they are bani h fr m a
dismissed from further contemplation a well; th narrati
human back to his hou e, detailing h ' re epti n and r 0
whatever happens, and is not con em ed with wh r th fairi
As the fairies derive their importan e from th human ph
take their coloring from it, and ar diff r nt thing
diff r nt
people. 114
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The point of view, in the fairy stories, is indeed always that of the humans. Since the
audience is human, the focalisation in the narratives is therefore that of the humans too.
This allows the audience to identify with the protagonists, and helps to create the

fantastique effect, as seen above. The empty figure of the stolen person and the omission of
what happens to this changed child is thus explained by the perspective of the story,
whose context is that of the familiar geography of home, house and farm. The way the
fairies, and particularly the changeling, are depicted is thus telling of the humans 1
perception of them.
The change ling parallels the human, they are a mirror of each other, despite their
differences, because they are also similar. They are two facets of the same self.

In the

words of Richard Keamey, // Otherness is a horizon of selfhood." ll5 Hence the significance
of the eggs in the changeling stories. Indeed, two different things, the white and the yoke,
form another, the egg. So the egg holds within itself the origin of the multiplicity of the
individuals. 1l6 It is the symbol of birth and renaissance, and some cosmogonies have it that
the world sprang from it // All differences derive from it [... ] The cosmic and primeval egg
is one, but it hold both earth and sky, the waters below and the waters above; in its entire
onene ,it contains all the multiple potentialities.// ll7 But the egg is also seen as a metaphor
for re t, a a home, ant, a shell or a mother1s arms can be. Yet inside the warm security
of the egg, i a hi k tha t only wants to break the shell and get out. The egg is thus also a
symbol of int mal confli ts. IlS In this ense, it echoes the changeling figure who breaks the
unity of th famil , and of the ommunity, by its alterity.
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generally indistinguishable to the parents. Jean-Michel Doulet has rightly noted that, since
both the human child and the substituting fairy have been fed by the same human mother,
they can actually be considered foster brothers.12o To quote Kearney again, "one of the best
ways to de-alienate the other is to recognise (a) oneself as another and (b) the other as (in
part) another self."121 Taking in the changeling figure is thus a way of accepting one's
personal otherness. But both sides of the character, of the self, challenge the other. As
Millet and Labbe write:
The theme of the double allows to understand the individual
and otherness at the same time. If man wonders who he is, he
then ponders on his uniqueness, and consequently ponders on
the other, an other who can be so different or so close to him.
Confronting his double, the character abandons his identity by
realising that he is not one and loses all or part of his
humanity. 122
When the human discovers that he has a double, he realises that he is not unique, that he
has an other and therefore that he is other to this double too. If he is other, he is different,
and thus potentially loses his humanness. Through the motif of the double, one realises
that both the human and the supernatural are contained in one character. Freud has
remarked that one of the factors of the uncanny is repetition, hence the figure of the
double in the fantastique genre. l 23 When the character (and the audience with them) realise
that they have an alter ego, it takes them off balance to come to term with this otherne s
inside them and this creates confusion and he itation.

If, for an on in the

The changeling can thus be seen as an imaginary other
audience who wishes so. It is anyone's alter ego, it embodie th

up rnatural, n n-human

side of humans. Jean-Michel Doulet see it as an "empty figure" that allow an b dy to fill
it in with their own story. The changeling charact r give
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But this double can also personify the ultimate process that takes away from the
reality of life: death. Millet and Labbe note that" one of the functions of the fantastique is to
confront man to the evidence that death has been engraved in him since birth."125 The
stolen person is indeed sometimes replaced by a dead body. This clearly identifies their
other with death. Millet and Labbe also remark that the alter ego is the favoured theme of
anything to do with loss. Loss of a relative, loss of references, loss of identity, loss of
oneself:
The double appears like the favoured theme of loss. Not only
the loss of identity, but also the loss of one's references. By
division, multiplication, creation or reflection, the double brings
the character to confront their own faults, making him doubt his
psychic integrity, which leads him to decline and loss of self.
The ultimate double of man would be his death. 126
The changeling as a double then also conveys ideas of loss and death. As mentioned in
Chapter 1, Mac Philib has listed about eighty-four stories out of over 400 in which either a
beloved person dies and is thought to have gone with the fairies or a dead changeling
replaces the abductee. To these, one needs to add the numbers for stolen persons never
recovered, though not necessarily mentioned as dead, and for which Mac Philib does not
really give tatisticS.127 Indeed, what is indeterminate, prolonged absence if not death? The
change ling narrative

thu

overwhelmingly deal with loss. One of Lady Gregory's

xplains of a fairy abduction that "it was not death, it was being took away
informan
[SiC]." 128 Death i h re mad a ceptable precisely because it is not named for what it is. This
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death. He names it the " plastic mediator between life and death."129 Yet it is ambivalent,
since it is also a maternal element, linked to the symbolism of the womb. Like the
changeling, water is ambiguous, but nevertheless contains an evocation of death. The
changeling lore thus expresses the folk's fears about the latter, as Adam Lawrence
remarks: "finally, the changeling also enunciates a fundamental human anxiety about the
unpredictable nature of life and of the strange denizens that seem to compete with us for
terri tory ." 130

3.2.3. A Stranger

But, as Emmanuel Levinas has highlighted, one must not forget that" the Other as
Other is not only an alter ego; they are what I am not. They are so, not because of their
character or their physical appearance or their psychology, but because of their otherness
itself." 131 The changeling is a stranger, simply because it is Other: it is not the stolen person,
despite their similarities and parallels. Keamey has recognised that" strangers are almost
always other to each other.,, 132 He adds that" stranger" is one of the "colloquial names for
the experience of alterity.,,133 This explains one of the more modern, yet derogatory,
meanings of "fairy" as "a male homosexual." 134 This use of this word "fairy" by
heterosexuals, because it conveys the idea of othemess, enhance th difference b tween
them.
Fairies can also be perceived as trangers in that they di turb th home: th
up the established order by stealing a child. The phy ical disturban

rv

a a m taphor

for the social one. Strangers are disturbing in that th yare imilar but differ nt, th
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Lawrence argues that the changeling was the embodiment of the Irish people's
fears, physically as well as politically.137 According to him, the figure of the changeling
questions the definition of Irishness for a people still divided over religious, political and
economic grounds. These can be the issues of Catholics and Protestants, natives and
settlers, nationalists and unionists, or the pro- and anti- Treaty during the Civil War for
example: "for some segments of the population, 'Irishness' still signifies an unnatural
progeny, indeed, a changeling culture."l38 These divisions have led to internal conflicts,
often ending in bloodletting. Changelings are fairy impostors into the human realm in folk
stories and so could some Irish be termed, according to others amidst these times of strife.
In the same way that the people of the house would see the changeling as not truly theirs,

some anti-Treaty partisans would have seen other pro-Treaty defenders as not truly Irish
for instance. Yet this goes beyond this stereotypically dichotomous stance, because the
changeling is indistinguishable from the home, and both anti- and pro-Treaty supporters
are Irish. There is a level of ambiguity in a definition of Irishness, which is never so clearcut, as is the portrayal of a changeling. Like the change ling, who belongs both to the fairy
and human realms, and like the abductee, torn between this and the other worlds, Ireland
has been divided on various levels, between supporters of one ideal or another.
Levinas recognises in death the mysterious Other, on which the individual has no
power,139 the ultimate stranger. Doulet remarks that the changelings, as strangers and
ho ts, are invader . They violate the limits of the home. He understands the change ling as
a creature who ha gone beyond the limits, who has trespassed, who then has passed
away. The

rb comes from Latin, meaning "to walk over," a signification that the English

language ha retain d while in French it has become trepasser which means "to die."140
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The change ling represents death in that it is a stranger who invades the home and takes
away a beloved member of the family. As Declan Kiberd rightfully notes, "the double is
devised to cope with the fear of death but reappears as its very portent." 142 This ambiguity
is perfectly expressed in the figure of the changeling.
Richard Kearney wrote that
Strangers, gods and monsters represent experiences of
extremity which bring us to the edge. They subvert our
established categories and challenge us to think again. And
because they threaten the known with the unknown, they are
often set apart in fear and trembling. Exiled to hell or heaven;
or simply ostracized from the human community into a land of
aliens. 143
The changelings are these strangers. They are also these gods in that they are fairies, who
are derived from ancient deities, and represent the supernatural. But their difference and
non-humanness makes them also monsters. Because of the anxiety that they create, they
are pushed back into a liminal world of things which are same and other, all in one.
Changelings, because they are so similar to the stolen human, embody the
supernatural side of the human self. They become the alter ego. But they also represent the
ultimate stranger, who is never welcome within the home, beau e this double is also the
personification of the absolute Other, death.
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Chapter 4:
Reviving the Changeling,
Yeats's Take on the Motif

The changeling figure in Irish tradition carries with it an inherent liminal quality
and issues of otherness and identity. It is these themes which William Butler Yeats picked

up when he chose to use the changeling motif in his early works of poetry and drama. The
Irish Renaissance movement in which he participated was keen on reviving the folk
heritage and Yeats1s work on fairy abductions fits into this perspective. The poems and
plays also evidence a wish to distance himself from the urban, modernised world by reenchanting Irish literature with the belief in fairies, but also mirror his own situation as an
Anglo-Irish writer.

4.1. Hand in Hand with the Fairies, The Irish Revival Movement

This movement gr w around the turn of the twentieth century in Ireland. It can be
considered part of a wider trend known as the Celtic Revival, which occurred in areas
commonly d

ignated a "Celtic" such as Wales, Brittany and Scotland for instance. The

Irish Revival, or Iri h Renai ance, encompassed various fields, from sports to language
and literatur . The end of the nineteenth century indeed witnessed a renewed interest in
the antiquiti ,th folklor and the language of old Eire. The Celtic Renaissance can be
considered to ha

tart d during the

cond half of the nineteenth century and ended in

the 1920 . Th Iri h Literary Revival wa part of this broader movement and is thought to
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their religious backgrounds, as Douglas Archibald notes:
The religious origins of the Anglo-Irish are characteristically
Anglican and Huguenot rather than Catholic, like most Southerners,
or Presbyterian, like most Ulstermen. Their political and cultural
origins are British rather than Gaelic or Scots, which means that they
share both the burden of English hegemony in Ireland and the stain
of not being quite at home in either country.2
Despite the controversy around the use of it, this term - at least in the way it will be used
in this study - does not deny the fact that they were Irish, no matter what their origins,
social status or political opinions were. It could be argued that it is precisely because of
their involvement in the Irish Revival that the Anglo-Irish writers were then thought of as
Irish, just like any other Catholic or Irish-speaking resident in Ireland. 3
In November 1892, Douglas Hyde delivered his famous lecture "On the Necessity
for De-Anglicising Ireland," which was to be a landmark for the shaping of the movement.
He coined the word "de-Anglicisation" and argued that the Irish people were becoming
too much like the English ruler. According to him, what the Irish needed was to go back to
their Celtic roots: "I believe it is our Gaelic past which, though the Irish race does not
recognise it just at present, is really at the bottom of the Iri h heart, and pr v nts us
becoming citizens of the Empire [ ... ] "~ It is this wish to re onne t to th Iri h - Gaelicpast before the British rule that led to a redi covery of an ient Irish cultur : many

2

3

4

Ibid., 79.
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excavations were led during that time for instance, such as those in the Boyne Valley.s
Douglas Hyde held that the Gaelic culture and traditions were essential to retrieve
the Irish spirit of nationhood. The movement in fact partook of a process called" cultural
nationalism." The revivalists maintained that Ireland had its own culture, history, folklore,
language and traditions, which differed markedly from those of England. They therefore
argued, from a cultural nationalist position, that Ireland was a nation. In the words of
Jacqueline Genet, "to use the ancient Gaelic myths allowed [... ] the affirmation of the
originality of a people, of a culture, and encouraged the idea of independence."6
The movement was thus endorsed by many Irish writers and scholars, who put
aspects of Irish culture at the forefront of their works, be they folk customs, myths,
language or folk-tales. They supported the idea that Ireland was a distinct nation, thanks
to its rich cultural Gaelic past. The revivalists wanted to rebuild the link between the
people and the land through the lIancient idealism ll present in the mythology. 7 The IICeltic
consciousness ll is for them what shaped the Irish nation and thus made it distinct from the
English. Loma Reynolds writes that every writer of the Irish Revival
wanted, though each used different words to express his intention,
to de-Anglicise, to de-provincialise Ireland and to make it live again
in all its individuality as a Celtic country, different in race, in
traditions, in ancestral glories from the neighbouring island that had
look d, not only across, but down on it for so long. s
William Butl r Yeats de cribed the movement as IIthat preoccupation with Irish folklore
and legend and pic."9 The literary revival aimed at reconciling the ancient Irish past to
th pre nt through literature, to evidence Ireland's strong culture. It also emerged as a

counter-balan

to th materialism of the Darwinian period in England.1O Creating a new

movement r infor ing th Irish traditions and opposing the English Darwinism was a way
to fight th Engl' h domination on two levels. Indeed, this search for the legendary past
11
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is a return to the free Ireland from before the English conquest, as well as a return to the
primitive paradise." ll
The Irish Revival is mainly known for its literary movement, but it also addressed
the linguistic and political fields. As part of the movement, Douglas Hyde most of all
advocated a return to the dying Irish language. It was in fact still spoken only in the
Gaeltachtaf. For him, Irish was the key to Irish culture. He clearly stated: "In order to deAnglicise ourselves we must at once arrest the decay of the language. ,,12 Hyde, who was
bilingual (Dubhghlas de hide is the Irish version of his name) because he learnt the
language early on, was the founder of the Gaelic League (Conradh na Gaeilge) in 1893,
which aimed at campaigning for the revival of the language, emphasising the importance
of the culture and organising language classes. Not only did Hyde promote the Irish
language, but he· also argued in favour of the Irish dialect of English which is called
Hiberno-English nowadays.13 The same year as the foundation of the Gaelic League, Hyde
published his celebrated translation of folk songs, The Love Songs of Connacht. 14 The Irish
language was therefore instrumental to implement the revival and thus prove that Ireland
could be an independent nation. The title of a Gaelic League pamphlet is explicit enough:

Ireland 's Defence - Her Language. Is
For James Stephens, a contemporary writer to Yeats and Joyce, the Iri h language
was the main vehicle for Irish culture. If the language died, then the culture itself would
have very few chances of survival. In a paper entitled "The Future of tl1 Iri h Language,"
he clearly states:
Irish culture exists only in the Irish language. That whi h wa
shaped by and shaped the mind of our ra ,the Iri h languag , i
not only the repo itory of Irish culture, it i If" h ultur, and,
without it, th Irish mind an only b half- pr
d, if it an b
expres ed at a11.16
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same paper, Stephens later writes: lithe sole barrier we can erect against this deathdraining is the barrier of our language. The sea is not our frontier - our language is [ ... ] It
is our lyre and harp from which we may draw Irish melodies, and, potentially, it is one of
the finest literary instruments in the world." 17 For an Irish writer then, the best way to
contribute to the strengthening of the national culture was to use Gaelic elements and, if
possible, in Irish. This led to an emphasis on place-names and Irish names for instance.
Even Anglicised versions of these were a way to express cultural nationalism. Like
Hiberno-English, this was a way to subvert the English language, and consequently the
English rule.
Folklorists were also interested in compiling the tales from the folk, while scholars
translated the old Irish books and manuscripts. Thus Standish Hayes Q'Grady published
his translations of old Irish tales in Silva Gadelica the same year as Douglas Hyde's famous
lecture, in 1892. 18 Lady Gregory also published her literary translation of Cuchulain of
Muirthenzl1e in 1902 and the celebrated Gods and Fighting Men in 1904. 19 The writers wanted
to "bridge the written and unwritten traditions to establish a modern literary tradition on
emotions that come from the heart of the people." 20 They were in fact putting the old
myths and folklore back into fashion as a means to emphasise their Irishness and therefore
their difference from England. "[Their] energizing vision of life, therefore, came from the
reconstruction of the pa t through the work of scholars and the discovery of the same past
in the living tradition of the people," writes Lorna Reynolds. 21 But not only were the
revivali

highlighting Iri h folklore and traditions in a cultural nationalist perspective,

they wer al

0

u ing it for th ir own art "in the literature of the Irish Renaissance [the

fairie ] r gain mu h of their plendour, but now they are at the service of the artist." 22
Jacqueline G n t call this proce s the " poetisation" of folklore and myths. 23 Yeats was
inde d on

f tho

who "worked for the pre ervation and spreading of folklore and its

communi ation to a larg r number of people as well as for the artistic use of it in creative
t..
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writing.'124 Irish folklore and mythology were then used both as tools for cultural
nationalism and for their artistic qualities.
It is also noticeable that many contributions to the development of Irish and Celtic

Studies at that time were made by non-Irish scholars. Most of them were either French,
like Henri d'Arbois de Jubainville, whose lectures in Paris J.M. Synge attended, or
German, like Heinrich Zimmer, Johann Kaspar Zeuss or Kuno Meyer, or Germanspeaking such as the Swiss Rudolf Thurneysen, to cite only the most famous. 25
Thus, this Irish Revival which was growing in Ireland took literary, linguistic, social
and political dimensions. In the words of Declan Kiberd:
That enterprise achieved nothing less than a renovation of Irish
consciousness and a new understanding of politics, economics,
philosophy, sport, language and culture in its widest sense. It was the
grand destiny of Yeats's generation to make Ireland once again
interesting to the Irish, after centuries of enforced provincialism
following the collapse of the Gaelic order in 1601. No generation
before or since lived with such conscious national intensity or left
such an inspiring (and, in some ways, intimidating) legacy. 26
4.2. W. B. Yeats's Rewriting of the Fairy Abduction Lore
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earliest poem dealing with the fairy world. 29 He depicts in this poem fairies luring a
nameless boy away to their realm, far from the human sorrowful world. The child follows
them" to the waters and the wild" and leaves the reality of the Irish farm. Another famous
poem by Yeats, "The Hosting of the Sidhe," was written in 1893, and included in 1899 in

The Wind A mong the Reeds .3D In this shorter poem, Yeats portrays a fairy cavalcade and the
call of Caoilte and Niamh to join them in the Otherworld. The poem "The Host of the Air"
was also published in 1899 in The Wind Among the Reeds, a few pages after "The Hosting of
the Sidhe." Similarly to the previous two pieces, this one is again set in a Sligo landscape,
since the scene happens by Hart Lake, more commonly known as Lough Achree, " the lake
of the heart," near Knocknarea. The poem depicts O'Driscoll hunting ducks by a lake,
when he glimpses his beloved bride Bridget among a dancing crowd. He joins the group,
but as he is about to accept wine and bread from them, she warns him that they are" the
host of the air." One of them takes Bridget away while O'Driscoll is playing cards and they
all disappear, leaving O'Driscoll alone but for the piping tune in the air. The author reused
this theme of fairies calling the human to their realm also in a short play, The Land of

Heart 's Desire, which was first performed in March 1894. 31 In this work, Maire - who
become Mary in the 1912 edition - is lured to the Otherworld by a fairy child who wants
her to leave her husband's family shortly after her wedding.
Y ats thu pick up on elements of Irish folklore, particularly that revolving around
fairie and chang lings to write these works. In The Land of Heart 's Desire, Yeats takes up a
numb r of chara t ri ti

of the fairy stories. Maire is a newly-married bride and Yeats

knew that it wa b li ved that th e women were most likely to be taken away.32 Maire's
moth r-in-law i

alled Bridg t, a name which is reminiscent of the stolen Bridget in other
t of th Air" and William Allingham's "Fairies," from which he
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period of th

tol n Child," and of Bridget Cleary, whose tragic story Yeats had
t on May Eve, which corresponds to Bealtaine, a liminal

ar wh n fairie were b liev d to be most active, as mentioned previously.
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The portrayal of the fairies in the play, dressed in red and green and gold, of a slightly
diminutive stature, smoking and dancing is also typical of the folk stories. Besides, the
fairy child admits that she is as old as the land, just like the changelings of the folk
tradition: "who can tell/ When I was born for the first time? I think/ I am much older than
the eagle cock/ [ ... ] And he is the oldest thing under the moon.//3-l Changelings are not
referred to explicitly though, but for one instance when Bridget talks of Mary's corpse as a
"drift of leaves/ Or bole of an ash-tree changed into her image."35 In a later play, The Only

Jealousy of Erner, Yeats portrays Emer, who refuses to accept the fact of her husband's
death, Cli Chulainn, repeats to Eithne that he is not dead, that what looks like a corpse is
in fact a stock: "It may bel An image has been put into his place,! A sea-borne log
bewitched into his likeness,/ Or some stark horseman grown too old to ride/ Among the
troops of Mananan, Son of the Sea.// Eithne advises to "Cry out his name.j[ ... ] and should
he hear/ He might, being angry, drive the changeling out.// 36 The close relation between
the non-acceptance of a relative's death and their being changed by the fairies into a
wooden stock seems to highlight Yeats's understanding of the changeling narratives as
ways to cope with death, as Chapter 3 detailed.
The theme of music and song, strongly linked to the fairies in Irish lore, is also
present in the play, with Maire's chorus about a land " where nobody gets old and godly
and grave,/ Where nobody gets old and crafty and wi e,/ Where nobody gets old and
bitter of tongue," which is recurrent throughout the play and i r it rated
herself and by the fairy child. 37 The fairy 's ong i al
the fairy child appears and leave with Maire.
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following lines, while Niamh repeats" Away, come Away" in "The Hosting of the Sidhe."

In "The Host of the Air," Yeats introduces a chorus which frames the arrival and
departure of the fairies in the story: "A piper piping away/And never was piping so
sad,! And never was piping so gay."39 Music plays thus an important role in the poem.
Yeats here takes up the association between fairies and music that was prominent in the
folk stories. But this is not the only folk characteristic of the fairies that he uses. The motifs
of the fairies dancing, playing cards and feasting is another, while the idea that eating fairy
food is dangerous for mortals is taken up as well. Yeats also highlights the beauty of the
fairies, with the young man who abducts Bridget being the "handsomest there." Besides,
Yeats thought sidhe meant "wind" which it does not: sidhe gaoithe refers to the fairy
whirlwind, the fairy blast, but it is gaoithe which is the word for "wind." He writes: "Sidhe
is also the Gaelic for wind, and certainly the Sidhe have much to do with the wind [... ]
When old countrypeople see the leaves whirling on the road they bless themselves,
because they believe the Sidhe to be passing by."40
This explains why, in the play, Maire calls out to the fairies to take her away, saying
that she "would ride with [them] upon the wind,/ [... ] And dance upon the mountains like
a flame." 41 The dance upon the mountains appears to be a fairy characteristic in the play,
since the fairy child portrays her people as able to "ride the winds, run on the waves/ And
dance upon the mountain

."42

The fairy child repeats her words later on, and Maire is

veral time in the play, as Bramsback argues: the primroses she has spread
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are aid to be turned into flame by the fairies to burn those who do them wrong, while
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humans. Indeed, the water-rats are drowsy, the trout slumber and dream, while "the
world is full of troubles/ And anxious in its sleep." This phrase is paralleled in the chorus
by the "world full of weeping." This imagery is emphasised by an alliteration of sibilant
consonants in the third stanza, mirroring in the text the sounds of the water. The
geographical features mentioned in the poem, Glencar, Rosses and Slish Wood, are the
landscape of the human world "full of weeping," despite the fact that they are also the
background of the fairies' revelries. This is further paralleled by the personification of the
"ferns that drop their tears/ Over the young streams," on and over which the fairies climb.
The water imagery is thus the link that reveals that the naturalness of the fairies'
playground belongs in fact to the real world. Moreover, Gaston Bachelard puts into relief
in his work the symbolism of death conveyed by water, writing that "water always flows,
always falls, always ends in horizontal death."4t He argues that water is the "real material
mainstay of death," highlighting that "Charon's bark always goes to Hades. There is no

pilot for the blessed."45 This idea of death associated with the water imagery of the
weeping world is set in contrast to the immortality of the fairies in "The Stolen Child." The
water imagery indeed moves from the calm waters of the lake, to "frothy bubbles," to
eventually end with Glencar waterfall and stream. Its movement is thus the opposite to
that described by Bachelard: "Running water is water destined to low down, to become
heavy. All living water is on the point of dying [... ] To contemplate water i to lip away,
dissolve and die."t6Jacqueline Genet has indeed underlined that th water element in the
poem is "fluid," leading to brisk and living water, wh re th fairi
from the sorrowful waters of human tear
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to the real world of the farm, depicted positively with words such as "the warm hillside"
or the kettle w hich " sings peace" into the child's heart. The human world is thus both full
of sorrowS and sadness, conveyed by the natural Sligo landscape, and full of warmth from
the farm. The fairies, on the other hand, move about in the same natural setting
embodying sorrow. Their liveliness and deathlessness is however played against this
background. But this is also tempered with their cheeky, childish behaviour, which is
reminiscent of the folk-tales in which fairies play tricks on people. Similarly here in the
poem, they bamboozle the sleepy trout. Yeats thus plays here on the ambivalence of the
fairies, both benevolent and worrying, and of the real world, equally welcoming and
sorrowful. Th e tension between the two worlds, noted by Kiberd,48 is underlined by the
fact that they are both double edged, as Yeats had remarked in The Celtic Twilight:
Som etimes a new-wed bride or a new-born baby goes with them into
their mountains; the door swings to behind, and the new-born or the
new-wed moves henceforth in the bloodless land of Faery; happy, the
story has it, but doomed to melt at the Last Judgement like bright
vapour, for the soul cannot live without sorrow.49
This ambiguity is also conveyed by the water imagery, evoking both death and life. If
Bachelard write that w ater represents death, he also acknowledges the "maternity of the
waters," their ability to create life. 50 As mentioned earlier, the brisk water in the poem
evoke the fairie

I

immortality. In the words of A. G. Stock, the fairies are both a pretty,

"pure in arna tion of light and water" and "outposts of the kingdom of shadows, and
touch d with fa int terror" in the poem.51 It has been remarked that water is a "place of
metamorpho
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child's uncertainty as to his decision to go away with the fairies. He is at the same time
leaving the weeping, sorrowful world and the warmth of the farm. As Mary Helen
Thuente notes, the fairies' "depiction of what the child is leaving [... ] arouses ambiguous
emotions in a reader as to which world is preferable." 55 From the moment he accepts to go
away with the fairies, the boy is not referred to as "you" anymore but as an out of reach
third person, "he" embodying the distance between the child and the real world. This
tension is revealed by the adjective used to portray the child: "The solemn-eyed." This
depiction is further highlighted by being singled out in one line. Yeats here is able to
create this ambiguity also because he is telling this abduction story in an unusual manner.
As Stock remarks, "stories of fairies and changelings are known to country people, but
they do not tell them quite like that. Ordinary humanity is firmly on the side of the singing
kettle and the oatmeal-chest; and the fairies, to those who truly believe in them, are mostly
more of a menace than a delight."56 By using the point of view of the fairies, Yeats places
the readers on the supernatural beings' side, which creates a confusion that only serves to
further the ambivalence omnipresent in the poem.
The child's hesitation in the poem is echoed in the play by Maire's indecision. She
cries out to the fairies "let me have all the freedom I have lost." S7 But like the tol n child,
Maire is hesitating between the two realms. She in fact "both dread and longs for the
Otherworld, whose siren voices she is unable to withstand." Birgit Bram back further
writes that "it might be said that Mary is tom b twe n the call of th el mental powers
and her duty to her husband, whom he really love, but not trongly n ugh t re i t the
call of the alien powers invading the house," a view taken on b A.G. St k to
Similarly to "The Stolen Child," the fairie that
uncertainty in "The Ho ting of the Sidhe."
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fairies were said to prefer liminal times of the day.
In "The Host of the Air" too Yeats develops the theme of liminality he has been
using in most of his fairy abduction stories. The music of the chorus is both sorrowful and
joyful, as is Bridget's face when O'Driscoll sees her in the fairy crowd. As in "The Stolen
Child," the fairies are playful and welcoming, but threatening at the same time since they
carry Bridget away. The ambiguity is also expressed in the nature of the story itself: the
readers hesitate between it being O'Driscoll's dream or an adventure which occurred to

him. Yeats writes that O'Driscoll"sang and dreamed" before hearing the fairy piper in the
second stanza, and that he "out of his dream awoke" when Bridget was taken away at the
end of the poem. But the reader is left to wonder whether this" dream" is meant in the
proper sense of the word or whether this is a manner of speaking of the poet who wants to
confuse the audience, and thus embody the liminality inherent to the fairies in the poem
and in the readers' response to it.
Intertextuality is another technique which puts forward the liminality of the fairies
in Yeats's poems and play. It has been argued that "The Stolen Child" was inspired by a

poem, "Fairie

,If

by a Donegal author, William Allingham. 59 Yeats's piece indeed echoes

Allingham's etting in Sligo and takes up a lot of its vocabulary, from the "lake" to the

"hill_ ide." Yeats develop d Allingham's evocation of the fairies' liminality and introduced
his own r ading of the motif of fairy abduction into the poem. It could also be said that
Allingham' po m could have influenced the writing of "The Hosting of the Sidhe." There
are ind

d

imilariti

b tween the two, especially in the line structures. The parallel

hetw n Allingham' "a-hunting" and Yeats's poem is even more evident in its earlier
ver ion, with "a-gleam," "a-waving" and "apart" sprinkled in Yeats's text. Allingham's
lin "B tw

n th night and the morrow" echoes Yeats's "'twixt night and day," while the

fairi 'thr at ning a p t is put into relief by the hypothetical structure in each poem's
cnd-to-Ia t tanza. In The Land of Heart 's Desire, the playwright takes up a number of
motif h had aIr ad u d in the po m ,thu creating an intertextuallink between them.
Again in a lig

tting, IlO th fairy hild evoke the Otherworld where she will soon lead

\lair in t rm r minis nt f" th warm hill ide" and of "the waters and the wild" of
nd when I tir of thi warm little house/ There is one here who

"Th
59

A. C. tock, 15.
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tion
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cene in Kilmacowen, in Co. Sligo. The Lalld of Heart's Des; re,S.
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must away, away/To where the woods, the stars and the white streams/ Are holding a
continual festival."61 Another passage in the play recalls "The Hosting of the Sidhe": the
fairy child relates that "When the leaves awaken/ My mother carries me in her golden
arms," the first line of which seems to be a combination of "The winds awaken, the leaves
whirl round" from "The Hosting of the Sidhe."62 Finally, the fairy child insistently calls to
Maire "come away" towards the end of the play, not without reminding us of Niamh's
words and of the fairies I call in "The Stolen Child." The phrase appears to be the leitmotif
of Yeats1s works on fairies. Besides, in "The Host of the Air," Bridget's hair which
metaphorically drowns the fairy man who is taking her away is mentioned three times
and thus appears as a thread running throughout the poem. This is reminiscent of Caoilte
tossing his burning hair in "The Hosting of the Sidhe." The depiction of the landscape on
the other hand reminds of "The Stolen Child." The surroundings are described as
sorrowful and dull, with words such as "drear," "dark," "night-tide." No colours are
actually mentioned at all, but for the colour of the wine and of the bread, red and white
being two colours associated with the fairies, as well as echoing the Eucharist. Light is in
fact on the fairies side though" dim" and "twinkling/' whereas darkne s characterises the
I

human realm. The fairies are also qualified positively with adjectives uch as "sweet" and
"merry." It is only at the end, when Bridget has been abducted, that the fairies are
compared, not so nicely any more, to "drifting smoke," thu blending in with the dreary
scenery.
Landscape is an important component of the p

m and play . Among th natural

setting of Yeats1s own County Sligo, "The Stolen Child" d pi ts the si taking a hild away
from his human world and is told from the point of view f th fairi ,unlik
poem, written from the humans I p r p

tive. The fir t thre

environment in which the fairie m ve, but th la t n highligh
human world. Yeats indeed build

a

tanza

omnipre ent, WIth the depiction of a land ap mad
shores, a "leafy island" and "wand ring water,"

f "r
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that p
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p rtray the

n th

naturaln

playground and the warmth of the human horn . Th

llingharn'

nlit andy

pI it uch as
and h rrie

to rushes and ferns. This is where the fairies move about, as highlighted through a
repetition of the structure "Where ... , We" in each stanza. On the other hand, the human
world is represented by the farm, with animals, such as the calves or the mice, and objects,
like the kettle on the hob or the oatmeal chest. As in the folk-tales, Yeats introduces a
dichotomy between humans and fairies, but only to blur the boundaries between the two.
Like "The Stolen Child," "The Hosting of the Sidhe" is rooted in the landscape of
the real world, with the fairies riding from Knocknarea, in Co. Sligo, which is said to be
the burial place of the famous Queen Medb of Connacht. It is also strongly linked to Irish
lore, and the Fenian cycle in particular. Caoilte was a warrior of the Fianna and Niamh was
the Otherworldly princess who took Fionn mac Cumhaill's son, Oisin, to Tir na nOg.
Clooth-na-Bare is an unusual spelling for the Cailleach Blziara, the Hag of Beare, an ancient
divinity strongly linked to the land, who gave her name to many features in the Irish
landscape. Yeats also takes up the motif of the fairy cavalcade and whirlwinds, which are
typical characteristics of the fairies. The physical description of the fairies in the poem
enhances their wild character. The fairies' wildness is thus matching the wilderness of the
natural world, since their hair is unbound while the winds whirl the leaves round, as they
ride on the hilltop . The present tense used in the poem also conveys the idea of a "state of
tumultuou proce

S" 1>3

and the italics highlighting Niamh's words render the immediacy

of the story. B ides, the repetition of lines three and four highlights the grip that the
fairie have taken on the poe~ imagination. 64 The choruses in both poems embody the
"all_ ontrolling pow r of

Ho ting of th
Oth rworld. Th
world,NI a wi h t

ature."65 Even though there is no proper abduction in "The

idh ," the poem, along with the other two, exhibits the appeal of the
thu depict a conflict between the ideal world and the real
ap one for the other. Jacqueline Genet has remarked, with others,

that thi t mptati n t I av
familiar world,

th r dim of reality is counterbalanced by regrets for the

in "The

tolen Child": "The price for immortality is human

f th hart whi h familiar life gives." b7 For Anthony Bradley, this
1icha'l 0' cHI, "I:arly Yeab: 'The E nce of Things'" in W.B. Yeats, Visiolls and Revisions, ed. Edward
Larri y (Dublin: Irish Academic Pre ,2010),38.
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ambivalence present in the poems is evidence that, for Yeats, these two worlds are
interdependent, intertwined, and necessary to one another. 68
Along with liminality, escapism is the other major theme of Yeats's works on fairy
abductions. J.R.R. Tolkien indeed claims that" escape is one of the main functions of fairy
stories" in his essay "On Fairy Stories." 69 For Yeats, the Otherworld represents
imagination, creation and creativity. A wish to escape towards the realm of the fairies thus
indicates a desire to leave the modern, empirical mortal world. The world of the si in fact
comes in opposition to the Victorian way of life, the folk beliefs contrast with the
modernity of England. Michael O'Neill argues that" the world of the Sidhe is the world of
the imagination conceived as a rebuke to late-Victorian getting and spending, but it is less
a Nirvana or elfin grot than a condition of imaginative activity that throws down a
gauntlet to all empirical values [... ]" Yet, he remarked of "The Stolen Child": "If this is
escapism, this is escapism with a quietly terrifying apocalyptic twist." 70 This is due to the
death imagery conveyed by the water, omnipresent in the poem, and embodied by Maire's
dea th in the end of The Land of Heart 's Desire. Declan Kiberd has called the play " a sort of
Celtic Peter Pan of the Western World" which "voiced [Yeats's] disenchantment with the
process of aging." 71 The same could be said of the poems and then explain O'Neill's
feelings towards this sense of escapism.
Yeats in these works, unlike the tales of folklor , i n ever t lling the tories (apart
from "The Host of the Air") from the point of view of th abdu t
allows him a larger freedom a to the p r eption f th abdu tio

Heart's Desire is thus not envi aging h r if a a " vi tim f th
surely would. She is calling the fairi

' famili , which

. Mair in TIle Lalld of

th rworld"n a h r family

to tak h r . G ing with th m' a wa f r h r to

escape the reality of her new married life, a it' a wa for th
world's sorrows. Despite being faithful to th

traditi n in man r gar

, b it with the

importance given to place-names, the link with wat r, th thr at ning a p t f th fairie
or common fairy characteristics uch as their preferr d col ur
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lllerriments of all kinds, or their music for instance, the different point of view used by
Yeats in the poems and play opens up a whole range of creative possibilities for him. He
thus creates an idealisation of the Otherworld, a "poetisation" to use Jacqueline Genet's
word, in which beauty, grace, closeness with nature and immortality are among the main
features of the fairies and their world, despite their ambiguous essence. This echoes the
early Irish tales in which the Otherworld was a paradisical land of wonders and
abundance. In Yeats1s poetry, the realm of the si stands for that of imagination, in
opposition to the more modern Victorian way of life that he was witnessing at the time.
Yeats used the imagery of the Irish fairies to counterbalance the growing industrialised,
urbanised world that he disliked. Despite his depiction of the idyllic world of the fairies,
Yeats also introduces a sense of suffering and loss already present in the folk narratives. 73
Indeed, in the folk-tales on the other hand, the Otherworld is not much described and the
general feeling is that of loss and death, though brightened up by a touch of humour in
some of the narratives, unlike Yeats1s writings on fairy abduction which contain no funny
element. As well a

idealising the fairy world, Yeats accentuates the ambiguity and

liminality already present in folklore, as seen previously, a point of equilibrium perhaps
be t illustrated by Maire' and the stolen child's hesitation to leave the human world.

4.3. The Wind, the Pond, and the Boy: Autobiographical Changelings

Ter nce Brown and D irdre Toomey agree that Yeats1s writings about changelings
wer a m morial to hi mother, who died in 1900 in presence of her son, after being
"away" for man
husband

I

ar , during a long depression following several strokes and her
to mo

wh r th famil had
particular, in h r

to England. Susan Pollexfen Yeats indeed hated London,

tt1 d in 1 77.74 She instilled a fierce love of Ireland, and of Sligo in

hildr n, unlike h r husband who was a "rootless cosmopolitan

rationali t. "75 Alth ugh Yam ntions that he never read, she knew many stories, some
of whi h h t
instrum ntal in W.B. Y a

fa
I

arl a 1

2 .70

Toomey and Brown thus argue that she was

arly writing, in e she provided him with the setting of his
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works, Sligo, and his topic, folklore. Although all three poems and the play under
discussion were first written before her death, Susan had already been" away" for years,
and in 1887-1888, around the time when he was writing the works in question, had
suffered her second stroke. His mother's state of depression, her withdrawal from the real
world, seems to have affected Yeats more than he acknowledged it at the time and his
"obsession"77 with fairy abduction seems in part a result from this.
But Yeats said that "a poet writes always of his personal life." 78 It can therefore be
argued that the escapism in the stories is not only that of the characters, but of the author
himself. The child in the poem is never mentioned but in the title, and he is nameless. In
the body of the text, Yeats only refers to "the solemn-eyed," which could actually be
himself. The solemnity could in fact be that of the adult, with Yeats a metaphorical child.
The works evidence his desire to escape the harsh reality of life, as he wrote that "[his
poems were] almost all a flight into fairyland from the real world." 79 Terence Brown
remarks that it could also be John Butler Yeats's, his father'S, materialism, against which
the poet revolted. 80 Indeed,
Yeats often wrote of his childhood repulsion for the 19 th-century
materialistic world of progress, realism, intellect and science, for all
of which he considered England to be the prototype. Th faraway
settings of his early work illustrate his need for another world
removed from the actual world he de pi d. Th ame ituation
appeared again and again in Yeats's early ver e drama and pm:
earthly beings encountered supernatural b ing ,th w rld f tim
confronted the timeless world of the imagination. S1
The use of fairy lore by Yeats, and others, in coll

tions f f lk t n

works, thus enabled an "idealisation of the Irish p a antry" which w
modern, urban and materiali t England.82 This pr
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r within litera
ntra t d with the
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revivalists, as detailed earlier. But, a for Hyde,
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whether English or Irish; what that materialism led to in England (he
thought) was a soulless, mechanical, and merely utilitarian society,
whereas in Ireland he saw (in an alliance of the best of the AngloIrish and the peasantry) the possibility of an organic community.83
So, to quote Peter Alderson Smith, "in one respect, [Yeats's use of folk beliefs on the
fairies] was a nationalist gesture: it redeemed 'the matter of Ireland' from the curse of the
stage Irishman. In another respect, it was a personal gesture: it acknowledges the powerful
hold which the fairies exerted on Yeats's own imagination."84 Here lies the difference
between the folk-tales that inspired him and the works in which Yeats used the motif of
fairy abduction. The use he is making of the motif strays from the folk-tales because he is
instilling his fairy abduction stories with nationalism and escapism. As Jean-Michel Doulet
writes, "Changeling

folk stories are not escapist tales punctuated by marvellous

adventures of which the human child is the protagonist."85 Yeats's works on fairy
abductions and changelings are thus a new take on the folk stories. But Michael O'Neill
has argued that the e works are not mere escapist poems and dramas either: "The Wind

Among the Reeds is a poetic challenge to contemporary history made in the name of ancient
Irish myth, a revaluation of values that masks itself as quasi-Iangorous escapism."86 The
desire to e ape to the Otherworld, both of the characters and of the writer, is not the only
reading to b p rceived within Yeats's works on fairies. Deeper lies a wish to relate to the
land cap of Ir land.
Y a

u

th pr ci

g ographical setting of Sligo in these works and the reference

to fairy b li f to r lat to Ireland in a way that his Protestant Ascendancy background did
not allow. A Kib rd n t d,
Whil Roman Catholic writer of the Revival period were obsessed
with th history of th ir land, for the Protestant artists that history
ouId nl b - a Lady Gregory insisted - a painful accusation
against th ir own p opl ; and 0 th Y had recourse to geography in
th ir art mp at impatriation.87
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Yeats thus connected to the land his family never really owned through folklore .88 Fairy
belief, with its strong association to the landscape, was the perfect topic for Yeats, since he
himself noted: "there is, I think, no country side in Ireland where they will not tell you, if
you can conquer their mistrust, of some man or woman or child who was lately or still is
in the power of the gentry, or 'the others' [... ]" 89 Concentrating on fairies and their intimate
relation to the land was a way to avoid the focus on the Catholicism of the Irish peasantry,
which would have emphasised Yeats's difference, though it is true that Protestants would
have looked down upon fairy beliefs as Catholic superstitions. Indeed,
Yeats saw in the Old Irish myths and legends [... ] a subject that was
undoubtedly national, but untinged by modem politics and modem
hatreds. Hence it might appeal to a number of writers of different
kinds and to a wider audience. The unity of culture desiderated in
the future would be sought for first in the remote past. And so Yeats
writes The Wanderings of Oisin, "The Madness of King Goll,"
"Cuchulain's Fight with the Sea," "Fergus and the Druid," and many
other poems in his early period, which employ Old Irish epic
machinery. These poems are remarkable chiefly in the very absence
from them of the strident, hectoring tone of militant nationalism. 90
G.

J. Watson adds:

"it was of the greatest importance to Yeats's idealisation that he could

see the peasant's spirituality in terms of folk-belief, folk- uper tition, folk-mythology.
Because this meant that he did not have to consider the (for him) awkward fact of the
peasant's devout Catholicism."91 Fairies intere t d Yeats for their tim I
historicity. Fairies were neutral ground for the poet in that the

ne , their a-

b 1 ng d to th land

regardless of time and history. They were a way to go bond hist ri aI, p litical and
social divisions, since they pIe-dated all the e. For Eugen O'Bri n, Yeats
decided to [... ] move into pre-history, to a tim wh n all Irish p pI
were united by a common religion and a comm n languag . H
decided to write about Celtic legend from th pa t,
ing th m a
example of an " ur-lri hn " which would IV a a unifying
banner under whi h all trand of c nt mp rary Iri hn
uld
unite; here wa a place which wa n t a pIa ,a Iloll -lieu, wh r in th
difficultie of amene and o th m
o uld b lid d .92
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The world of the si became Yeats1s non-place par excellence, to use Marc Auge1s term. The
latter argues that "if a place can be defined as relational, historical and concerned with
identity, then a space which cannot be defined as relational, or historical, or concerned
93

with identity is a non-place." Since the fairy Otherworld was situated beyond the barriers
of history, was indifferent to religious affinities - at least in Yeats1s view of it - and was a
world where humans did not belong, it indeed qualifies as a non-place. Besides, Auge
argues that non-places are based on text and words. 94 It is in fact precisely through
literature that Yeats entered this non-place of the fairy world, which was, in an apparent
contradiction, rooted in the landscape. But his was an emphasis on the land devoid of
associations with the historical, religious and political tensions of the time. One needs then
to go beyond the rather negative connotations of the term of non-place as used by Auge.
More than a way to avoid the dissensions of Yeats1s contemporary Ireland, fairies were a
means to bring people together, through stories that had been around for centuries. The
non-place of the fairies was thus a creative one, which made landscape very important in
the shaping of identity for Yeats, an attachment exemplified by the image of Ben Bulben in
his work.

Bide , it s em that Yeats used the motif of fairy abduction in his works, not so
much a a revivali
in his own lif

~

means for Irish cultural independence, than because it was resonant

a an Anglo-Iri hman. As detailed in the previous pages, the term is

under tood h r a an Anglophone Irishman with English origins, even though Yeats1s
famil
olitud

had b n e tabli hed in Ireland for over two centuries. 95 The "Anglo-Irish
11%

pitomis

the paradox of the English-speaking Irishman in a Gaelic Ireland at

the time of th language revival. Yeats was indeed not an Irish-speaker. He expresses this
contradiction in an e ay, wh n he writes "Gaelic is my national language but it is not my
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mother tongue.,,97 Not only did he not speak Irish, but he was also not part of the Catholic
majority. At the time of the linguistic and cultural revival, when Catholicism and the Irish
language were perceived as the characteristics of the "true" and "authentic" Irish, this
meant that Yeats was an outsider. The words of the nationalist James Fintan Lalor express
the distance between the landowning Ascendancy class and the agrarian community as it
was perceived by the latter:
They form no class of the Irish people or any other people. Strangers
they are in the land they call theirs, strangers here and strangers
everywhere, owning no country and owned by none; rejecting
Ireland and rejected by England; tyrants to this island and slaves to
another; here they stand ... alone in the world and alone in its history,
a class by themselves. 98
For Watson, there was a "very wide chasm to cross, a great ravine of suspicion and
mistrust and sometimes downright hatred" 99 for authors like Yeats who wished to relate to
the "native" Ireland. He explains this tension between Anglo-Irish writers like Yeats and
Synge and their audiences by the very fact that they were seen as Anglo-Irish, "and the
Anglo-Irish were suspect in the eyes of the natives." 100
Yeats's hyphenated condition was thus paralleled by the changeling, a creature halfhuman, half-fairy, that was a "youthful ob e sion" for him, in the words of Terence
Brown.101 Yeats himself described the Anglo-lri h a the lip ople of the 'half-door' and
'hall-door'" at the start of his play PllrgatonJ,I02 thu

reu ing the

ame hyphenated

structures as those above, describing the changeling. The Anglo-Ir' h

litude" therefore

11

finds its metaphor in the liminal figure of the changeling. For Y a
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childhood became a dream landscape [... p03
Jacqueline Genet agrees with Kiberd and sees Ireland as, for Yeats, "the scenery of a
landscape of the mind." According to her, exile is what led the poet to re-create the lost
land, an image of his own lost Paradise. 104 Mary Catherine Flannery argues that" as an
Anglo-Irishman, he never hated England; nor could he think of himself as English. But as
much as he identified himself as Irish, he could never accept the real Ireland." 105 This" real
Ireland" rejected him and the Anglo-Irish class and hence led him to create his own
version of his native land. This identification with this Ireland of his mind allowed Yeats
to see beyond the neither/nor situation of the Anglo-Irish, both in Ireland and in England:
Yeats and the other Anglo-Irish were neither Irish nor British: being
both, they were fully accepted by neither country. And so, caught in
the Anglo-Irish problem, Yeats identified himself with an Ireland
created from his own mind and, in a fierce and ultimately
unsentimental fashion, loved the Ireland he had created. 106
When he wrote the works under examination, at the beginning of the 1890s, Yeats was
alternating between holiday time in Sligo with his mother's family, studies in Dublin and
visits to his family in London, where he went to school as a boy. From a very early age, he
had thu already b en divided between Ireland and England, indeed continuing to cross

the Irish Sea r gularly for the rest of his life. He was in effect "lena leath-bhr6ig Ghaelach
agu a leath-bhr6ig Ghallda" (with one shoe Gaelic and one shoe English), to reuse the
phra

th Iri h p

ts of old all d their hybridised leaders.lo7

Thi doubl h ritage a Anglo-Irish created a hyphenated, fragmented identity, as
Vivian M

plains:
Th typi al Anglo-Iri h boy [.. .] learns that he is not quite Irish
aIm t b for h an talk; later he learns that he is far from being
Engli h ith r. Th pr ure on him to become either wholly English
or wh 11 Iri h can era e gments of his individuality for good and
all. "vVho am I?" i th que tion that every Anglo-Irishman must
an w r,
n if it tak him a lifetime, as it did Yeats. 108
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As Julian Moynahan notes, "to be ordinarily Anglo-Irish was to experience a divided and
conflicted social identity."lo9 Yeats found a metaphor for this fragmented identity in the
figure of the changeling. Identity is a notion which is at the heart of the changeling lore, as
well as of the Literary Revival movement, if we are to believe G. J. Watson:"the question of
identity was the major, the obsessive, concern for these writers [of the Revival], and
deeply shaped their art, in content, form and style." 110
It is the inherent liminality of the Anglo-Irish writers, due to their hyphenated

condition, that has lead to the depiction of Anglo-Irish literature as a " hybrid literature." l11
Anthony Bradley explains:
The irony that these poems and plays that aroused Irish nationalist
feeling and pride (but also sometimes anger and resentment) were
written by authors such as Yeats, Gregory, Synge and others whose
origins were in the Protestant Anglo-Irish landowning or business
classes, and the fact that they were written in English, as opposed to
Gaelic, even if they are also marked by the Gaelic tradition, is
symptomatic of their being, quintessentially, works of postcolonial
hybridity.ll2
Indeed, colonialism enhanced - and used to its own profit - this notion of difference
between cultures. But the concept of hybridity as it is used here goe beyond the negative
connotations of it, linked to retrograde idea

of ra e and

cientific raci m given

prominence to in the nineteenth century.m Homi Bhabha r mark that th
structure is typical of a colonial culture, but note that " differ n

" ither/ or"

is n ith r On nor the

Other but something else beside, in-betwe n."11 1It i thi liminality whi hi at th
the postcolonial identity, according to him. This hara teri ti h bridity of th
literature was used, within the frame of the Irish Literary Re i aI,

nglo-lrish

und rmine the

dominance of English literature and language. B u ing Hib rno-English, word fr
Irish language and folk traditions and b lief in th ir w rk in En gl" h, th writ r
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Revival were subverting the dominant language, because indeed "the language of
hybridity becomes a means for critique and resistance to the monological language of
authority. The hybrid text always undoes the priorities and disrupts the singular order by
which the dominant code categorizes the other."115 Using the changeling and fairy
abduction traditions in his works, Yeats was thus participating fully in this process, not
only as part of the hybrid Anglo-Irish literary community, but also through the use of a
motif that echoed the postcolonial situation of these writers. Eugene O'Brien argues that
by using translations of Irish legends and reusing them in his works in English, "Yeats
was inscribing his own tradition and his own language into the culture of Irishness, and
by so doing, was redefining Irishness."116 The hybridity of Yeats as an Anglo-Irish writer
was thus expressed, not by a "neither/nor" situation, but rather by an inclusive attitude,
embracing both cultures.
Fairies were thus useful for Yeats to relate to the Irish culture, but, more than that,
the motif of fairy abduction and changelings was very relevant to his own life, because it
mirrored his own situation as an Anglo-Irish writer. The poem "The Stolen Child," and
Yeats's treatment of fairy abduction in general, is thus charged with a deep meaning and
this is maybe why it has been quoted so many times. It has become a symbol of the Irish
Revival and ha
to expre

et the canon for Irish writing about fairies. The use of the motif by Yeats

his own hyphenated condition has been so powerful that it has left its mark in

Iri h coll ctive memory and has since been reused by contemporary writers. Julian
Moynahan r mark of the appeal of the Anglo-Irish themes nowadays: "they may answer
to our cont mporary f eling of being at loss in the world, of wanting more than anything
to feel at home, whil knowing our fate is homelessness." 117
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Chapter 5:
Turning the Tradition Upside Down

During the postmodern impetus of the 1980s and 1990s, the changeling lore and
tradition were taken up in a parodic way by a number of writers. Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill,
Jane Urquhart, Colum McCann and Keith Donohue each in their own way recast
changeling narratives in their works, whether they be poems, short stories or novels.
While also acknowledging Yeats1s authority on the matter of rewriting the Irish folk
tradition, they subversively adopt a different perspective through form, style and themes.
The writers turn both literary and folk traditions on their heads, thus inscribing
themselves into the postmodern, parodic tradition itself, although this may read as an
oxymoron for a movement that attempts at breaking traditions.

5.1. The Postmodern Trend

Th 19 0 and 1990 saw a blooming literary interest in postmodernism, an artistic
movement that hallenge institutions and conventions. 1 It is indeed not restricted to
literature, and ha b
film. The work

n implemented in art forms as varied as painting, architecture or

und r examination all partake of this postmodern impulse. Ni

Dhomhnaill' B an an L a a poems belong to the early years of postmodernism, since her
coIle tion Fear llaithin each wa publi hed in 1984. Her second book which features the
fairy woman, Fei, am out in 1991, when the trend was growing. Jane Urquhart's novel
and C lum M Cann l

011 tion were al

0

published around that time, with Away

app aring in 199 and Flshing the Sloe-Black River coming to the bookshelves a year later.
Keith 0 n hu

I

The Stolen Cluld, publi h d in 2006, shows that literary postmodernism is

not confin d t th tw nti th

ntury.

tmod rni m i po t-modem, the two terms are not equivalent. Postmod rni m i g n rally und r t od a the period coming after the era of modernism,
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which started at the turn of the twentieth century and continued on to the 1960s. Although
some critics and artists argue that modernism is still alive, dominance on the creative
scene has shifted to postmodernism. It is, in the case of this study, a literary current that
"always works within conventions in order to subvert them." 2 It is a boisterous process
which exposes the roots and foundations of literature to let it grow anew. The seeds of
postmodernism are "art forms that [are] self-reflexive and parodic."3 The paradox of
postmodernism is that it places itself in line with the canonical literature of its
predecessors, to better turn it upside down: "Postmodernism signals its dependence by its
use of the canon, but reveals its rebellion through its ironic abuse of it."~ McCann, Urquhart

and Donohue's use and abuse of Yeats's ceuvre inscribe their works within the
postmodern movement, as this chapter will demonstrate.
Again in the words of Hutcheon, "what postmodern fiction does, however, is to
reverse that doubled process: it installs the power, but then contests it." s Postmodernism
functions in relation to the past, and acknowledges its power and authority. Since all
authority is meant to be challenged, postmodernism does just that. In the words of John
Frow, "post-modernism is subversive of the signature and of authorial originality."6 The
movement comes out of an acceptance of "the challenge of the pa t, of the alr ady said,
which cannot be eliminated"
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the fictional, though sometimes inspired by real people and events, O'Malley family.
The subversion of literary traditions by postmodern writers is meant to highlight
difference. Indeed, postmodernism, according to Hutcheon,
does seek to assert difference, not homogeneous identity. Of course,
the very concept of difference could be said to entail a typically
postmodern contradiction: "difference," unlike "otherness," has no
exact opposite against which to define itself [ ... ] Postmodern
difference or rather differences, in the plural, are always multiple and
provisional. 9
The previous concepts are shattered by postmodern questioning, which favours
multiplicity, of questions, of facets, of voices, rather than uniqueness, despite the paradox
of it falling under one same title, as Hutcheon further remarks. 1o There is thus a renewed
attention to alternatives and to what lies outside, or ahead should we say, of the main path
of literary tradition. Postmodernism is interested in the alternative to the centres: what is
ex-centric, off-centre becomes the focus, though not the sole point of convergence, of the
movement. ll Postmodernism is in fact an exploration of the multiple differences from the
canon of the past, but accepts that it is itself being inscribed in the continuity of the past
and is therefore bound to be challenged in turn. The affirmation of difference in fact serves
to

define identity, as the last chapter of this thesis will show. Hutcheon indeed remarks

that "this as ertion of identity through difference and specificity is a constant in
po tmod m thought."12
The preferred m ans to express this is that of parody, as the critic of postmodernism
claim : "it i not urpri ing that the form that heterogeneity and difference often take in

po tmodem art is that of parody authoriz d transgr

ion, for its ironic difference is set at the very heart of similarity." 13

Yet, following Hut h
work and in th·

the intertextual mode that is paradoxically an

n, it hould be emphasised that what is meant by "parody" in her

tudy

i not th ridi uling imitation of the standard theories and definitions
Ibid., 6.
Ibid., 12.
IJ Ibid., 60-62, 130.
I: Ibid., 65, 59.
13 Ibid., 66.
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that are rooted in eighteenth-century theories of wit. The collective
weight of parodic practice suggests a redefinition of parody as
repetition with critical distance that allows ironic signalling of
difference at the very heart of similarity. 14
Parody is a postmodern "mark of a gameful but productive relationship with the past
which nevertheless demonstrates the persistence of critical distance into the high art of the
present."lS Parody is in fact a major trait of postmodernism, since it "links the modem to
the postmodem."16 The "earliest sense of parody," notes Hutcheon, was" as a narrative
poem of moderate length using epic meter and language but with a trivial subject."
Etymologically, the prefix" para-" bears both the meanings of "against" and "close to,"
hence parody being a double-edged process. 17 Besides, Hutcheon points out that parody is
not an invention of the twentieth century, since Byron or Euripides also used it. Even
though parody is not unique to the previous century, it is the number of works using it
that make this era remarkable in that regard. Simon Dentith corroborates her point,
writing:

"there

is

nothing specifically

'postmodem'

about

parody,

rather that

'postmodemism' permits us to appreciate the role of parody in popular culture in a way
that the high-cultural commitments of modernism did not." IS Parody is in fact a process
which plays on a range of tones, "from respectful to playful to cathingly critical."19
Like the postmodern movement, to which it often belongs, the parodic text refers
back to what came before it. It acknowledges the authority of pa t literary works and
inscribes itself in the continuity of this tradition, de pite its ub er ions. R f rring to
previous texts confers the legitimacy to then

ubvert them: "but all of th ir parodic

transgressions remain legitimized, authorized by th ir very a t

f ins ribing the

backgrounded parodied text, alb it with criti al distan ing of ariou d gr
Cardin has described parody as a way to give back t

a

dimension, a way to give homage to it without admitting it, which indir
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to the validation of the model text. 21
But, as mentioned earlier, parody rests on the challenge made to the touchstones of
the literary past. "Parody is a perfect postmodern form, in some senses, for it
paradoxically both incorporates and challenges that which it parodies. fl22 In the light of
Bertrand Cardin's words about McCann's subversion of the literary authorities, "to parody
is to resist under the cover of conformism."23 Parody is thus a process of both emulation
and emancipation, which "sets up a dialogical relation between identification and
distance."24 At the heart of parody is thus an "act to preserve the very forms that it
attacks." 25
Unlike the ridiculing type of parody dismissed by Hutcheon, "this parody
paradoxically enacts both change and cultural continuity [... ]"26 It is built on an
intertwining of past and present, old models and new artists, tradition and creation. To
quote Hutcheon once more: "parody, by its very doubled structure, is very much an
inscription of the past in the present, and it is for that reason that it can be said to embody
and bring to life actual historical tensions."27 The parodic deference with difference is not
necessarily avant-gardist, but can be seen as conservative, since by using the work of their
predecessors, it further inscribes them in the canon.28 It is a biphonic process, in which past
and pre ent are heard.29 Hutcheon further notes:
Parody eems to offer a perspective on the present and the past
whi h allows an artist to speak to a discourse from within it, but
without b ing totally recuperated by it. Parody appears to have
b ome, for this reason, the mode of what I have called the 'excentri " of tho e who are marginalized by a dominant ideology [ ... ]
But parod ha al 0 been a favorite postmodern literary form of
writ r in places like Ireland and Canada, working as they do from
Bertrand Cardin, "Entre conformisme et resistance: le procede parodique dans les nouvelles de Colum
McCann," COliform; me et resl ta/lces, Actes du COlIgres 2009 de la SOFEIR, ed. Claire Dubois, Catherine
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and
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both inside and outside a culturally different and dominant context. 30
It comes as no surprise then, that two of the works under examination are by Irish writers,

while another is the fruit of an Irish-Canadian imagination.
Parody thus appears to be the appropriate means for the retellings of changeling
stories, since, in the folk-tales, the changeling character could be seen as a parody of the
original child: it is the same, but slightly different. That this difference is marked by its
ugliness and sickness when the original child had been portrayed as beautiful and healthy
highlights the ironical process at work. For Hutcheon, "parody is fundamentally double
and divided; its ambivalence stems from the dual drives of conservative and revolutionary
forces that are inherent in its nature as authorized transgression." The doubling process of
parody is illustrated by the abductee and their fairy double, the change ling. She further
states that parody is openly hybrid and polyphonic,31 and so is the figure of the
changeling.
The preferred trope parody employs is that of irony, since "the one entails the
other."32 Indeed, "parody always implicitly reinforces even as it ironically debunks." l)
Irony is a way of making a negative judgement by not giving words their true meaning or
by meaning the opposite of what is said (using antiphrasis), or as Vladimir Jankelevitch
writes, "irony thinks one thing and says the opposite; dismantle with one hand what it
builds with the other."34 Irony thus allows a play on meanings; word can th n mean more
than they seem. Irony makes changelings of words: "both irony and parody are doublevoicings, for they play one meaning off against anoth r." 35 The ironi al dis our e often
hints at a parodic process at work, ince" parody can u

u ny a ily and naturally as a

preferred, even privileged, rhetorical me hanism. Ir n'

patent r fusal

f

emantic

univocality matches parody' refu al of tructural unit xtuality."36
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highlights difference through the transformation of other texts, pastiche puts the emphasis
on similarity through imitation. Hutcheon notes: "parody, therefore, is a form of imitation,
but imitation characterized by ironic inversion, not always at the expense of the parodied
text." 37 Imitation also uses repetition and acknowledges the incorporation of a model text,
but what makes the difference between parody and imitation is the critical distance, which
is often enabled, as mentioned above, by irony. While satire is "moral and social in its
focus and ameliorative in its intention," for Hutcheon, "parody does not have ideological
or even social implications," though "parody can, of course, be used to satirize the
reception or even the creation of certain kinds of art." What distinguishes satire from
parody is its "negative evaluation" and "corrective intent." 38 Simon Dentith however
argues that parody carries a polemical intent, either towards the parodied text or towards
the "world," 39 which is another way of wording this critical distance instigated by parody
with the original work it subverts.
Parody is thus a technique that" manages to inscribe continuity while permitting
critical distance and change.

11 40

With postmodem parody comes an idea of looking back,

not only at the past, but at itself. As Hutcheon sums up:
Nevertheless, parody's transgressions ultimately remain authorized
- authorized by the very norm it seeks to subvert. Even in mocking,
parody reinforces; in formal terms, it inscribes the mocked
conventions onto itself, thereby guaranteeing their continued
xist n e. It is in this sense that parody is the custodian of the artistic
1 gacy, defining not only where art is, but where art has come from.4l
Parody thu

nabl

created in parod

a elf-reflexive questioning on art itself. It is the critical distance
that enabl

power in rating n w ynthe e
Th

e p iall

this self-reflexivity, which can lead to "transformative
.,, 12

e prim ntal nature of po tmodernism means that boundaries are crossed,
43
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aspect of postmodernism, which again mirrors the change ling folk motif itself. It is the
critical distance characteristic of postmodernism which creates a liminal space, from which
creativity springs:
In much postmodern literature, the liminal positively has come to
represent an interstitial position between fixed identifications.
Liminality represents a possibility for a cultural hybridity that
entertains difference without an assumed or imposed hierarchy [... ]
The general tendency here is to positively assert liminality as a
vantage point from which to think, write and represent otherness and
articulate diversity.oM
For Hutcheon, it is precisely the in-betweenness of the movement that leads to its
dismissal by some: "it sits on the fence; it literally becomes a point of interrogation. Its
ironies implicate and yet critique. It falls into (or chooses) neither compromise nor
dialectic. As I see it, postmodernism remains questioning, and, for many, is unsatisfactory
for that reason."4S Postmodernism stands as a challenge to the literature of the past, a
challenge for the readers also, since it poses questions, without necessarily answering
them, and interrogates our sense of what literature is, and what it is for.
Postmodernism's liminality is in fact brought about by intertextuality: "in addition
to being 'borderline' inquiries, most of these po tmoderni t contradictory texts are also
specifically parodic in their intertextual relation to the traditions and conventions of the
genres involved."46 Intertextuality thus acts as textual liminality. The pr

e

exists

because" there is no utterance without relation to other utteran e , and that i e

ntial."47

As Umberto Eco affirms in Postscript to "TIle Name of the Rose": "b

peak of

other books, and every story tells a tory that ha air ady b n t Id."

F r Graham Alien,

"works of literature, after all, are built from y t m, ode and traditi ns

tablish d by

previous works of literature."49 In the context of po tmod rnism, th int rt xtual pro e
allows the writer to both challenge the literary authority and, at th
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continuity between them. Hutcheon claims: "the kind of parody upon which I wish to
focus is an integrated structural modeling process of revisiting, replaying, inverting, and
'trans-contextualizing' previous works of art." In Hutcheon's view, the parodic process is
an author's playing with their literary heritage, since "parody is the ironic mode of
intertextuality that enables such revisitations of the past." 50

It is however important to note that this is not simply a textual process, a "bitextual
synthesis or a dialogic relation between texts," since parody needs the receiver to decode
it, the reader thus plays an active role in the equation. 51 According to Jorge Luis Borges,
"every writer creates his own precursors. His work modifies our conception of the past, as
it will modify the future."52 For him, the reading and the interpretation create the work
anew. Postrnodern rewriting is thus another way of shedding light on a particular aspect
of a parodied tex t. Besides, parody does not have to entail a simple duality of canon and
rewriting. Several works of art can dialogue in one text, multiple texts can be parodied in
one work.
Diarmuid

6 Giollain writes that" the 'second life' of folklore is everywhere around

u [... ] It has borne a part of the post-modern landscape." 53 This intertextual relation to
folklor

parti ularly fruitful in the parodic rewritings of the changeling motif by

Urquhart, Donohue,

i Dhomhnaill and McCann. The writers indeed are conscious of this

constant dialogu b twe n their work and others, McCann affirms that "we get our voices
from the oic

of other

."5-1

Donohue, in turn, says: "every book is a confluence of things:

ome ar from other b ok , mu ic, the ort of images that come out of nowhere somehow
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ns iou mind ... " s5 The work under examination not only belong to the post-
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how all the characteristics of postmodernism. As this chapter
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created.

5.2. To the Waters and the Wild, Parodying Yeats

5.2.1. In the footsteps of Yeats
Yeats's rewriting of the change ling motif through his poem "The Stolen Child" and
of fairy abduction through other poems and plays was so effective that it proved
influential for the following generations of Irish writers. Such has his impact been that it
became impossible to talk about changelings and fairy abductions without mentioning
Yeats's works. As Northrop Frye remarks:
I keep coming back to the feeling that there does seem to be such a
thing as an imaginative continuum, and that writers are conditioned
in their attitudes by their predecessors, or by the cultural climate of
their predecessors, whether there is conscious influence or not. 56
Many have thus reused Yeats's words or themes and are writing in the hadow of Yeats, to
take up Austin Clarke's comparison: "Yeats wa rath r like an enormous oak-tree, which,
of course, kept us in the shade and of cour ewe alway hop d that in th end we would
reach the sun, but the shadow of that great oak-tr e is till th re. "S7 Among th writers
who came to the side of this Yeatsian tree to find in piration ar Jan
McCann and Keith Donohue. All three in orporat int rt
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admiration for him and his fellow revivalists:
Yeats and his generation were the great generation who created an
Irish voice in drama, in poetry, in prose, which was not just an aping
after the English voice. It was actually a separate authentic voice and
it worked excellently in these different gemes. They did that for
English but it wasn't ever really done for Irish [... ] I am particularly
interested in making this connection [with classical Irish] because my
grandfather was an Old Irish scholar [... ] He was one of the few of
his generation that was all for bringing into modern forms the
classical literature that we had, which Yeats used in English but
which had not been used in Irish. I really do feel it's part of my job. 59
Although she makes no intertextual references to Yeats in her poetry, Ni Dhomhnaill
wishes to emulate the giant of Irish literature in English with her own work in Irish. While
not reusing the form, she aims at taking up the process. As the next paragraphs will
i Dhomhnaill rewrites Irish folklore, just like Yeats did, although they both

demonstrate,

do so from a different perspective. While she uses a parodic approach, his was a
romantici ed view of folklore. Yet both could be seen as new takes on Irish tradition in
their re pective eras. Moreover, according to Oona Frawley, "like Yeats one hundred years
before,

i Dhomhnaill i convinced of the need to root poetry in place, as witnessed by her

consi t nt fa

ination with stories of local 10re."6o While Yeats's landscape was

predominantly that of Sligo,

i Dhomhnaill's poetry is embedded in Kerry and the Dingle

Gaeltacht in particular, a will b further detailed in the following chapters.
In th ca

of Jane Urquhart, de pite the fact that she has also owned a little cottage

in Co. Kerry, Away i

t along the Antrim coa t. Even though it is not located in the heart

of the Yea ian County, Urquhart' plot is imbued with references to Yeats. She has
on h r writing:
I would a that any influence would be unconscious, essentially.
Howe r, ha ing aid that, I have of course read quite a lot of Yeats,
and
I'm ur that Y ats i in me in ome way. I remember reading
"Th tol n Child" wh n I wa about six or seven years old and it
had a
id rabl ff t on me. Later, of cour e, when I was writing
Army I wa
ry mu h intere ted in Yeats and Lady Gregory and the
wh 1 Iri h R i al Movem nt and its interest in preserving Irish
5'l

Ibid,, 12 .
Oona Frawl

, introduction to

uala
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Dhomhnaill, Selected Essays (Dublin: New island, 2005), 7.
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folklore. But also, early on, when I was a young adult and had not
yet visited Ireland, reading Yeats gave me a sense of the landscape
and atmosphere of that country.61
Lady Gregory's Visions and Beliefs in tlIe West of Ireland is also listed in the source books for

Away.62 But more than hers, it is Yeats's influence which is really visible throughout the
novel.
Yeats's mark is evident as early as the first drafts of Away. Urquhart had picked
quotes from "The Hosting of the Sidhe" as titles for the four parts of the novel - which
have now been revised into three in the published version. b.l For instance, in Draft one of
the typescript by Urquhart herself, the title of Part I is " Away, come away./ Empty your
heart of its mortal dream,"6-l which was shortened to only the second line in Draft twO. 65
Part II bears the lines" And if any gaze on our rushing band,/ We come between him and
the deed of his hand,/ We come between him and the hope of his heart," 66 which are
changed for "The host is rushing 'twixt night and day/And where i the [sic] hope or
deed as fair?" in Draft twO. 67 The author however did not keep these heading in the final
version of the novel, preferring quote from" an Iri h triad."
Yet the title of the novel itself recall Yeats' poetry. How not to b r minded of his
poem "The Hosting of the Sidhe"? "Away, corn away" repeats
poem. 68 Similarly, in "The Stolen Child," the faid

iarnh in th r frain of the

utt r "Corn awa ,0 human child" to

the child they are taking to their realm. bq Phy ically, Mary a tuall r

mbl

as they are de cribed in Yeats' poem . Lik Ca iIt , "to ing hi burning hair,"-o Mary ha
red hair, repeatedly referred to a fir: "h r hair wa I

bl

, framing h r whit fa

with a

Jane Urquhart, interview by Anne- phie Lete ier, appendi . to" pace and Palimp t The Poetic of
Landscape in Jane Urquhart' AwmJ and Changing Hea(lcn" (Univ r it de ant , lA DIS ertation, 2009),
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cloud of fire ."" And similarly to the fairies in that same poem, Mary's hair is unbound and
her skin pale. The same can be said of her daughter Eileen, touched too by the curse of
awayness: " Liam noticed that the sun had changed its position in the room and was now
making a furnace of Eileen's red hair." 72 Esther also inherited this characteristic hair colour
which seems to be the physical sign of the awayness shared by the women of the family,
"a banner of red-gold hair." 71 That fire be linked to the women who are away, especially
Mary, is further evidenced by Brian's reminiscence of a guessing game he used to play
with his mother and of how the best words he ever spoke were uttered when he was
describing the fire: "I am hot and difficult and lie under an open roof. I send my thoughts
to the sky. I consume myself but am forever being rebuilt by others. Without me you
would starve and freeze and your stories would remain untold."74 In the manuscript, he
remembers these words while speaking to Mary: "and those words came back to him now
and he knew they described both fire and the girl." 7S This association of awayness and fire
further parallel Yeats's work, especially Maire in The Land of Heart's Desire, in which the
lead role har s the ame name as A way's protagonist.
By making reference to Yeats and his works, Urquhart is therefore acknowledging
his authority and his canonical

tatus. As mentioned earlier, Yeats has become so

influential wh n it come to the literary treatment of the changeling motif that Urquhart
couldn't hav h lp d but evoke it in her own narrative.
But far from only taking up line from Yeats's poems, Urquhart also reuses images
pre ent in hi w rk on fairy abduction. The imagery of water in Urquhart's novel indeed
parall I that of hi "Th

tolen Child." Water, be it the sea, lakes or streams, is prominent

in All'ny. Mary di ov r h r otherworldly lover on the shore of the sea of Moyle and later

mee

him b L ugh Crann g, 10 e to her cabin in Northern Ireland. When in Canada,

he foll w a tr am, I ading to the Moira River and then to the lake where her spirit is
awaiting h r. A for Eil
'I

'2
1]

-4

7S

n, although he was born in the woods, when she first sees Lake

Away, 173. Thi parallel ha been highlighted by Lorie-Anne Duech in her article "Away de Jane Urquhart
ou le d Iinai On!> de la falm," Trlallde, eentllre et reeentllres de la Fallli/le, eds. Bertrand Cardin and
Claude Fi robe ( aen: Pre ) Univer italre de Caen, 2007), 161.
Away, 211.
Ibid., 353.
Ibid., 55-50.
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Ontario, she feels a strange familiarity with it and claims it is hers. 7b On the fateful night of
McGee's assassination, alone, abandoned to her destiny in the streets of Ottawa, Eileen
hears
the river speaking to her in a voice that she knew she would carry
with her for the remainder of her life. A voice at home inside her
brain because it had lain there for years - dormant - waiting for the
correct combination of stimuli to activate it: the sound of rushing
water, a love torn apart, sudden terrible knowledge, the release from
the mortal dream?7
This last phrase is actually a direct quote from Niamh's call in Yeats's poem "The Hosting
of the Sidhe": " Away, come away/Empty your heart of its mortal dream." Besides,
Esther's lover was a sailor/8 a man of the water, thus echoing Mary's daemon-lover, who
was also a seaman. However, Aidan Lanighan, Eileen's sweetheart, was not a sailor but a
regimental tailor. Yet, they met at the aptly named Seaman's Inn, where she waits for him,
believing that he will appear from the lake: "she no longer feared the lake, its size and
power, knowing it could cause Aidan Lanighan to appear, magically on its horizon." 79
Water imagery is an inherent part of Away, and wa therefore pre ent in the fir t drafts of
the book. For one, Urquhart wanted Mary's child to be ob

ed by wa ter. A

he herself

writes in the novet " there was alway water involv d [ ... ]"80 It wa Liam fir t (Eile n did
not exist then on the manuscript) who wa
eventually to own property on the lake that i an

d b
0

lake" and wh

an.,,8\ Th

"wants
taring at

the water are also remini cent of the broken doll in th w 11 wa thing lif g b in

uala

Ni Dhomhnaill's poem" An Bhabog Bhri t ."82
Echoing the ancient tale of th
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on blurred wings and occasionally a trout leapt, then plummeted, a flailing blade, into the
1

lake"8: while Mary is waiting for her spirit. Yeats, on the other hand, evokes County Sligo,
where the "wandering water gushes" into Glencar Lough. He depicts the "pool among the

rushes" in which the "slumbering trout" dozes (my emphases). The myth of the salmon of
knowledge is one that McCann also avowedly used in his novel Songdogs.!J.l
Colum McCann also sets himself in line with Yeats, and he too uses the water
imagery so prominent in "The Stolen Child." In Fishing the Sloe-Black River, the collection
to which his story "Stolen Child" belongs, McCann has a river flowing in each of the
narratives, leading to the final "Cathal's Lake."8s Yet the ocean in "Stolen Child," a story
situated in the middle of the collection, echoes the final northern Irish lake. Moreover, the
author has actually compared story-writing to a "river of ink" in which the reader fishes. 86
In depicting Ireland to Dana as a "wild country where trees ran on one another's backs

until they reached either ocean,"87 McCann, through Padraic's voice, is further echoing

Yeats's " to the wa ters and the wild," playing on the same lexical fields of wilderness and
water. McCann write: "Padraic had come far across an incomprehensible ocean, from a
place ca lled Leitrim."8I! This is

reminiscent of the story of the otherworldly princess

Niamh, who took Oi in beyond the sea, to the Land of the Young, Tir na nOg. This wellknown epi od of the Iri h Fenian Cycle of tales has precisely been poetically rewritten by
Yeats in hi INnlzdenllgs of Oisin. As well as this thematic parallel with Yeats's work,
1cCann' text i al

by th titl

f th

inter per d with more obvious intertextual references, as illustrated
hort tory its lf, directly borrowed from Yeats. Besides, quotes from

lithe tol n Child" ar highlighted by th italic used in McCann's narrative, without for

iting th po t him If. For in tance, while Padraic is napping after his
nigh hift, "h h ar th p

m that he ometime quoted her when they walked in the

Libby Birch, "Th> I ri h Female Pre

nce in Jane Urquhart's Fiction," Calladiall Womall Studies/Les Cahiers
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park. For the world 's more full of weeping than you can understand [ ... ] He remembers
strolling in the park with the echoing mythology of Ireland. Come away, stolen clzild."89 The
italics underline the intertextuality between the two works separated by almost a hundred
years. Padraic's repeated comment "no day for a wedding" also parallels Yeats's choruses
in the poems.
Escapism is another aspect of Yeats's rewriting of fairy abduction (discussed in
Chapter 4) which is taken up by both McCann and Urquhart. In "Stolen Child," the
references to Yeats introduce a certain idea of escapism, of the exile's longing to return to
the homeland. Like Yeats's human child, leaving the real world of kettles boiling and
calves lowing on an Irish farm, McCann's character wants to leave the harsh reality of the
children's home in New York. In the same way that the child is going away from the
sorrow of the world in Yeats's poem, Padraic wants to move away from the sadness of the
children's home and of giving Dana away, a sadness he has seen in the Vietnam veteran's
eyes before:
Padraic had seen Will before, recogni ed him from the subway car,
where he regularly rattled a tin can, n gotiating his car through the
crowd. There was a fero ious adne s in the veteran' ey that made
everyone on the carriage turn the other way while h pun along,
clanging the tin can back and forth in glove that had no fing r . 'lO
This sorrow is echoing the human world "full of we ping," a phra
which McCann quote in the hort tory. Thi

ns of

place is also hinted at with the refer n e to Philip Larkin'
which Padraic' wife OrIa ha b

n reading. 91 Th imag

api m and longing f r another

try
f th wind w i liminal, inee
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Urquhart also parallels her main protagonist with Yeats's character in his famous
poem. Like the stolen child, Mary is taken to an Otherworld by her daemon-lover: "her
homeland was a city underwater that she'd never seen except when he'd shown her - the
spires, the steeples spilling from his open hand."92 It has been noted that "Urquhart's
Moira/Mary seems to escape into a faery world, a world depicted by Yeats in his poem,
'The Stolen Child,.,, 91 Lorie-Anne Rainville-Duech sees Mary's marriage

to

the

schoolmaster and the birth of Liam as a return to the weeping world. But this return is
rather unsuccessful as she "accepts the invitation to flee to the timeless world of
imagination, devoid of harm and pain." <).I Her return to the real world parallels the stolen
child's awareness of the pleasures of human life he is leaving behind when he follows the
fairies . As Birch also notes, "Yeats and Urquhart both deal with escapism into a
mythological world which may seem to be more desirable than the world of reality [ ... ]" 95
Mary's Otherworld is a way of escaping the realities and sorrows of a world of poverty,
famin and uprooting emigration, in the same way that the stolen child of Yeats's poem
flees from the weeping world.
Keith Donohue, a pre aged by the title of his novel taken directly from "The Stolen
Child," prinkle hi narrative with intertextual references to Yeats as well. So the voice
Henry h ar when he i being abducted recalls Yeats's fairies: "a hoarse voice whispered
omething that ound d like 'Come away' or 'Henry Day, ."96 When one of the changelings,
Igel, i ab ut to p rform the change and steal the life of a boy named Oscar in the real
world, h

a1

utt r

accid ntaU m
uns

away, human child."97 Similarly, when the changelings

taw man on th road, de pite the fact that they are supposed to remain

nand unh ard fr m humans, they invent" a narrative of the waters and the wild" to

make up for th ir ab
Henry pia
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mphon

and avoid b ing punished by the leader. 98 At the end, when
in front of the audience, Aniday too is listening, "solemn-
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eyed."99 These are direct references to Yeats's chorus in the poem, "Come away, 0 human
child,/ To the waters and the wild."
Donohue also parallels Yeats in his evocation of childhood in The Stolen Child. The
two main characters, Henry and Aniday, are indeed children, and, what is more, children
outnumber adults in the list of characters of the novel. Yeats's poem is focused on a boy
too, while grown-ups do not even feature in "The Stolen Child." The interest in folklore
which Yeats reveals through these works stems from his fascination with childhood and
his attempt to reclaim all that partakes of it, according to Roy Foster:
It was necessary for Yeats passionately to adhere to the idea that
Sligo people did believe in fairies and talked about them all the time.
So they did, of course - to children, as Lily Yeats remembered. The
difference was that her brother expected to go on being talked to
about them. This tendency is powerfully connected with laying claim
to the lost domain of childhood, symbolized for all the displaced
Yeats children by Sligo, their one rooted place. 100

Donohue's interest in child psychology will be developed in the following pages.
Like McCann and Urquhart, Donohue also reu e

Yeats'

water imagery: the

changelings live by a stream in a wood, recalling" the water and the wild." Aniday once
dreams of his family separated from him by a dark river and whom h cannot reach. 101 77Ie
Stolen Child also ends near the ocean, on the coa t wher H nr and his wif and on meet

Aniday's special friend Speck, who
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the coming page . Thi
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The forest which will shelter Aniday and his changeling friends for the rest of the novel is
personified as a welcoming and peaceful entity in this depiction:
Upon reaching the wilderness, I felt safe and hidden in the dark, dark
wood, and as I walked on, stillness nestled in the spaces among the
trees. The birds had stopped singing, and the insects were at rest.
Tired of the blazing heat, a tree groaned as if shifting in its rooted
position. The green roof of leaves above sighed at every rare and
passing breeze .lOb
The humanised wood of Donohue's book recalls the weeping ferns of Yeats's poem. Yet,
Henry recalls "the double-edged nature of the forest" when he sees "a tangle of wild
raspberries and poison ivy,I/107 paralleling Yeats's berries and the unquiet dreams the
fairies give the slumbering trouts. For Donohue, the novel was a way to reinstall a
connection with the environment:
I also knew that tlle other underlying thing, in terms of why people
don't believe in folklore, don't believe in myth and so forth, is the lack
of connection with the natural world. Because of the way in this
country a lot of open, wild spaces are encroached upon by roads,
hou ing developments and so forth. So that world shrinks. You don't
have a chance to go out and get lost in the woods, because you'll find
a hou e on the other ide, sooner or later. 1OB
Be ide ,lik the tolen child' home in the poem, the Days' house used to be a farm. 109 The

mulating Yeats aloin the themes and images he chooses, be they the
realm of hildh
In all thr
This int rt

d or that of nature.
work, th

tuality i how ver important for a sen e of (literary) tradition and continuity,

of id ntity, a will b
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textual ambiguity illustrates the nature of the changeling.

d later, and of legitimacy, which is conferred by compliance

an n mb di d h r
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on hu ha a knowledg d that ubver ion was how he chose to approach
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the change ling motif, indicating that the words that could describe him were: "secretly
transgressive." 110 It is the subversive influence of Flann O'Brien's At Swim- Two-Birds that
inspired him in the first place, he said. 111
Faraway from Co. Sligo, the major part of the plot of The Stolen Child thus unfolds in
an unnamed American town. This displacement of the changeling motif from traditional
Ireland to the modern America is the first twist to Yeats 's legacy. It is not so much a
subversion of the changeling tradition however, since change ling lore is found all over the
world, including the New World, where it was brought by immigrants. Donohue also
subverts Yeats's ideal of a magical, mesmerizing land of the fairies by turning it into a
miserable life, not even otherworldly, on the fringe of human society. The changelings are
in fact living in miserable conditions, which have nothing supernatural or romantic to
them. They are dressed in rags, covered with dust and dirt, with their hair ragged and
tangled. Beka, Onions, Igel and all the others live in burrow they have dug themselves.
As means of survival, they steal candles in churche and raid kitchens and pantrie for
sugar and flour, for instance. m
Although Donohue's title is The Stolen Child, there are more than one in the novel.
Hemy and Aniday are the main one, but the troop of wild children in lud

leven

more. m On the contrary, Yeats' poem fo u e on a ingle child, de pite th fa t that the
boy could be read as different per onae, a the pr vi u chapter demonstrat d . Donohue
observes: "what drew me to Yeat' 'The Stolen Cl 11 Id' i not what it a

ab ut th fairie ,

but about the human child." 11 I Hi change ling tory an inde d b read a a m taphor for
growing up and finding one'
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developing. IIb Despite the fa ct that the changelings "looked like a tribe of lost children," 117
Aniday could be understood as a Peter Pan in reverse, us "stuck

in a never-ending

childhood,,,II'! unlike Yeats's characters termed the "Celtic Peter Pan of the Western
World" by Declan Kiberd .

120

While Barrie's Peter Pan is a boy who does not want to age

and stays forever yo ung, 121 Aniday is a child who would desperately like to grow up but is
stuck in a seven-year-old body. These two characters, one the negative impression of the
other, express the idea of the tensions in children's minds between the desire to remain in
the realm of childhood while at the same time wishing to do things like adults. When
Yeats's character in "The Stolen Child" expresses a wish to return to childhood fantasies,
Donohue ra ther chooses to explore how the child's sense of identity is formed.
Henry's words that "behind every child's bright eyes exists a hidden universe"122
reveal Donohue's choice to narrate the story from the point of view of a child. Indeed, the
writer also attempts at re-enchanting the contemporary world, by depicting modernity
encroaching on to my ths and beliefs. And, since, at least in the adults' minds, the children's
world ha never been disenchanted, what better trope than to use them as narrators? Thus,
in the novel, thi wish of re-enchantment is embodied by the fact that houses have been

built where the change ling , camp in the middle of the forest was. m The woods have
topp d b ing a m

t riou place beyond the borders of the town. Donohue here parallels

Urquhart in thi d piction of the urban eating the rural, the enchantment of the natural
world di app aring under modern constructions, whether they be housing developments
in The
1cInn

unstabl

lID

tolell
'

th

l!lld or a quarry wallowing farms and landscape in Away.124 Henry's rage at
ry that changeling are simply a superstition created by psychologically

and g ullibl

p r ons furth r evidences Donohue's wish to counter this
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Drew Monsters: "he gave us changelings no credit at all and had the whole story backward.
We went and snatched them from their beds. We were as real as nightmares." 125 Later on
in the book, Aniday's words have the same resonance:
When I was a boy, stories were as real as any other part of my life
[ ... ] In my daydreams, I fought dragons and rescued the girl trapped
in her tower. When I could not sleep for the wild doings and
extravagant deeds of my own imagination, I'd wake my father, who
would invariably say, "It's only a story." As if such words made it
less real. But I did not believe him even then, for stories were written
down, and the words on the page were proof enough. Fixed and
permanent in time, the words, if anything, made the people and
places more real than the ever-changing world. My life with the
faeries is more real to me than my life as Henry Day. And I wrote it
down to show that we are more than a myth, a tale for children, a
nightmare or daydream. Just as we need their stories to exist, so do
the humans need us to give shape to their lives. 126
Despite the disenchanted common view that these are mere stories and superstitions,
Donohue here hints at the fact that, for him, works of the imagination are no less real than
tangible things, thus in accordance with Colum McCann's declaration that" p ople think
that there is this gulf between fiction and non-fi tion, p opl

think that fi tion is
from jictllS which

something untrue, but it's not, it's invented! The word " fi tion" om
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through language," 1>0 it is therefore quite appropriate that Donohue chooses a literary
means to implement his endeavour, through a novel written as a witness account in the
first person by the characters themselves.
Keith Donohue is also subverting Yeats's influence by counteracting the poet's
hegemony on changeling writing and getting inspiration from others than him alone.
Donohue is not focusing solely on Yeats's canon: he admitted that the Waterboys' song
version of Yeats's "The Stolen Child" was possibly more influential to his writing than the
111
original poem. The name of Henry's band, the Cover boys, in fact echoes the British
one. m The author has confessed that it is Yeats's poem which inspired him to write the
novel, but the contemporary musical rendering of it inspired him to be subversive: "the
song of 'The Stolen Child' sort of gave me carte blanche to make whatever I wanted of
folklore."1>1 Drawing inspiration from an already parodic work allowed Donohue to
follow this lead and put forward his own take on Yeats's poem. One may also wonder
whether there is a hidden reference to a famous play whose central plot involves a
changeling, hake peare's Midsummer Night's Dream, in the following words from Aniday:
Although the days bore traits of midsummer, there's no stopping the
tilt of the globe away from the sun. Night came like a sudden clap.
We walked back beneath the emerging planets and stars, the pale
a ending moon. Half-smiles greeted our return, and I wondered
why the thin children of our temporary quarters were not themselves
out wat hing blackbirds, and dreaming their dreams.HI
The ton i ind >d ra th r hake pearian, and there is even an implied reference to the
well-kn wn th atr wh r th play wa performed. Elsewhere in the novel, allusions are
mad t an th r f th Bard' play, Hallllet, quoting Gildenstern and Rosencrantz when
p k and

nida

earth."1 - Aniday a1

ar
d

mparing the changelings to the "indifferent children of the
id

that hi birthday fall on the same date as Shakespeare's.l36
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Donohue thus drew inspiration from many different works in various forms, despite
apparently parodying Yeats's poem.
Colum McCann, on the contrary, affirms that he knows very little about
changelings and that his inspiration came mostly from Yeats 's work for the short story
"Stolen Child."n? Similarly to Donohue, McCann sets his narrative in America. The urban
setting of New York City contrasts with Yeats's wild Sligo countryside. McCann depicts
police sirens blaring and the sun" coming up like a stabwound, leaving smudges of dirty
light on the New York City skyline."l38 As E6in Flannery notes, " thus McCann pitches his
idealistic title against the stark institutional backdrop of the children's home as well as the
imagescape and soundscape of the awakening city."

l19

This results in a clear demarcation

from Yeats's writing.
Since in the title the definite article has been dropped, there does not seem to be
only one "stolen child" and it creates a certain ambiguity. However, this is lost in the
French translation, "Une Enfant volee," which automatically designates the stolen child as
Dana. HO She is indeed the obvious stolen child of the tory. She i the child that Padraic is
giving away at her wedding and in a way, becau e they came to have a ort of fatherdaughter relationship, she is the child who is taken away from him.
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freedom they lack, trapped in the home.
In the same way, Will, the Vietnam veteran whom Dana is about to marry, is a
stolen child in that his youth and innocence were taken away from him during the war,
when he became an invalid. This idea is evoked through his mother's words to him in a
letter when he is in Asia: to comfort him, she tells him that he is "washed in the blood of
the Lamb," meaning he will be safe, but Will and the reader rather understand it as an
echo to the idea of the innocence of a lamb murdered in the bloodshed of the Vietnam
war. H~ This is also a Biblical reference to the Apocalypse, which displays McCann's
digging in the fertile grounds of both mythological and religious heritage.
But it is most of all Padraic who seems to be the actual stolen child whom the story
is about, esp cially since it is narrated in the third person from his point of view, with a
homodiegetic narrator in an internal focalisation, to use Gerard Genette's terms.145 This
comes in opposition to Yeats's poem where the fairies are the focus of the narration. As
E6in Flannery has remarked,
Yet the most vi ibly unhappy character in the story is Padraic, who
emigrated from Ireland to New York City with his wife. The title of
the tory could just as easily be applied to him, for like the child in
Yeats' poem, he i tran parted to a new land, but that new land is not
fr e of orrow. l ~b
The idea that th protagoni t wants to escape back to Ireland is suggested by the quotes
po m . Wherea
McCann ha Padrai
the fairi

the original refrain is "Come away, 0 human child!//,
a, mi takenly, "Come away, stolen child.// 147 When Yeats portrays

abdu ting the child to the Otherworld, McCann, on the contrary, implies that
hild i tak n ba k to the real world. Ireland i indeed this world Padraic wants

to go ba k to .
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up the stolen child motif but

transposes it into a totally different setting, that of New York and of a blind children's
home, where a sixteen year-old is about to marry a Vietnam veteran. By reusing Yeats's
canonical motif of the stolen child in an unexpected way, among the blind children of
Brooklyn, in the New York subway, amidst American veterans, McCann is subverting
Yeats's authority on this theme.
Like McCann's character Padraic, lost in an American otherworld, Urquhart's
protagonists too are taken over the Atlantic. When Yeats's child is taken "to the waters and
the wild," Mary is led to Canada. Yeats's phrase seems a very apt periphrasis for the huge
country renowned for its lakes and wild forests, much more appropriate than for the
urban cityscape of New York City. Caterina Ricciardi wonders whether Canada could not
be some kind of Otherworld in the narrative. 149 Jane Urquhart is indeed associating the
fairy Otherworld with an actual place on the map, contrary to Yeats who interweaves the
real and Other worlds in "The Stolen Child." Canada is presented as an Otherworld. It is
the New World, the Other World. It is an unknown land over the ocean, much like
Niamh's Tir na nOg, except that the O'Malleys did not get there on her magical steed able
to gallop on the water, but on a coffin ship, suitably named the New World,l 50 a journey
they miraculously survived, paralleling in thi

way Urquhart'

own ance tor

.151

The

Canadian writer is thus broadening the change ling motif by adding a new dimension to it,
that of emigration, which will be d velop d in mor detail in Chapter 6.
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of literary tradition is performed from within the imposed discourse. In this way,
Urquhart both 'uses and abuses, installs and subverts' the conventions that she aims to
challenge." 155
Donohue, Urquhart and McCann are thus emulating Yeats's model while
simultaneously emancipating themselves from his literary authority. !hey renew and
update the motif of the Yeatsian changeling by displacing it to the American continent and
giving new meanings to it.

5.3. On the Shoulders of Giants, Parodying the Tradition

5.3.1. In Line with the Folk Tradition
In the same way that these writers adopted a parodic attitude towards Yeats, they
mirror the Iri h folk tradition, only then to subvert it. There is and has always been a
strong link between literature and folklore, as Northrop Frye remarks: "folk tales form a
continuum with other literary fictions [00' ] Writers are interested in folk tales for the same
reason tha t painter

are interested in still-life arrangements: because they illustrate

e ential prin iple of torytelling." l56 This interaction between folk and literary traditions
is vi ibl parti ularly in what has been termed the "second life of folklore." In the works
und r

amination, intertextual link with Irish folklore are created by the authors, to
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Mermnid,1 57 which stems from her Irish publication Cend Aiglznis, rests on the figures of the
merpeople, nn mUrIic/zn. As several analyses have shown,158 the mermaids and mermen of
Ni Dhomhnaill's poems are a metaphor for what it is like to live in a language that is not
one's own. The mUrIic/zn are struggling to live on land but have obliterated from their
memory that the sea is their real element: like them, people in Ireland have forgotten their
roots and that Irish is their element, and therefore speak English. Ni Dhomhnaill has also
used the Irish myth of the children of Lir,1 59 the three children of King Lir who were
transformed into swans by their evil stepmother Aoife and condemned to spend nine
hundred years on the waters, including on the sea of Moyle, which is the background to
Urquhart's Away. The Irish poet also uses prominent female figures of Irish tradition, such
as the Cailleach Bheara, M6r Mumhan or Queen Medb of Connacht found in the Ulster
Cycle, to develop her feminist approach to literature. 1bO Neil Corcoran remarks: "in the
work of Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill the rural landscape of the South West, already much
written into Irish literature, are newly rewritten, or written over, by a feminist
mythologizing [... ]"161 The Tairz is a recogni able influence on her poetry through the
character of Cli Chulainn who appears often in oppo ition to Medb,162 or through the
language, since Frank Sewell find that An Slad" is re mini cent of the Taill.l b~ The figure
11
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repeatedly in Ni Dhomhnaill's, and it is nearly always a life-threatening force."1 64
Urquhart too has used the motif of the leanntin si, which she calls the daemon-lover,
although she wrote" faery lover" on the drafts. 165 Away could in fact have started with an
epigraph by Elizabeth Bowen, from her short story "The Demon Lover," as the drafts of
the novel indicate: " no other way of having given herself could have made her feel so
apart, lost and forsworn."I !>!> Mary's sailor is actually referred to as her daemon-lover 167
and this is a leitmotif developed all along the novel through the other lover characters,
particularly Aidan Lanighan. The figure of the raven, embodied by Exodus Crow, also
evokes another well-known legend of Irish tradition, that of the tragic fate of Deirdre, who
fell in love with the warrior whose hair was as black as the raven, whose lips were as red
as blood and whose skin was as white as snow, Naoise son of Uisneach. She followed the
sons of Uisneach in their exile from the court of the Red Branch. Deirdre is the name of
Eileen's daughter, whereas the red and black locks of hair entwined in Away evoke the
colours which ymbolise the story of Deirdre. l68 The tale is also recalled by the parallel
Mary and Exodu draw of Brian's wife in the forest with the heroine who was on the run
with

aoi e and his brothers in the woods of Scotland from Conchobhar mac Nessa's

wrath. l og But Libby Birch ha remarked that Exodus Crow is the equivalent in the novel for
Tuan mac Cairill, in e he turns into a raven.170 Urquhart's novel indeed also bears the
influ n e of tl1 Iri h tory of Tuan mac Cairill, who, according to tradition, lived several
hundred

f year , m tamorpho ing, among others, into a boar, a deer and a salmon,
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the salmon, and is forever able to find wisdom afterwards by putting his thumb in his
mouth.
As he himself remarked, and as has been noted earlier, Colum McCann has also
used the motif of the salmon of knowledge in his novel Songdogs. l7l Horses, which people
the Irish folk tradition, are also prominent, especially in Everything in This Country Must,
which features a horse in each of its three stories. The drowning mare in the title story can
be read as a reversal of the images of the horses of Manannan, god of the sea, or of
Niamh's horse leading to Tir na nOg, across the ocean. m But McCann has also taken up,
like Ni Dhomhnaill, the story of the Children of Lir in the final short story of his collection

Fishing the Sloe-Black River, "Cathal's Lake." The protagonist is indeed digging a northern
Irish field to free swans who represent the victims of the Troubles. m It has been noted that
this narrative also parallels Yeats's "The Wild Swans at Coole."m
Urquhart, Ni Dhomhnaill and McCann thus have a history of using Irish folklore
and mythology in their literary works, though not always with a parodic approach. Yet
this is the case with the changeling motif. Before taking their distance with the changeling
lore, Donohue, McCann, Ni Dhomhnaill and Urquhart thu

t them elv

in lin with the

Irish tradition.
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fairy woman is in fact a recurring persona in Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill's poetry, since she
appears in several poems, over two books, each time in an eponymous section. Bean an
Leasa is an anonymous character of Irish folklore, a fairy woman, a woman from the fairy
fort. She is often represented as beautiful and of regal style, taking humans away to the
Otherworld or asking for favours from them. In Ni Dhomhnaill's poetry, she is
characterised by her unexpectedness. She comes in unannounced in "Fuadach": "Do shiul
bean an leasa/ isteach im dhan." 177 Bean an Leasa makes a sudden appearance in "An
Crann" as well, and in "Thar mo Chionn," she materialises suddenly on the road. In

"Fuadach," this unexpectedness is highlighted by the fact that she has no manners, since
she comes in unexpectedly, without asking permission to enter, "Nior iarr si cead." 178
Jane Urquhart's Awny revolves entirely around the change ling lore and the central
character of Mary, who falls in love with the young sailor she discovers after a shipwreck,
believing that he came from another world: "she recognized, immediately, that he came

from an otherworld island, assumed that he had emerged from the water to look for her,
and knew that her name had changed, in an instant, from Mary to Moira."179 From then
on, she i con idered "away" by the rest of the community, that is, "away with the fairies,"
gone to th Oth rworld. The being who wanders on the shore and speaks to no one but
the ea is not Mary but a changeling, a substitute for the stolen woman, in the islanders'
mind :

lar , the b li ved, wa lying in the arms of her faery-daemon
r; or, what wa more likely, what was left of Mary was lying in
th arm
f what wa left of her faery-daemon lover, he having
r turn d - with her - to the ea from which he had undeniably
m rg d . Th
who looked down at the beach that morning crossed
th m I e and turned to Mary's mother with compassion in their
. Th knew, and he knew, that Mary was away.ISO
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narratives: a woman is taken by the fairies and her relatives attempt to rescue her by
snatching her from her fairy horse as the fairy host rides by. Even after Mary marries the
schoolmaster Brian O 'Malley on the mainland, bears him a son named Liam, and is forced
to emigrate to Canada with her family, her awayness has not left her completely. In fact,
after a few years in Ontario and the birth of her daughter Eileen, Mary disappears in the
woods to Moira Lake, where her daemon-lover meets her.
To a certain extent, McCann follows the tradition of female abductees, with his
character of Dana. But he is also in accordance with the tradition that fairies abduct
children, since Dana is sixteen. Her name explicitly refers to Irish mythology and the
goddess of the Tuatha De Danann, the mythical inhabitants of Ireland before men, the
ancient gods that are thought to have turned into fairies in later superstitions. 182 The girl is
in fact fascinated by the mythological character and Padraic buys books of Irish folklore to
read more stories about it to her. 183 He is portrayed explaining to her who Dana was in
Irish mythology:
he told her about Dana, the Irish goddes who wa b lieved to have
come from North Africa in ancient times. Dana wa in charge of a
tribe of druids, the Tuatha de Dannan [ ic], who land d on a fair May
morning and conquered the country by ou ting the Firb Ig , the m n
with the paunchy stomach. She had magi that could ontrol th
a,
the mist, the un, and the very ound and hap of the morning. 18-1
As noticed earlier, each of the main protagoni
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Dana as the child stolen by the Vietnam veteran is endorsed by Bertrand Cardin. 187 Like
the abductees in the folk-tales, Dana is beautiful: "he has never really noticed before how
attractive Dana is, how her fingers run delicately into long nails, how strands of hair run
amok around her neck, how her skin gains colour around the eyes."188 But like the
changelings, as detailed previously, she is also weak, mainly because of her blindness.
Here McCann is thus blurring the definitions of change ling and abductee as they stand in
folk tradition. Cecile Maudet also sees her as the stolen child whom the narrative is about:
Dana is arguably an embodiment of the stolen child - such a
condition being a euphemism for death - as she used to be neglected
by her parents and regularly locked in a cupboard before being
locked away in an institution for violent children, almost dead to
society. Persol1ae non gratae, Dana and her peers are kept at bay from
society and secluded in a building that looks like a prison, but where
all social codes seem to be overlooked. 189
Dana i however not the only stolen child of the story, as has been analysed in
previous page. Her husband-to-be, Will, can be considered as such, and so can Padraic.
McCann here thu pick up on the other aspect of the tradition, which depicts fairies
abducting children, male in particular. Like the changelings of Irish folklore, Will suffers
from a deformity, in eh 10 t his legs in Vietnam, and, like the fairy creatures of the folktale , he ha a lengthy beard: "he sat in his wheelchair, wearing a long roll of grey beard
that went down to hi
leg

.''''0

like th

tomach as if growing it in order to cover the place where he had no

M Cann i again rating a confusion because Will is both a fairy - he is invalid,
hang ling

f th folk-tale, unable to leave their cradles, and stealing Dana - and
f the war. A mentioned before, Padraic can also be seen as a

tolen hild, tal.. n to an American Otherworld and longing to go home over the ocean:
"Padrai talk d to h r of omewhere different, ome place where her namesake had been
long ago . Dana imagin d thi k for
drizzling rain

ts, boats made from the hides of cows, valleys where

ttl d hail on long gra ." JqJ
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Keith Donohue too picks up on the child abduction trend from Irish tradition and
focuses particularly on two boys, Henry and Aniday. The whole novel in fact revolves
around the change ling lore: the main character, a seven-year-old boy called Henry Day, is
one day abducted by a troop of wild children living in the woods, the changelings. One of
them takes his appearance and assumes Henry's life, becomes Henry Day, grows older,
marries and has a child, while the real Henry turns into Aniday the change ling. The fairies
can live as changelings for hundreds of years, waiting for" the change" to happen, thus
echoing the Irish tradition that sometimes the changeling left in place of the stolen child
was an old fairy. Twisting the usual depiction of the fairies by showing them from inside,
looking at the humans' world, Aniday writes: "they were intensely curious about the other
world, especially at the distance photography allows, the place where people grew up, fell
in love, had children, became old, and the cycle continued, unlike our relentless
timelessness. Their ever-changing lives fascinated us," so much so tl1at "they fabricated
poetical fictions about the otherworld." 192 Even though Donohue is turning this around,
the characteristics of the fairies in the novel are the same as in folk storie : old and young
at once, ageless. Besides, the changelings face high ri k if they are discover d by the
family they are deceiving, their fate resembling ome of the way to bani h chang lings
in folk tales, such as drowning. m The ceremony of the chang p rform d b th group for
is thrown in th wat r. 19 1 Th main
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had thus remained on earth, according to the Irish beliefs. 197 Besides, as in the Irish folktales, the anonymity of the characters brings them closer to the reader/audience. Henry
and Aniday could be anyone: "'Henry Day,' I like the sound of it, I like the fact that it
sounds American, in my mind at least. It doesn't really fit into a particular ethnic
background, it's kind of an all-American name," says the author. 198

It is interesting to remark that both male writers, McCann and Donohue, use the
motif of a male changeling, while female authors each portray an abducted woman. The
writers thus seem to follow the aspect of the tradition that best suits their needs, as the
following pages and chapters will demonstrate.
Furthermore, music is prominent in Donohue's novel in the same way that it is a
central element of Irish changeling narratives, an aspect which is not present in the other
works under examina tion, although Mary is sometimes portrayed singing Irish songs in
Away.I'19 In The Stolen Child, Henry is an excellent musician,20o a theme reminiscent of the

fact that fairies were said to be very fond of music in the old tradition. For instance, Henry
is a very good mu ician and singer, able to "sing like a bird" and play like a "natural,"
who e teacher doe not believe he is a beginner. 201 Henry plays neither the bagpipes nor
the violin, but h i a gifted piani t and also tries the organ. 202 In the novel, he in fact says:
"playing mu ic i th

on vivid memory from the other life.,, 203 This evokes both the

fairie ' 10 e of mu ic in gen ral and the changeling nature of Henry, who titles the
ymphon h ha
it in hi
ound
10 k d t

ompo ed "Th Stolen Child.,,204 Henry in fact found his inspiration for

wn try, de ribing it a "a work about a child trapped in his silence, how the
ould n
all

r g t out of his own imagination, living in two worlds, the internal life
ommuni ation with outside reality." 20s Interestingly, Jane Urquhart has

compar d writing a t ry to rating mu ic: "but one of the things you do when you're
making a narrati

[ ... ] i

ou do tart to reorder or transform events so that they make
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sense in a way that they might not necessarily do in real life [ ... ] It's like making a
symphony out of a chaos of sound ." 20b It is therefore appropriate that Henry and Aniday's
story is recorded both in the form of Aniday's writings and of Henry 's symphony. In the
same way that music was very important for the fairies in the old tales, this composition is
the means for Henry and Aniday to be reconciled, with each other as well as each with
their own story and future. The symphony is thus the symbol of Henry's and Aniday's
otherworldly connections.
Another aspect through which the writers, particularly Donohue, are faithful to the
changeling tradition is its connection to Germany. With the original title for" An Bhatrail"
which was "Entfuhrung aus dem Lios" on the drafts, 207 N uala Ni Dhomhnaill also
acknowledges the Germanic tradition of changelings and fairy abductions. Keith
Donohue's German characters are likewise an allusion to it. Henry yearns to know who he
was in his first human life, before being stolen and changing back into Henry Day. This
leads him to attend a hypnosis session, where he gets confirmation that he has German
ancestry. In his trance, he indeed spoke the German words for" change ling," Wecllselbnlg,
"fairies," KoboLden, or "piano" for in tance, KLnvier .208 He then pick

G rmany as his

honeymoon destination, hoping to learn more ab ut hi pa t while

er th r . H my's

0
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this changeling character. As shown in Chapter 3, the changeling tradition is characterised
by its liminal aspects, something that the writers have been inspired by. Donohue was
very conscious of this dimension of the changeling motif when he chose the setting of his
novel, as his words quoted above illustrate. He has his protagonist crossing borders:
Henry goes from the United States of America to Germany and even goes across the Iron
Curtain into the USSR in the middle of the Cold War. The choice of the border town of
Cheb, "one place with two names," 210 by Donohue was instrumental in aligning his
rendition of the change ling figure with the Irish tradition, when it comes to liminality. The
troop of changelings themselves are often seen trespassing into human territory, going
through windows looting for food in houses or shops, disturbing the drying laundry in
backyards or sneaking in the library and stealing books.2l1 The triggering scene when the
boy leaves the hou e to go to the woods where he will be kidnapped portrays him in a
borderland landscape, at "the creeping edge of the forest."212 Later on, Aniday tells Speck
that "the world is full of straight lines and edges." 2n
Liminal
de crib

etting

are al

0

part of McCann's landscapes for "Stolen Child." He

Padraic and Orla taking Dana to the oceanside. There, the girl wants to return

" to th edge of th wave ,"214 illustrating with this shoreline image the liminal situation
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ial worker. Likewise, as mentioned before, Donohue has his human
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more narratives of silenced voices and loneliness, the sort of internal exile that does not
entail crossing geographical borders. So the central stories stand as the transition between
one type of exile to another, between countries too, since the collection alternates be tween
Ireland and America.
Jane Urquhart in Away also depicts a liminal landscape, made of shorelines. Mary
meets her daemon-lover by the side of the sea of Moyle or by Lough Crannog, and, once in
Canada, on the edge of Moira Lake. Her sailor is part and parcel of these liminal places
portrayed in the novel. She calls him " her wave . Her breaker [00'] If she had been asked to
describe him, she would have said that he was the exact spot where the sea touches land,
the precise moment of the final reach of surf. That was the place and the time of him. She
would forever, then, seek shorelines and beaches."21? For that matter, Mary's encounters
with her lover on the beach echo Ni Dhomhnaill's " Parthenogenesis" in which a woman
gets pregnant by a sea spirit who followed her in the dark blue hues of the underwater
world as she was swimming: " her arms were full of him, he entered her and pa sed right
through her. He enveloped her like her own skin and

he a stone sinking under his

weight. He forced her to want other elements to brea the b yo nd that which wa available
in the ordinary air [00. ]"218 This trong attachment to th water i inher nt to th Q'MaUey
female line, the narrator remark : "and ome of the girl in th famil wer unabl to leave
the lake at all. It wa in them to eek for v r the b a he th y w r b m n ar and to walk
in landscapes where omething liquid gli ten ed through th tr
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tart of the

day in Awn!}: " it was the morning that an unusual number of things came in with the tide,
causing celebration and consternation among the islanders and permanently fixing the
day itself in legends that are recounted around fires at night." 221 She subsequently meets
him regularly at daybreak.222 The reader meets Padraic on a Brooklyn morning, in
McCann's short story as well. m In Donohue's novel, it is in the mists of dawn that Aniday
224
meets his father. As Donohue himself points out, Henry Day is stolen in August, at the
end of summer, when one season is about to turn to the next. 225 This evokes the Celtic
harvest festival of Lughnasa, in-between summer and autumn, in August. Urquhart also
plays on the liminality of the Celtic festivals, when she considers having Mary being taken
away on Samhain, even though this detail was not kept in the final version. 226 Besides,
Mary finds her sailor on a Wednesday:
He had fallen into her life as Wednesday falls into the middle of the
week, and it was often Wednesdays that she sought and found him.
Her pale swimmer. It was Wednesday when he had washed into her
arm, and he would crash over her, she knew, every Wednesday for
eternity .227
The ambiguity of the words and titles used also adds to the liminal character of the
narrative. A

een previou ly, McCann' "Stolen Child" can be several characters at once,

while The Stolell Child of Donohue can be Henry or Aniday, or indeed any of the
chang ling. Urquhart' novel rests on the ambivalence of the term" away," which can
therefore mea n " away with th fairie ," away on exile, away as not connected to reality, or
away in th

pa t, a

th

following chapters will detail. The liminality of Urquhart's
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Henry nor the reader is quite sure of what exactly she has known all along, with these
words that could mean at least two things, as the author notes. m
Ni Dhomhnaill's Bean an Leasa is also liminal in terms of language itself. Bean an

leasa means "the woman from the lios/' the fort, "the fairy woman." But another of its
meaning is "the woman of advantage/ good advice," although the poet admitted she had
not thought of it when she was writing. Do Fear leasa is a (male) guardian, for instance.
There is thus an ambiguity as to the character of Bean an Leasa. She has the potential to be
benevolent. The idea is that if you are good to the fairies, they will be benevolent towards
you, but this assumption is ruined by the intrusion of the unknown bean a ghaibh isteach in
the eponymous poem for example. The last published poem about Bean an Leasa, in Feis,
precisely evokes her ability to give advice but it is implied that this is not good advice, in
"Comhairle 6n mBean an Leasa." Bean an Lea a is referred to as an bhean mlzeallaidlz in
"Fuadach/' meaning both "the attractive" and "deceptive woman/' a two-faceted
character indeed.
The liminality of the changeling motif i thus omething the writer are well aware
of and reuse in their works, whether it be with regard to setting or languag. ome how
their knowledge of changeling lore and its probabl G rmani

rigins through allu ions,

but only Donohue plays on the mu ical a p ct of Iri h hangeling, though without b ing
actually aware of it. 2.1 1 The author al
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In their re-readings of the Irish folk tradition, McCann, Donohue, Urquhart and Ni
Dhomhnaill challenge the codes of traditional changeling stories. On the premise that" the
work of a writer is one of adaptation and transformation, if not also transposition,"233
Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill reverses the fairy traditions when, in "An Crann," she portrays a
fairy woman cutting down a tree in the humans' garden. This is a direct reference to the
cutting of fairy trees in fields or elsewhere, which has been considered dangerous, as
people are thus exposing themselves to the fierce revenge of the fairies, but which some
risk-takers do not hesitate doing. In this poem from Fenr SunithinsenclI, translated in

Selected Poems, Ni Dhomhnaill turns this upside down by having Bean an Leasa felling the
humans' tree instead of humans cutting a fairy shrub. She reverses the tradition in a
similar fashion when in "Bean an Leasa mar Shiobshiul6ir," the fairy woman abducts the
husband. Men are very rarely taken away in folk-tales: women are more often subject to
abduction, a trend

i Dhomhnaill counterbalances in her poem with a feminist approach,

as the following page will how . She is in fact giving a modern twist to the Irish tradition
he i interacting with. Bean an Leasa uses modern appliances in the poems. In "Fuadach,"
he i doing hou

hold chore and using a washing machine, while she handles a Black &

Decker in "An Crann" to lop off what Paul Muldoon translated as a quince. 234 This may
have b en in pir d by a catalogue, thus going once again against the traditional current. A
page of th hair-dr er

tion of a catalogue among her manuscripts bears a post-it note by

i Dhornhnaill with an arrow pointing at the only Black & Decker hair-dryer of the

el tion: a ( emingl) inno uou product of Black & Decker." 235 As she related herself,
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inspir d by her mother's compulsive trimming of her garden. 236 In

"Comhairle ' n mB an an L a a," the plough turns into a Landrover instead of the
exp t d h r , a ' it would in th folk-tale featuring a fairy cavalcade. The poet has
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clearly said that she wanted "to use the poems themselves to turn the tradition on its
head," 237 which she achieves by upsetting the conventions of traditional fairy and
changeling narratives.
Urquhart's subversion of the changeling motif relies on her playing on the
meanings of the term" away," which she chooses as the title of the novel. As will be
further examined in the following chapter, Urquhart, who says that she likes her "books to
be multi-dimensional," 238 offers the reader a whole range of definitions. She broadens the
metaphorical spectrum of fairy abduction and awayness:
The whole central metaphor of the novel was based on that one word
and using it in different ways so that it didn't just mean the act of
transformation from one thing, from one type of being to another and
the case of Mary and how she is transformed, but also it had to do
with emigration, having the real place where you live, be back here
when you are over there, and all that. 2..19
By extending the scope of awayness from fairy abduction to blind love, political
ensnarement and emigration, Urquhart renews the changeling motif. Anna Branach-Kallas
moreover notes that "through a creative dialogue with tradition in her fi tion, Urquhart
liberates history from closure and, howing that it can b r imagin d and r written, the
author establishes a sense of continuity between th pa t and the pr

nt." 210
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portraying a yo ung black heroine - something unheard of in folk-tales. For the girl to
connect with a story and heritage she knows nothing of, Padraic tells her that her
namesake was a deity who came from North Africa. 2n However, according to medieval
sources, the Tuatha De Dannan came from the "northern islands of the world." w Despite
the Book of ltwnsiolls' rather clear statement that they were of Scandinavian origin, McCann
links Dana and her tribe to Africa,2+l so that the black girl can relate to them more easily.
He is therefore changing the tradition - deliberately or not - in order to suit his own
crea tive needs, or that of his characters.
Donohue too takes liberties with tradition, calling his creatures "hobgoblins" rather
than "fairies," 215 thus bringing to mind Maurice Sendak's goblins in Outside Over There, a
children's book which may have been an unconscious influence on the novel, as the author
himself confessed .24b Donohue admitted that his novel is"all very funny, contemporary,
and subversive, which is how I decided to approach the changeling legend." 247 He takes
up on Irish folklore, but removes the otherworldly quality of the changelings by making
them part of th real world. He creates the idea that the changelings living in the woods
take turns in exchanging with a human child to steal back a life, sometimes having to wait
for more than a century b for being able to reintegrate human society. He claims that it is
Flann O'Bri n '

ubver ive A t-S1l'illl-Two-Birds which inspired him: "so I think in terms of

The toiell ClIl/d, it gav me the freedom to tell the story and do what I wanted, not bound
by traditi n . I o uld tak th folklore and make something new."248
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seen as a postmodern use of mythology.loo Critics have noted that "as a woman poet, she
sees a way to recover the female voice in Irish poetry that the English male tradition
gradually eclipsed."lO' One of the ways to make the female voice heard is, for Ni
Dhomhnaill, to let women speak in her poems. Indeed, "an rud is reabh16idi a dheanann
si, an chead phearsa a usaid in ait an triu pearsa."Z52 Not only are women, whether they be
fairy, human or mythical, the main characters in Ni Dhomhnaill's poetry, a characteristic
which did not appear in the folk accounts, but they are also the lenses through which these
stories are seen and told. For Frank Sewell, "such empowerment, the fact that it is
previously silent women of the past, and of mythology, who speak out strongly and
colorfully in Ni Dhomhnaill's work, is partly what makes her poetry so remarkable,
radical, and dramatic.,, 253 The Irish poet thus portrays powerful female figures, since they
have so much psychic land to reclaim, to paraphrase Ni Dhomhnaill herself.25-l The crude
manners of Bean an Leasa mentioned earlier are thus matched by her violence, in actions
or words. Bean an Leasa, who marches into the narrator's garden and cuts down her tree,
is the subject of violent verbs of action in "An Crann" ("00 ghearr," "bhearraigh"), and
she curses the narrator in "An Cailin a Bhi ina Luch" for a whole stanza. The poem
entitled" An Slad" from Feis is imbued with the lexical field of viol n e. Th r is at least
one word evoking the evil of Bean an Lea a in each tanza ("bradai
"cosair easair" etc). She is clearly up to no good, trying t in it her a
in her evil undertaking . Her malignity i moreov r
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Thatcher and the Troubles. This interpretation of the poem seems nonetheless valid,
although Thatcher was not head of the British government at the start of the Troubles, and
both the translation and the original poem post-date these historical events. Ni
Dhomhnaill's words on the general overlooking of heritage sites in Ireland also shed light
on the poem" An Slad": "our area in Kerry has been surveyed but it hasn't been excavated
properly. In fact, some of the more recent regional development schemes have actually
bulldozed over some of these megalithic fields."255 McGuckian's translation thus also
echoes Suzi Gablik's claim that "in modem times, the basic metaphor of human presence
on the earth is the bulldozer."25b The male figures in the Bean an Leasa poems are not very
prominent: men are under the fairy woman's authority in "An Slad," since she leads the
assailants, while the narrator's husband is even abducted by Bean an Leasa in "Bean an
Leasa mar Shiobshiu16ir." Although the husband in "An Crann" seems authoritative, he is
still helpless when the fairy woman cuts the tree from his garden. Patricia Boyle
Haberstroh concludes: "Irish literature and legend, then, supply Ni Dhomhnaill with
image of strong women, with goddesses and queens who wield authority equal or
greater than that of their male counterparts." 257
Part of th empowerment of women effected in Ni Dhomhnaill's poetry comes also
from the fo u on women' is ues. She says she tries "to write about what it was like to
live in th
of the 20th

kin f a woman in Ireland who speaks Irish, and writes in Irish, in the last half
ntury. " 258 A Laura O'Connor remarks:
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grapple with her new domestic role and the struggles to reconcile it with personal and
poetic aspirations. 26o She finds it telling that there is no husband-wife communication in
the poem and that he does not notice that she is gone, as long as the house chores are
done. She sees it as a poem about the absence of communication in marriage, about a
couple's estrangement. 261 "Bean an Leasa mar Shiobshiul6ir" can also be read as a poem
about marriage estrangement, since the husband and wife are de facto separated by the
fairy woman's intrusion. Besides, Frank Sewell hints at the idea that in "An Crann" the
persona may think her husband had slept with the fairy woman, 262 hence the persona's
numbed reaction. Bean an Leasa arrives unexpectedly into the narrator's destiny, do

thtiinig bean an leas a isteach ina dtin,263 and upsets the everyday routine, as in " An Crann."
The female character of the fairy woman illustrates women's (sometimes unsuspected)
ability for change, and in so doing becomes the counterpart of Ni Dhomhnaill herself:
The otherworldly creatures encountered by the speakers in her
poetry are liminal figures in that they provide a link between the two
realms of the conscious and the sub onscious, by phy ically
embodying psychic space and disturbing the deceptively tranquil
surface of women's everyday social, familial and dome tic lives [ ... ]
The crossing of boundarie in Ni Dhomhnaill' po m thu poin to
her female speaker's transgre ive potential, to the urfacing of
elements that conventionally have b n uppr ed in e th y do not
conform to so ial rule and more .21H
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Nevertheless, for all the difficulties it entails, and for all the
contradictions and conflicts invited by being a banfllile or woman poet
in the Irish language, I still put all my creative energy into the
language, hoping against hope, and working towards a reinvention
of myth, a new representation: towards, in effect, the establishment of
a new canon, one that is not defined by what it keeps OUt. 266

Ni Dhomhnaill moves away from the stereotypical feminist writing playing off male and
female, through her depiction of the opposition between Bean an Leasa and the persona's
voice. She moves beyond the feminist statement into a psychological realm, by portraying
a conflicted interior contrasted by a calm, lifeless exterior, as will be further detailed in the
next pages.
Moreover, Ni Dhomhnaill's feminist re-reading of Irish folklore parallels Urquhart's
in her novel. Women are indeed central characters of Away, and the story is actually told

through them. Esther i the narrator, or at least the point of focalisation, of the story which
she got from her grandmother Eileen, who herself got it in part from her mother Mary.
Esther' name i an Anglicised ver ion of the Irish Aisling, 267 meaning a vision or dream
poem: Ether i thus both the tory-teller and the story herself. The name evokes Old Irish
poetry, and Ether i in fact ompared to a poet of the old Bardic school, and mention is
made of th

Talll 86 Czlmlglle. 2t>8 She probably inherits this from her great-grandmother

1ary who had the gift of eloquence and whom Urquhart describes in her drafts as // the
woman who wa away, al 0 a great srorytcllcr poet.// 269 In the narrative, women are the
figur

of e il and emigration, a will be detailed in the next chapter, while men are more

ground d . Th mal
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buying arabl land to farm . It · men who remind Eileen of where her home is; Liam tells
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Sedgewick landlords too represent the territory, and it is one of them who buys the
O'Malleys' plot of land in the Canadian forest for gold mining, enabling them to establish
the family at Loughbreeze Beach. Thus, the story of emigration is the story of women in
Urquhart's novel. Yet Mary is quite shy and is not depicted as a rebellious woman, but
rather follows her husband and complies with her household tasks. She however quietly
revolts against all this when she leaves her husband and children to live by the lake with
her lover. Eileen too may seem a calm lady, prostrate in her room overlooking the lake, 27J
but, when she was younger, she followed her sweetheart Aidan to Ottawa, leaving her
family behind with no regrets. The women in Away are like the sea, calm in appearance
but capable of the greatest upheavals. Only Esther seems passive, awaiting her death in
her house while the machines are drilling in the mine nearby.272 Yet, her telling of the story
may be her own act of rebellion, greater than that of her foremothers since she is giving a
voice to them all. Ni Dhomhnaill and Urquhart are thus rewriting the tradition by
adopting a feminist approach and focusing on female character .
As Michaela Schrage-Friih has remarked, in
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another postmodern twist - she rubs him with, the mother fears that it will be difficult to
explain "nach mise a thug an bhatnlil dheireanach seo d6."275 In the words of SchrageFrtih, the poem "employs the concept of the Otherworld to articulate a mother's
displacement of her own sense of guilt as well as her fear of loss and inadequacy," 276 which
are typical symptoms of post-natal depression. Nuala Ni Dhornhnaill was in fact inspired
by her own personal experience for this poem, since it was "written in a bout with postpartum depression after the birth of one of her children."277 She highlights the continuity
with the times when stories like this were told "by the fireside long ago"278 by talking
about
the significance of an image like the fairy fort to articulate the anxiety
a woman might feel as she negotiates with the subconscious. Ni
Dhomhnaill maintains that folklore allows us to realize we are not
alone in our anxiety, and she describes the abduction by the fairies as
a paradigm for a troubled woman trying to deal with loss.279
arratives of fairy abductions, whether in the form of tales or of poems, thus still carry the
same qualitie of coping methods for people, especially women in this case, dealing with
tran itional, life-changing events, such as marriage or the birth of a child. So even though
the forma t of thi

parodic rewriting of fairy abduction differs, the aim is the same:

providing helpful material for tho e grappling with issues of loss and change. That the
author her if b, on of them i not an is ue, though in that regard it may depart from the
tradition, in that the folk narrative are rarely told in the first person. Maureen Murphy
con ur ,a

rting that in reinterpreting the tradition, Ni Dhornhnaill "has restored some
of folklore: providing narratives that give expression to anxieties
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children has a more brutal provenance than is commonly recognised." 281 According to her,
Ni Dhomhnaill's poem is a reminder that such stories are tell-tale signs of angst or
maltreatment of children, not simply tall tales meant for entertainment. She is here in
accordance with Jean-Michel Doulet, whose theories have been developed in previous
chapters.
However, O'Connor also reads" An Bhatniil" as linked to the Kerry Babies Case,282
mostly on the strength of the last four lines: "Mar

ami

beidh mo leordh6tain dalladh

agaml ag iarraidh a chur in ilil d6ibhl nach mise a thug an bhatrail dheireanach seo
d6." 281 This was a judicial scandal in Co. Kerry which sent shock waves across the whole of
Ireland in 1984. After the corpse of an infant was found on a beach, a young woman who
had been known to be pregnant, Joanne Hayes, was charged with murder upon confessing
that she killed the child. She however later refuted these allegations, claiming that she had
been forced by the Gardai to admit this, when her own baby had actually died and been
buried on the grounds of her parents' farm . The tribunal et up to solve this ca e then
accused her of murdering both children, giving the tortuou explanation that they would
have been born to her of two different father

by

uperfecundation. Thi

unr olved

murder case - it is still not known who killed the infant found on the b ach - put into
relief the ostracisation experienced by women b oming pr gnant ou id of marriage in
Ireland. 28-I As her manu cripts reveal, thi ca
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Lady would not have been an expert witness.286
This case, which "horrified and outraged [Ni Dhomhnaill] in every inch of [her] body and
soul at what [she saw] to be the severe miscarriage of justice evidence by the Kerry Babies
Tribunal," 287 happened only a few months after the death of Ann Lovett. This teenager
died in Granard, Co. Longford in January 1984 after giving birth unassisted by a grotto
dedicated to the Virgin Mary. Her baby boy died at the same time. These deaths, which
upset the country and beyond, were a reminder that teenage pregnancy was still a stifled
issue in Irish society. Ni Dhomhnaill's poem "Thar mo Chionn" was born out of her
indignation after Ann Lovett's death. Although she does not name the girl, the depiction
of" an cailin beag cuig mbliana deag/ a chuaigh ag cur curaim linbh di i gcoill/ in aice le
'grotto'" is clear enough. 288 The persona evokes her feelings of guilt after the girl was taken
to the lias by Bean an Leasa: the fairy woman had tried to lure herself in, but the narrator
refused, thus leading the fairies to pick someone else to take care of their crying child in
the fort. From her regretful voice arises the line which gives its title to the poem:
"Siunlilte/ is i a chuaigh thar mo chionn don eag."289 While using the well-known motif of
a young woman abducted by the fairies to nurse their own children in the Otherworld, Ni
Dhomhnaill h re ubverts it by applying it to a real-life newspaper-headlined case. Laura
O'Connor e

Bean an Lea a as "a multipurpose bogey whose stalking tyrannises the

speak r. Th

10 ing apo troph [in "Thar mo Chionn"] implies that it is the psyche, not

the nur ry, that i ambu hed by her. To combat depression, the speaker must exorcise the
vigilant -and-trafficker that preys on her." 29o Bean an Leasa is the
p
remor

tre of depression hovering over the persona as she is full of

f r th t nag r dying in her stead. The poet has in fact designated Bean an Leasa

a "th· appalling bla k fernal violence." 291
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As Sean 6 Tuama rightfully notes, there is a "negative depressive mood associated
with the fairy woman from the

liOS."292

She is a frightening character, who, in almost all of

the poems, inspires fear to the persona, who says for instance "Ta sceite orm" in "A Bhean
a Ghaibh Isteach," 291 or "00 thainig cith allais amach trim le heagla" in "Thar mo Chionn,"
echoed later on in the poem by "00 thainig fuarallas orm."29~ The fairy women of Ni
Dhomhnaill's poetry are an embodiment of "women's complicated and varied emotional
states." 295 Ni Ohomhnaill herself said: "I don't write folktales as such, but use the motifs in
them to talk about the ghoulish spectres that haunt our modem times.,, 29b Such a spectre is
that of downheartedness, since, for instance, Bean an Leasa has been understood as a
metaphor for depression in "Fuadach": the spirit of the narrator is abducted to the misty
fields while her body is still doing the chores in the house. 297 Angela Bourke writes "nil ina
hait ach iarlais, bean on lios, nach dtuigeann teas na beocht na gra daonna - leiriu foirfe ar
isle bri no depression."298 Yet, in all of the poem , Bean an Leasa can be read as an
otherworldly woman who symbolises the dark side of a omeone's per onality.299 Like the
water-horse hauling people into the sea or the lake, which

Ohomhnaill
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Using folklore to reflect a psychological reality is nothing new, remarks Riona Ni
Fhrighil. ~U4 Again, although Ni Dhomhnaill is changing the form and the means through
which her Bean an Leasa becomes a representation of a psychological state, she is reusing
the deeper function the tales had, centuries before her own poetic retellings. Whereas
"Fuadach" can be understood as a poem about depression and/ora marital crisis, as
detailed in the previous paragraphs, "Comhairle 6n mBean an Leasa" can be read as
dealing with alcoholism, which once more parallels the folk-tales. The fairy woman is
referred to as " bean dhorcha an slua"105 and is quite strongly linked with alcohol
(vineyards of Burgundy,

'l'e lldanges,

Pinot Noir). In both cases, the blame is put on Bean an

Leasa for alcoholism, depression or a marital crisis, in the same way that it is thought the
blame was put on the fairies for inexplicable diseases decades ago. Regarding "Thar mo
Chiann," O'Connor observes:
Thi

gesture is swiftly projected onto the apostrophised
however, in what could be read as an infantile "the
fairie did it" act of self-exculpation. The rapid shift from accepting to
di avowing re ponsibility replicates the feeling of implicatedness
both widely hared and hotly denied at the time [of the Kerry babies
ca e] by the Iri h public.106
" l1lea Cl/Ipa"
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at anly i
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Riona 1 Fhrighil, Bnatllra, Bt',tlle agll~ Bm,jI,i/{, F,hocllt favall Bolal/d aglls Nuaia Ni DlIOIIl/lllaill (Baile Atha
Cliath: An I homhar Tta, 2008), 145.
" omhairl> 6n m~an an Lea a," P"arao" '.~ Dallgllter, 146. "the dark woman of the fairy-host" (my own
translation).
Laura Connor," rhe 'War of the Womb'," 1640
uala 1 Dhomhnaill, int>rvi 'W by Deborah 1cWilliam Consalvo,318.
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on Rathlin island, where population is sparse and poor and where Mary lives with her
widowed mother. "108 In Canada, Liam often notices his mother staring at the stream near
their cabin: "when he visited the creek he often saw his mother standing quietly further
downstream, passive, inert." "109 The same depressed state could be said to characterise
Eileen and her granddaughter Esther. Eileen lived recluse in her room overlooking the
lake, while Esther, replicating her grandmother's attitude, is utterly alone in the deserted
family house, in the ruined property of Loughbreeze Beach, telling her family's story to
herself because there is no one else to listen to it. , 10 It is possible then to understand
awayness as a synonym for depression in Urquhart's novel. Padraic too, in "Stolen Child,"
could be perceived as a depressed character, uneasy in his job of social worker and tired of
his New York life, longing for a return to his Ireland. Coming out of his" graveyard
shif t /l 311 in the children's home, he keeps repeating that this is "no day for a wedding."312
His depressed state is illustrated by his lack of enthusiasm for Dana's wedding, but also by
his confessing to his wife Orla "I hate it there now" and "I'm really tired of it, hon./I m She
offers: "I graduate in six months. We can leave then. Go back to Ireland. Or you can get
that job in Oregon./I 'H 4 Although le s prominent than in

i Dhomhnaill' po m , the motif

of the stolen child i similarly linked to depre ion in McCann'

hort tory ,

Ni Dhomhnaill is taking up the motif of fairy abdu tion but i al

gi ing a new

dimension to it, moderni ing it with contemporary detail and updating it with f minist
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allegory for depression, in a manner that is maybe more obvious than in Urquhart's and
McCann's texts. Urquhart, McCann, Donohue and Ni Dhomhnaill all parody Irish folklore
by remaining faithful to some aspects and motifs of it, while at the same time subverting
them, in the fashion of true" postmodern bricoleurs" to use Frank Sewell's term. 316 Not only
do they turn the tradition on its head and play with it, but they also broaden its scope,
notably by giving new meanings to the folk motif of fairy abduction. With Donohue, it
becomes an exploration of what it is like to grow up and find a sense of self, while Ni
Dhomhnaill uses it also as a vehicle for feminism on one level, and as an expression of the
psyche on another, putting into practice what she claims: "the actual myths and stories
themselves soar way above any uses to which they may have been put, and can and must
be retransplanted by each generation in terms of its own needs, and thus liberated into a
new consciousness . " ~17 Folklore is thus used as a metaphor, which is something that was
already done a century before as seen in Chapter 3, though for different issues. The
contemporary writers are thus renewing the issues, but not the means.

5.3.3. Literary Genres on the Edge
The literary form u ed by Urquhart, McCann, Donohue and Ni Dhomhnaill are
al

illu trating the

0

hall nge to folk tradition and the literary canon represented by

Yeats. Taking part in thi po tmodern trend of "recycling tradition" while distancing
them

from it, none of them u e the form of the tale to deal with the change ling motif.

\: hil M Cann writ
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work , nn
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Moreover, the literary genres used within these works also partake of this
postmodern impetus of reusing the folk motifs while moving away from their traditional
treatment. When Colum McCann alone chooses to set his story realistically, the other three
opt for magic realism. The environment in which Padraic moves is indeed that of
contemporary New York City, in a particularly bleak rendering of it. Realism is a
movement born out of modernisation and industrialisation: the realists placed truth11

telling at the core of their beliefs, implying thereby a certain directness, simplicity and
unadorned artlessness well attuned to the mid nineteenth-century preference for sober
factuality ."1l9 As mentioned before, Padraic works in a children's home in Brooklyn, from

where he can see the sun rising behind the New York City skyline, and lives in a flat south
of the borough near Brighton Beach. 320 As the protagonist enters the underground, the
reader is given a stark depiction of the subway: the smell of urine, the graffiti, the
emptiness and loneliness of the platform. m The nearby park where Padraic takes Dana for
walks is also described as a dull urban landscape: "it wa an area of furtive glances,
shutters heavy over shop windows, basketball courts hemmed in with chicken wire, red
brick tenement houses."122 But it is not only the setting which i mundan in

1cCann', the

characters' lives are also not much different from that of th majority of the population.
Neither Padraic nor Dana or Will lead extraordinary live. Lik
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McCann's characters, who resemble anyone, thus move in a magicless environment.
Whereas the protagonists of most folk-tales and Yeats's stolen child are also depicted so
that the reader/audience can identify with them, their world is one which incorporates the
supernatural, unlike McCann's. The writer of Fishing the Sloe-Black River therefore chooses
realism as the literary genre through which he is also able to move away from traditional
changeling stories, although he has recognised that he used magic realism in other short
stories, such as "Cathal's Lake" and "Fishing the Sloe-Black River" for instance?25
In contrast to McCann's grim reality, Urquhart, Ni Dhomhnaill and Donohue depict
an environment enriched by supernatural touches. Urquhart said in an interview: "I'm
very curious about the concept that the Irish have of a person who is Away - someone
who has been touched by the supernatural world.,, 126 The literary technique they use is
that of magic realism. m As Herb Wyile has remarked, "the term 'magical realism' has long
been a contested term, its hi tory marked by a confusion and merging of two definitions in
particular, magi realism as a defamiliarization and rendering marvellous of the real, and
magic reali m a a conjunction of the supernatural and the reaL" 328 Magic realism could
thu been a being, in effect, a "conjunction of the supernatural and the real," which
aim at r ndering marvellou the real. As a matter of fact, unlike the marvellous (le

lIlen'elllellx), magi r ab m i anchored in reality, like the jantastique. Magic realism too has
up rnatural cl m nts popping up in this realistic setting. But when, in a jantastique work,
the up rnatural in inuat

doubt and hesitation in the audience's mind, in magic realism

the up rnatural i part of thi reality and is not questioned. Magic realism requires a
willing u p n ion of di b lief on the part of the reader, whereas the jantastique could not
happ n if th read r did n t remain ceptic a to the supernatural events taking place, as
een in Chapt r 3. Ind

cl, lithe ordinarine s of magical realism's magic relies on its

us Colum 1c ann, in dis u io n with the author, Appendix 2.4., p. 806; "Fishing the Sloe-Black River," 5356;" athal [ak '," 173-184.
llt Jan ) Urlluhart, "G ho ts in th ' l and cape," interview with Jeffrey Canton, quote~ by Georges Letissier,
"A way: th ' 'n ' of PIa • and the VOice of the If," jOllmal of the Sliort Ston) III Ellgllsh 29 (Autumn
1997): 10.
m The t rm of " mag i r 'alis m" and " magical reali m" co-exist, although the Oxford E/lglislz Dictiollan)
prefer th ) fo rm r.
Herb 'v il ', "" Th > ppo it > of Histo ry i Fo rgetfulnes ': Myth, History and the New Dominion in Jane
Urlluhart' Away," Stlllilc!, ill G1/Iodln/l LitaatllrerEtlldes de l,tteratllre callacile1111e 24, no. 1 (1999) : 24.
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accepted and unquestioned position in tangible and material reality." m Supernatural
elements in the text are thus juxtaposed to a realistic setting, without it being an object of
surprise for the characters, or the readers who had previously suspended their disbelief,
these are simply "ordinary events in a realist story." "0
As Jane Urquhart's words in her notebooks for the writing of Awny indicate, she
was careful that there be a "constant intervention of the supernatural" 111 throughout the
novel. Already on the first page of the novel, the narrator remarks that questioning the
veracity of these stories and their supernatural happenings is asking "the wrong
questions."132 Factual authenticity and scientific truth are irrelevant in the context of the
story being told in Away. What Urquhart is doing in these lines is subtly asking the readers
to suspend their disbelief in order to let magic realism work its way through the narrative.
Anna Branach-Kallas remarks that "two distinct fictional worlds, realism and magic
realism, are both present in Awny [... ] In this way, reali m provide a detailed framework
for the elements of magic." 313 Magic realism is pre ent right from the start of the novel, as
the young sailor is washed ashore "from an oth rworld i land ."1~ The up rnatural event
of Mary being subsequently" away," albeit the trigg ring Iem nt from whi h the novel
unfolds, is not taken as an extraordinary accident by th i lander, ince th y knew that
"no unplanned harvest wa reaped without co t. "ns Mary' awayn
it may seem to the contemporary reader, i p rceiv d a the n rmal
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and f reign
pIe ,

towers, forests, a crowded wharf." m The same happens near Lough Crannog, not too far
from the cabin where she lives with Brian and their son Liam on the mainland. 338 These are
presented as realistic scenes, despite the supernatural elements in them. That the sailor is
dead and buried is no impediment for the unfolding of the story, and Mary regularly
meets him by the sea . Thus, in the realistic setting of an Irish rural community, made of
farming, fishing and gathering sea-weed, Urquhart adds elements of fairy-lore. The belief
in fairy abduction is integrated into the realistic setting of the island community, with the

historical background of Famine and emigration.
Magic realism as it is used in the novel is not rooted in Ireland, since Mary and then
her children, especially Eileen, are involved in a friendship with Exodus Crow, an Ojibway
ative who helped Mary live by the Moira Lake for seven years in Canada. The American
Indian could be seen as the embodiment of magic realism in the novel. He indeed meets
Mary's children after her death, when he brings her body back to her family, and stays
with them for a few days, acting as a sort of wise figure, trying to guide them in life. As he
leaves them, he doe not walk along some path in the woods by the river, but rather" first
he turned into a bird, then he flew away, high up, very high over the trees."339 Later on in
the book, Eileen repeatedly tell her brother about things which are going to happen, and
that lithe row told [her].""lOSh i indeed pictured talking to a crow in a tree, and it is a
crow that bring h r a hip of gold, allowing Liam to sell their tiny plot of land on the
Canadian hield to gold pro pe tor
of Lake

ntario. Th

0

that he can buy an arable farmland on the shores

row a ts a a companion to Eileen in the same way that Exodus

befriend dIary n th lak id, and the reader i led to understand that they are one and
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unreal through exdusionary means, which are by no means
universal. ,-11
However, Elaine Lawless has argued that the term magic realism" is an imperialist
11

literary tool, which depreciates folk beliefs and the fact that the supernatural is part of
reality for the communities portrayed in the literary creations."I-l} Regarding some works,
authors and critics, it could well be. Yet, in the works under examination in the present
thesis, magic realism seems to work rather as a way to counterbalance imperialist opinions
that pushed folk beliefs aside as superstitions. Magic realism is used here to re-enchant
reality, as it was before the advent of imperialist, colonialist and rationalistic discourses.
Donohue indicated that he saw
contemporary art as ways to re-enchant the world with tI1lI1Ien
because we lost so much faith in the whole legends and mythology.
These new myths are part of what artists are doing, they 're creating
some other ways to explain the world. And it's fun! I don't think that
my agents or my editor or most readers know that that's really what
I'm doing ... "I-l1
Although magic realism entails a suspension of di belief, ther by implying that the
folklore it refers to is not believed in anymore, it i a

the

distance with folklore, brought ab ut by hi tory, to then om ba k to it. Magi r ali
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label them as such. ' 44
Certainly for Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill are the supernatural and tangible on the same plane,
when she claims: "I still remember the day it suddenly dawned on me that this rich
heritage of stories which I had grown up with, but about which I felt a bit ashamed or
uneasy, was perfectly credible intellectually. I still remember the poem I was writing when
I made that discovery." This poem revealingly happens to be "Fuadach." She carries on: "if
that day I saw a distant sea glistening on the horizon and looked far out into its infinities,
it was because I was standing on the shoulders of giants, the collective energies of
millennia of oral tradition.,,1-lS For her, the Otherworld is not so much a product of
superstition as of a very real imagination:

It means that the "otherworld" is not simply an anticipated, joyful
afterlife; it is also - even primarily - an alternative to reality. This
ea y interaction with the imaginary means that you don't have to
have a raving psychotic breakdown to enter the "otherworld." The
deep sense in the language that something exists beyond the egonvelope is plea ant and reassuring, but it is also a great source of
lingui tic and imaginative playfulness, even on the most ordinary
and banal of occasions.1-lb
By incorp rating the up rnatural on the ame level as scientific reality, these writers are
allowing for th

po ibility to b lieve and re-enchant this environment. Keith Donohue

admitt d in an int rview that he "wrote The Stolen Child, in part, to re-enchant" the
modern world . ~l- The read r i
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blending tangible reality with the supernatural, while at the same time being aware of the
distance rationalisation has created with folk beliefs. What the writers are doing is putting
Irish folklore back on the same level as scientific reality through their use of magic realism,
agreeing that "reality is what we make it. Freedom of the imagination is a necessary
requirement of magic

realism." '~8

Magic realism is present throughout Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill's poems. Set in a
contemporary environment, the poems are the scene where the supernatural, embodied by
Bean an Leasa, makes an appearance. "Thar mo Chionn" for instance is specifically set in
January 1984, through its reference to Ann Lovett. Bean an Leasa is portrayed doing
household chores and using a washing machine in "Fuadach," while she wields a
chainsaw in "An Crann." She hops onto the car of the narrator's husband in "Bean an
Leasa mar Shiobshiul6ir," and displays a taste for Burgundy wine

in "Comhairle 6n

mBean Leasa." Ni Dhomhnaill thus playfully interweave the supernatural and everyday
modern worlds in her poetry. Bean an Leasa i a major protagoni t in the poem, on the
same level as the persona, whom

he advi e

6n mBean Lea a." The

in "Comhairl

narrator is also the godmother of Bean an Leasa ' child in " A Bhean a Ghaibh I teach." As
Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill her elf remark, there i no he itation a to the tangibility of the
Otherworld: "even the dog in the tr et in W

t K rry kn w that th 'o th rw rid' exi ts,
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tradition by blending the supernatural with details and settings of modern life, but,
through her use of magic realism, comes back to folk beliefs in a playful way to express
what she feels realism cannot.
"Parthenogenesis" is a more ambiguous poem as to the literary genre used. The
protagonist's symbiosis with the sea seems to partake of magic realism. She is overcome
by a desire for the water so that" go ndeanfai ar deireadh coin~al ban/ da cnamha is at6il
mhara, diaidh ar ndiaidh, da lamha;/ pearlai da suile [... ]" 352 The conditional used here
however insinuates doubt in the reader as to what is happening: is she metamorphosing,
is it a dream or is she drowning? Yet, in the second part of the poem, the attention is
turned to the child borne to this previously infertile woman. The boy never sleeps and
there is seaweed and shellfish in his hair, something that only the midwife notices. This is
partly explained by his confession that he is "de treibh na mara," of the sea people. The
poem however, while raising a few questions, resolves none. How was the lady able to
become pregnant? If her on is of the sea people, who is his father? Is the shadow she
glimp e the merman who begot the child? The title of the poem hints at a virgin birth,
contradicted by the child' words. These questions are shared by at least one character, the
poor

holar who a ks: "O~r dhiobh tU?,, 351 The poem therefore rather leans towards the

fantast/que g nr ,b au

of the questions and hesitations it creates. In the realistic context
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through this literary process, while this look backwards is also a way to pay homage to the
folk beliefs, by placing them on the same level as tangible reality. She comes even closer to
the tradition in " Parthenogenesis" through the technique of the fnntnstiqlle, a tool already
used in folk-tales, as seen in Chapter 3.
Like Ni Dhomhnaill, Keith Donohue uses a combination of magIC realism and
fnntnstique in his The Stolen Child. The novel spans over thirty years, beginning in a post-

war modern world, as Henry remarks: "thirty years ago, in 1949, I was a changeling who
became a human again." 155 So the changelings of the novel live in an almost contemporary
America. Henry even goes to Germany during the Cold War and smuggles past the border
through the Iron Curtain. 356 The American town where most of the story w1favels is
unnamed, thus making it even easier to assimilate it to any other town. In this ordinary
setting in which the fairies steal food in the supermarket or in houses, sneak in the library
or read magazines in the woods, the very existence of the changelings within this world
illustrate the idea of magic realism: the supernatural i juxtapo d to the ordinary reality.
The world of the changelings is not a eparate otherworld any more, it i part of thi world,
though they live on the fringe of

0

iety, hidden in the wood. The upernatural i also

manifest in the fact that the change ling can live for hundr d of ear, thu defying the
laws of physic

and nature as we know them . The
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willingness to believe in other worlds that adults do not necessarily have, which makes
them the ideal focalisers for magic realist stories.
At some points in the narrative, magic realism is nonetheless shaken by the
intrusion of the fnntnstiqlle. It is associated with chance encounters between humans and
changelings. One of the pivotal moments in the novel is Aniday's meeting with his father.
Indeed, Aniday wants to know who he was before being stolen, and spies on Henry Day
and loiters around his old house, thus accidentally meeting his father at the beginning of
his life in the woods. The episode is first told by Henry, who witnesses the scene from the
house. It is thus a third person narration, Aniday's first person version of the episode
coming later, in the next chapter. In the passage in question, at dawn one day, about ten
years after the change, Henry sees the father, arms wide open towards the forest, calling
"Henry":
A feathery mist rose from the lawn and he stood, his back to me, in
the middle of the wet grass, calling out my name as he faced a stand
of fir . A dark trail of footsteps led into the woods ten feet in front of
him. He was tuck to the spot, as if he had startled a wild animal that
fled away in fear. But I saw no creature."l60
When the father returns into the house and sees Henry, the fraud, his fake son, there, all
he ay is a menacing "'You.' He pointed his finger at me like a gun, but that's all he said.
The word hung in th air all morning, and I do not think I ever heard him call me 'Henry'
again." ~1 Th third-p r

n narration is detached from the events and denies access to the

fath r' f ling and thoughts. A en

of unea e is created as these two realities collide.

Alth ugh b th th rea d r and Henry know of the existence of the changelings and can
ther for gue
do

what ha ju t b en happ ning in this scene, the father cannot. Since he

not kn w ab ut th
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ho u ,b th looking more or less identical. It enables doubt in the
h hallu inating or did he ee hi son lost in the woods? If so, who is
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the one in the house? This one word "you" which the father utters to the changeling
Henry triggers one question which will remain unanswered for the reader: "Does the
father know?" As in most fantastiqlle stories, the scene is unfolding in the realistic setting of
everyday life, rather contemporary, though set in the suburban America of the 19605. In
the middle of the Day family's everyday life, an uncanny event happens: the father seems
to have met his lost son, under the eyes of the one who is officially his son. In this

fantastique scene, the certainties of the father come crumbling down. Admittedly, there is
no hesitation for the reader, who understands what is going on, unlike the father. Still,
through this fan tas tique effect, a sense of unease is created by this dramatic irony, the fact
that the reader knows that this supernatural dimension, the existence of the changelings,
does not exist in the character's view of the world. The reader puts him/herself in the
character's shoes, who is experiencing these unsettling details. The fmztastlqlle is in fact
embedded into a magic realist narration. In this epi ode, the reader i reminded of his own
reality, and ends his suspension of disbelief.
Earlier in the narrative, Aniday had re ounted hi encount r with a woman dres ed
in a red coat, as she had hit a deer with her car. The changeling revive the animal by
doing an APR in full view of the woman, de pit

that they would do

it when she i gone. B fore Aniday can an wer h r que tion , Lu h6g and ma la ch natch
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Ibid., 33-3-1.

then he bent down to its mouth or nose or whatever you call it. Hard
to believe, but he cupped his hand over her muzzle, and breathed. It
was magic. The deer rolled off her side, unfolded her legs, stood and
sprang off. The most incredible thing that's ever happened to me. 363
The markers of uncertainty and disbelief she uses in her retelling of the scene evidence her
hesitation and show the fnl1tnstiqlle effect she feels. Whereas, as mentioned earlier, the
reader and Henry know the (magic realist) explanation to this strange happening, the
woman in red does not and still lives by the rules of tangible, scientific reality - the same
laws the reader goes by when s/he does not suspend his/her disbelief. By putting
him/herself in the place of the woman in red and by experiencing this internal fnntnstique,
the reader is reminded of their own sense of reality.
Donohue's novel thus borders on magic realism and fnntnstique, with regards to the
literary genre. While the whole story rests on magic realism and the reader's willing
suspen ion of di belief, the author plays with the readers' sense of reality by drawing back
the veil of magic realism from time to time, when he depicts human/ change ling
encounter . All three writer thus straddle the frontiers of literary definitions, Donohue
and

i Dhomhnaill even more

folk tradition i thu expre
u ed.

0

than Urquhart. The liminality inherent to the changeling

d in these parodic retellings also through the literary genre

reali m i a liminal genre in that it uses tropes belonging to both the

1agi

mar ellou and r ali m, whil the fmztnstique, as explained in Chapter 3, is the oscillation
betwe n th marvell u and the uncanny, between reason and supernatural. By knitting
the

two g nr

t g th r in hi novel, Donohue brings liminality even further. So the

writ rib ing extr m 1 p

tmod rn here, since he is at the same time coming back to the

chang ling traditi n, with th fmztnstzque, but also departing from it with magic realism,
"..-hile al

0

d parting from the tandard of literature which had assigned magic realism to

B pi king up a folk motif already reu d by Yeats, the four authors thus adopt a
doubly parodl approa h t the hangeling figure . Setting themselves in the footsteps of
Yea

an ni al influ n

i a way for the writer to gain some of his aura. Similarly, by

folk motif of fairy abdu tion, McCann, Ni Dhomhnaill, Donohue and Urquhart

-----
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place themselves in line with the generations of Irish storytellers who recounted such
narratives. Yet, all rework the folk and literary traditions through a parodic lens, which
enables them to subvert the motif. Changelings in the four authors' works thus move
countries, use modern appliances, embody psychic states, and become magical realist
figures. By inscribing new subtexts into the change ling tradition, the writers renew the
motif while affirming their difference, and identity, at the same time.
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Chapter 6:
From Here to There, Changelings and Exile

McCann, Ni Dhomhnaill, Donohue and Urquhart renew the motif of the changeling
through their parodic approach of both literary and folk traditions. They also inject new
blood into the fairy abduction lore by associating ideas of emigration and exile to it. The
postcolonial twist brought about by the topic of emigration, which entails those of
otherness and linguistic identity, allows the contemporary writers to give a new
dimension to the changeling figure, thus distancing themselves from Yeats and the folk
narratives while developing facets of the motif which were cloaked in the background.

6.1. Ar Seacllrall, Fairy Abduction as Emigration, a Postcolonial Trope

McCann, Urquhart and Donohue further parody the folk and Yeatsian traditions by
evoking what McCann calls "the ancient iconography of the Irish imagination: eviction."l
Theyar indeed giving a new twist to the changeling motif by associating it to the theme
of emigration.
Urquhart' nov I i centred on the O'Malleys' departure from the Antrim coast to
Ontario. In th w rd of Anna Branach-Kallas, "Away depicts a heroine who, having left
her nati e ountr, i tragi ally 10 t, uspended between 'here' and' away,' Ireland and
Canada, the world of th living and the realm of the afterlife." 2 Both countries become
alternati

I th pIa e wh r the tory unfolds and where fantasies are created, both being

in turn "h re" and then" away" or vice ver a, even though Canada is the place from where

the tory i b ing narrat d by E th r. The motif of awayness is in fact envisaged as a
metaph r for xiI and migration. Like the humans led astray, ar seaclmin, by the fairies,
the di pIa

d hara ter ar di riented, adrift between two places, two states. The main

plot f th n

I r vol

Canada, and th ir life a
I

1

around Mary and Brian leaving Ireland during the Famine for
ttl r there. Although she is the focal point of the narration,

Colum 1 ann, TrallsAtlalltlc (London: Bloom bury, 2013), 26l.
Anna Branach-Kallas, 149.
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Mary is not the only one to be "away" in this book. Brian too has been uprooted from his
native soil and mourns his lost homeland. Coming closer to a more common meaning of
the term" away," this would thus see" awayness" as the distance from one's home, as
exile. This is what is referred to by Cynthia Sugars in her use of the word "ghost": "the
figure of a ghost allows one to express the sense in which one can be both rooted here and
yet exist as a kind of foreigner (the very core of the settler-invader dilemma) [.. .]" 3
According to her, Mary and Brian are like ghosts in the new land in that they are there but
not there, to take up the words Mary used in her reply to the question Brian had asked her
on the model of children's games. 4 Their son Liam was born in Ireland, but does not
remember it. His first memory is that of a big, white house upon their arrival in the new
country. He later bought and moved the white house of his memories to his newly
acquired plot of land on the shores of Lake Ontario. This "new form of immigration" s in
the novel recalls McCann's aphorism: "we bring home with u when we leave. Sometimes
it becomes more acute for the fact of having left." b A in many other ways in Urquhart's
works, both Canadian and Irish landscape

here embody the character' feeling. As

Urquhart said,
orthumb rland
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f the main
Urquharf

characters, Fleda, writes in her notebook:

Olle 1llOIIIellt YOll are dreallIing, the next terrifiJingly awake, on board a
ghost sl~ip bOlllld for God kl10ws where ... away from home. Away from
hOIl/c ... It /s the open sea, the damp, a storm approaching and the inevitable
shipwreck. WOllld it IlOt also be true that at this moment of disaster you
11'Ollld kl10w exactly who you were? Not necessarily who you had been, but
11'ho YOll 11'ere right then ? 10
These words echo Mary and Brian's emigration in Away, published seven years later. But
they are also reminiscent of Mary's awayness, which started with a shipwreck, that of the
Moim bound for Halifax. Moreover, one of the characters whom the O'Malleys meet in the

new world, in the land of exile, is the aptly named Exodus Crow. The latter explains to
Mary's family tl1at his " mother, who was taught to read by a churchman, lost interest in
the Bible halfway through the Book of Exodus. She loved the name Exodus and was
doubly disappointed therefore in his book. [... She] wanted to give the name a better
home" and thu called her son in such an unusual way.ll
Name are of a particular significance in the novel. Urquhart remarked that she
picked them carefully: " the word Moira was not just another name for one of my
character , but [... ] it wa a word that had resonance, and that was working on several
level . It had profound meaning in an ancient classical language, and it had a meaning in
the new land ape, the land cape of the new world ."12 Mary's daemon-lover, whom she
. from th

Oth rworld, was actually meant to go to Canada, since his ship,

nam d MOlrn, had 1 ft B lfa t and wa bound for Halifax, Nova Scotia. n The ship imagery
i al

impli itl. pr

nt in th Irish triad which Urquhart quotes as an epigraph to the

book ab ut th " thr e mo t hart-lived trace ." But while Urquhart uses a translation of
nnllfllillge

nr fillll a " th tra e of fi h on a pool," it would be more accurately translated as
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part of th narrati
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with her landlord Osbert Sedgewick by a tidepool. It also echoes an episode in the novel,
when Mary and Brian go to a wedding among the famine-stricken community. To Mary's
amazement, the men form the shape of a ship with their bodies and one sheet for the sail, a
ritual Brian tells her is usually done at wakes. The crowd answers away, boys, away" and
IJ

Mary is struck by this word she thought was hers alone." ls This serves as a premonition
IJ

for the O'Malleys' destiny in the months to come. Indeed, as it has been remarked many
times,16 moim is also a Greek word, meaning destiny, " from the name of the three ancient
IJ

Fates, whose hymns to the dead were known as Moirologlzin in Greek. Echoing Mary's
obsession with the dead sailor, the Moimi were also thought of as a trinitarian form of the
goddess of love, Aphrodite. But Moira is also the name of a small town in Northern
Ireland between Belfast and Lough Neagh, the place of the Battle of Mag Rath, noted
among medieval Irish sources for the appearance of King Suibhne, known as Mad
Sweeney because he lost his mind and went wandering for several years. The medieval
Irish text was retranslated by Seam us Heaney during the 1980s when the Irish character
came back into literary fashion; Urquhart is therefor likely to have read uch a work. 17 It
is during his wanderings, as he has been bani hed from the

iety of men and ur ed by

0

Saint Ronan, that the king compose poetry. A Jo eph Falak

agy remark,
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This illustrates the idea of the ever-present landscape of home, which survives from one
world to the next. The settlers imprinted the landscape itself with their colonial experience

by naming it after the world they had left behind.
What Urquhart is exploring in this novel is thus the experience of moving from one
place to another, and how people emotionally react to this. She says: many of my stories
11

are travel stories probably because strange things happen to people emotionally when
they are en route, while they are in the state of passing from their ordinary geography into
one where they feel less comfortable." 20 She has dealt with this issue in her other works as
well, such as A Map of Glass, with the character of Branwell and Isabella's English mother,
who is depicted as constantly day-dreaming of her home country while settled in Canada:
"the truth was that Mrs. Wood man had never successfully managed to emigrate from
England in her mind, and even as she stood in these rooms and gazed out the windows of
thi house, a landscape of a very different kind lit her imagination."2l In an interview in

1991, when

talking about the characters of her next novel, Away, Urquhart

he wa

de cribed them a "tribal, hysterically Anglophobic and very sentimental about the lost
homeland. "L! The noveli t indeed explores the feelings of mourning a lost country and
how thi land ape i re-imagined by those who are away from it. Ireland thus becomes a
" acred land," a phra

u ed by Yeats before her,23 and which Urquhart takes up:

niortunatel ,what happ ns i that those sacred homelands become
imaginar, ventually, fantasized. They become idealized, locked in
an idea f the pa t. I think of Israel on the one hand and Ireland on
th other. Th y are both acred homelands, but they're also almost
imaginar homeland . They're a state of mind almost. That was part
of what I wa trying to explore in Away.24
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my main charact>r, 1ary, after he ha been 'away'. I had no idea that there was a Greek connection
there But on of m friend is a cia ICI t, and he say : 'But Jane, that's the word for fate in Greek' or at
lea t explains fat' or omething omehow related to fate. Interestingly, that one randomly chosen word
changed th' dir ction of th' narrative because although I knew I wanted the family to come to Canada
and I kno\-v I wanted th m to s ,ttle near where my own family had settled (which was around the Madoc
area in f la ting County, ntario), what I didn't know, was that there was a lake there called Moira Lake.
,again, th )~, revelations were like gifts given to me." (interview by Anne-Sophie Letessier, 4).
Jan' Urquhart, Int 'rvi 'W by off Ilancock, Ca/wdwlI Flct/oll Mngnzl/le 55 (1986): 35.
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This interest in an emigrant's relation to the lost homeland was actually sparked by her
own history and ancestry. Jane Urquhart recognises the autobiographical aspect in this:
[The history of the O 'Malleys in Away is based on my family] very
superficially, in the sense that my ancestors, as far as I know, came
into Port Hope and then went North-East, to the country north of
Belleville. They came from Northern Ireland; we know that. The
name was Quinn, so we have to assume they were Catholic. But we
also know that the entire family survived the voyage, and that was
quite unusual, so maybe they weren't Catholic; maybe they'd" gone
Proddy" as they say in Ireland, and therefore had a little money. A
lot of the book was loosely based on my family, but I think the
accurate aspect of the narrative would be what I perceive to be again I use the word obsession - an ongoing obsession on the part of
my family with Irish politics [00' ] So part of what drew me into that
novel was trying to understand that kind of mindset, and then trying
to understand it in terms of how it can breed violence.25
McCann too is interested in the emigrant's experience, but his investigation is set in
the United States and in contemporary time . In "Stolen Child," he portrays an Irish
immigrant to New York, since Ireland is a "country of el ewh res ."2b Padraic ha come
from Co. Leitrim with his wife OrIa and works in a children' home in Brooklyn. He is
unhappy with his American life, a ha been noted in the pr viou chapt r. Hi I nging for
his homeland is visible in the torie he tell Dana ab ut Ireland .27
Unlike the O 'Mall y ,th
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with Colum

The ~orman~s and their communities regarded emigration to
Amenca as a kmd of death, indeed an early and unnatural death for
the people involved, who were, overwhelmingly, young (in their
teens or twenties) [... ] In age-old Irish tradition, the Afterlife was
situated, inter alia, over the Western Ocean, in the Isles of the Blest.
This belief reinforces the image of the destination of most of these
emigrants - America - as a kind of earthly paradise. 29
In folk tradition, sudden deaths were dealt with by telling stories of fairy abductions, as
developed in Chapter 1. Departures to America were equated with death, since the
emigrants were not likely to ever come back, hence a parallel between America and the
Otherworld, an image used by McCann in this short story as well.
With this idea of exile to an American Otherworld, McCann gives another
dimension to the concept of the changeling. It can be argued that this short story is part of
McCann ' explorations of what it is like to be an emigrant and what an exile's relation to
the homeland is. The Dublin-born writer has developed the idea of the "international
mongrel," "a peculiarly 20 u,- and 21 SI-century condition -

the person who wanders

through different geographies and cultures, somewhat lost, and yet invigorated by
curio ity."lO The e term could be applied to the protagonist of "Stolen Child": Padraic has
moved around th globe, from Ireland to America, and is open to the world he encounters,
a hi int r t in Dana ' fate exemplifies. 31 Yet, he is portrayed feeling at loss after his
"graveyard hift" in th dirty ubway of New York,32 and longs for his homeland. The
th me f xile in M Cann'
liminality of th

hort tory, as well as in Urquhart's novel, thus plays on the

hara t r , who, like the change ling, are in one place but belong to

anoth r. John Cu ati ha r marked that
ann' hara t r tend to lament the 10 s of a purer time and place,
a
ring from one' origins that lead to an identity struggle, not
ju t a imple longing for one' native oil. McCann has noted "There's
an int ri reil that i perhap even more significant than a
~ Grac'

'eviIJe, "Rit de Pa.,.,age Ritual of paration in Irish Oral Tradition," in New Perspectives Oil tile
lri~/1 Dla,l'oYa, cd. harl s Fanning ( arbondale,lL:
uthern Illinois Press, 2000),.118.
Colum 1 ann," Erwytl/i/lg i/l Till' COII/ltry MH t interview" not available onlme anymore, quoted by
Amanda '1ucker, "Her~ and 1 h 're: Repframing Diaspora in o/lgdogs," T"is Side of Brig"tlless, Essays Oil
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geographical one." ~~
The notion of "interior exile" sometimes brought about by emigration will be expanded
upon in Chapter 7. Emigration, for McCann's character as for the protagonists in Awny,
entails a search for identity which is embodied in the literary works by the folk motif of
the changeling.
Keith Donohue also deals with the theme of immigration in his The Stolen Child,
though to a lesser extent. Most of his changelings are children of immigrants to America:
Smaolach and Luch6g were from Irish emigrant families before being stolen, for instance. 3i
They have retained Irish names, speak Irish on rare occasions and are even depicted
building a cairn.'5 Besides, it can be guessed that Henry's mother is of Irish origin, since
she tells him tales from Ireland and knows a Donegal woman. lo The changelings Ragno
and Zanzara are of Italian origin, as their names and their tastes indicate: as they are
trapped away from the town, unable to get supplies, the change ling

talk about their

dream menu: "'Spaghetti,' Zanzara began, and Ragno fini hed, 'with Parmesan'." They
also attempt to grow grapes to make wine. 17 Henry himself i of G rman ance try, as the
episode of his mother telling him one of the Grimm' tal

hints at. A a changeling, he

was called "Chopin" becau e he u ed to b a gift d mu i ian from Ea tern Europ . VI The
explanation for Henry' prodigiou mu ical abiliti
indeed discover

that, b fore b ing

is thu to b found in emigration. He

tolen, h

b I ng d to a G rman fami!
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This focus on emigration also stems from a postcolonial impetus on the part of the
authors, especially Jane Urquhart. Although postcolonialism partakes of post-colonialism,
a distinction needs to be made between the two. Post-colonialism refers to a historical
period which followed colonialism and its collapse, particularly in former colonies.
postcolonialism is a political, social and cultural movement which aspires to look back on
the colonial years with a new focus, not on the coloniser and dominant power any more,
but on the oppressed and repressed peoples and cultures. Postcolonialism yet applies to
countries which have been marked by colonialism, either as metropoles or colonies, and
does not refer to imperialism, which, as Ania Loomba notes, "can function without formal
colonies (as in United States imperialism today) [while] colonialism cannot."~o
Postcolonialism is however more than a simple act of anti-colonialism, although it bears
aspects of it: more than opposition to colonialism, it is a shift of focus from the coloniser to
the coloni ed. Postcolonialism has thus seen a renewed interest in local cultures,
language , folklore, etc., which is also part of nationalist movements. The postcolonialist
current is chara teri ed by a focus on the minorities, the ones not in power, and on the
effects of

oloniali m . One of the consequences of the colonial expansion is the

hybridi ation, not only of the population but of the whole cultures. Ania Loomba remarks
that " po t olonial tudie have been preoccupied with issues of hybridity, creolisation,
lIU!stI Zn}l',

in-b tw

idea and identiti

nn

,dia poras and liminality, with the mobility and cross-overs of

generated by

colonialism."~l

Although the term "hybridity" has been

een a a ign of ra ial depre iation on the part of the colonial powers, as mentioned
earli r in Chapt r " the t rm ha gained a new connotation with postcolonialism:
a hybrid i t hni ally a cro b tween two different species and [.. ]
therefor th t rm "hybridi ation" evokes both the botanical notion
of int r- p i grafting and the "vocabulary of the Victorian extreme
right" whi h r gard d different races a different species. However,
11l p
t 01 nial th ory, hybridity is meant to evoke all those ways in
42
whi h thi
abulary wa hallenged and undermined.
Hybridity i a word apt! appli able to the figure of the changeling, straddling the border
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between the fairies' and the humans' realms. In view of the meanings given to the motif by
the contemporary writers under examination here, hybridity is also the consequence of the
changeling experience of emigration. According to Loomba again, the latter "has become,
in the western academy, emblematic of the fissured identities and hybridities generated by
colonial dislocation."~' As will be developed in Chapter 7, the postcolonial character of the
change ling encompasses issues of identity. Postcolonial theory and criticism have been
termed the "children of postmodernism ."~ If postmodernism is seen as the act of shaking
the foundations of long-established rules or traditions, then postcolonialism is in fact one
aspect of it, since by focusing on the overlooked side of history, it participates in this
process. Postcolonialism has however been described as carrying a political and social
agenda, which postmodernism does not necessarily have, while the magic realism evoked
in the previous chapter can be read as the meeting point between postmodernism and
postcolonialism. 45 Some, like Declan Kiberd, have argued against the common idea that
the postcolonial movement starts after the fall of the colonial ystem:
in my judgement, postcolonial writing does not begin only when the
occupier withdraws: rather it is initiated at that very moment when a
native writer formulates a text committed to cultural r si tance. B
this reckOning, Seathru.n Ceitinn and W. B. Y ats are po tcol nial
artists, as surely as Brendan Behan. 'b
He sees the focus on all thing Iri h during the Re ival n t a m r anti-

I niali m, but a

the infancy of postcoioniali m in Ireland.
McCann's use of the myth of the Tuatha de Danann and f th figur
Dana in particular can b

f th g dde
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also

Being an artist of a colonised nation always helped. We took the
language foisted upon us and twisted it into our own form of joyful
Hiberno-English. Our writers have always revelled in a willed
linguistic ambiguity. The English language was a weapon our
colonisers gave us and then turned it around. 48
In "Stolen Child" as in his other works, McCann writes a creative English, using a
language that does not conform to the norms and rules of British grammars and
dictionaries. He reverses the codes: Padraic is thus portrayed "rooted to his shadow"
when it is usually the shadow which is depicted as tied to a body.49 The author also
frequently uses personifications: the sun is painted "galloping in and out of the
skyscra pers," the "bread van cough[s] along the street" while" a radio burst[ s] into life." 50
Personifications, as figures of speech that give human characteristics to an inanimate
object, ca pture the essence of the subversion of the language typical of postcolonial
writing. Bean an Leasa, as the personification of depression in Ni Dhomhnaill's poems, can
also be read a

the postcolonial embodiment of the effects of colonisation. The poet

highlights the linguistic issues arising from this, as will be developed in the next
paragraph .
De pite her white

ettler origins, Urquhart has expressed her anti-colonialism

clearly, wh n he aid for instance: "I think colonialism was a huge act of vandalism"
emb died b

a " kind of rape of the landscape." s! She wrote Away from a postcolonial

c, whi h riti i c the colonial takeovers of Canada and Ireland, while looking
for a wa of r on iling the variou heritages brought together by colonisation. According
to Libby Bir h, "

thu emulat

rquhart draw on theme of muted cultures who can know a rebirth and

Lad Gr gory and Yea

in Ireland ." - Th

who play a vital role in effecting the Celtic revival
on th

n

Irish immigrants to Canada and their

intera tion with in dig n u p ople , rath r than with the dominant powers in place in the
Domini n at th time. Anna Brana h-Kalla quoting Helen Tiffin, remarks that "literature
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becomes a method of subversion and resistance to the colonial ideology. Parody, as used
by Jane Urquhart, is not simply a literary game but it 'offers a key to destabilisation and
deconstruction of a repressive European archive '."51 Through her use of a parodic point of
view, Urquhart diverges from the canonical models and shifts the focus to the unspoken
stories of colonialism, of which Mary's and Exodus's are thought of as archetypes.
Urquhart has reflected on the effects of colonialism throughout her work, from her first
novel, The Whirlpool, in which one of the characters (not so) casually remarks that "fue
Irish and the Canadians have much in common,").j to her latest book Srzncturzry Line. In fue
latter, the narrator ponders:
Outside the window were the fields and meadows of what I thought
of then as my ancestral countryside, though, as I have since learned,
it was the ancestral countryside of a more legitimate tribe, one that
had been gone for a long time, leaving in its wake two words, Red
Cloud: a name stolen and then anglicized by those who came later
and pushed that tribe out. Recently, there has been a lot of talk in the
biological community about pecies that have invaded the Great
Lakes area, zebra mussels, for example, and a particular kind of
Mexican "ladybug," that, according to the experts, "doe n 't b long
here and is upsetting what remain of the e 0 y tern." What doe
belong here? I wonder at such times. Do we?55
Urquhart's depiction of the S dgewick landlord in Awrzy an brad a a textual
embodiment for colonialism. While hi broth r Granvill writ
about Ireland, Osbert compul ively colI

1 rri aI, romanti poem

ts flora and fauna from th Antrim

paint them at home, in the comfort of their big hou

a t to fuen

of Puffin Curt

When he was engaged in thi activity 0 b rt paid littl h d t th
gorgeou small world he wa disturbing. Hi p im
w uld gain
significance and reality only when he g t th m h m , put th m
under the micro cope, and a urat 1, r pr du d th m n pap r.
But by then, of cour e, th y would b dad.:;"
Urquhart here highligh

the r ifi ation

th landl rd. Th Ir' h

native environment can b tak n into aunt bOb rt nly
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Anna Branach-Kallas, 118; quoting Helen Tiffin, "Introduction," Pa.,t tlit' La·,f Post, x.
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ording

to Barbara Bruce, "as a synecdoche for colonialism in the novel, collection is more than
alibi and justification: it is also suffering and death." The Sedgewick landlords can be
perceived

as

the

personifications

of colonialism,

through

their

collecting

and

historicisation of Irish lore and objects, birds and other fauna. 57 It is Osbert's encounter
with Mary on the beach which makes him realise the consequences of his acts. Her refusal
that he takes anything out of the microcosm of the tidepool for her facilitates his
realisation that the tidepool is a whole world unto itself. His words to his brother when he
says that " everything in the tidepools was connected, and that to remove life from them
would be like tearing gold out of the earth" 58 echo the later episode in the novel when, in
Canada, Mary's children will sell their plot of land to the same Sedgewick because a chip
of gold wa found on it. Not only are the brothers the personifications of colonialism in
Ireland, bu t they become so in Canada as well.
Mary on the other hand is the model of the postmodern, postcolonial character in
the novel. Traditionally, as Loomba notes, "as national emblems, women are usually cast
as mother

or wive , and are called upon to literally and figuratively reproduce the

nation."j,! But in Awny, the mother figure of Mary becomes atypical, since she abandons
her family:
Awny how a female protagonist who, outside traditional women's

rol within family tructures, responds to the urge of self-discovery
and
k for a fre dom stereotypically reserved to men [ ... ] If in
AImy wildern
forc the female protagonist to redefine herself, it
al 0 un ttl
the ter otypical image of self and femininity.
Highlighting th un onventional experience of her migrant heroine,
Urquhart que tions the official hi torical and literary discourse of
ttl m 'nt in Canada.nO
A mention cl in the pr
who b) om
adop

a

th

imag

iou chapter, the story is told from the point of view of women,
of emigration in th novel. By giving them a voice, Urquhart

1'ar po t 01 nial and femini t

tance. Indeed, postcolonialism is all about

hitting th fo us t th' forgotten figure of colonial history. As an emigrant forced out of
57
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her country by colonialism and as a woman, Mary doubly personifies such a figure. The
fact that she subverts the codes of traditional writing by being an unconventional mother
partakes of postmodern postcolonialism as well. Esther, as the teller of her family's
history, also upsets the codes: storytellers are more often pictured as males, but Esther
becomes the story-teller rising against the forces of colonialism by wording her family's
history till the very end, come hell or high water. "Thus, while Awny deconstructs the
imperial representations of the colonised and the coloniser, the individual is rendered
visible."b1
The postcolonialist aspect of Urquhart's novel does not only reside in her depiction
of the Irish emigrants pushed out of their homeland by the Famine. Urquhart also operates
a paralleling between Irish and First Nations' myths. The figure of the crow is reminiscent
of Irish tales as well as aboriginal stories. The First Nations tell of Raven creating the
world out of a stone he had let fall from his beak and of how he tole the sun. 62 In the
novel, the crow is portrayed with a chip of gold in its b ak, which ub equently allows
Liam and Eileen to sell their plot of land on the Canadian Shield to a gold pro pector and
get an arable property by the lake.61 The bird i al

0

an important ymbol of fate in the

Irish story of Deirdre, a mentioned in Chapter 5. A Marlen Goldman remarked in her
study of the character of Exodu Crow, "if [ ... ] Mary' r lation hip with the figur of the
crow establishes ground

for the Iri h ' claim on th

sub equent encounter with the crow erve to d

n w w rld, th n h r
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p nand tr ngth n thi initial laim."/>I

The postcolonial asp ct of Awny al 0 lie in Urquhart' parall ling
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Indeed, when Mary tells him stories from Ireland, that of the Finnnn, the Children of Lir,
Oisin who went to the Land of the Young and so on, Exodus Crow believes her and does
not reject these as fabrications, because "it was as if his own mother were telling the stories
of the spirits." ,Jjl The kinship between Irish and indigenous peoples is put forward later by
Liam's marriage with Molly, who is half-Ojibway, half-Irish. Moreover, it is not simply the
similarities of beliefs between the two peoples which are highlighted, but also of
experiences. Exodus relates how Mary told him once that the Irish had been robbed of
their land, their language, their landscape, and had been exiled and how he told her that
the "white men" took the First Nations' land, abused their women and killed their
animals, to which Mary replied that" the same trouble stayed in the hearts of both our
peoples."":" Thus, in the words of Anna Branach-Kallas, "Awny deconstructs the traditional
repre entation of colonial power, of the relationship between the Indian and the pioneer
and of th Canadian immigrant's que

t." 68

1arlene Goldman however states that
To e tabli h a connection between the Irish and the genius locus of
the
w world, Awny invokes magic realism to identify the Irish
chara t r with the Canadian landscape and, on occasion, to
tran f rm Iri h haracter into replicas of indigenous peoples. In this
wa , magi rea li m erve the necessary yet politically suspect work
of indig nizing th Iri h ttl r-invaders. b9
Wha t

m to b d n in th novel i rather a paralleling of the Irish and the Aboriginal

p pi , through th fri nd hip and imilar experiences of Mary and Exodus. Urquhart
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ative land, it seems that the O'Malleys'

encounters with the crow are an expression of the good relations between the Irish and the
First Nations, further effected through Liam and Molly's marriage later on, all the more so
that magic realism in the novel, as mentioned in the previous chapter, is not used only in
Canada a tall.
Magic realism is indeed a literary technique fit for changeling stories, since
[it] is a mode suited to exploring - and transgressing - boundaries,
whether the boundaries are ontological, political, geographical, or
generic. Magical realism facilitates the fusion, or coexistence, of
possible worlds, spaces, systems that would be irreconcilable in
other modes of fiction [... ] Magical realist texts are subversive: their
in-betweenness, their all-at-onceness encourages resistance to
monologic political and cultural structures, a feature that has made
the mode particularly useful to writers in postcolonial cultures and,
increasingly, to women?'
The magic realism that lies at the heart of Mary and Exodus Crow's stories i in fact used
by Urquhart as a postcolonial tool. The technique is envi aged in Awny as a means of
resistance to the Western codes of fiction-writing.72 Magic realism highlights the cultural
histories of the once-colonised nations and lead

them away from the lit rary canon,

because it "creates a space in which ilen ed ubjects can b rewritten ba k. into hi tory.'"
These silenced voices can be that of women, form r olonial ubj
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it is a way to undermine the colonial literary power. Indeed, according to Maggie Ann
Bowers, "what locates [the magic realist] writers politically is their narrative positions
outside the dominant power structures and cultural centres." Bowers further notes that
Canada, as a former British colony (and yet whose head of state is still the Queen of
England) marginalized by the American neo-colonialism, is a privileged space for magic
s
realism.- As Marlene Goldman remarks, this is to be seen in Urquhart's third novel:
Awny relies on magic realism to generate a version of Ireland's
colonial past and the Irish collective memory that challenges the
prevailing, dominant discourses of British and Canadian
nationalism. Awny's use of magic realism reveals that nations are not
merely "imagined communities" but, more specifically, collective
identities borne of fantasies that arise, in part, in response to
suffering and loss. Viewed in this light, magic realism can be used by
di placed and dispossessed members of a community to fashion a
consoling vision of surviva1. 76

Magic reali m empha i e the fact that the once-colonised nation is other, but in a positive
way, highlighting the peoples' cultural histories. Urquhart's rewriting of Yeats's favourite
theme of fairy abduction proceeds from the same impetus. Since his poetry stands for the
literary canon, r interpreting it is a way to state one's difference and existence. Indeed,
"literary int rt xtuality i fr quently used in English-Canadian 'decolonising fictions' in
order to

ont t the literary conventions inherent in the colonial literary heritage.,, 77
t 01 nial writer ar concerned with either establishing a different native

~loreo

literary an n or with challenging the transplanted one." 78 But Yeats is not British. It is in
fact th Eur p an influ n
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Britain'
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Canadian nation and history. This "implicit questioning of British and European canonical
texts" is a "dialogue between the present and the past [that] touches upon the vital
Canadian problem of identity." 79 Urquhart therefore shows that she is also a postcolonial
writer in her attempt at defining Canadianness, as will be further discussed in the last
chapter.
According to Geoff Hancock, "magic realism raises fundamental questions. How do
we know ourselves in society? How do we deal with that knowledge in our bones? Are we
in exile from our roots by choice or by necessity? How do we de-colonize our
imaginations?"80 The author's rewriting of the changeling motif is an attempt at answering
some of these interrogations. The changeling that Mary has become is thus the symbol of
the effects of colonialism, but the motif also embodies colonisation itself: while
colonisation can be seen as taking someone's land away from them and forcing them into a
new one, at the heart of the changeling lore lies the same idea of stealing, eizing and
enforcing a change. Person or land, this make little difference as, for Urquhart, the two
are deeply connected. In Anna Branach-Kalla ' view, "th
developed in Away contests rational way
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eing reality and

halleng
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Another of the issues raised by postcolonialism is that of otherness, even though
this theme is not necessarily always linked to that particular process. As explored in
Chapter 3, the folk tradition has been dealing with similar issues. In the four works under
examination, the authors are thus reusing the motif and its corollaries, although in
different ways. Homi Bhabha in fact sees difference as the key to understanding colonial
otherness: here difference is not so much the opposite of same (since "to be different from
those that are different makes you the same") as the distance between one and other. It is
not the opposition between "the colonialist Self" and "the colonised Other," but what fills
in the gap between the two. According to him, it is through difference that otherness is
expressed .l!~ As Be rtrand Cardin noted, parody corresponds to a critical distancing that

enables alterity to be recognised, incorporated and replaced. 83 The writers ' parodic
retellings of the changeling motif thus naturally raise issues of otherness. But the
doubleness of the changeling entails larger issues of identity, as well as of sameness and
otherne . For David Lloyd, " in a fashion not unfamiliar in other post-colonial locations,
Irish culture i marked by a elf-estrangement [... ]" 84 This is mirrored by the figure of the
changeling. It ha
being

I

b en remarked that "Urquhart's female characters are 'postmodern

in the ens that they are decentered, laway,' defined through others.,, 8S Indeed,

they ar fir t defin d through E ther l narrative. Although she is not the narrator in the
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here and now. Yet the events unfolding in the book are triggered by the way the female
characters are perceived: Mary / Moira is defined through Eileen's eyes as well as the
islanders', Brian's or Father Quinn's. Eileen in turn is viewed from her granddaughter's
perspective, in effect highlighting the fact that one needs the other's eyes to define oneself,
which is what Kiberd explains:
Identity was dialogic; the other was also the truest friend, since it
was from the other that a sense of self was derived. A person went
out to the other and returned with a self, getting to know others
simply to find out what they think of him or herself. This seeing of
the entire world through the other's eyes was an essential process in
the formation of a balanced individual [... ]86
In "Stolen Child," the narrative unfolds with an internal focalisation in the third person,
centred on Padraic. Other characters such as Dana, Will and the children in the home, are
thus viewed through him. As will be argued later on in the last chapter, it i also McCann
himself who appears through Padraic.
Otherness brings with it questions of identity, a exemplified by Urquhart' novel.
Her use of magic realism, which empha ise th creativity of the Other, i al
through her interest in such i ue. She ha conf
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foreigner, we are fighting our unconscious."9o What is foreign is not simply what is
outside, but also what lies inside the human mind. For Kristeva, "strangely, the foreigner
lives within us: he is the hidden face of our identity [... ] By recognizing him within
ourselves, we are spared detesting him in himself."91 She adds: "Uncanny, foreignness is
within us: we are our own foreigners, we are divided."92 The changeling figure is thus the
expression of this ambivalence. It is an unlzeimlich reflection of the human, using Freud's
term both in the meanings of unheimlich as foreign and secret. To use Vladimir
Jankelevitch's phrase, the changeling is a reflection of "homo duplex," the dual nature in
.

humaruty.

91

Briona Nic Dhiarmada indeed sees Bean an Leasa and the abducted woman of Ni
Dhomhnaill's poems as two sides of the same coin, "dha thaobh den rud ceanna,"
embodying the clear division between ego and alter ego. 94 Bean an Leasa acts as the
narrator' darker side. This is expressed through a dichotomy between both of them, as
exemplified in "Fuadach": one is disruptive and has no manners while the other makes an
effort to b have politely. The tension between the two is expressed also in the grammar of
the poem: in the fir t tanza, Bean an Leasa (si) is mentioned four times, and in three
instance

he i the ubj ct of the actions, while the first person of the narrator is present

four time too, bu t only once as subject. The tension is balanced in the second stanza by
the chia mu in th line "ach da mbeinnse id thi'-se/ mar taoi-se im thi'-se" ("but if I
my elf w r to b in your own house/ as you yourself are in my own house"). In the next
tanza, while B an an L a a i the ubject of the actions, her presence is fading since the
grammati al ubj
ubj

t (i only mentioned once and the last line juxtaposes the first person

t I1Ilse with B an an L a a a object (l). She is absent from the second-to-Iast stanza,

lea ing ro m f r th

narra tor to expres her elf, and although she returns in the final

fading awa ,a

en in the almost identical end lines:

i faid a bh idh i iud ag imeacht
b ad a ag t a ht,
faid a bheidh i ag imeacht
ew York: Columbia University Press, 1991), 191.
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beadsa ag teacht. 95
What is dropped in the echoing last two lines is precisely the emphatic siLid referring to
Bean an Leasa. Even though the fairy woman fades away at the end of the poem, and it is
the voice of the narrator that is heard since Bean an Leasa does not speak, their conflicting
presence is expressed also in the fact that the poem was originally going to be titled" Bean
an Leasa." 96 This was changed for publication, probably to avoid confusion between the
poem itself and the section in which it appears. "Fuadach" evidences an emphasis on the
self: the emphatic personal suffix -se/-sa is used eight times. The poem "Parthenogenesis,"
first titled "Iarlais" or "Iasc n6 Feoil,"97 was then named after an English word of Greek
origin. Parthenogenesis is "a biological term that refers to a way of reproducing without
fertilization, that is, the female cell splits down the middle."98 The line is thin from divided
cell onto divided self: the exclusive disjunction in "Iasc n6 Feoil" ("Fish or Meat") echoes
this idea of doubleness. One may wonder whether Bean an Leasa could be the narrator's,
and possibly Ni Dhomhnaill's, alter ego. She is named "an bhean eile" (" the other
woman") in "Thar mo ChionTI," highlighting the idea of a ounterpart. For S hrage-Friih,
Ni Dhomhnaill "stag[es] encounter with otherworldly cr ature

that

rv

a p ychic

projections or alter ego, embodying what cannot b oth rwi e expre ed."'l'l Furthermore,
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call it the lias or " faery fort" [... ] My attitude is that the lias is not
there at all. It's within, the subconscious, which generally you can't
get into, and poetry is bringing stuff from that other world into this
world . Any thing that comes from there will be imbued with an
ex traordinary charge, a luminous quality that will make it jump off
the page. 102
For Ni Dhomhnaill, the Otherworld is part of one's inner world. Jane Urquhart also views
the creative process in the same way, when she says: "1 think it's a great thing to go
through for a writer, to be able to live inside another world. That's essentially what you do
when yo u write novels."101 The process of going to the lias to retrieve an abducted relative
is thus akin to the d escent into the psyche to get a poem, in Ni Dhomhnaill's work. She
talks about " An Bha trail" in which the narrator goes to the fort to rescue her child: "you
are going into the lias for your own child, and the child is the potential, the image for the
new or future di pen ation, and you are going into the lias to get it back." l().1 Frank Sewell
has noted that " normally, in Irish folklore and beaIaideas, on the rare occasions when a
woman i re cued and returned from the lias or abyss, she is left dumb. Ni Dhomhnaill, 6
Tuama con ed e , far from b ing dumb, is prolific."lOS This creativity is explained by the
fac t that the I/O

the place for the imagination. Ni Dhomnaill remarked:

I f
my reativity i like this island inside of me, in the
u bcon iou , that emerge. It's like the demon lover in my
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strong ego consciousness that the unconscious must use very strong means - send them a
hellish depression - before they can loosen up enough to let things happen." 107 Poetry is
the link between the two worlds, says Michaela Schrage-Fruh: "being a poet means
constantly crossing the threshold between the realms of the conscious and the
subconscious, the real and the imaginary, the mundane and the spiritual." 108 Seen from
this perspective, poets and poetry themselves are liminal. Ni Dhornhnaill agrees to this
view as she affirms "being a poet means that you are mediating between the other world,
the liDS, and this world." 109 Oona Frawley thus rightfully sees Ni Dhornhnaill's Irish
language and poetry as a "liminal site at which myth and reality meet." Il ll The poems are
journeys to the liDS, to the poet's psyche, and present the readers with the author's alter
ego, a dark and threatening Bean an Leasa.
Keith Donohue's novel is built around the idea of a dual identity. The book in fact
alternates between chapters written from the point of view of Aniday, the stolen child, and
Henry Day, the changeling who has taken hi place in the Day family. Donohue explains:
I've read books with more than one narrator, and the t hnique
seemed right for this novel about the divid d If [ ... ] The other
difficulty was trying to write in two different fir t p r on voice tha t
are essentially the ame per on - the original H nry Day and th
per on trying to become Henry Day - but with nough of a
difference to be discrete [ ... S]u taining th fe ling that nida i
trapped a a even-year-old led m to many mall d i ion ab ut hi
voice. He i both even and not- ven. Aniday till
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if for the fir t time, but by the end of th b b., h i r lying n
memory ju t a much a H nry. III
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riddle of [their] identit[ies]" as Aniday has it in the narrative.1l3 Indeed, the recurring
question Henry is asked in the novel is "do you know who you are, Henry Day?" - a
question in fact valid for both characters. 114 Henry's half-sunburnt face embodies this
question: "from the library 'S bathroom mirror stared a person divided in two, half of my
face pale, the other half crimson."l15 The story is narrated using internal focalisation,
alterna tively from Henry 's and Aniday's point of view, since" the story lends itself to it." 116
When Henry is the first-person narrator, he always refers to his belongings as "Henry's,"
thus marking he is not the real Henry.117 It is only at the end that he learns to accept his
past and who he is, stating "I am no longer the boy I was once upon a time, and he
[Aniday] has become someone else, someone new. He is gone and now I am Henry
Day.,,118 This is embodied by the fact that the adult Henry lives in a newly-built house in
the woods where Aniday and the changelings' camp used to be: one has moved to other
horizons while the other ha become emplaced to where he thought he didn't belong. 119
Even the figure of speech reflect this duality, as when Tess tells her husband Henry "you
don't eem yo ur elf today," to which he quite honestly replies "I'm not." 120 The irony of
thi double entendre its If illu trate the central theme of the book.

The two chara ter are not only doubling each other in terms of narration, but also
with rega rd

to th

plot and structure of the novel itself. Donohue admitted how he

worked n thi a p t of the novel: "the two narrators, they weren't mirrors but they did

refl t ea h oth r.

I would create omething in one, and thought, well, let's look at this

anoth r way. What parall I can I draw?" 121 This image of the mirrored self is present in
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a monster, but not Henry Day either. m
Each character is the reflection of the other, though through a distorted looking glass.
Aniday is interested in books: he writes his diary, steals in the library and even quotes
Shakespeare. On the other hand, Henry is rather focused on music: he plays the piano, is
part of a band as a teenager, and eventually writes a symphony. Aniday writes the story of
his life on stolen papers and says "without Luchog's letters, I would have been lost
forever." 111 In parallel, Henry finds his redemption in the music he composes. After a
performance, he feels" split in two." 124 Later on, after a concert with his band, Henry
confesses to his best friend Oscar that he sometimes feels " torn in two," to which his friend
replies that he is "out of this world," 125 the pun referring both to his extraordinary musical
talent and his fairy origins, though the character is unaware of this. This binary structure
throughout the book was clearly intended by the author: "so I had this sort of duality setup where if I make one boy, one side, abstract and interested in the mu ical aspect, and the
other one interested in language, then I've got a really neat way of dealing with this
question."126 In The Stolen Child, both narrator were thu

reated a alt r ego to each other,

since, as Henry's father says, "everybody ha a double in the world." 127
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Padraic is thus McCann's alter ego in that this character made of words offers

the man of letters a way of renegotiating his past.
Jane Urquhart, who says that she has always been fascinated by "the whole
business of self and other," 1)0 also builds her narrative around the double identity of her
character. Moira could be seen as Mary's other self, since they are two sides of one
character. It mirrors the changeling figure very well: half-human, half-fairy, the two
natures of one being. Awayness would therefore be "both the fact of moving away and the
idea of being separated from the 'self' that results from it." 131 It is the journey that allows
the distance from one's self and then the self-redefinition that results from it:
What is also at stake is the "self" itself. Indeed, through a change in
place, it is the lack of fixity of "self" that is highlighted. The fact that
the "self" is an ongoing event is made plain enough through a
con tant exchange between the natural and cultural configurations
that we lump together under the term "place"; the fact of travelling
bring this a pect to the fore. A journey, because it involves changing
one' habitual environment, correlatively implies forming new
re ponse .112
Dis ov ring one' other elf, finding one's change ling side is essential in the process of
defining one' identity:" the notion of encounter between the self and its other is the [00']
e ential fa tor of identity, of 'being' in the world." rn This process is at work in the novel,
where, ac ording to the author her elf, "there is this assumption of something 'other'
coming in, from

mewher el e, you can't really define it, you don't really know what it

is, but it hang

ou forever."I'-I For Urquhart, it however cannot be effected without a
it 10 t, retriev d or found. It has been argued that "the double appears

like the fa our d th me of 10 .
referen

>

"

ot only the loss of identity, but also the loss of one's

1ar / 10ira i thu the po tcolonial embodiment of a loss of land, evoked
of language, dis ussed in the next paragraphs, both of
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which lead to a loss of identity.
As in the folk tradition, death is present in some of the works as the ultimate Other.
In Ni Dhomhnaill's poetry, Bean an Leasa carries with her a sense of irrevocability, of
doom, because she sentences the narrator to never have a drop of buttermilk in her churn
ever again in "A Bhean a Ghaibh Isteach" or curses the daughter to be transformed into a
mouse in "An Cailin a Bhi ina Luch" for example. She can be seen as death, taking the
narrator "i ndoircheacht bhuan" ("in perpetual darkness") in "Fuadach." Upon reading
the newspaper in "Thar Mo Chionn," the persona realises that it is the young girl Ann
Lovett "a chuaigh thar mo chionn don eag," who went to her death in place of the
narrator. In this case, the fairy fort is rather equated with death than with creativity,
although it is this fateful event which sparks the poem.
Anna Branach-Kallas, in her monograph on the works of Jane Urquhart, has
argued that awayness is manifested in the novel through an obsession with death. She
writes that Mary's "encounter with the dead ailor' gho t and her ub equent existence
on the verge of the world of the living and the realm of the dead during the potato famine
can be interpreted as a premonition of the death awaiting her in Canada a a re ult of the
end of a world familiar to her." 1"10 Mary' love for the dead ailor i in fact th
thi . Besides, the Otherworld in the Iri h tradition ha b
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dissolve and die." l'l9 Mary and Eileen are portrayed staring at the waters of the lake for
hours . First, " Mary had begun, as before, to stand beside the stream"J.lOand then moves to
Moira Lake to live by it. On the other hand, Eileen has her own special room in Liam's
house, overlooking the lake, which Esther has inherited. HI All three women are thus lost in
a reverie over the water, away. Anne Compton sees Mary O'Malley as "the mythic figure
of death and renewal" 142 since her condition is passed on to the next generation. Urquhart
writing of the w omen 's relationship to water then differs from Yeats's, as seen previously,
since his d epiction of water in "The Stolen Child" lead away from death towards eternal
yo uth.
In Urquhart's novel, death is also portrayed as the loss of memory. The last of the
O'Malley fem ale line is Esther, who is dying - either metaphorically or not, this is unclear.
She is the recipient of her family 's history. But since she is the narrator of the novel, the
read er becom e the repository of this heritage. This highlights the importance of a story
when it o me to memory. In an interview, Urquhart indeed talked about the importance
of memo ry in her works: " the word 'forget' is important to me, but I'm more interested in
how p o plc fo rget or why people forget, or for that matter why they remember or how
they rememb ' r, then whether or not we should or shouldn't." 141 She assimilates history
and tory:" the pa t i a tory being told, and as such it takes on a different tone and a
diff rent hade."111 Edward Said defined memory as "a powerful collective instrument for
pre erving id nti ty."115 torie

and memory are for Urquhart criteria to define one's

id ntity: in m own a e the ombination of hearing about and imagining the past tells
11

me who I a m right no w," b au e the pa t is an integrative part of identity. She continues:
" rn on w ay or an th r yo u take history with yoU.,,146 And it is exactly what happens to

the 0 ' la U

worn n: th

ar inhabited by their family's past, which is repeated in each of
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the women's lives. Hence the importance of memory in the novel: remembering is living
on, forgetting is dying. Through her portrayal of Eileen, Urquhart thus touches upon the
idea of collective memory. The young woman indeed is the keeper of the Irish memory of
the Famine and of the diaspora, and of nationalism. 1-17 She passes this collective memory to
her granddaughter Esther, who in turn passes it to the readers. As Branach-Kallas notes,
Similarly to Changing HemJen, Away highlights the importance of
collective memory for the development of individual identity . Both
Mary and Brian O'Malley, as representatives of the Irish-Catholic
community, refuse to forget about their ancestral history. They treat
their Gaelic heritage as a necessary component of Irish cultural,
national and religious identity, jeopardised by British imperialism.
Brian's fight to keep his hedge school in Ireland as well as his
introduction of Irish history and Celtic mythology into the school
curriculum in Canada show his efforts to preserve the memory of
Irish national past. Mary does not merely see Irish mythology as an
important though fictional element of her Irish heritage, but perceives
Gaelic myths as a vital part of her daily life. 148
Urquhart expresses her anxiety at a people' 10

of memory, of hi tory with her depiction

of Esther who is to be evicted from Loughbreeze Bach b au

the whol prop rty i to be

swallowed down into the hole of the n arby q uarr . This part of th no
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suggests the slipping away of a world doomed to disappear.15l
So Urquhart denounces the industrialisation of the Canadian landscape, what she calls a
"rape of the land." 152 Awayness can thus be applied to modern-day Canada itself, since it
is in this depiction going towards its death by destroying the landscape. Not realising - or
not wanting to realise - how damaging this activity is, Canada destroys the memory
embodied for Urquhart by the landscape. Using the modern meaning of the expression, 153
it could be said then that the Canadian industry is "away with the fairies" in Urquhart's
eyes.
The folk issue of otherness carried by the motif of the changeling is thus viewed in
the contemporary rewritings in terms of alter ego and death. The Other is oneself, or it is
dying. The plurality of the Other is thus visible: it is not simply a matter of oneself and
death, or of one and oneself, the issues are multiple. This is indeed another aspect of
postmoderni m: otherness is not binary anymore, the emphasis is on differences, as was
detailed in Chapter 3. Thi is evidenced by Urquhart's novel, in which the number three is
important: the book is tructured around a triad, while three generations of women who
are away are portray d (Mary, Eileen, Esther). Marcia Anne Bell remarks in her thesis:
"Urquhart' u e of triad r flects a counterbalancing, synthesizing mode of consciousness
whi h off e

the dualitie prevalent in her novel [AW(ly]."I 54 While it has been said that

"Urquhart' writing are what could be qualified as binary, oscillating between past and
pre ent, h rand th r , r ality and fiction, where dose and far are juxtaposed, where what
. far i

in what i do e," 155 thi thesis would rather emphasise that the Canadian

auth r pr

mo

awa

from th e dualities, showing that the world is not so

di hotomou , but rath r at lea t threefold: she uses triadic structures such as
lr' h/

b riginaljBriti h or immigrant/Empire/First Nations, and so on. Besides, as
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meanings. lob In The Stolen Child, the chiasmatic nature of the process of the change creates
in effect four children each time: the original Henry Day turns into Aniday, while the
changeling Chopin becomes the new Henry, for instance. The abducted children and their
substitutes are many in the novel, as are the metaphorical changelings in McCann's short
story. According to the earlier analysis, Padraic, Dana, Will, the children in the home in
Brooklyn, McCann himself and exiles in general can be viewed as changelings. The
process is not a binary colonised-coloniser exchange, but a rhizomatic interaction, to take
up Deleuze and Guattari's term, which will be focused on in the next chapter. Flannery
writes that McCann's "writing re-imagines the possibilities of contemporary Irish fiction;
he places Irish history, Irish writing, and Irish culture into productive artistic and ethical
dialogue with other marginal cultures." lS7
In Awny, the plurality of the Other is also inscribed within the character of Mary,

through her femininity, her Irishness and her awayness:
the transformation of her identity is perceived by the community a
a problem: the female protagonist b come a threat to other ' table
identities and therefore must be marginalised. In effe t, at thi point,
the female character becomes a triply" oppre ed Oth r. She
appears an ex-centric/' peaking from the margin, from a pIa e
other" than the" or a" center - both in the metaphori al n
she belongs to another" world - and in a lit ral n - a an Iri h
pea ant and a a woman living in 19 th century UI ter. lS!!
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femininity, Irishness and the Gaelic language are intimately linked in the colonial process
of othering:
Irish in the Irish context is the language of the Mothers, because
everything that has been done to women has been done to Irish. It
has been marginalized, its status has been taken from it, it has been
reduced to the language of small farmers and fishermen, and yet it
has survived and survived in extraordinary richness [... p 61
In a more recent context, Ni Dhomhnaill talks about how otherness and femininity were
tied toge ther, in the emerging poetry group in University College Cork in the 1970s: "1 was
still an outsider because I was the only woman there." 162 For Frank Sewell, the mermaid on
dry land is like nil cnilill n bllf ilIn 11lCll on the lonely quay, both waiting for the tide to
change

0

they can be " res tored, transformed back to her full estate, glory, and honour as

'woman,' post-colonial Irish woman no longer dispossessed due to her gender, nationality
or language." Ih1 Mary /Moira is thus the embodiment of both Ni Dhomhnaill and
Urquhart's is ues with postcolonial otherness. Urquhart emphasises the significance of the
word in her preface to her short story collection Storm Glass:
It eem to me now that the word" other" is important in that it was
an attraction to the mysterious " other" that started me writing short
fi tion in th fir t place: that wild desire to explain, if only to myself,
a land ap, an ra, a human being, an event, about which I had but
limited ac e .ltH

In thi a ertion, h al

0

undermine the colonial idea of the "Other," showing that it can

be a our e of knowl d g . In other words, Urquhart suggests with Away that Canadian
identity i n t binar , it i not a
Europ and
the

hand, i ap

t of oppositions, between English and French, between

meri a r b tw en Fir t

ations and settlers. More than that, it is a mix of all

f ngaging with th land. For Cynthia Sugars, "while Away, on the one
t olonial

1 bration of Canada's ettler heritage, on the other, the novel

off r a ritiqu of a ultural id ntity politic that advocates an allegiance to a single (i.e.,
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nonhybrid) version of the nation's settler history." IbS The author explains how her interest
in the story of Canada's multiculturality grew:
I think first of all, in order to understand this country as a
multicultural country, I had to go right back to my own ancestors
who came from another land and settled here. And that was, I know,
pretty powerfully driven by the fact that I was getting to know many
of my colleagues who had come from other countries and who were
settling in as first generation Canadians in a country that my family
had been in for several generations. And I wanted to understand, as
a result of their immigrant experiences, what my own family 's
immigrant experiences might have been. 1btJ
For her, a multicultural nation is one in which, to understand the plurality of the others,
one looks also into one's own story. The way to get to the other is through one's sell, as the
quote from Kristeva at the start of this section indicates. In contemporary literature using
the changeling motif, the focus is not on otherne s as in Irish folklore, but rather on
"othernesses," in a postmodern perspective. McCann, Urquhart, Oonohue and
Dhomhnaill thus also subvert the traditional reading of the changeling narrative by u ing
the motif as a way to negotiate one' relationship with other .
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speak English, although their parents may still have used Irish in the new world. The
schoolmaster taught the disappearing language to his pupils in Canada, as the words
traced with chalk on the blackboard in the abandoned classroom are witness to, after his
death. l68 Brian's last words were indeed Irish, a quote from an ancient Irish triad, thus
highlighting the importance of the Irish culture for him: "Rian fir ar mhnaoi, he had said to
Eileen just before he died, the Irish already sounding unfamiliar, untranslatable in their
ears." 109 This phrase is part of the Irish triad already mentioned, and the fact that it may
have been partly mistranslated earlier supports the idea of a loss of language. Awayness
therefore also expresses estrangement from one's language. It is embodied in the text by
Mary's other name, Moira, which is the Anglicised form of the name Mary, Mciire in Irish.
The protagonist is in fact feeling at loss in-between two languages, two cultures, two
countries. In that too, she is a change ling. As Libby Birch remarks:
Urquhart reinforces the notion that the transition from one language
to another can result in a confusion about one's identity and that
one' communica tion skills can become so impaired that there is a
diffi ulty in making oneself understood. Combine this with the act of
immigra tion and we can see why Mary clings to her mythological
world a the only world in which she can truly find herself. This is
till a onsideration today for certain immigrants who are forced to
integrat into a Canadian culture which is still primarily based on
Briti h middle-cla values.liO
Kr ' t a r mark

b tw

that p aking two or more languages can lead someone to be lost inall it th " ilence of polyglots." 171 Brian, whom Urquhart describes as

a mild man, nra g d, th n made ilent," 172 is afflicted by such a silencing trauma, all the
11

more

that hi bilinguali m wa forced upon him by colonisation:
Et r [ 1ary] had be n in the forest for several winters she told
[
du] dark thing; about the time [... ] of the lost language and
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mpty villag and how the p ople who once sang were now
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and their voice is broken, their words are gone." 17,
In Ireland, Brian was teaching classical Greek and Latin - two dead languages - to his
hedge school pupils. But in Canada, it is in Irish that he is instructing the children, thus
indicating that his language is dying through the parallel with Latin and Greek. Urquhart's
view is that language can be a tool but also a hindrance regarding communication, she
talks about
the difficulties of making yourself heard and making yourself
known, and the difficulties of language and how it doesn't always
fulfil its promise. How much can you really even know about
another person through the medium of language, which is all we
really have? Language is a metaphor and symbol. m
This could be said to mirror Urquhart's experience in France for example: "I was not only
away from my extended family and my place, but I was al

away from my language."17s

0

Awny was indeed written partly in France, and at Loughbreeze Beach. n Language as well

can thus be a silencing factor of estrangement.
Mary is the Anglicised name for a character who initially only p ak rri hand
would therefore be called Maire by her community and r lative . Wh n Mar take on the
name Moira it is not 0 much a change of identity than a r turn to h r rri h roo ,through
what could be deemed as Urquhart' po tcoloniali m . Y t 10ira i th Angli i d P lling
of Maire, indicating the ituational change for the chara t r. lary ha m
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people, Urquhart's notebooks indicate that she saw it as the Anglicised version of
Aisling. l77 As has been noted above, this Irish name means a "dream," a "vision" or a
"love poem," evoking the awayness of the character and of her foremothers. The nisling is
a woman who appears in a dream, often as the personification of Ireland. An nisling can
thus be a political poem. Urquhart may have eventually settled on the more Biblical Esther
to attenuate this aspect. But an nisling is a literary creation, suggesting that Esther is the
story. Aisling/Esther can thus be seen as the voice of the novel. The O'Malley women, as
well as all that they stand for, are not silenced anymore: through Esther, the powerful
female narrator who, despite her advanced age, finds the strength to tell her story against
all (mining) odds, a voice is given back to them. This echoes McCann's short story
"Aisling," which depicts a powerful narrator in her everyday routine. 17B
The language issue is a minor one in Donohue's novel, though the Irish language is
nonethele

fea tured . The majority of the changelings have names of animals from the

wood in the language of their community. Thus the Italian Ragno and Zanzara are named
re p tively aft r the words for "spider" and "mosquito" in Italian. Igel means
"hedgehog" in German. The two Irish changelings are no exception to this. Smaolach is a
form of lIlolnc", the Iri h for "thrush," and Luch6g for "mouse." They are portrayed
peaking Iri h on rar

0

ca ions, although nobody understands them:

" i mnr n st1tenr n bitenr [sic]," he said.
" maola h, if I live to be a thousand years, I'll never understand
your old language. Speak English to me."li9

The Iri h phra

" i mar a hiltear a bhitear" is significant, since it means" things are not

alwa ' a th y

m ." It is a coded me age referring to the misleading appearances of the

chang ling
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come far across an incomprehensible ocean, from a place called Leitrim, and when Dana
first heard him talk she thought he must have swallowed a very tiny insect or bird that
made his voice the way it was." She later tries to figure out which creature he could have
got stuck in his throat: a cricket, a thrush or a praying mantis are the three options that she
is considering. ISO Padraic is the one who does not belong. This is epitomised by the
language difference: his pronunciation reveals he is a foreigner to America. In an
interview, McCann confessed that he found himself in a parallel situation when he first
went to America, that although he didn't have an American accent, he was being told he
didn't have an Irish brogue either. lSI
For Laura O'Connor, in Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill's poetry, "fairy legend about a
parallel otherworld also provides tacit metapoetic commentary on the shadowy existence
of Gaelic." 182 The liminal aspect of Bean an Leasa is indeed also embodied in the language
issue. The fairy woman speaks English in " An Crann": the invading and intrusive Bean an
Leasa has been interpreted as a metaphor for the English language, I aving the narrator
numb and unable to speak, standing for an Ghaeilge. 181 The pronoun repr
otherworldly woman are omnipre ent, wherea mise, th
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whether the narra tor is male or female, emphasising the fact that the victim of this raid
could be anyone, or, n fortiori, anything living, such as the language. The dumbness of the
woman whose tree has been cut by Bean an Leasa could be seen as the "silence of the
polyglots" mentioned by Kristeva. Cary Shay notes:
That folklore - which is deeply tied up with the language within
w hich it has been traditionally expressed - is used to speak of
silence might also be seen as a metaphorical relationship. The silence
of which it speaks is not just the muteness of many of its subjects, but
a lso the silence inflicted upon the Irish language and its world view
as a result of the dominance of English in a postcolonial world .l84
Yet, the dumbfounded woman is the narrator of the poem, and therefore it is her voice
rather than the fairy woman's which resonates throughout the piece. Ni Dhomhnaill is
thus paradoxically showing that even though the Irish voice may seem muffled in her
contemporary ociety, it is louder than one would think. She says: "I always felt my voice
wasn't heard [ . ..] Even though Irish is almost invisible sometimes in this society, it's like
the yea t in the bread, it' what makes the culture rise."185

If

i Dhomhnaill' d claration that she "would be the first to admit that there is a

trong elem nt of [her] own per onal pathology behind the stories that the landscape tells
to [her], or ra ther th

torie tha t [ he has] been prepared to hear from it" 186 is anything to

go by, it an b inferred that there are autobiographical elements in this liminal linguistic
ituation.
wa

1

Dhomhnaill wa born in 1952 in Lancashire, England. When she was five, she

ent to the K rry Ga Ita ht to h r aunt's before her parents moved back to Ireland and

ettl d in
topi

enagh, Co. Tipperary, where she went to school (where Irish was one of the

without b ing th

language of education in the school). She married a Turkish

ge logic,t wh n h wa twenty-one, and moved to Amsterdam and then Turkey for seven
oming ba k to th Gaeltacht in 1980 for a few years. She now lives in Dublin.
uala

"I

h mhnaill is thu u ed to witching languages a lot. She is fluent in Irish and
p ak Turki hand laim to know French, German and Dutch. Her

ability to e pr

h r If in more than one language could be reflected in "An Crann." She
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said:
Ultimately, the complications of my relationship with Ireland have to
do with language. Unable to live permanently in Turkey, 1 was
equally unable to remain permanently in the Gaeltacht, and there are
times when I feel as much in linguistic exile in Dublin as I ever did
among the wide whistling wastes of the Anatolian plateau. ls7
The liminality of being an exile, of belonging to two places at once, is experienced by Ni
Dhomhnaill on a linguistic level. According to Kiberd, this is the counterpart to the exile of
emigration: "for the Irish who stayed in their own country that language was English, and
a life conducted through the medium of English became a sort of exile."IB8 Ni Dhomhnaill's
words regarding her move to the Gaeltacht when she was little are quite telling: she
recounts that, after she eventually decided to speak Irish, at five, when her father came to
visit and spoke English to her, she rebuked him for doing so: "six weeks later my father
came to visit me, and I asked him in Irish, 'Why are you speaking English to me? Isn't this
Ireland?' The metamorphosis was complete." 189 The u e of the word metamorphosis" is
11

interesting here because it evokes changeling storie : she changed into an Iri h- peaker.
But she also talks about the downfall of bilinguali m, r aUing Kri teva on e again, about
how she is torn between the two language :
Does a bilingual exi ten e really, a many claim, 1 ad to a genuinel
stereo copic and enri h d view of life, r i it th au of mental
a tigmatism and blurred vi ion, a
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anxiety? I have found at time that th
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i d
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not where or omething I l.Jl w n t what,
h r
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modem condition?1 )
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a k for the

i n : " th r ha e b en

times of deep depression -

when, as Maire Mhac an tSaoi, another exponent of

multilingualism, has expressed it: 'Bim balbh i dha theanga' ('I am speechless in two
languages') - but Irish has, again and again, saved me from madness."191 This therefore
corroborates the reading of Bean an Leasa in "Fuadach" as an allegory for a state of
psychological distress. Cary Shay notes that "bean an leasa [... ] express[es] and embod[ies]
the psychological consequences of the interaction of two contexts, two languages, and the
resulting imbalances of power within Irish sOciety."192 The loneliness that can result from
this bilingual liminal situation is expressed in Ni Dhomhnaill's words when she claims to
be free from allegiances:
One late summer day when I was five, I was walking up the village
of Cahiratrant in Ventry parish, where I had been recently fostered
out to my Aunt May to learn Irish. Wrenched unceremoniously from
my middle-class existence in Lancashire, I was coping rather
dubiously with cows, dusty roads, no running water or electricity.
More importantly, I was also coping with Irish, and the fact that
no body could understand my Scouse English - no more than I could
understand their Kerry accents. I met an old man, Jacsai Shea,
coming down the road toward me. liCe leis tU?" he asked me - "Who
do you belong to?" - which was the usual local way of asking
children their name. Taking the phrase at its most literal meaning, I
drew my 1£ bri tling to my great height of all three-foot nothing and
t utly r plied,
i le heinne me. Is liom fein me fein." ("l don't
b long to anyone. I b long only to myse1£.")193
11

i Dhomhnaill'

liminal ituation as a bilingual speaker is perhaps best expressed

in a tin Er m h rpm " Admhail Shuaithinseach" in Cead Aighnis: "D'fhag se ar smimh

idir dha ui em'" ("and [h ] I Et me tranded/ like a body floating between two layers of
wat r" - th P

t' own tran lation) .194 A metaphor she uses also when speaking of her

grandfath r' br th r laidh who had emigrated to America and come back: "he was one
f migration, neither fi h nor fowl, lost between two worlds, like the
dl

191
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of dr wn d fi h rm n 'ar namh idir dha uisce' ('floating between the waters'),
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nearly drowned and nearly saved." 195
She expresses the paradox of her double-sided identity in an interview: "I'm of the
Gaeltacht but not from the Gaeltacht; I was born in England but spent many years in West
Kerry; and we had Irish spoken inside our home in Lancashire but English spoken
outside."I96 Likewise, the figure of the change ling is of the human world but not from it,
the change ling is from the Otherworld but by definition does not dwell in it - otherwise it
would be a simple fairy . The poet talks about this language situation in terms recalling the
changeling image: "because the more I thought about it, the more it seemed that to be
educated out of one's mother tongue, to have to change language, must be as deep a shock
to one's sense of identity as a radical change in body image." 197 Bharati Mukherjee Blaise,
an Indian postcolonial writer, actually refers to the emigrant's new language as the "stepmother tongue," 198 a phrase reflecting the complex relationship between the two .
Dhomhnaill is both a native speaker of English and of Irish, as he recognise

.199

This" dual

part of [her] nature" 200 seems to have influenced her writing on fairy abductions. Be ides,
the poet talks about "the original Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill," after whom he wa named.201
The first Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill was her elf a poet, the ister f Red Hugh O'Donnell (Aodh
Ruadh 6 Domhnaill). The contemporary poet speak of her elf a if he were ju t a copy of
the original Gaelic woman who lived centuri

ago, impli it!

u ing th

imag of the

changeling while referring to her elf.
The poet, who, a a child, wa alway called fill cnliill bCflg n mwcJz (th littl English

girl),202 yet affirms: "living a part of the Iri h- p aking
exile in my own country."20'
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different country and culture and, often, take on the necessity of speaking a different
h'f between the different periods in her life, the various
language.11 '04
- Th e Ianguage SIts
places where she feels a t home are as many small exiles for Ni Dhomhnaill, who reflects
this in her poetry. The latter has furthermore been translated into many languages, and the
poet is possibly better known through the translations of her poems by other poets than
for her own original work, even though she insists that books be bilingual when
translations of her poems are published. These are then the physical evidence of her
linguistic exile, leaving the poet in-between two pages, idir dIu? lenthnnniclz.

Ni Dhomhnaill, McCann, Donohue and Urquhart are thus subverting the motif of
the change ling and of fairy abduction through their reinterpretations of it as a trope for
exile and emigration. Apart from Donohue's protagonists, a postcolonialist stance sees
their characters as figures of otherness, through their Irishness, and their femininity and
Gaelic language for Urquhart and Ni Dhomhnaill. All writers under examination use the
changeling a an image for the alter ego, between characters in the case of Aniday and
Henry who are built by Donohue as somehow distorted mirrors of each other, or between
them elve'i and the character, as McCann or Ni Dhomhnaill do. The theme of otherness,
even if it may follow on from the postcolonial approach of some of the authors,
all th folk-tale which used the motif to raise similar issues, particularly
of death a th ultimate expre ion of othern ss. However, in a postrnodern fashion, the
Oth r i

hown in a kal ido opic light. Even though in the folk-tales the otherness of the

chang ling
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through language wa
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tart to emerge: the exilic situation of their characters

autobiographical elements of the authors' lives. Liminality is a
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b cau e it echoes some liminal aspects of
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Chapter 7:
Change ling Geographies

The liminality of the contemporary writers under examination conjures up the
liminality of the changeling motif itself and calls for its reuses. The reasons for the authors
to use the figure of the changeling seem to be that its doubleness and hybridity echo their
own. The exilic search for home and identity of the characters parallels that of the writers,
although the latter are perhaps not exiled anymore, but dis-located. Not all are in a
linguistic exile like Ni Dhomhnaill: some are or have been in an "interior exile," to use
McCann's phrase. This deterritorialisation, in Deleuze and Guattari's terms, results in a
search for identity. Their re territorialisation is operated through the works studied here.
Their parodic approach to the folk and literary traditions proceeds from a desire to
re territorialise themselves and their works, as the present chapter will detail. Parody thus
appear as a way to dialogue with the "source-country" to ascertain their identity, despite
their liminality. The aim of the writers in using and parodying the change ling motif is thus
to reterritorialise them elves through a reinvention of their identity.

7.1. Ce Leis Tl/? An Interior Exile, Searching for Identity

Wh n Urquhart wrot
n wh r " and that " h

pr tago .

of Mary, in the drafts for Away, that "she can return
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actually fleetingly used the folk image in his masterpiece Ulysses:
Then from the starving cagework city a horde of jerkined dwarfs, my
people, with flayer 's knives, running, scaling, hacking in green
blubbery whalemeat. Famine, plague and slaughters. Their blood is
in me, their lusts my waves. I moved among them on the frozen
Liffey, that 1, a change ling, among the spluttering resin fires . I spoke
to no-one: none to me. '
Joyce echoes here the earlier discussions on the silence of the exile, but also on the
changeling's inability to speak in a lot of folk-tales. Although he who is the epitome of the
exiled writer uses the term "changeling," he did not base an entire piece of work on this
folk motif, in the way the authors under examination did. For that matter, McCann's work,
particularly Fishing the Sloe-Black River, has been read as a parallel to Joyce's Dubliners with
regards to the issue of exile they both raise.4 Joseph O'Connor remarked: " being an
emigrant isn't just an address. You realise that it's actually a way of thinking about
Ireland. lf 5 This state of mind towards the home country i especially articulated in terms of
memory, the "haunting refrain of the dispo e ed. lf b The liminal tatus of the exile is
described by McCann in those words:
Every immigrant carrie in him or her a certain quiet d ire to b
wounded. It's the nature of leaving in th fir t place. We 1 a e in
of mem ry i to
order, one day, to remember [ ... ] The purp
depict - and therefore to make it a if for
r pre nt - what i
ab ent. We learn to make up for what i 10 t. And
w g ba k b
taying away?
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is past, and recording th pr
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emigrant's mindset. As Libby Birch puts it, "Urquhart is intrigued by the idea that
immigrants are 'away' in that they bring only replicas of themselves to the new land,
leaving their old self behind." 8 Indeed, for Urquhart, "while it is possible to leave an
actual, physica l geography behind, it is almost impossible to leave a mental space behind.
It would be asking too much of human character to do that." 9 Mary's words to Brian
express all the hesitancy of an exile's situation, as well as echo Ni Dhomhnaill's merpeople:

"'1am here but I am not here, ' she said. 'I will be your wife but I will not be your wife. I am
an absent presence and a present absence. A land longing in the sea and a sea longing in

the land.''' IO The loss of a homeland, emigration, is one of the main themes of the novel by
Urquhart, who adds:
I think that it's hard to let it [landscape as a physicalized memory]
go. I believe that it's one of the things that people mourn almost as
much as they mourn the loss of a person who's close to them [... ] I
know that people who have lost their towns or their villages are just
hea rtbroken, because it will not be possible to introduce this
"known" world to their children or their children's children; again,
the chain of inheritance is broken. ]]

A

uala

pu

together two of the most powerful words in the whole vocabulary of human

i Dhomhnaill ha remarked, "homeland" is "another compound word which

identity.,,1 2 But, in Awny, Brian and Mary are not alone in thinking of a lost homeland.
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quot d pr vio u I , Colum M Cann noted: " there's an interior exile that is perhaps even
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"idealisation of the ancestral home seems characteristic of the diasporic imagination." ls
Jane Urquhart indicated: "I found it fascinating that they were so many generations
removed from the old country and yet so emotionally attached to a place they'd never
seen."16 She was in fact inspired by her own family of Irish-Canadians "who were more
Irish than the Irish, despite the fact that they had never been to Ireland" 17 for this aspect of
the novel. This explains her depiction of Eileen's involvement in politics and her
discontent at the alleged betrayal of D'Arcy McGee, an Irish politician who settled in
Canada and eventually advocated for a unified Canada instead of serving the interests of
the Irish community alone. In acting so, Eileen followed the Fenian teachings of her father,
who died just after writing a long letter in honour of "Ireland's lost voice." 18 These words
also further highlight the silence of the exiles, as noticed above. Besides, Eileen's interest in
Fenian politics was triggered by her love for Aidan Lanighan, whom she naively believed
was one of the defenders of the Irish cause on the American continent. Caterina Ricciardi
thus argues that awayness stands for all that Iri h culture encompas e , from poetry and
folklore to claims for independence and Fenian activi m. 19 Eile n, who has never known
the old country, is away too be au e it allow her to conn

t with Ireland. he th refore

believes in all the stories she has b en told, by her father and both r F nian . Indeed,
according to Stephane Dufoix, "dia pora" i a word whi h orr p nd to n thing else
"but the idea of displacement and pre ervation of a link with a real or imagined
homeland." 20 Eileen i part of an Iri h dia p ra and u
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imagina tion for years, she tells me, courtesy of a childhood of family lore and an
adolescence of reading books." 2! Besides, Urquhart commented on the relation between
land and stories: "the sense of loss, I believe, is related to a knowledge, perhaps
unconscious, of a loss of narrative. And yet, in some cases, riding alongside this sense of
loss, comes the desire to recreate, to re-establish a landscape through the making of
literature."22 Hence folklore and all the stories Eileen has been told and tells. Urquhart
carries on: " simply put, without the richly detailed landscape the stories would have no
place to unfold. Alternatively, looked at from the perspective of making a work of art,
without the stories, the landscape itself might never have existed."23 This explains the
importance of land ape in the works of Urquhart herself and her interest in people's
relation to it. The exile of Urquhart's protagonists is similar to Padraic's in McCann's short
story. H too talk about Ireland, and tells folk stories to Dana in an attempt to reinstate
the homeland a
H my'

uch. Donohue's characters as well are engaged in a quest for identity, as
ion that "we chang . I have changed" indicates. 24 The play on the word

onI

"change" ind ed
the pr

oke at the ame time the central figures of the book, the changelings,

that 1 ad to their xi ten e, the exchange done by them with a human child,

and th e oluti n th tw main protagonists undergo as they both grow up and learn to
appr h nd th ir id ntity.
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writes that "in effect, a process of cultural and artistic commuting has largely replaced the
qualitative experience of early to mid-twentieth-century artistic exile." 27 Colum McCann
has always claimed that he was not in exile from Ireland, returning regularly several times
a year: "some people say I'm in exile from Ireland, but that's horseshit. I'm back all the
time: both in reality and in my imagination. I don't think exile can exist for a writer these
days (certainly self-imposed exile) as it did for writers like Beckett." 28 So for McCann it is
not about traumatic displacement anymore, but about crossings and thresholds: "we don't
emigrate really anymore. We go places, we commute, we go back and forth. " 29 This is
reflected in the structure of his first book: Fishing the Sloe-Black Ri'lIer alternates between
stories set in Ireland and narratives taking place in America - and, as a reviewer has it,
"lest there be any confusion, there is no fishing in this book, except metaphorically, fishing
to remit deprivation, to recover that that is lost." ~ According to McCann, commuting does
not make him less of an Irish writer:
Well, I was born in Ireland, rai ed in Ireland. 0 y ah, I'm till an
Irish writer. I can't really be anything el e. I can go write a novel
about Brazil or Palestine or Au tralia or ew York, but I'll till ome
back to the plain fact that I'm an Iri h writ r. I an't h d that kin.
But I'm al 0 a New Yorker. I mean that not ju t in th
n e that I
live in here, but in the ex tended ity en e of it, bumping and
absorbing, the ound, the rhy thm, th language. Thi . a ity f all
cities. I like the international fe I of it. ' I
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ultimately all we do is write about ourselves. But I write toward what I want to know.
That's what interests me. And then you get sideswiped by these notions, by stories."32 One
of the notions that piqued his curiosity is indeed exile, which he has admitted is one of his
main themes: " I have written about exile since my earliest collection, Fishing the Sloe-Black

Ril er, when I was in my twenties. It has - though I wasn't always entirely aware of it _
l

been my obsession for two decades." 33 McCann has in fact always been interested in how
an exile, or anyone away from their homeland, relates to it.3-l His novels Zoli, about a gipsy
woman travelling Europe in search of a home, and Dancer, about the artist Rudolf
ureyev exiled in Paris from the USSR, were also variations on the same theme of exile.
Beside, this motif is consistent with the geography of McCann's life: despite residing in
ew York, his origins are in Ireland. Even as he refuses that the term exile be applied to
himself, McCann sides with the expatriates when he writes in an essay:
I pre ume it' what it [the late December days and the nostalgia for
home, snudnde, that comes with them] means to so many immigrants,
no ma tter wh re we come from - we with our vagrant voices, whose
ac ent ha grown fuller in our absence, we who sometimes think that
the only home we have is our names, we who return by staying, we
who are both here and there at the same time, we who are happy and
unhappy both, we who use these days as our hinterland. 35
1cCann, like other emigrants, like Mary in Awny, is "both here and there at the same
b·me. "

s

amu Deane ha it, "it is an alienated but not an alien mentality." 36 If McCann

i not) iled, th n h i di -10 ated, taken out of his homeland into another one, much like
abduct s in folk-tal

. Thi di 10 ation i , according to Deane, a major concern in Irish

literatur . In that, h i in a cordance with Colm T6ibin who stated that "Irish fiction is full
of di 1 ation and di pIa
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But if the idea of dislocation cannot be applied to McCann anymore today, this was true
when he was younger and at the time of the writing of Fishing the Sloe-Black Ri'l'er. The
character of Padraic reflects this younger McCann, somewhat lost in America and yet
invigorated by this experience and building his own identity as a writer. His stay in the
USA when McCann was in his twenties influenced a lot of the writing of the short story
collection, particularly "Stolen Child." 18 In his work, the change ling motif can thus be
interpreted as an embodiment of the quest for identity and as a symbol of the exile.
The dis-location of the writers parallels that of the texts themselves, particularly
that of Yeats. The liminality of the characters and of the authors is also embodied within
the works by the intertextuality established between the contemporary texts and Yeats's
poem. The poet's words become dis-located into contemporary literature, taken outside of
Ireland, into Canadian or American works. The poem itself becomes fragmented, since
only lines or phrases are repeated in the more recent works, as the italic in McCann's
short story evidence for example. Ni Dhomhnaill indeed noted: "rri h identity is very
complicated and very fragmented.// 39
As the previous chapter indicated, the fairy abduction of which the narrator of
Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill's poem is a victim could al
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biographical elem ents. Despite his affirmation, in a nod to Aniday and Henry, that
To the best of my knowledge, I am not a changeling. Nor am I a
composer or a musician [...] Of course, the style and subject betray
d eeper truths about growing up, heartbreak, creativity, and yearning
- and, by necessity, any work of art springs from its creator's inner
life.41
Keith Donohue still recognises that there are traces of himself in The Stolen Child - and in
his other novels, for that matter. The duality of the changeling nature could thus be an
echo of a writer's two facets, which is something that can apply to many more individuals
than men and women of letters. The " curious dichotomy" of the public persona and the
private self can be seen as mirroring the double identity of the changeling. The fact that
Donohue is no t only a novelist, but also works for the National Archives "further
trifurcate [his] elf" as he himself recognised.42 In several ways, Donohue is like his model
Flann O 'Brien / Myles na gCopaleen/Brian O'Nolan, who not only had various
(pen)name , but was al

0

both a writer and a civil servant, much like the author of The

Stolell Child. 4l
Thi multi-fa ceted identity is further echoed by the fragmented identity of these
author from th

Iri h dia pora. The existence of the latter creates issues of land and

belonging whi h ar r flected in the Irish mindscape and therefore in literature. Fintan
0 '1 01 ind

d r mark d that "Ireland is a diaspora, and as such is both a real place and a

rememb r d pIa

, b th the far west of Europe and the home back east of the Irish-

Am ri an . Ir land i often omething that happens elsewhere." 44 The diaspora creates a
b tw
furth r n

n h re and el ewhere, whether here is Ireland or abroad, as O'Toole
th r w rk:

Th
, in th Ir land of the 1990s, of things coming home is
that in our culture " home" is a word that had no
r I t d t th
m aning with ut "awa " [... ] The ense of belonging to a place has
ft n b n, in m dern Ir" h culture, in direct proportion to one's
di tan fr m it: th further away from home the larger it looms.
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Home was not the place you were living in, but whatever was least
like it. In the Irish countryside, people longed for foreign cities. In
foreign cities, they re-imagined an Ireland that had not interested
them when they lived there. ~5
This fragmented nature of the relation to the land results in a fragmented identity for the
Irish diaspora, of which the writers are the flag-bearers. Colum McCann, who is an
emigrant of the first generation, confessed: " like my character in 'Hunger Strike,' I
sometimes feel like a man of two

countries."~6

This is all the stronger that he actually holds

both passports: he is in fact both Irish and American, although he stated that if he had to
choose, his Irish nationality would prevail. ~7 The mere fact that he envisages the possibility
to be confronted with such a choice puts into relief his liminal situation. McCann is thus
exploiting the motif of the change ling because it also resonates in his own personal
experience of the Irish expatriate, and he is using the liminality attached to this to explore
issues of exile and identity. Like his characters, he is in a liminal situation, in b tween two
countries.
As for Keith Donohue, he too has Iri h blood, but he b long to the third generation
of immigrants to America. He himself said in an int rview: " I wa n't

n aware of my

Irish roots until going off to college."48 Howev r, Donohu ha r ogn'
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American and partly from somewhere else, reflects Donohue's. The author's interest in
reusing the changeling motif could thus be explained by the fact that it mirrors his
experience, but also by his wish to reconnect with his Irish heritage through the rewriting
of an Irish folk motif. Donohue indicated that it was only when he read Flann O'Brien that
he was inspired to dig deeper into his Irish ancestry.50
Urquhart's inspiration for the writing of Away may have stemmed from a similar
position. While she stated she had no issue with her Canadian nationality as a child,51 the
writer reflected on her Irish heritage in an interview: "I definitely see myself as Canadian,
with Irish roots, and as someone who, sometimes, lives in Ireland [... ] I am very aware that
I am not Irish, in a way that I would be, had I been born and brought up there [ ... ] I might

have defined myself more as being an Irish-Canadian before I wrote Away." The novel
appear then a an expression of her desire to be considered Irish, a wish which evolved in
time, to be replaced by the awareness that this Irishness in her is more of a cultural
heritage than a claimed identity. Urquhart further recognised that the reason for such a
change may re ide in a cottage in Co. Kerry she bought and has spent time in. 52 It allowed
her to actually experience Ireland, rather than imagine it. Before living in the little house,
Ireland for her wa an" imagined homeland" in much the same way that it is to her
chara ter Eile n. According to Kiberd, they see Ireland as an "'imaginary homeland,' the
art of pIa

ly invented and reinvented by exiles who fear that, if they do not give

ndl

it a I al habitati n in word, it may entirely disappear." 51
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54

and

which is entailed by the changeling motif, also brings about notions of home and
homelessness, which are emblematic tropes of Irish literature as O'Toole notes: "it is
particularly true of the Irish culture that the imagination itself is inextricable from the idea
of home, usually made powerful by the act of leaving it [...] Home became, in Irish culture,
not so much the place you were as the place you wanted to be, a place as much imagined
as remembered or experienced." 55 It is visible in Urquhart's work and within Awny itself,
in a description of the ferry arriving from Ballycastle to Rathlin, for instance: "it would
dock, [Mary] knew, at Church Bay, only a few hundred yards from the spot that she used
to call home." 56 Awayness is thus envisaged here as homelessness. As mentioned in
Chapter 6, the metaphor of Liam buying the white house of his very first memories in
Canada, and moving the actual building to his newly acquired farmland illustrates this.
While he hardly remembers Ireland where he was born, he is incapable of leaving this
house behind and needs to take it with him to hi

new home by the lake, e hoing
McCann's words in Let The Grent World Spin quoted above. 57 M Cann inde d d lared: "I
am intere ted in rootlessne
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postmodern themes, according to Bj0rn Thomassen:
This . ~ress~r~ toward constant transformation, the seeking for
hybmhty, mhmately relates to a sense of exile and homelessness,
which many a postmodern writer has positively identified as a
condition of being; it also seems an attitude that is currently
underwriting an emerging global cosmopolitanism. 62
Hence the appeal of the change ling and stolen child motifs, liminal figures par excellence.
uala Ni Dhomhnaill noted that "like homing pigeons, we gravitate towards the
narratives and landscapes that best fulfil our feelings for home, and that most fulfil our
deepest psychic needs." b' Maybe it is in the liminality of their changeling characters that
the authors find their home. Declan Kiberd remarks that "the problem of the Irish was not
so much rootlessness as the fact that they had roots in too many different places at once Scandinavia,

ormandy, Spain, England and so on.//(,.j It is indeed the case for the writers

under examination, who have roots in Ireland, but also elsewhere, such as America or
Canada.
In McCann' and Urquhart's works in particular, the search for home and identity is
al

0

achieved through travelling. The author of "Stolen Child" depicts the process thus:

v

leave: it' inevitable. We sometimes come home: that's our choice.
In the pro
, we can bring our home country to another land, or we
an art that other, di tant country back toward our own and
om tim make it new [... ] It strikes me now that the purpose of
r'm mb ring - and perhap even the final purpose of travel - is to
d 'pi t, and ther fore render forever present, that which is absent. We
return b 1 aving. Travel i a process of deep renewal [... ] I am a
itiz n f m own imagined el ewhere. b5
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Storm Glass. This could also be applied to Away. It is the journey, either to a real or an

imagined place that allows the characters to learn about a part of themselves they did not
fully know. When Eileen follows Liam to the new farmland, she discovers her attachment
for the lake, something she did not know before but which was running in her veins
already: "this ocean of a lake was hers; a possession she had inherited at birth [... ]" 67 But
Donohue 's novel too uses the journey as a trope for the character's search for identity,
though perhaps to a lesser extent, when Henry is portrayed crossing the Atlantic from the
United States to Germany. Travel, as the liminal process of moving in-between places,
therefore fits the change ling theme of the works examined here, as well as the interests of
these writers whose personal experiences are also characterised by liminality.
With regards to Urquhart's work, the fragmented identity at stake in the novel is
not only Mary's or Eileen's or even the author's, but also that of their country, Canada. As
Margaret Atwood has remarked, in terms very appropriate in a study on changelings, the
notion of Canadianness ha been ob cured by other hi torie and other literature, that of
colonial powers:
A piece of art, a well a being a creation to b njoyed, an al b
(as Germaine Warkentin ugge ts) a mirror. Th reader I ol... at the
mirror and see not th writer but him If; and b hind hi
wn
image in the foreground, a reflection of th world h li
in. If a
country or a culture lack u h mirror it ha no way f l...n wing what
it look like; it mu t travel blind. If, a ha long b n lh
in tl1i
country [Canada], the vi wer i giv n a mirror that r fl
n t him
but someone el ,and told at th am tim that th r
ti n h
see i him elf, he will g t a very di tort d id a f what h
like. He will al 0 get a di t rt d id a f what th r p pt ar lik :
it' hard to find out who anyon el e i until ' u ha f und ut who
you are.611
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identity, but in Awny and Chnnging Henven it appears a significant element of national
identity as wel1."

b9

However, Urquhart herself has warned that defining a nation's identity

is never as easy as it seems:
I don't think it's as easy as David McDougal [a character of her first
novel, The Whirlpool] thought it was, to pin down exactly what
Canadian is [... T]hose moments [the Battle of Lundy's Lane, the
Battle of Vimy Ridge, the birth of the Canadian Confederation] do
make me very, very nervous because I don't think nationhood can be
that easily defined. 70
Yet, the definition of Canadianness, if it can ever be defined, is something that intrigues
the writer:
another hook that drew me into that novel was the fact that
increasingly many of my close friends were people who were firstgeneration immigrants, and I was fascinated by their experiences,
and for the first time began to wonder what it was like for my family
when they were first-generation immigrants. Also, I was interested,
to a certain extent, in what happens when certain political issues are
brought to another geography, the tribal rivalries and, in some cases,
war that are brought into another geography.71
De pite i

Iri h flavour, with the Irish characters and the presence of numerous elements

of Iri h mythology and folklore, Urquhart said that the novel is more about Canada than
anything el e: "[A7I'ny] i really about Canada, more than it is about Ireland [ ... I]t's really
a Canadian bo k b au

it' a book about immigration and about the land, and how,

wh n you ju t think you have your feet on the ground, the ground starts to dissolve." 72

he explain<; how the no el prang from a postcolonial stance and a desire to explore, not
only th' r lation t th land and the fe ling of belonging somewhere, but more than that,
Canada' r lation t th land and i notion of identity:
Thi b k, to my mind, in pite of the fact that everybody calls it my
" Iri h b k" wa really a Canadian book. And I think it really is a
anadian b k [... ] Canada really had not yet started to define itself
thr ugh fi tion an way. In fact it had not defined itself in any way
and still ha n't. But the Canadian hi tory ide of things was so
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underdeveloped. We had been taught in school the history of the
British Empire, not the history of our country. Eventually it took the
novelists, or the writers of fiction, to start to bring some of those
other stories forward . First of all, there is the individual nation story
as separate from the British Empire and then there is of course the
stories of the individuals who were in the nation. D'A rcy McGee was
such a fascinating character in that he did all of the things that some
people now accuse our more recent immigrants of doing.71
She is interested in the concept of immigration and in how immigrants relate to their new
land, how a common notion of nation is built among all of them.
Another factor [than the very short history and thus lack of tradition]
is the famous Canadian problem of identity, of defining the specific
Canadianness of this nation of immigrants lacking a common
language, ethnicity or religion. The issue of Canadian national
identity is central in Jane Urquhart's writings. Her fiction makes us
aware of the construction of culture and nation and the constant
(re)invention of tradition?'
Urquhart in fact challenges the Canadian question of identity a phra ed by the famous
Canadian literary critic Northrop Frye, "where i here? "~5 b au

Canada i both h re and

there, ours and away, depending on the character. " Away" for Mary i Canada, over the
ocean, but for Eileen, Ireland is away in e he ha never b en th re. Both Liam and Aidan
repeat to the young woman that he is in Canada n w, implying that h
away in the old world. Liam tell hi

houldn't be

iter: "we're in Canada n w, w 'r Canadian, not

Irish. I don't even remember Ireland and you w re b rn here" ( rquhart'
cl propo for thi di cu ion) .7b Anna Branach-Kalla n t

mpha i , quite

th liminality f th pro

at

work in the novel:
The author challeng
Canadian nati nali t di
ur
f
oppo itionality when he move th fam u pr bI m f Canadian
identity beyond cia i al ritical qu tion . Fry' wlLere l here?
become a much mor ompl x is ue wh n the ont 1 gi al b unda '
between Itere and tiIue i ro d in All'ny, the protag
f hi h
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Jane Urquhart, in discussion with the author, Append,x 2.1., p. 769.
Anna Branach-Kallas, 1-1,
orthrop frye, The 8uh GardCl/, 222.
Awmj, 256 Aidan later tell her: '''The country,' he eventually amw 'rcd, '~v7Ii(" countr • though? [ .. J
'T1u~ country,' he aid again , 'We're In Canada now'," (3::\0)
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there (Ireland); in-between the imaginary and the real. Furthermore,
Urquhart's protagonists also challenge traditional answers to the
classicalll'ho alII I? Exploring unknown psychic territories, they seem
to interrogate if they are, unsettling any notion of stable self.77
Canada has indeed a very ambiguous status: for the immigrants, it is both a foreign place
and a new home. Urquhart herself remarked that "with the exception of the First Nations
people, everyone 's family in Canada is from somewhere else" so that "we Canadians carry
two landscapes in our psyches: the one where we live (Canada) and the homeland we or
our forebears left behind." 78 This doubleness of identity, textually embodied by the
character of Mary /Moira, is part of Canadian history, a compromise between two worlds,
the old world of Britain and Europe, and the new world of America. Indeed, "[Canada] is
an attempt to develop in a particular North-American environment a civilization
European in origin and American in evolution [... ] It is an endeavour to allow two
culture

to flourish in one political nationality." 79 This interest for a definition of

Canadianness tarted for Urquhart as early as her first novel, The Whirlpool, especially with
the character of the military historian David McDougal, obsessed with all things Canadian
and characteri d by a deep hatred of the United States. "As early as 1986, Geoff Hancock
aid of h r writing that it highlighted 'that conflict between order and chaos, that split
b tw

n th

old world and the new that is in the Canadian psyche'." 80 The novelist

de elop d h r refl
origin mak
compl
immigran

tion on Canadian identity with her third book. The ambivalence of its

of Canada a changeling country: not exactly English nor French but not

Am ri an eith r, not to mention its First Nations together with the numerous
that make it the mo t multicultural country. Margaret Atwood noted the

h itan ' and liminality which i often seen as inherent to her country: "Canadians don't
know whi h id th

'r on."!!1 According to Northrop Frye, then "it is not much wonder if

Canada d i p d with th bewilderment of a neglected child, preoccupied with trying to
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define its own identity [ ... ]"82
For Caterina Ricciardi, "it is no coincidence that the main action of the book takes
place at the time of Canada's emergence as a nation, thus suggesting that the new
Dominion was born out of intertwining different roots as well as different cultural and
economic stances." B) The aim of the novel, which is partly to attempt to grasp the essence
of Canadianness, is thus mirrored by its timeframe, during the birth of Canada as a
country and not a colony anymore. Barbara Bruce also rightly notices that the book was
published at a time when the situation between Canada and the United States was
paralleling that of Ireland and Britain at the time of the Famine, since in the 1980s-1990s
there were talks for a free-trade agreement between the two North-American countries.8-I
Even though the historical context was quite different between the two, it is the political
fear of colonisation and of being erased off the map which the later situation echoes, as
Hutcheon notes: "for years now, Canadians have felt that they are being 'colonized' by
American capital [... ] Canadians often feel at least culturally colonized by American mass
media.// 85 Patricia Smart has seen in the voice of the dying narrator, Esther, the
personification of the fear for Canadian identity of th writer: // juxtapo ed in the novel
with Canada's emergence as a nation a century earlier, thi imminent di appearan e can
perhaps be likened to a national culture and identity fa t di appearing und r th
f an rri h

force of modern technology and capitali m.// 1Ib U ing the parado
express the Canadian

tate of mind regarding identity, " int rr gating th

approach to nationality a
heterogeneou

way
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examination use this folkloric aspect to raise issues of identity, for their characters and
themselves.

7.2. Home and Abroad, DefRe-territorialisation in Changeling Stories

A concept seems quite appropriate in such a discussion on the meanings of the
changeling motif: that of del reterritorialisation, developed by Gilles Deleuze and Felix
Guattari. The two philosophers first used the term to describe Kafka's relation to the
German language and its literature. As a Czech writer of Jewish background, he writes in
German, but the language he uses is quite different from the one spoken in Germany.
Kafka 's German is deterritorialised because it is taken to a different context, to an area
which used to be part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and because there it is the
language of a minority, since the majority of the Czech population speaks Czech. Kafka
make the language hi own by deterritorialising it outside of Germany and its literature
and by reterritoriali ing it in his own writing, where what is familiar becomes strange and
where language ha a different use. The aim of such a de territorialisation of the language
re id) in cutting it away from any controlling usage, particularly a use that would affirm
territor or id ntity, to make language nomadic. ss In a manner quite appropriate for this
tudy, Del

and Guattari compare the de territorialisation of the German language

U7

poken in Pragu

to " gyp ie

who have stolen the German child in the cradle." 89

Ac ording t th m, th figure of the Orphan is "the most deterritorialised and the most
deterrit riali ing,"

b au

one who i motherless and/ or fatherless belongs to no one, is

not b und t anyon or any place, and yet unsettles the norms of others. McCann said that
in term of a country, or you're motherless in terms of a country,

"wh r you arc fath
o you mak

V

ur

untry el where." ·9! Having no ties to a particular place, being

deterritoriali d , 1 ad to and to r t rritoriali e oneself into another geography, be it
1

likow ki xplain that
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Deterritorialization in Deleuze and Guattari's lexicon can be mental,
physical or spiritual; they use and discuss the concept in different
theoretical contexts, such as science, art, music, literature, philosophy
and politics. It describes a movement, producing change, whereby
objects, animals, instruments, places, signs, gestures, etc., are
liberated from their habitual, conventional" codes," or usage, to be
immediately overcoded again, in a subsequent phase of
"territorialization" into other meanings, other values, other usages or
other lives. Deterritorialization is a creative process, it is "a coming
undone.// 92
In fact, de territorialisation and the resulting reterritorialisation is the act of subverting
something from its original place or function: a stick is a de territorialised branch, for
instance. "In other words, deterritorialisation demolishes, debunks everything a previous
territorialisation may have done.// 91 Deleuze and Guattari's concept finds its ultimate
expression in utopia, which "stands for absolute deterritorialization.// 94 The term
etymologically means a "non-place," somewhere which does not exist and which is
therefore bound to no territorial borders or maps, entirely deterritoriali ed.
Deleuze and Guattari see the process of del re-territoriali ation a

temming from
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Deleuze and Guattari once again call upon the imagery of the child stolen in the cradle to
explain de territorialisation as a way to reinvent one's own language, be it minor or major:
"How to become the nomad and the immigrant and the gypsy of our own language? 'Steal
the infant from its cradle,' Kafka says, 'dance on a tightrope'."97 What Deleuze and Guattari
want to highlight is the ability to become a stranger to one's own language to be able to
98

reinvent it. The writers of a minor literature re-appropriate, "reterritorialise," a language
that was not theirs at the start, Hiberno-English being the perfect example of such a
process. The two philosophers indeed quote James Joyce and Samuel Beckett as Irish
examples of a minor literature, who are therefore using de/reterritorialisation. But the
ame can be true of Canadian English literature.
A has been noted in the previous chapter, the issue of language is evoked by
Urquhart, but

he carries Deleuze and Guattari's idea further with her entire novel

narra ted in Engli h by the de cendant of Irish-speaking settlers in Canada, showing how
they have "reterritoriali ed" the language, to be able to make a work of art out of it,
thwarting the c loniali t vision of the English language that was commonly adopted at the
time wh n th

tory of Mary and Brian is set. The changeling is thus the embodiment of

the det rritoriali ation and

ub equent reterritorialisation of a character, enabled, as

Urquhart att ts with her novel, by narrative.
uala

i Dhomhnaill, not only does she belong to an Irish minority

within th Engli h- p aking world, but h is also doubly othered in that the language she
u

is Iri h, th offi ial language and yet a minority language in its own country. The

p try <;h writ) thu b 1 ng to a doubly minor literature. But she remarks: "just because
Iri h is aIm

tin i ibI in uburban Dublin doe n't mean that it doesn't exist." 99 She finds

h r If in a ituati n in whi h he ha to defend her choice to write in this language which
man} on id r d ad, a
Ba k, \-Vh
r,

I

ho

h did in h r e ay ntitled "The Corpse That Sits Up and Talks

to \' rit in Iri h." IOO A Oona Frawley remarks, "Ni Dhomhnaill has
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thus been forced, as many other poets never are, to justify her language, her choice of
words; that choice has been subjected to a scrutiny that would be unthinkable about, say,
Seamus Heaney 's poetry in English." 101 In words reminiscent of the woman lost in the
misty darkness of the fairy fort in "Fuadach," Ni Dhomhnaill questions: "so what does
that make me, and the many other writers of the large body of modern literature in Irish?
A walking ghost? A linguistic spectre?"102 Her poetic persona is in fact deterritorialised in
English. Cary Shay notes that" the benn atl lensn and the woman [in" An Crann"] may be
seen as parts of the same person, with the benn atl lensn representing an embodiment of the
portion of the speaker's psyche that is contextualized through the English language." 103
Bean an Leasa could be seen as the deterritorialised anglophone double of the Irishspeaking narrator in Ni Dhomhnaill's poetry, reflecting her own situation, which she
depicts in binary terms:
Of the Gaeltacht, I am not from the Gaeltacht [ ... ] Inexorably drawn
to the Irish-speaking communities of the we tern seaboard, and
knowing them intimately, I am still alway an outsider, the little
cnilin Snsnnncll or English girl that I was th n. Thi fact ha cultivated
in me what Seam us Heaney, in an article a f w year ago in The Irish
Times, called" a doublene of focu , a capa ity to live in two pIa
at
the one time and in two time at the on pIa , a capa ity t
acknowledge the claim of contradictory truth without having to
choose between them." It ha al 0 led to a apa itl' to b g nuin ly
10-1
bilingual, to live in two language, in very diff r nt mindThe fact that
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Up and Tul

Back," 'elected

reterritorialisation meet in the double becoming." 105 These words are perfectly illustrated
by Keith Donohue's novel, since Henry et Aniday share the same life and the same story,
at least up to a certain point. Both are at the same time Henry Day and someone else. Like
the characters of the changeling and the stolen child, de- and re territorialisation are the
two sides of the same coin: "the one is the reverse side of the other." 106 Besides, Deleuze
and Guattari also see metamorphosis as a type of deterritorialisation. 107 The original being
or thing is taken out of its usual contex t and function, is therefore de territorialised, to be
reterritorialised into something else which exists in a different environment with another
use. This is a topic in which Urquhart was interested at the time of the writing of Away, as
her note on Ovid on the back cover of her manuscript demonstrates. She quoted: "'My
intention is to tell of bodies changed to different forms.' - Ovid, Metamorphoses, Stories of

Chnllglllg Forllls."I08 In the drafts, this quote became the epigraph for Part IV entitled "The
Otherworld Island."IO'l Part IV was later merged into Part III in the final, published
ver ion, but the reference to Ovid was kept: Liam reads Latin from the Metamorphoses to
his ow after the death of his mother. Il O Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill was also interested in
writing the Iri h ver ion of Ovid's Metamorphoses at some point, although she has dropped
the idea in e. 111
D I uz and Guattari' concept of deterritorialisation puts into relief the notion of

e il

11

iko

Papa t rgiadi

not s the liminality inherent to the reterritorialisation

, and link d to the di placed state as detailed previously:
R t rrit rialization i never complete or final, but a constant
illation b tw n the other tates. In the exilic search for home,
th y cann t en determine which comes first. For the very act of
king a territory implie a prior de territorialization and its own
r t lrritarializati n in the realm of myth and dream, or land and
amm ditv, with ach mov ment occurring not in a linear sequence
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but within a knotted entanglement. ll '
The

to-and-fro

movement

in-between

has

been

seen

as

a

characteristic

of

reterritorialisation; McCann himself constantly crosses the Atlantic, as it is reflected
through the characters in his latest novel TransAtlantic. For Bogue, li the minor is
essentially homeless, nomadic, vagabond. A minor usage of language puts constants in
variation, disengages them from their territorial roots, and sets them in perpetual
movement." I1~

This is in accordance with Deleuze and Guattari's idea of a rhizome, which

spreads out in all directions, connected through multiple points, unlike roots which extend
from a central trunk. This study of the change ling motif in literature can be seen as a
rhizomatic reading, for example, since it evidences the various ways of understanding this
element of folklore while also connecting the different works to each other. Besides, as
Papastergiadis remarked, reterritorialisation can then be operated through dreams and
thoughts. It is the case for Padraic, exiled in New York, but who is constantly
re territorialising himself in his mind. The same is true of Urquhart' heroine, Mary and
especially Eileen, who spends most of her time daydreaming at her window overlooking
the lake - which are two liminal places, a noted in Chapter 3.
In Oeleuze and Guattari' view, deterritoriali ation i an

ap

nto an el where,

whereas the process of reterritoriali ation i grounded to th land:
Movements of deterritorialization are ins parabl from t rritorie
that open onto an el ewh re; and th pro e
f r t rrit rializati n i
inseparable from the earth, whi 11 r t r t rrit ri . T rrit ry and
earth are two components with tw z n
f indi rnibility deterritorialization
(from
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t
th
arth)
and
reterritorialization (from earth to t rrit ry) . W ann t ay whi h
come fir t. 115
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least d esired . Deterritorialisation is linked to an elsewhere, hence the Otherworld of fairy
stories, as in Yeats, Ni Dhomhnaill or Urquhart, and the emigrant narratives, as in
McCann, Donohue or Urquhart again. The Canadian writer drafted Part II of her novel
under the title "Somewhere else" before changing it in the published version to lines from
an Irish triad. l Ib For

i Dhomhnaill, the elsewhere required for de territorialisation is the

Irish Otherworld, the Iias, where her human characters are exiled. One of the Deleuzian
critics in fact rightfully remarked that the concept of territory implies a space, but is not
restricted to a geographical one."7 As for McCann, he refers to Ireland as "normal":
Padraic laughs and tugs at his shoelaces. "Some day for a
wedding, huh?"
"Ah, it's no t too bad as far as I can see." [... ] At least the sun is
shining. We got married in the pissings of rain, remember?"
" Yea h, but we were normal and that was Ireland."
"Since when was Ireland normal?" 1l8
11

As wa mentioned above, this implies that America is ab-normal, extra-ordinary, therefore

a kind of O ther-world . America was indeed McCann's Otherworld when he was younger.
Showing the influence of hi own situation as an Irishman living in America and echoing

o leu 7e and G uattari'

idea that exile is a form of de territorialisation, the Irish-American

writer a id in an interview: " ew York is the city of exiles - everyone comes from
1 . Ir land ha b en for years a country of exiles - everyone wanting to be
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Website,

her daemon-lover. This re territorialisation is visible through the names of the places Mary
visits. The name of "Moira" is taken out of Northern Ireland to Canada: from the Maim ,
the shipwrecked vessel near Rathlin Island, to Moira Lake. This movement is embodied by
Mary herself, since she emigrates from Ulster to Ontario and takes up the name. As
Deleuze and Guattari explain, it is the earth which enables a reterritorialisation. It is
because she inscribes her identity into the Canadian landscape that Mary can operate her
re territorialisation into the new world . In the same way, Urquhart de territorialises the
changeling motif, by playing on the various meanings of "away" and by reterritoriaIising
the figure in Canadian literature.
Deleuze and Guattari also remark that, for a reterritorialisation to be carried out, the
process needs to be tied to a particular territory. This is evidenced in Urquhart's novel,
although this territory does not have to be physical and can be a textual territory, for
instance. Ni Dhomhnaill's poems also showca e a deep attachment to the land. She talks
about the "psychic land" women still have left to reclaim in poetry, omething she is
endeavouring to achieve. 12o The Irish poet ha

alway

laimed a

pial link to the

landscape of her Kerry Gaeltacht. She says:
wherever else I live, I am alway hankering after it. I am poil d for
everywhere else because of being 0 d ply bond d with thi on
particular place. What I exp rienced in Cor a Dhuibhne an only b
de cribed as an atavi tic reaction: I f It a gr at
e of r li f, of
belonging, of being a link in a family hain whi h had b n mi ing
in my existence on a Lanca hire coalmine. 121
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to become re territorialised.
Donohue's novel is also rooted to the landscape, in a very literal way, although it is
an American setting that cannot really be placed on the map. The changelings are
depicted living in burrows and caves, living off the land, hunting and gathering berries. l22
The lexical field of nature (trees, birds and other animals of the woods, etc.) is indeed
omnipresent in the book, which is Donohue's own attempt at re-mythologizing the land.
Yet,

according

to

Fran<;ois Zourabichvili, "reterritorialisation, correlate

of

deterritorialisation, is never a return to 'the same as before. ' There is no finish, but only a
return, although returning is envisaged as an A-side/B-side, recto-verso relation with
leaving; indeed it is as one leaves that one returns." 123 Ni Dhornhnaill remarked that" there
is no Ithaca to return to,"1 2~ while McCann writes, in terms echoing the philosopher's
word: "my fir t collection of stories, Fishing the Sloe-Black River, was all about going and
los and everything like that. The most difficult thing for people to do now - people don't
leave now, people return, and it's hard to return. It used to be hard to leave." I25
ot only i the protagonist of "Stolen Child," an emigrant to America, like the
heroine of Away and Henry Day's German ancestors, deterritorialised, as is the persona of
i Dhomhnaill'

po m , taken to the fairy fort by Bean an Leasa, but the motif of the

If und rgoe this process. The contemporary writers take it away from

chang ling i

Ir land, d ' t rrit riali
Th par d}'
t t '

it to then reterritorialise it in their writings and make it their own.

p rat d in th e work thus acts as a type of reterritorialisation: a canonical

tak n up, a tradition i reinvented, uprooted out of their contexts and original

rn aning ,d t rrit riali d, to b reu ed, reimagined and given new meaning (which may
e ho th

riginal), r t rritoriali d. Th changeling tradition is apparently not from Ireland

a Chapt r 2

po d, and ha b n d territorialised out of its original lore, yet it was

r t rrit riali d in Iri h tradition. imilarly, the Iri h folk motif was taken up by modern
and

nt mp rary writ rand r t rritoriali ed in their writings in a new guise. The

chang ling i . u
of th

d a an imag of th deterritoriali ed writer, hence the de territorialisation
thi metaphor. McCann's, Urquhart's and Donohue's
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works evidence in the same way the de- and reterritorialisation of the Yeatsian motif.
Parody in these texts thus appears to be the postmodern literary embodiment of the

dej reterritorialisation of the change ling folk figure.

7.3. Reinventing Irishness, Reterritorialising Identity

These characters and the changeling motif are reterritorialised, but so are the
writers themselves. The reason why they are crafting such a parody of the literary and folk
traditions is to reterritorialise themselves, andj or their country, into literature. Writing
and creating act as a form of finding home and emplacement in the world and enables the
authors to claim their Irishness as well as reinvent their identity. The writers studied here
thus take part in a reconstructive version of postmodernism, according to the categories
drawn by Suzi Gablik 126
The threshold territory born out of the liminality of the writer and their works is
enlarged to create a third space where creativity reigns. Fairy abduction narrative depict
characters who are away to an elsewhere, which can in fact b

languag, a George

Letissier notes: "in other words, through the experience of trav lling th n ver ompleted,
ever changing 'seU' is immersed in novel pace whil
exploring new texts. Journeying i

r 011

ting lit rar

pi tur

or

then a textual ad enture almo t a mu h a it i a
ti n f pr - xi t nt

spatial one." l27 The texts become new pace
narratives, whether they stem from literary or folk traditi

, whi h ar th n tak n up and

therefore dejreterritoriali ed, a Del uz and Guattari r mark d in Alltl-O dlpLl : "that i
what the completion of the pro e

is: not a promi

d and a pr - i ting land, ut a w rid

created in the pro e s of its tendency,

d t rfit rialinti n."I211
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It' h

w f r th

wa air ad ' partl qu

Ireland is like Mary R bins n ' fam us word , it' b ' nd i

f th

b rd r

now . It's here. It's in Paris, it's in Prague, it's in Sydney. The notion of
Irishness is an interesting question and I'm enamoured of this idea of
the sort of mongrel generation. The international mongrels, you've
probably read that in an interview somewhere. Where you are
fatherless in terms of a country, or you're motherless in terms of a
country, so you make your country elsewhere. '13o
Mary Robinson was Ireland 's first female president, from 1990 to 1997. In her inaugural
speech, she talked about an "inclusive Ireland," embracing its diaspora. She is known for
having put a light at the window of Aras na hUachtarain to symbolise the thoughts of the
Irish people towards its communities abroad. With her mandate came a better recognition
of the diaspora and its role in Irish politics, history and culture. B1
This mechanism of reterritorialisation requires an unleashing of the writers'
imaginations. A noted in Chapter 5, Ni Dhomhnaill finds her inspiration in the lias. But
the o ther author under examination too have used similar otherworldly metaphors. Jane
Urquhart de crib

her creative process thus:

in other words, it has to happen to me before it could happen to you,
and that i : to create an alternative world that is real and
multidim n ional. Again, it is textual and atmospheric and one
omplet ly inhabits it. And it is great fun to do as an author, because
it gi
yo u an alternative reality. m
Writing al

0

tak

writing lo take

her away from her everyday life: "it is important to me while I'm
me kind of journey from reality." m In this, it parallels her characters'

journ y away to "an alt mate world"''-I of Iri h fairy-beliefs and imagination. Talking
ut his protagoni

a

, K ith Donohue explains:

I kn w I wanted Henry to be an arti t of some sort, and of all the
form , mu i rewa rd the ab tract thinker. So he's a musician who
m a
mp r. And he give us the music he hears in his
mind. He t 11 hi tory . Of cour e, Aniday does just the same,
1
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although he uses poetry and stories to give us his creation.I 's
Creativity is an important aspect of his novel, and his changelings are products of his
own, as his words indica te when he refers to fairies and changelings as the mysterious
/I

beings flitting around the corner of the imagination," 1'0 although he uses a Victorian
image of these supernatural beings, contrary to the one detailed in this study. As for
McCann, in terms recalling the changeling figure, he said: the greatest thing about fiction
/I

is that we become alive in bodies not our own./I m
Thanks to the liminality of the works and their authors, a third space is created in
which their creativity can develop. According to Kristeva, the state of being in-between
countries and/ or cultures, as these writers are, is a creative factor : for since he belongs to
/I

nothing, the foreigner can feel as appertaining to everything, to the entire tradition, and
that weightlessness in the infinity of cultures and legacies gives him the extravagant ease
to innovate./l l18 Literature is where these innovations take place for Urquhart, Oonohue,
McCann and Ni Dhomhnaill. A book, and by extension fiction, has indeed b en de ribed
as a "window into other worlds"n9 and i therefore al

0

a liminal place, thre hold where

fiction and reality hold a dialogue, hence the metaphor of the pag a a window. In fact,
h, 110 in

metaphors and metonymie are con idered liminal figur
passage from one image to another. In that
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ns, the protagoni ts of the work
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Ni Dhomhnaill points out: "for poetry I try to recreate a linguistic fabric that is richer and
less threadbare than the spoken language at the moment. Which is a kind of mixture of the
two languages." In Poetry can in fact be seen as the third place in which the reinvention of
the folk motif takes place. For that matter, she talks about how medieval Ireland was not a
nation, divided in tuntlIn, and how poets were the only ones welcome everywhere, "since
theirs was an art that surpassed all petty boundaries and cemented the society in a
symbolic way [...]"In Poetry, because of its liminal ability to cross boundaries, be they
political or linguistic for instance, is the agent and the place of Ni Dhomhnaill's
reterritorialisation of Irish folklore, and particularly of Bean an Leasa. Homi Bhabha
agrees when he writes: "it is the space of intervention emerging in the cultural interstices
that introduces creative invention into existence."l44 McCann's short story too abolishes
borders, mixing cultures, as it has been noted:
While Yeats's use of mythology and folklore in his poem is an ode to
traditional Ireland, McCann's use of the same mythology creates a
totally different feeling. McCann's juxtaposition of Padraic, the
displaced Irishman, and Dana, the abused girl, gives the story a
univer al feeling. Irish mythology becomes the common ground on
whi h these two misfits can stand. When Dana adopts Padraic's
hi tory to give herself a past, some notion on which to root her
re overy, he is, in fact, creating a universal mythology to suit her
own ne d . In the end, Yeats's ode to Ireland's fairy past becomes
M Cann' ode to a universal community.145
Bu t a Kri t

a indicated, "the foreigner, as it has often been noted, can only be

d fin d in n gativ fa hion,"w, b cau e s/he is the one who belongs neither here nor
thr.Ytth

writer challenge thi definition of the stranger, the one who crosses

b rd r , t mak it a p
n w r aIm of p
def nd, u ing
ambigui
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itive one: the foreigner treads into new territories, opening up a

ibiliti. Thi i the view Irene Gilsenan Nordin and Elin Holmsten also
th r word , wh n they write that the liminal "is a borderland state of

and ind t rmina

, a transformational state characterised by a certain openness
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and relaxation of rules, leading those who participate in the process to new perspectives
and possibilities." 1-17
In Urquhart's view, that there is no definite answer as to who Canada is is precisely
a source of freedom and creativity. She said: "1 have always thought that the great thing
about Canada is that it never defined itself, so it makes you more adaptable. You don't
have to take something apart to become what is happening next." 1-18 Not only is their Irish
heritage important for each of the O'Malleys to construct their individual identities, but, as
a collective memory, it is important for Canada to define itself as a country through the
awareness of its history. This is indeed a major element of Urquhart's writing. The author
notes: "we Canadians do not have a rigid or permanently set way of looking at ourselves,
which in fact creates two things. First of all, it allows fiction to flourish, I think, allows it to
enter the country's narrative in a very free way because there is no official history to run
up against."1-19 Away is precisely the kind of fiction that is enabled by the lack of definitive
definition of Canadianness. The indecisiveness of Canada as to its identity i for Urquhart
a positive trait: "apart from the First Nations, Canada i indeed a country of immigrants. I
believe that our 'lack of self-definition' i a good thing b cau e it allow pre i ly for the e
multiple versions I wa talking about, it allow u to b tt r adapt to hange and to b le
inclined to impo e our view - or what the e hould b ." ISO For Jan Urquhart, b ing a
changeling nation with no definite identity and allegian

i a reati

pringb ard onto

multiple possibilitie .
Margaret Atwood writ ,in h r critical om r t n in Canadian lit ra tur , )un'll'ni,
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that "literature is not only a mirror; it
According to her per p ctive, lit rary w r
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"my deepest sense is of being the vessel in which these great cosmic storms rage [... ]"152
Whereas she is impersonating the literature and the language of her Ireland, she is also
caught between two currents. The innovative strategy in her writing is to merge these two
apparently opposite aspects. This is what Bhabha advocates:
What is theoretically innovative, and politically crucial, is the need to
think beyond narratives of originary and initial subjectivities and to
focus on those moments or processes that are produced in the
articulation of cultural differences. These 'in-between' spaces provide
the terrain for elaborating strategies of selfhood - singular or
communal - that initiate new signs of identity, and innovative sites
of collaboration, and contestation, in the act of defining the idea of
society itself. m
Through Urquhart's process of rewriting the changeling motif, differences between
Canadian and English, Irish and First Nations are emphasised as much as their
imilaritie ,thu allowing for identities to be articulated: those of the characters, but also
of Canada and the writer herself. In Ni Dhomhnaill's poems, tradition and modernity
come together in a rewriting of the change ling motif, to produce a third space in which she
can reinvent and reshape her identity. McCann and Donohue both harvest the Yeatsian
ed from which grow new works enabling them to mould an identity for

terrain for

them dve and their character .
Thi liminal third pace becomes the place of re territorialisation for the writers.
E hoing th

id a expr

d by Kristeva of the strangers apparently lost in-between but

gi en th opportunity then to create and explore new territories. Literature appears as the
r at d in b tween the other territories among which the authors were torn. It
b om

the

it

In

whi h to ret rritorialise the folk motifs as well as the writers
1 Cann r marks, the liminal place that becomes home does not have

th
to bag

graphi al

ne.I'i-l The writer of the diaspora, be it the Gaelic diaspora or the

gl bal lri h dia p ra, are deterritorialised out of Ireland or of the Gaeltacht, and are
r t rritoriali d in thi

third liminal
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from somewhere else: Canadians are thus deterritorialised in their own country, because
of its heritage. The challenge is then to reterritorialise them in Canada through literature.
Papastergiadis indeed writes: "this complex set of relationships [enhanced by the cultural
dynamics of de territorialization] has created more ambivalent images of homeland and
put greater stress on the need for re-imagining the possibilities of belonging. " 155 The
uprooting of the characters as well as of the motif of the changeling thus reflects the
deracinated Irish and Gaelic diasporas, which opens up an "other" space where
re territorialisation is operated. The motif of the changeling is thus used as a springboard
for the writers who are exploring notions of exile and of a quest for identity,

most

probably due to their personal history. The Irish reterritorialisation is thus effected
through the diaspora, this space within oneself between home and host countries which
subverts and makes its own of Irish traditions, the "Fifth Province" of which Mary
Robinson spoke in her inaugural address, which " is not anywhere here or there, north or
south, east or west. It is a place within each one of u - that place that i open to the other,
that swinging door which allows us to venture out and other

to v ntur

in. " ISo The

diaspora and its literature is this third space, liminal, which enabl

the reterritoriali ation

of exiles, as well as of Irish or Gaelic culture. It i what t ' phan Dufoix n t , in other
words:
The individual or collective hifting ab ut the urfa
f th gl b i
in itself a geography, a writing of th Earth. The nomad r at a
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Deleuze and Guattari put forward the idea that it is the territory which enables a
reterritorialisation, whether it be physical or not. Literature can thus be understood as a ·
territory, all the more so that it is often associated to a particular geography. As Kiberd
writes, it is often considered that "if there is no nationality without literature, there is no
great literature without nationality." I58 McCann however contests this notion of a national
literature, affirming that" our mental maps are no longer necessarily located in the twentysix or thirty-two counties." 159 Deleuze remarked that" territory is made valid only by the
move to get out of it."

1aD

The national literatures would thus be abolished by the

postmodern writers who are deterritorialised out of them. Yet, at the same time, they are
reasserted by the very fact that the writers try to get away from them. The two
philosophers indeed write that
Far from seeing in the State the principle of a territorialization that
would inscribe people according to their residence, we should see in
the principle of residence the effect of a movement of
deterritorialization that divides the earth as an object and subjects
men to the new imperial inscription, to the new full body, to the new
o iu .lhl
If national literature i ju t defined by the nationality of a writer or the place he resides in,

if Iri h li tera ture i ju t a tag applied to writers to sell books, then this is a de territorialising
. Writ r a t their reterritorialisation through literature in the spaces they create,
Ireland of th

mind, Am ri a or Canadas of the mind, etc. Global, world literature is

thu

ra ing national lit ratur ,while painting them as a watermark: the whole paradox

of p

tIn

d rni m .

manda Tucker remarks:

1 ann' no el thu refle t the fact that Ireland has become a
globali7 d, multi ultural ociety [... ] Since he does not directly write
ab ut Ir land, M Cann' fiction indicates how literary and cultural
l)
that d n t ha e an 0 ten ible Iri h focus might be situated in
r ' lation to Iri h ulture but al 0 po itions Irish culture in a global
ont t [ ...] But a cording to McCann's description of an
int rnati nal mongr I, a lack of border does not diminish the
lmp rtan ) of national affiliations. Indeed, it expands them: because
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McCann positions Ireland in a global framework, the Irish story is
suddenly" everywhere." 102
She is in fact taking up McCann 's words when he said:
I'm Irish. Absolutely Irish. But I am an Irish New Yorker. What I like
is the notion of the international bastards of the world, the
international mongrels. [talking about Michael Ondaa~e] I love that
there are no boundaries and no borders there. Part of what being an
Irish writer who writes about other places, maybe part of what I am
trying to say, although I am not fully conscious of it, is that our story
is everywhere. And that's important to me.161
This echoes Kristeva's statement that the stranger is "from nowhere, from everywhere,
citizen of the world, cosmopolitan." It>-! McCann emphasises the importance of the story to
be able to re territorialise oneself at a time when one is feeling lost, wandering between
cultures and countries:
As somebody who considers myself one of the e, quote-unquote,
what Ondaa~e calls "international ba tards of the world," people
who have no fixed motherland or fatherland .. . [ ...] Th international
mongrels - our motherland or fatherland i actually found in tory.
It's whatever kind of tory grab you by the ruff of th n k or
turns your heart a notch backward .165
This is what he has been triving to do with hi

harity

are a form of narrative medicin . We n gotiat
difficulties through the form of toryt lling." 161>
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the sufferings and the sense of loss involved in the heroic
performance of deterritorialising at once oneself, the word and the
world. As if he found the challenge of freeing oneself of the weight of
history, of the verticality of genealogy, the territoriality of the city,
the segmentation of life, and the running away from striated spaces,
perhaps only just another myth that we can live by.167
Like Yeats's stolen child, torn between his desire to participate in the joyful revelries of the
fairies and his love for the warmth of the human world, McCann is not just creating a third
space of fre edom and creativity, but he is still attached to both worlds he belongs to. His
work does not belong to neither of these worlds, but to both. It gives him the material for
creativity, but with it still come difficulties. Yet he talks about the importance of the stories
we tell ourselves, and of the stories about the stories. Umberto Eco wrote that "Man is a
storytelling animal by nature," 168 implying that the Story is man's territory. It seems
natural then that writers would use literature as the place of reterritorialisation, for their
chara ter , the motifs they use, and themselves.
But if literature is the place of reterritorialisation for the writers, it is indeed a vast
field, and one may rightfully wonder why McCann, Ni Dhornhnaill, Donohue and
Urq uhart have cho en to enact it through this parody of the fairy abduction tradition. This
m to highlight a wi h to claim their Irishness, through the use of the changeling
n a typically Irish. It b ome a marker of identity, a symbol of cultural memory
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despite his living in America, McCann still engages with Irish motifs in his work. 171 It is
precisely his experience of living outside of Ireland that enables him to renew the motif of
the changeling for instance, by giving it the new dimension of exile. Moreover, the
change ling parallels his own situation and may thus have been seen fit to facilitate his
reterritorialisation into literature.
As for Urquhart, the house at Loughbreeze Beach of the novel, modelled on her
own family house in Ontario, is the symbol of this dual identity . Its name was chosen by
Liam to be part Irish in memory of his father, and part English for the country he lives in,
Canada.l72 Of two, one new. Patricia Smart remarks that
While grounded in ethnic, race, gender and class identities, the novel
transcends all these categories, proposing a post-modem fusion of
identities within an imagined nation reminiscent of D'Arcy McGee's
vision of the country [ ... ] Urquhart's female characters [in Away] are
dreamers and rule-breakers who cannot be contained within the
traditional boundaries of identity .1 71
In her rewriting of the change ling tradition, in which he merge the two a pects of her
own heritage, Urquhart her elf mirror
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to reco nnec t and explore his heritage.
Nuala

i Dhomhnaill's use of Irish folklore is markedly more common in her '

poetry than it is in the three other writers' works. She makes a point of writing with Irish
traditions, since she claimed: "while I live, Irish doesn't die."176 She is thus affirming her
Munster Irish identity, and particularly her belonging to the Corca Dhuibhne Gaeltacht,
with a motif, Bean an Leasa, that acted as a reflection of her self at the time.
Not only do Donohue, McCann and Urquhart use the Yeatsian motif of the
changeling to investigate on exile and emigration, but they also measure themselves
against this canon of Irish literature embodied by Yeats, because a canon confers
legitimacy.'- Northrop Frye observed, about literary models, that "[the writer] needs them
most of all when what faces him seems so new as to threaten his identity."178 The three
author are thu taking up not only on Irish folklore and mythology, but also on Yeats,
be au e the latter is a symbol of Irishness, and blending this marker of identity with
other , uch a an American or Canadian settings, in an attempt to define their own
heritage. Treading in Yeats's footsteps allows them to claim their (literary) Irishness, while
at the ame time diverting from the Yeatsian path to subvert his authority and affirm their
differen e, hen e their own particular identity, their reinvented Irishness. This use of his
work a material from the " ource-country" for the diaspora is in fact what Yeats would
ha e liked, a hi word in a letter to John Quinn indicate:
Bul c rtainly if Finvara, the ancient god, now king of faery, whose
a r d hill I pa ed the other day in the railway train, were to come
int th r m with all hi ho ts of the Sidhe behind him, and offer me
m gift, I know right well the gift I should ask. I would say "Let my
play b a t d, ometim by professional actors if you will, but
rtainl a gr a t man time by Irish ocieties in Ireland and through
th w rid . L t th e ile when they gather together to remember the
ountry wh r th y were born, ometime have a play of mine acted
t gi ) wing to th ir thought." I would ay "I do not ask even a
fifti th part f the popularity Burns has for his own people, but I
would lik enough to help th imagination[] that were not most keen
and ubtl to think of Ireland a a acred land." 179
uala I Dhomhnaill, int >rvi >\' by Lucy McDlarmid, 106.
m Paul om 'a, " anon ,t bataill >canonique," m Methods for the tudy of Literature as Cultural MemonJ, ed.
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It seems indeed that, with his "The Stolen Child" and his other poems, he succeeded in
this enterprise of inspiring the Irish away from Ireland. Perhaps unwillingly or
unconsciously, McCann's, Urquhart's and Donohue's mentions of Yeats's work in their
own can be seen as a way for the writers to set themselves in the footsteps of the Irish
Nobel prize winner. Since Yeats 's oeuvre is so well-known, their acknowledgement of
Yeats 's canonical status becomes less a confession between the lines than a claim to their
common Irishness. It sets the standard of the qualifications to, in this case, register as an
Irish writer. Making intertextual references to Yeats is a way, for McCann or Donohue for
instance, to show that they are the legitimate sons of Yeats, and, by extension, of Ireland,
hence no stolen children. So when Padraic in McCann's short story mentions Ireland as
"normal," it also implies that Ireland is the norm: it is where legitimacy comes from. 180 In
the words of Bertrand Cardin:
If an Irish tradition of parody exists, it is to be een in the fir t
published works of a young writer [McCann] still in the margin of
the literary world, for whom imitating r nown d mod I could be
seen as a creative step. Developing his own writing through
another's, he would thu et him elf under the pr te tive hadow of
If-r flexi e
illustrious predece sor and produc a point dly
ls1
literature.
It is McCann's liminality and hi belonging to two pIa
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York City, it would seem that McCann is, in some ways, ironizing or
critiquing the Yeatsian version of Irish national identity [... f82
Donohue is similarly measuring himself against Yeats with his first novel, boldly entitled
after Yeats's poem. As Hutcheon remarks: "although this is true of classical literature in
general, it is worth reminding ourselves that the purpose of quoting examples from the
works of the greats was to lend their prestige and authority to one's own text."l83 So the
novel is a puckish way for Donohue to claim his heritage, acknowledging the Yeatsian
authority. The intertextuality with Yeats is mirroring the changeling motif: some of the
words of the The Stolen Child are Donohue's but some belong to another. But despite their
common Irishness, the contemporary writers, who have "the added complication of Yeats
to [cope] with," want to show their distance and difference from the literary canon
through thi subversion of possibly the most well-known of Yeats's poems, therefore
"fighting free of that awesome legacy." l8-1 Contrasting the magical Ireland of the poem and
the har h Brooklyn etting of McCann's narrative, for example, splitting the figure of the
changeling into character as varied as an exile, a blind child or a Vietnam veteran, can be
een parodically a

ubverting Yeats's canonical status as well as a claim to their shared

Iri h roo
A Edna Longley note, "it was Kandinsky, indeed, who pioneered the notion that
th> 'ei th r-or' m ntality

hould be replaced by 'both-and'."l85 Urquhart, Donohue, Ni

Dhomhnaill and M Cann are no longer lost in the perpetual hesitation of being either
m ri an r Iri h, Canadian or lri h, from the Gaeltacht or not, but relish in the ability to
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and Canadianness, in Urquhart's case for example. This is not
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It is the liminality of the authors that enables this hybridity, the fertile ground where they

dig for inspiration and reinvent their identity, since "the limen, a space where thresholds
are crossed and recrossed, is a likely site of hybridity."187 This is, in essence, what the adult
Henry explains, when he finds himself by a creek, as the sight of rocks in the water remind
him of his own liminat hybrid identity:
On the surface, the stones were dry, dult and impenetrable, but at
the waterline and below, the water changed the stone, revealing
facets and extraordinarily rich colors and infinite variety [... T]he
stones had changed the water as welt altered its flow and pace, made
turbulent its stilled predisposition. Symbiosis made the creek what it
was. One without the other would change everything. I had come out
of this forest, had been there for a long, long time, but I also lived in
the world as a very real person. My life as a human and my life
among the changelings made me what I was. Like the water and the
rock, I was this and tha t. 188
It should be noted once again that the term is not used here to talk about identity in

general as hybrid, which has been discussed by philo oph r , or of racial hybridity as the
word was used in the nineteenth century in di cour e
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assemblage that occurs whenever two or more elements meet, and
the initiation of a process of change. 191
From this energy field seeded by hybridity between old and new, various countries, real
and supernatural, the writers harvest ideas to reinvent their identity through their
literature. The process of change hinted at above echoes the growing concept nowadays of
a changing perception of literature, which is not just national or diasporic, but a world
litera ture, breaking boundaries and borders. This postmodern trend springs from the fact
that one is not neither/nor any more, but rather both/and, and that these two components
create something else. It is, in a way, coming back to the etymological roots of the word
"hyphenated ." The term comes from Greek, designating an adverb meaning "together, in
one."ln "H yphenated " then does not mean divided, but together, as in the French trait
l

d ll/lI o ll . From the union of two, or more, literatures, countries and traditions are born

reterritoriali ed works of art and artists.
Neil Cor oran refers to " the way a writer is always elsewhere, in at least two places
at the ame time - the place of living and the place of writing," m in an image recalling the
changeling fi gure th e author particularly pick up on, implying that the very essence of
being a writer i to b divided b tween these two spaces. A fact reinforced by the exilic
tatc of the author under examination. Stephane Dufoix records the "double absence" of
th

e pa triate. 14 ' Yet one may que tion this statement, arguing that Urquhart, McCann, Ni

Dho mhnaill and Donohue'

work rather embody their "double presence" nowadays,

thro ugh th ir reinvention of Iri hnes , illustrating these words: "Ireland is now many,
with multiple and di er e aIteritie which give substance to the reinvented Irelands
[ ... )" 19-
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also apply to the other writers of this corpus:
There is an ambitious internationalism inherent to his writing,
together with a sensitivity to the traumas of displacement that can be
fomented by unrelenting globalization. McCann does not subscribe
to an unconditional celebration of borderless globalism; as he is all
too attuned to the costs, in human terms, of capital's machinations.
While his literary landscapes and influences transcend borderlines,
the causes and tolls of involuntary mobility, in emotional, physical
and cultural terms are always attended to by McCann. 19b
The liminal space created by the hyphenated condition of a writer allows for his/her
reterritorialisation through literature, in works echoing their situation via their themes,
motifs, styles and characters. The hybridity that enables such a creative surge thus gives
free rein to the authors to express their reinvented Irishness, an identity parodically
flauntedly inherited from the homeland and yet subverting its traditions. The parodic
works of Ni Dhomhnaill, Urquhart, McCann and Donohue indeed show that hybridity is a
source of freedom and creativity, suggesting that nothing but stori

grow in liminal

places.
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Conclusion
"Come away, 0 human child,! To the waters and the wild,/ With a fairy, hand in
hand,! For the world's more full of weeping than you can understand." These lines from
the refrain to one of W. B. Yeats's most famous poems have shaped the treatment of the
changeling folk figure, ever since they were published in 1886. This thesis has been
concerned with analysing which reuses have been made of Yeats's work on fairy
abduction and changelings and of the lore itself in contemporary literature, but also with
what lay at the core of such a rewriting of the folk tradition in Yeats's poetry and drama.
The changeling motif has been widely taken up in literature and arts for over a century
now, as a quick search on any library catalogue would demonstrate. What is the appeal of
such a figure?
The analysis of the Irish folk-tales around changelings carried out in the first half of
the

tudy above detailed the fairy creatures' characteristics, which allowed to

ub equently be able to map out how the literary texts distance themselves from the folk
tradition or, on the contrary, emphasise certain aspects of it. The change ling, a fairy
ub titute left by the sf in place of the stolen person that they have taken away to the
in truth rarely been studied in detail, let alone its Irish variants.

Otherworld, ha
Changeling torie

an in fact b divided in two categories: that of abducted adults and of

tolen hildren. Th la tt rare mo t often male, while child changelings of both genders are
r ogni abl f r their apparent ickness and frailty, late development and unappeasable
hunger, tog th r with their up rnatural ability to talk and play music and their wisdom.
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woman, a neighbour or a smith, the last one being specifically Irish, who give advice on
the method to be used to dispose of the unwanted fairy creature.
Even though the change ling lore is found in other parts of the world, and
particularly Europe, the Irish tradition presents its own specificities, such as the
importance of the figure of the smith in a number of narratives. Scotland and Ireland in
fact have similar change ling traditions. The trick to uncover a fairy creature in disguise
exhibits two trends: on the continent, it consists of what has been termed the brewery of
eggshells, a version not so common in Ireland, compared to the other one of leading the
changeling to play an instrument, generally the bagpipes, which is shared with Scotland.
The trick of shouting that the fairy hill is on fire, widespread in Ireland, is also found
throughout the British Isles.
Yet, the earliest mentions of changelings are recorded in Germany and France in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, while England possesses some of the oldest writings on
the motif in literature, notably within Shakespearean plays. In contrast, the earliest Irish
mention of a "changeling" appears in 1808, well after the contin ntal source fir t alluding
to the figure . As the examination above indicated, changeling appear indeed wholly
absent from medieval Irish sources, which nonethele

contain num rou
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As has been widely discussed, the functions of such folk-tales may be diverse and
highly depend on the environment in which these stories were told. It is often accepted
that the change ling lore is an etiological narrative meant to explain and help the
community cope with diseases ranging from autism to congenital disorders or Down
syndrome for example, since some of the features of the fairy creatures match the
symptoms of these illnesses. Yet it conflicts with the ability of the Irish changelings to play
music for instance. Others have put forward the argument that the stories mirror the
dangers of childbirth for young women and of the early years for children in times when
medica l care was not easily accessible, or that changeling tales are camouflaged narratives
of infanticide. They could also have been understood as moralistic stories giving a balance
to the communities in which they were recounted. As this thesis reminds us, the
change ling tradition ha nevertheless come down to us in the shape of stories, which were
fir t intended for entertainment, as is indicated by humorous elements or the subversive
tricking of the fairie . The line between these two apparently opposite functions, one of
entertainm nt, th other of explanation and moral, may be reflected in the variants to the
changeling tori ,which present fairy creatures playing music but also sinister tales of
babi

drown d and relative burned. The potentially funny narratives of changelings
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hara t ri tic by focu ing on the meanings and themes of such narratives.
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tl1 ir liminality, whi h i a g n ral trait of the changeling stories. Settings and times are
not d1\. liminal: abdu tions oft n happen at dawn or twilight and when the abductees are
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This liminality of the changeling folk-tales is further manifested in the narratives by
the use of the jmztastique technique. The genre used in the recorded stories is marked by
this in-betweenness, since it partakes of the jantast/que, this hesitation between marvellous
or uncanny explanations for seemingly supernatural events, such as the abduction of a
relative. This study has shown that the work of the jantastiqlle was made possible by the
very fact that modernity was creeping in the Irish rural lifestyle in which the narratives
were embedded. This textual ambiguity is in fact an aspect which the contemporary
writers later take up.
As critics have shown, the jmztastiqlle genre in general makes good use of the theme
of the double, which is also another facet of the change ling lore. The change ling tradition
evokes issues of otherness, when one views the fairy creature as the alter ego of the
abductee. One of the peculiarities of changelings is that they are every inch similar to the
original person, and yet they are different enough that the informed eye may recognise it
as fairy substitutes. The dichotomies set in the narratives b tween the changeling and its
abductee are noticeable, in spite of the alleged similarity of the two. The othernes
embodied by the change ling figur

could al
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representation of the ultimate other, death. The tale can inde d b
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Stolen Child," "The Ho ting f the idh ," or "Th Ho l f th
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Land of Hcart 's Desirc. In these works, the Nobel prize winner stresses the liminality of the
fairies, markedly expressed through the water imagery, which is a feature that'
contemporary writers also pick up on. Yeats1s works on fairy abduction highlight a
tendency towards escapism, with the fairies standing as the opposite to urbanisation and
modernisation, embodying in fact the realm of imagination. The fairies are tied to the
landscape in a ahistorical fashion, enabling the Anglo-Irish Yeats to belong, detached from
any other religious or political reading of the land. The motif of the changeling is of
particular significance to him also because it resonates with his personal hyphenated
situation, as it does for the four contemporary authors studied here.
Liminality and belonging are issues picked up on also by contemporary writers
reusing the change ling motif. It is not only the image of the fairy substitute they are
rewriting, but the whole range of issues raised through it, such as liminality and otherness.
Pre ent-day author
Colum

such as, chronologically, Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill, Jane Urquhart,

1cCann and Keith Donohue reuse the fairy abduction motif and its corollary

theme , but al

0

add their own touch to it. They all introduce the figure of the exile as a

reading of th changeling per ona.
The motif of Bean an Leasa, the fairy intruder in Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill's poetry, is a
rath r dark and

iolent one, which he u es as a metaphor for the darker side of one1s

p r onality, u had pre ion or alcoholism, or as an allegory for death. Her Bean an
hara t r i d
lev'Is.

pI

liminal, on the narrative, intertextual, linguistic and personal

homhnaill reterritoriali e in h r poems the motif of Bean an Leasa, which had

b n d t rritoriali d from its own country by the omnipresence of English. The poet
op rat

art rrit riali ation of th motif through her poetry, reappropriating the motif of

fairy abdu ti n, gi ing it a modern twi t and meaning, while still inscribing herself in the
lri h traditi nand r
to h 'r and h'r tim
r t'rrit riali

ting it in the language of her Munster dialect, but making it relevant
Thi

rue of the Bean an Leasa motif also enables her to

h r If in lit ratur, in e her poem open up a liminal space in which to

g t awa fr m th dualib

of h r lingui ti exile as an Irish-speaker in Dublin, in effect as

a m mb r of th ,Ca Ita ht dia pora .
Th dia p ra i an a p t of Iri h ulture that Urquhart, McCann and Donohue
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ascertain in their works, emphasising the idea of the changeling as a metaphor for
emigration. Jane Urquhart in her novel Awny links Irish folklore to her narrative of exile
and emigration, because for her journeys and stories are a way to relate to the land and
therefore help to define oneself. The concept of identity is essential in Urquhart's works,
both for her characters, her country, Canada, and herself. The idea of awayness that she
develops throughout her book is linked to Irish folk tradition, to emigration, memory,
death and landscape. It is a process of self-definition via all these relationships. According
to Urquhart, one cannot know who they are if they do not know their story, their history.
These are part of the memory they carry with them, which is embodied in the landscape,
but also takes the form of a story. Narrative appears as a way to shape identity in the
novel, therefore mirroring the author's own search for self-definition as a Canadian with
Irish ancestry. Urquhart is thus very much concerned by the idea of identity. Defining
Canadianness is an intriguing process to her, which he has developed in several of her
novels, from her first one, The Whirlpool, to Awny and her late t publication, Smzctunry Line
for instance. Canada is depicted in her third book a a changeling nation, un ure about its
identity. Hers is a unique rewriting of the changeling motif in the way that it broadens it
so as to apply to an entire country, ince she qu

tion th id a of a Canadian national

identity through her take on the change ling lore, empha i ing Canada' liminality.
In Colum McCann'

hort tory too the liminality of the auth
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of id ntity,

particularly regarding children. A well-researched work of fiction on the fairy abduction
tradition, The Stolen Child illustrates its author's wish to bond with his Irish ancestry in a"
subversive and creative fashion. Donohue's Irish-American identity is reflected in his
characters I double selves, while emigration plays as a background theme to the book. The
liminal figure of the changeling, a creature half-human, half-fairy, is thus used to express
the writers ' preoccupations with self-definition.
The four contemporary authors adopt a parodic approach to both the folk tradition
and Yeats1s works. McCann, Donohue and Urquhart reuse the motif of fairy abduction
and of the changeling in reference to Yeats to set themselves in his tradition and therefore
indicate their own Irishness. But while they acknowledge the canonical symbol of
Irishness represented by Yeats and his poems, they also distance themselves from it,
giving both folklore and classical Irish literature a more modern take, through their
interpretations of the change ling figure as an embodiment of the quest for identity and as
a ymbol of the exile. They set their changeling stories in completely different contexts
from Yeats l

in contrast to his idealisation of the fairy Otherworld. The form of writing

,

they hoo e al

0

take them away from the literary authority. Whereas they set their work

in the vein of Yeats l and thu mark their belonging to the Irish literary tradition, they also
ub ert Yea

I

take on folklore a a way to state their emancipation from the authoritative

figure . Like Yea , 1 Cann, Urquhart and Donohue focus on the feelings of longing for
another w rld . The thr

writer appropriate Yeats1s canonical motif, by relating it to ideas

that ar > ignifi ant for th m uch a exile and identity, in an attempt to claim their heritage
a Iri h-Am ri ans or Iri h-Canadian . As for Ni Dhomhnaill, she takes up an age-old
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that of the Deleuzian concept of

del re territorialisation. Through these intertextual, changeling works, Ni Dhomhnaill,
Urquhart, McCann and Donohue create a third space in which to inscribe their multifaceted identities and thus re territorialise the folk motif as well as themselves into a new
literature. The liminality inherent to the folk-tales is taken a step further and finds its
accomplishment in such works. The four contemporary writers in so doing reinvent their
Irishness. Like the changeling, it is an Irishness that knows no border, and challenges the
definitions of identity.
Donohue, McCann, Urquhart and Ni Dhomnhaill thus choose to rewrite the motif
of the change ling because it carries issues such as otherness, identity and liminality which
are relevant to them and their times. The intertextuality with Yeats that the first three
evidence is another facet of this process. Because of Yeats's renowned use of the motif in
his poems and play, it offers the diasporic writers a cornerstone from which to build their
own identities and reinvent their Irishness. The parodies they create of both folk and
literary traditions are means to operate a reterritoriali ation into a change ling literature.
Through fictionalisation, the motif of the change ling i b oming a further part of the Irish
cultural memory and it will be intere ting to try to analy

why Ireland i building her elf

this changeling identity, in a context of globali ation and fragm ntation of
same time, leading to the fear of a 10
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Tom Maclntyre, What Happ '/lcd Bndglc Clelln) (Dublin: ew Island Boo ' ,2005).
b2

f

inquire whether the study of similar literary works on changelings, such as Melissa Diem's

Tlte Clwllgelillg, or Carlo Gebler's The Cure, lead to similar conclusions on the reuse of the '
motif. It could also be enlightening to examine whether the conclusions drawn here hold
true for non-Irish works on changelings, like the novel entitled The Chnngeling by Scottish
autl10r Robin Jenkins or The Stolen Child by New Zealander Jennifer Cook, since, after all,
the changeling is an international figure, despite its close ties in cultural memory to the
Irish tradi tion.~
Fairies, changelings, otherworlds, exile, reinvented identities are as many words
tha t define both the works examined in this thesis and Irish tradition in general, whether it
be folk or literary, and open up a range of possibilities, as Colum McCann indeed notes:
Part of the beauty of writing is that the writer creates a world that has
not existed before. We step into the new and the un-tried. And the
rea der then has the ability to venture into a time, a place, a
geography that is not his or her own. We get new bodies and minds
and homes to dwell in for a while. We are re-made.~

4

1 •I ·l'>sa O'I 'm Cl 1I111gt:II/Ig (Dubl 'ln .' 'fl'vol'l, 20(4) , Ca rlo Gebler, TllC Cl/re (London: Abacus, 1996 [1994]);
'Id
Robin J nkin~, Tlrt' Clrtllrgdillg (Edinburgh Canongate, 1995 [1958]); Jennifer Cook, Tire Stolen ClIl
(K rn rvill', C: A-Argu Better Books Publishers, 2011).
. ' .
.
olum . 1 ann, introduction to the Fr~/r Alltl/Ology 2009 (Bantry, Co. Cork: FIsh Publtshmg, 2009), l.
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Appendix 1:
List of sources from
the National Folklore Collection, University College Dublin

Below is a list of the sources consulted in the archives of the National Folklore
Collection. NFC indicates a manuscript from the Main Collection, while NFCS
corresponds to sources from the Schools' Collection, followed by the volume and page
numbers. As much information as is available on each folk account is given here: name of
the informant, his/her age, their occupation, the location where the ' story was collected
(town, parish and barony where mentioned) and by whom, as well as the date. The list is
arranged by province.
Connacht
NFC 64: 153-156, "An dha sidheog"; Aine Nic Coniomaire (14), Carna, Co. Galway.
Collector: Liam Mac Coisdeala, 23 April 1931.
NFC 65: 26-27, "An GasUr agus na taidhbhsi"; Cait Nic Coniomaire, Carna, Co. Galway.
Collector: Liam Mac Coisdealbha, 1931.
FC 104: 381-383, "Fairies bringing away children"; Mick Queenane (65), Arigna, Co.
Ro common. Collector: Tadhg 6 Rabhartaigh, 15 July 1935.
NFC 157: 212-215, "An CupIa Sidhe"; Paraic Mac an Iomaire, Carna, Co. Galway.
Colle tor: Liam Mac Coisdeala, September 1935, recorded on the ediphone.
FC 157: 514-517; E6in Ua Neachtain Cheanna (35), Carna, Co. Galway. Collector: Liam
Ma Coi d ala.
159: 192-193, "A Fairy Story"; Kathleen Hargadon (40), Ballinamona, Calry, Co.
lig . T a h r: R6i in Mhig Ualghairg, CaIry School, September 1937-July 1938.
FCS 160: 172-17 ; Tho . Gillimor, Bellanurly School, Calry, Carbury, Co. Sligo. Teacher:
Mr . Anna Ewing.
FC 1 4: 491-49 ; Toma 6 Suilleabhain (40), Ros, Co. Galway. Collector: Proinnsias de
Bur a,12 ov mb r 1935.
164: 195; J hn Q'Hara (40), Drinaghan, Enniscrone, Co. Sligo. Collector: Martin
'Hara ( ), Kilgla
hool, Tireragh, November 1937-January 1938. Teacher: Bean Ui
ChI'itigh.
170: 570-571; Bidd Luk Larry, Leyney, Co. Sligo. Collector: Caitlin Ni Mhurtaigh,
Curr
hool, A honry, November 1937-December 1938. Teacher: Bean Ui
Cha mhain.
171: 2- ,"Hall w Ev torie I"; Mr. Bradley, Achonry (Tobercurry), Leyney, Co.
lig . Coll tor: Mar Bradley, Cloonacool school, Co. Sligo. Teacher: Sean 6
Bli ain.
172: 420-422, "A Fairy Boy"; John Cully, Gortnadrass, Lavagh, Ballymore, Co. Sligo.
C 11 tor: Fran i Gilmore, Carrowmore hool. Teacher: Tomas Mac Gabhann.
FC 177: 224-225; B an Ui Kiagain (6 ), An Spideal, Co. Galway. Collector: M. 6 R., 2
January 19 6.
177: 115-116; Mr . Conboy, Tullybeg, Co. Sligo. Collector: Mary Conboy, Scoil An
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Clochar, Ballysodare. Teacher: an tSr. Teresita.
NFC 178: 242-245; Jack and Maire, Gaillean, Co. Mayo. Collector: Aine Ni Ruadhain, 21
February 1936.
NFC 182: 558-561, "An Bheirt Bhan Sidhe"; Se an a B(uc (80), Clar, Co. Galway. Collector:
Liam Mac Coisdealbha, 26 May 1936.
NFCS 184: 250-252; Patrick Hogge, Bricklure, Corran, Co. Sligo. Collector: Bobby Bright,
Duncormack School. Teacher Nora Healy.
NFCS 185: 574; Thomas Corcoran (50), farmer, Rathmullen, Ballymote, Co. Sligo. Teacher:
Laoise Ni Ruairc, Rathmullen School, March 1938.
NFCS 187: 402-405, "A Fairy Tale"; James Mullany (50), Cloonticam, Gurteen, Ballymote,
Co. Sligo. Collector: Leo Dodd, Scoil Cluain an Tubhair, Coolavin, Co. Mayo.
Teacher: Seamus 6 Hainlighe.
NFCS 190: 192-193; Mary Clancy (80), Doobally, Rosclogher, Co. Leitrim. Teacher:
Seasamh Mac Guidhir, Scoil Iulchan, Rosclogher, 25 October 1937-10 January 1939.
NFCS 194: 11-13; Sean Uasal Mac Diarmada, An Cluainin, Co. Leitrim. Collector: Grainne
Ni Diarmada.
NFCS 195: 301-305, "A Witch-tale"; Pat Flynn, Alteen, Newbridge, Co. Leitrim. Teacher:
Aodh 6 Floinn, An Cluainin School, Cluain Chlair, Ros Clochair, 1937-1938.
NFCS 197: 55; Mary Josephine Lee (10), Scoil Cluainin Ui Ruairc, Cluain Clair, Dromahair,
Co. Leitrim, 10 March 1938. Teacher: Charlotte G. Dillon.
NFCS 198: 561-563; Mrs. Keany, Annagh, Glenfarne, Co. Leitrim. Collector: Celia Murvey,
Broca School, Cluain Clair, Dromahair. Teacher: Sean 6 Gallchobhair.
NFCS 201: 235-237; Mrs. Costello, Roughan, Piper town, Co. Sligo. Colle tor: Mary Gill n.
Teacher: Tomas Diobh.
NFCS 202: 79, "The Fairies"; Jame Kelly (72), Cloonbonnive, Dromahair, Co. L itrim.
Collector: Mary Teresa Harrison (15), Killavoggy School, Cill an lomair ,C . L itrim,
October 1938-January 1939. Teacher: Se an de Faoite.
NFCS 202: 178-179; James Mostyn, farmer and road work r, Greaghnafarna, Dromahair,
Co. Leitrim. Collector: Mary Ellen Mo tyn, June 19 .
NFCS 202: 210-211, "A Fairy Story"; Mary Flynn ( 0), Tawn I a, Carri k- n- hann n, C .
mb r
Leitrim. Teacher: Mrs. Doyle, Soil Craoibh Liath, Ki11anumm ry, 17-19
1937.
NFCS 202: 509-510, "Fairy Forts"; Mr . Harkin, Killarga, Drumk el, C . L itrim. C II t r:
Tom Harkin.
NFCS 204: 297; Francis McLoughlin (55), Killadisk rt, Co. L itrim. C 11 t r: J i
t b r 1 7-12 January
McLoughlin, Kilmore School, lni magrath, Dromahair, 27
1939. Teacher: Eilis, Bean Ui Ch allaigh.
NFCS 211 : 134-135; Thoma Reilly, Liathdruim, Co. L itrim. T a h r: largarel Gann n,
Liscarbin School, Kiltubrid, 13 S ptemb r 19'3 -19 January 19 9.
R da hain, Crumm
I,
NFCS 211 : 316, "The Fairie Trick d"; teach r: Padhrai
Kiltubrid, Liathdruim, Co. Leitrim.
NFCS 224: 287-28 ; Mr . Patrick Creamer ( 5), farmer' wif, Drumbib , Ballinam r , Co.
Leitrim. Collector: Susan Creamer, Scoil An CIo har, Carraig Aluinn, D emb r
1937. Teacher: an tSr. Athra ht.
NFC 225: 236-23 ; Seamu 6 Ruaidhin, Beal . tha an Fheadha, Co. la ' .
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NFCS 226: 351-352, "Folkore, Witchcraft"; Francis Rawl, Lisgrudy, Garadice, Co. Leitrim.
Collector: Molly Fox, Scoil Achadh Mhaolain, Drumreilly, Carraig Aluinn, 31 August
1938. Teacher: Mrs. Prior.
NFCS 226: 381-382, "A Child that was taken by Fairies"; Mr. Kelly, Drumreilly, Carraig
Aluinn, Co. Leitrim. Collector: Betty Kelly, Scoil Achadh Mhaolain, 1 March 1938.
Teacher: Mrs. Prior.
NFC 229: 114-117, "Sceal Sidhe"; Padraig 6 Riada, Baile Nua, An Cloigeann, Co. Galway.
Collector: Brian Mac Lochlainn, January 1936.
NFCS 231: 217-218; Matthew Kenny, Drumboylan, Ardcarn, Co. Roscommon. Teacher: M.
Pagnam, Drumboylan School, January 1938-January 1939.
NFCS 242: 246-247, "Fairy Tale"; collector: Nora Kenny, Cloondart, Scoil Gort an
Ghainimh, Tibohine, Frenchpark, Co. Roscommon. Teacher: M. 6 Cobhthaigh.
NFC 254: 355-356; Tomais Ui Dubhghaill (70), farmer, Cillgharbhan, Co. Kerry. Collector:
Breandan 6 Seaghdhe, 24 October 1936.
NFCS 258: 113-114, "Fairy Forts"; Miss McGawley (45), Kilrooskey, Co. Roscommon.
Teacher: Oomhnall 6 Dalruin, Scoil Bealach, Kilgefin, 10 October 1937-1 September
193 .
NFCS 260: 314-315, "Fairy Forts"; Jamie McNeill, Cloonadra, Ballymoe, Co. Galway.
Teacher: Patrick Ryan, Kilteevan School, Kilteevan, Ballintubber South, 1938.
FC 05: 92-93; Coillte Mach, Co. Mayo. Collector: Liam mac Coisdealbha, 1936.
FC 305: 111-112, "An Tailliur agus an paiste sidhe"; Sean 6 Conchubhair (60), Cluain na
bhF ad6g, Co. Galway. Collector: Liam mac Coisdealbha, 28 November 1936.
FC 37 : 45 -459; Colm Se6ige ( 2), Rosmuck, Moycullen, Co. Galway. Collector: Eibhlin
i tonduin, 1 Augu t 1937.
FC
9: 347-34 , "The Fairy Child"; Sean Ui M6rain (55), farmer, Tobar Peadair,
Kiltartan, Co. Galway. Collector: Sean 6 Flannagan, 15 August 1937.
FC 404: 254-25 ,"Th Child That Wa Heard Crying And It Going Along in the Air";
amu
i Cealla (4 ), farmer, Kiltartan, Co. Galway. Collector: Sean 6 Flannagain.
4 9: 103-106, "The Talor and the Sheera [sic]"; John Harnett, Barnagh,
T mpl glantin , Co. Lim ri k. Teach r: io las Breathnach, Scoil Cill Laichtin, An
Cai 1 an ua, 7 April 193 .
FC 524: 4-7; Brian 6 06mhnallain ( 2), Baile Chruaich, Co. Mayo. Collector: Proinnsias
d Bur a,26 0 mb r 1937.
'F 524: 154-356; Bnghid Bean Mhi cl Bhaird (60), housewife, Cill Iomair, Co. Mayo.
C 11 t r: Proinnsia de Burca, 1 February 193 .
'FC 7: 4 4-4 6; Pat H digan (41), farmer, Cill mac Dubhain, Ui Brican, Co. Clare.
C 11 t r: Ylaighread Bean Ui Mhartain, 31 Octob r 1939.
776: 220-222; t a h r: B an Mhi
io aill, Cill Mhaille, Co. Clare, 1936.
5 : 10-12; H hail Ui Bhrianain (70), farmer, Tuaim, Co. Galway. Collector: Tomais
ov mb r 1942.
H hail Ui Bhrianain (70), farmer, Tuaim, Co. Galway. Collector: Tomais
de Pa r,27 0 mb r 1942.
953: 197-19 ,"Fairi "; tea h r F. Murray, Corcaghan School, Kilmore, Monaghan,
C
10naghan, Jun 1937-0 mb r 193 .
"F 10 2 25, John Fl TIn, Ke h, Ball mote, Co. Sligo. Colle tor: Lillie O'Dwyer.
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Leinster
NFC 80: 136, "The Fairy Child"; Mary Carolan, Castlebaun, Ballinalee, Co. Longford.
Collector: Padraig Mac Greine, 1930.
NFC 80: 137-138, "The Fairy Child"; Tommy Ganly (50), Mornine, Ballymahon, Co.
Longford. Collector: Padraig MacGreine, 1930.
NFC 106: 2-6; Tomais de Butleir (63), farmer, An Gleann, Co. Wexford. Collector: Sean de
Butleir, 16 June 1935.
NFC 106: 8-16; Tomais de Butleir (63), farmer, An Gleann, Co. Wexford. Collector: Sean de
Butleir, 16 June 1935.
NFC 106: 152-158, "The Fairy Changeling"; James Roche (25), Lambstown, Killurin, Co.
Wexford. Collector: Sean de Butleir, 1935.
NFC 190: 103-105; Bean Ui Trairnigh (60), farmer, Bannow, Bangy, Co. Wexford. Collector:
Se an de Butleir, 17 April 1936.
NFC 225: 565-567, "The Changeling"; M. Behan Kyle, Hacketstown, Co. Carlow. Collector:
Patrick O'Toole, 1 April 1936.
NFC 225: 569; M. Behan Kyle, Hacketstown, Co. Carlow. Collector: Patrick O 'Too le.
NFC 265: 439-441, "Wife Taken by Fairies"; Pat Byrne (47), Knockanooker, Hacketstown,
Co. Wicklow. Collector: Patrick O'Toole, 1935.
NFC 265: 461; Mr. Behan (64), Kyle, Co. Carlow. Collector: Patrick O'Toole.
NFC 437: 101-102; Mrs. John Carroll (40), Assegart, Foulke mill, Co. Wexford. ColI ctor:
Tomas 6 Ciardha, 1937.
NFC 437: 105; Mrs. John Carroll (40), Assegart, Foulke mill, Co. Wexford. ColI tor:
Tomas 6 Ciardha, 1937.
NFC 437: 107-108; Mrs. John Carroll (40), As eggart, Foulk mill, Co. W xford. C 11 tor:
Tomas 6 Ciardha.
NFC 437: 145-146; Mrs. John Carroll (40), A egart, Foulk mill, Co.
xf rd. C
Tomas 6 Ciardha, December 1937.
NFC 548: 277-279; J. Seymour (57), Cloncilly, Co. Laoi . ColI tor:
National School, Mountrath, 4 0 tob r 193 .
NFCS 664: 20; Creggan, Upper Dundalk, Co. Louth. T a h r:
an 6 Grumh,
f
Siolach, 1938.
NFCS 672: 107-108, "Funny Storie, I"; colI t r: 0 tta Campb 11, Rath Drummi n,
Dunleer, Co. Louth, 5 Novemb r 19 7. Tea her: M.
i Ailpin, D' art
h I,
Drogheda.
NFCS 678: 85; Mrs. Moore (44), Mell, Co. Louth. ColI t r: Eibhl'
i C lmain, 1 11 w.
School, Tullyallen, Drogheda, Co. Louth, 2 0 tob r 193 .
NFCS 679: 30-32, "The Fairy Shoe-Maker"; Mr . F. K lly (55), Dr gh da, C . L utl1.
Collector: Mary Kelly, Pres. Convent, Drogh da. Tea h r: r. 1. Patri 1.NFCS 685: 288-290, "The Fairy Pip r"; teach r: Maighr ' ad M.
uallAin, Cr na t wn
School, Stamullen, Co. Meath, 1937-19 .
NFCS 692: 452-453, "Storie where children were tin b th fairi "; Iatt Iurra,
Clondalee, Co. Meath. Colle t r: Maur n Cil nan, Kill 'on h I, Longw d and
Killyon,10ctob r 19 7-24 D mber 19 7.
NFCS 694: 59-60; Thomas Coyne, farmer, Kildangan, Co. I ath. ColI t r: Lizzi

Castlejordan School, Upper Moyfemath, Co. Meath, July 1938. Teacher: M.
McAmhlaoith.
NFCS 694: 216-218; Andrew Rispin (56), Big Ballivor, Killaconnigan, Lune, Co. Meath.
Teacher: T. Ua Conmhidhe, School of Ballivor, 1936-1938.
NFCS 695: 319-320; Mary Collins, Moyaugher, Athboy, Co. Meath. Teacher: Maire, Bean
Ui Choileain, Moyaugher School.
NFCS 701: 53-54, "A Fairy Story"; James Kinsella, Cokkstown, Kells. Collector: Peggy
Brady, Cookstown School, Bohermeen (Balrathboyne), Lower Navan, Co. Meath,
November 1937-December 1938. Teacher: Peadar Mac Gabhann.
NFCS 703: 298; Patrick Rourke (85), Ceannamus M6r, Upper Kells, Co. Meath. Collector:
John Maguire, Scoil na mBratha, 1934-1938. Teacher: Brother MS. 6 Seaghdha.
NFCS 712: 13-14; Oliver Hickey, Ballyhoe, Drumcomalh, Co. Meath. Teacher: Patrick
Cassidy, Drumcomath School, Co. Meath, 10 November 1937.
NFCS 717: 158-160; Mrs. Gilsenan (60), Ballynagranshy, Ballinacree (Killeagh), Fore, Co.
Meath. Collector: Liam Whelan, Ballinacree School, January 1938-January 1939.
Teacher: Padraic 6 Connachtain.
NFCS 719: 354-355; Mrs. Fagan, Toyran, Castlepollard, Co. Westmeath. Collector: Kathleen
Fagan.
FCS 721: 76-78, "The Fairy Child"; Patrick Doherty, Fraghmore, Castlepollard, Co.
We tmeath. Collector: Christy Delamere, Castlepollard Boys' School. Teacher:
William Coghlan.
FCS 732: 355-358; Kilbeggan, Moycashel, Co. Westmeath. Collector: Billy Brennan,
Kilb ggan School, 31 December 1938. Teacher: P. Mac Siurtain.
FCS 7 2: 490-494; Mr . Caffrey, Kilbeggan, Co. Westmeath. Collector: Imelda Dunican,
M rey Convent of Kilb ggan School, January 1938-January 1939. Teacher: Sister
Philom na.
7 9: 110-111; John P ppard (51), Ballinalack, Co. Westmeath. Teacher: Miss Palmer,
Rath hoo!, Stre te, Moygoi h, 30 November 1937-1 December 1938.
750: 251-252; Pat McGuire, Lisnacreeva, Colehill, Mullingar. Collector: Mary J.
M Guir (1), C lehill Shoo!, Mullingar, November 1937-November 1938. Teacher:
Ka thl n Morri .
755: 17-19, " tory - The Stolen Child"; William Mac Dermott (65), Killashee,
1 dow, Co. Longford. Collector: John Casey, Killashee School. Teacher: Se an 6
Muireadhaigh.
75 : 19 -19 , "A Funny tory"; John Joe Larkin (52), Gaigue, Ballinamuck, Co.
ngford. ColI tor: Anni Larkin, Gaigue School, 6 May 1938. Teacher: Maire Ni
Mhur hadha.
7 1: 7- ; Anni May, Aughnac1iffe. Collector: Mary-Ann Smyth (11), Edenmore
h I, Ballinamu k, Dromard (Killoe), Co. Longford. Teacher: Sean 6 Reid.
7 : 1 2-1 4, "A Funny tory"; Mrs. Brigid Carr (72), Granard, Co. Longford.
C 11 tor: gn
m th (14), Mercy Convent, 12 November 1937. Teacher: Sister
C n eption.
7 5: 4 -49," Fairy Child"; John Gallagher (5 ), Tubber Granard, Co. Longford.
T a her: 1r . Brad, hool of Bunlaky, Granard, November 1936-January 1937.
F
7 5: 49-51, "The Chang ling"; John GaUagher (58), Tubber Granard, Co. Longford.
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Teacher: Mrs. Brady, School of Bunlaky, Granard, November 1936-January 1937.
NFCS 765: 219-220, "The Change ling" ; teacher: Mrs. Brady, Bunlahy School, Granard, Co.
Longford, January 1937-19 February 1937.
NFCS 765: 321, "The Fairy Child"; Peadar 6 Maolagain, Bunlahy, Co. Longford, January
1937-19 February 1937. Teacher: Mrs. Brady, Bunlahy School.
NFCS 770: 8; Mrs. Nugent (46), Lisderry, Mostrim, Co. Longford. Teacher: Maire Bean Ui
Mheallain, Monedarragh School, July 1934-March 1937.
NFCS 775: 213; AlIen (Kilmeague), Connell, Co. Kildare. Collector: Nelly Murphy (13),
Robertstown National School, Naas, Co. Kildare. Teacher: P. 6 Harachtain.
NFCS 792: 413-414, "A Fairy Child"; Joseph Hickey (49), Raheny, Co. Dublin. Collector:
Mary Hickey, School of St Pappan's, Ballymun, Coolock, Co Dublin, 24 November
1937. Teacher: M. O'Riordan.
NFCS 805: 9, "A Fairy Story"; collector: Eilis Ni Barmin (12), Cloonagh, Tullamore, Co.
Offaly. Teacher: S. 6 Neill, Muclach School, Rahan, Ballycowan, 22 November 1937.
NFCS 805: 12-13; Joseph Boylan (40), Tullamore, Rahan, Ballycowan, Co. Offaly. Collector:
Lily Boylan (12), Scoil Murlach, 24 November 1937. Teacher: S. 6 Neill.
NFCS 814: 289-290; Lusmagh, Garrycastle, Co. Offaly. Collector: Delia Gallagher,
Lusmagh School, 22 November 1938. Teacher: T. 6 Floinn.
NFCS 826: 217-218; Thomas Seymour (86), Offerlane, Co. Laois. Collector: Eilish Seymour
(14), Camross School. Teacher: Padraig 6 Heifearnain.
NFCS 846: 3, "The Fairy Baby"; collectors: Thomas and Michael Long, Listerlin School,
Ida, Co. Kilkenny, 30 September 1937-30 June 1938. Teacher: M. 6 Murchadha.
NFCS 848: 74, "Fairy Story"; Michael Henebry, Ballyhale, Co. Kilkenny. Colle tor: ellie
Henebry, Ballyhale National School. Teacher: Eibhlin Ni ShUilleabhain.
NFCS 851: 219-222, "The Fairy Child"; teacher: Bean Mhi E6in, Windgap
hool,
Thomastown, Windgap, Kells, Co. Kilkenny.
NFCS 856: 108-109, "The Fairy Baby"; William Clooney (59), labour r, L nath, Co.
oil aomh E in, Kilk nn , 5
Kilkenny. Teacher: Brother Tomas Mac Bineid,
November 1937.
NFCS 857: 388-389, "A Fairy Story"; M. Maguire (4), wid w,
Graignamanagh, Co. Kilkenny. Collector: Mi hael A' hea, Graignamana h
Gowran, 21 December 1938. Teacher: M. 6 Cuanain.
NFCS 862: 113, "A Changeling"; teacher: Mairtin 6 Conaill, Pa ul t wn h I, G wran,
Co. Kilkenny.
NFCS 905: 111-112, "The Fairy Boy"; Mr . Griffin, Ballinr ,Co. Carl w. ColI t r: Patri k
Skelton, Killoughternane S hool, B rri, 160mb r 1917- 1 D mb r 19 .
Teacher: T. 6 Riain.
NFCS 906: 67-70, liThe Witch Child of Sun roft" ; tea h r: an la 0 mhnaill, Ballinkill n
Muine Beag School, Idrone Ea t, Co. Carlow, 1919.
NFCS 913: ISO, "Funny Story"; Mrs. Boylan, Ble ington, C . \:Vi kl w. T a h r: ' amu
Cuinn, Blessington School, ovember 19 7-De emb r 191 .
NFCS 917: 97-9 , liThe Fairy Smith"; Mr . John Cullen (42), Carrig urra, all m unt,
Blessington, Co. Wicklow. Colle tor: Ca ie Cullen, all 'm unt h I, F bruary
193 -January 19 9. Teacher: 011.6 Co hlain.
NFCS 917: 107, "Changling [ ic]"; Mr . C. I Eo' (63), Ballykn ken, BI ington, Co.
9

Wicklow. Collector: Joe Lawler, Valley mount School, Boystown, Co. Wicklow,
February 1938-January 1939. Teacher: 011. 6 Cochlain.
NFCS 917: 392-393; John Fortune, Annamoe, Co. Wicklow. Collector: Maire Fairsing,
Glendalough School, 26 July 1938. Teacher: Bean Ui Ghabhann.
NFCS 924: 11-18, "The Fairy Child"; collector: Peter Weadock, Arklow School, Co.
Wicklow. Teacher: Gear6id Inglis.
NFCS 925: 318-321, "A Fairy Tale"; Brigid Macken, Kilmacoo School, Avoca, Arklow, Co.
Wicklow, 24 April 1938. Teacher: Bean Ui Chosgair.
NFCS 926: 45-46; teacher: G. 6 Dubhghaill, Newbawn School, Rathdrum, Arklow, Co.
Wicklow.
NFC 1022: 2-4; collector: Philip Ledwith, Ballycloghan, Ardagh, Edgeworthtown, Co.
Longford, 1947.
NFC 1039: 245-246, "Fairy attempt to kidnap child"; Barney Gargan (85), farmer,
Moybolgue, Kells, Co. Meath. Collector: P. J. Gaynor, 1 October 1944.
NFC 1457: 369, "The Changeling"; Joseph Reilly (74), farmer, Drumard, Granard, Co.
Longford. Collector: James Delaney, March 1955-56.
NFC 1498: 212-213, "The Changeling"; James Farrell, Furze, Lenamore, Rathreagh, Co.
Longford. Collector: Padraig MacGreine.
NFC 1677: 107-108, "An Infant Stolen"; William Talbot (76), labourer and soldier,
Kilcormac, Garrycaslte, Co. Offaly. Collector: James G. Delaney, December 1963-64.
Munster
FC 3: 56-64; collector: Sean 6 Dubhda, Daingean Ui CUise, Co. Kerry.
FC : 77; collector: P. T. 6 Riain, Co. Kerry.
FC 19: -12, "Piopaire na Druinne"; collector: P. T. 6 Riain, Daingean Ui Chliise, Co.
Kerr ,1 January 1935.
FC 20: 29 -29 ; coli ctor: Maire Ni Seaghdha, The Big Blasket, Co. Kerry.
FC 2: 90- 9 , "Sceal Leasachain"; Iveragh, Co. Kerry. Collector: Tadhg 6 Murchadha,
19 5.
FC 39: 59-60, " geulta 6n ait eo, An Paisde do th6g na daoine maithe"; Micheal Mac
D na ha (74), Cno aoibhinn, Co. Clare. Collector: Sean MacMathghamhna, February
1931.
FC 42: 1 ; RMh Luir ,Co. Cork. Collector: Aine Ni Cr6inin, April 1929.
FC 45: 16-1 ; Con hubhair Ui Duinneacha (90), tailor, Cluain Droichead, Muskerry West,
Co. C rk. C 11 tor: Eamonn 6 hArgain, 8 May 1933.
F 47: 9- 1; Bean Mhi Sheain, mith's wife, Baile Bhuirne, Co. Cork. Collector:
Pr i a 6 C allaig, 17 May 1933.
FC 49: 17 -179; Con hubhair 6 Riagain (47), pub owner, Cairbre, Co. Cork. Collector:
an tundlin, pt mb r 19 3.
FC 49: 1 0-1 4; an Ui CeadagAin (78), farmer, Cairbre, Co. Cork. Collector: S. Stundlin.
F 51: 1 0-102,
a Daoin Sidhe"; Sighl Ni Laochdha (78), Cill Chaitearainn, Beara,
Co.
rk. C 11 t r: P. 6 hAodha, 22 Sept mber 1933.
5: 172-176; Maighread i Fhearghaile (86), Decies, Co. Waterford. Padraig 6
Fi nnghu a (16), Bail Mhi Cairbre (Ballymacarbry), Co. Waterford.
,"The Fairy Child"; ama 6 Briain (84), Kilworth, Clangibbons, Co.
F 107: 0If
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Cork. Collector: Tomas 6 Ciardha, 17 July 1935.
NFC 147: 454-455, "Cathal agus Fithcheal"; Killarney, Co. Kerry. Collector: Tadhg 6
Murchadha, 1935.
NFC 148: 52-58, "Mid Simuin agus An Leanbh a bhi a Fhuadach Agus na Daoine Maithe";
Michil Ui Fhiannachtaigh (75), farmer, Cloch Bhuaile, Iveragh, Co. Kerry. Collector:
Tadhg 6 Murchadha, 19 November 1935.
NFC 152: 183-185; Peats Cotters (73), fisherman, Cill na bhFraochan, Dungarvan, Decies,
Co. Waterford. Collector: Nioclas Greathnach, 1 January 1936.
NFC 152: 190-193; Peats Cotters (73), fisherman, Cill na bhFraochan, Dungarvan, Decies,
Co. Waterford. Collector: Nioclas Greathnach, 1 January 1936.
NFC 213: 206-212; collector: P. T. 6 Riain, Co. Kerry.
NFC 242: 495-501; Maire Bean Ui Sithre (50), farmer's wife, Baile Te Finn, Dun Cuinn,
Chorea Duibhne, Co. Kerry. Collector: Se6saimh 6 Daloigh, 27 August 1936,
recorded on the ediphone.
NFC 254: 355-356, "Sidhe-sceal"; Tomais Ui Dhubhghaill (70), farmer, Derrincullig, Co.
Kerry. Collector: Breandan 6 Seaghdhe, 24 October 1936.
NFC 259: 276-282, "The Fairy Child"; Sean 6 hAnarachan (49), worker, An Uidhir, Decies,
Co. Waterford. Collector: Nioclas Breathnach, 14 October 1936.
NFC 308: 100-102, "Na Daoine Maithe"; Sean Ui Gorlin (91), farmer, Cill Ura Thoir, Co.
Kerry. Collector: Tadhg 6 Murchadha, 18 September 1936.
NFC 317: 123-126, "The Lios"; Sean 6 Cinneide (40), traveller, Ard na Greine, Co.
Waterford. Collector: Nioclag Greathnach, 18 February 1937.
NFCS 404: 281-284; Maurice O'Connor, Moyvane, Co. Kerry. Collector: Mary O'Connor,
Murher School. Teacher: Maire Bean Ui Chonaill.
NFC 433: 44-47, "The woman that gave suck to the trange child in th trang hou "
Johnny Murphy (88), turner, Cill an Aonaigh, A. Tulaigh, Co. Clar . CoIl ctor: an
6 Flannagain, 04 November 1937.
NFC 462: 44-47; Bean Ui fceadha (52), Moroe, Co. Limerick, 0 emb r 19 7.
NFC 462: 92-94; Bean Mhic Coi deala (40), farmer, Gleann B ith , Co. K rry. ColI t r:
Liam S. 6 hlcidhe, Decemb r 1937.
NFCS 488: 31-34; Thomas Hanigan (79), Gleann Caoin, Co. Limeri k. C 11 t r: Ki ran
Ahem, Scoil an Chumanaigh, An Cai lean ua Thiar. T a her: 6 ' aghdha.
NFCS 488: 216-219; Collector: Kieran Ahern, Scoil an Churnanaigh, An Cai I an ua
Thiar, Gleann Caoin, Co. Limerick. Teacher: Pr. 6 Fionnmha htain.
NFCS 500: 30-31; Mr . Quinn (50), Baliyneale, Co. Limeri k. CoU t r: Da id Quinn, Bail
an Gharrdha School. Teacher: Ollamh 6 Conaill.
NFCS 514: 325-327; John Ahem (64), Mich lstown, Co. Lim ri k. [no
11 t r],
il
Gleann na gBreathar (Angle boro), Mi hel town, Coi
l ' ibh, Co. Lim ri k, 11
November 1937.
NFCS 569: 24-25; Mr. Tiemey, Chamb rlain t wn, ew Inn, Cahir. Coli t r: Ir. J.
Hayes, Ballingeary, Clonmel, hool Baile an Ghaorthaidh, Cl nm 1, o. Tipp rary,
November 193 - February 1939. Teacher an hAodha.
NFC 629: 552-553, "The Child in the Cradle"; Mi hael Li t n (71), Carrdha Dubh, Cl ann
Cum (Glenquin?), Co. Limerick. CoIl tor: 0 amh Daiaig, 20 Jul r 19'39, r
rd d
on the ediphone.
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NFC 642: 345-346, "The Sideog Children"; Mrs. James Moloney (80), Carheen, Feakle, Co.
Clare. Collector: Sean 0 Flannagan, 1939.
NFC 670: 465-466, story 2; Pat Hedigan (41), farmer, Cill mac Dubhain, Moyarta, Co. Clare.
Collector: Maighread Bean Ui harcain, Scoil na gCailini, Cubhas a' Chlair, 12 October
1939.
NFC 717: 206-207; Donneadh 0 Gusreain, teacher, Kilnamanagh, Co. Tipperary. Collector:
Seosamh 0 Dalaigh, 10 October 1940.
NFC 744: 120-123; Maire Ni Cheineide (76), farmer, Derrygorman, Annascaul,
Corkaguiney, Co. Kerry. Collector: P.J. O'Sullivan, 12 January 1941.
NFC 744: 271-274; Michael O'Sullivan (76), farmer, Derrygorman, Annascaul,
Corkaguiney, Co. Kerry. Collector: P.J. O'Sullivan, 14 February 1941.
NFC 744: 290-294; John Curran (71), farmer, Annascaul, Co. Kerry. Collector: P.J.
O 'Sullivan, 27 February 1941.
NFC 1043: 1-2; Sean 0 Suilleabhain, Dubhlinn, Co. Clare. Collector: Sean Mac Mathuna, 29
September 1943.
NFC 1114: 66-67; Maire, Bean Ui Choileain (75), Leathtaoibh Beag, Co. Kerry. Collector:
MichealO Suilleabhain, April 1945.
Ulster
NFC 169: 475-476; NiallO Luag (76), farmer, Cill Taobhog, Rathb6, Co. Donegal. Collector:
Liam Mac Meanman, 14 October 1935.
FC 169: 514, "Woman taken away"; Tom Gallen, Cill Taobhog, Rathbh6, Co. Donegal.
FC 169: 514-515; Tom Gallen, Cill Taobhog, Rathb6, Co. Donegal.
FC 171 : 6- 7; Paidi Tiomhanaidhe (25), farmer, Golladubh (Na Guaille Dubh), Co.
o n gal. ColI ctor: Liam mac Meanman, 18 January 1936.
FC 1 0: 91-9 ; Padrai Mhic Ghiolla Easburc (66), Cruachlann, Co. Donegal. Collector:
an 6 hEo haidh,l May 1936.
FC 35: 16- 17, "Cailin a Ingadh as"; eddy Ua Luag (30), farmer, Lettershanbo, Co.
o n gal. ColI tor: Liam Mac Meanman, 9 April 1937.
FC 34 : 200-201, "Oaoin B aga" ; Conall Mac Meanman (73), farmer, Letterleague, Co.
o n gal. C II tor: Liarn Ma Meanman, 24 April 1937, recorded on the ediphone.
FC 740: 120-122," a Pai ti idh "; an Mhic Fhionntaoich (60), farmer, Clondavaddog,
C . D n gal. CoIl tor: an 6 hEochaidh, 2 January 1941.
FC 77 : 14- 5, "An L anbh idhe"; Mich al Ui Robhartaigh (60), farmer, An Bhealtaine,
C . 0 n gal. C 11 tor: an 6 hEo haidh, 4 March 1941.
15: 403-405; Eugen O'Bri n, Enni ke n, Clank e, Co. Cavan. Collector: P. J. Gaynor.
FC 1 : ; J hn Gibn (65), oa h build r, Mullagh, Castlerahan, Co. Cavan. Collector:
P. J. Ga n r, 15 F bruary 1942.
FC 52: 1 -190; Mr . Mary Trainor (62), former hop-keeper, Bailieboro, Co. Cavan.
C 11 t r: P. J. Ga nor, ov mber 1942.
F 922: 120-324, "Changeling If; Jame Argu (78), labourer, Galbolia, Co. Cavan.
C 11 t r: P. J. Ga nor, Augu t 1943.
TF 921: 265-2 ," bdu tion of Children"; Patrick Clarke (30), carpenter, Cork ish, Co.
tober 1943.
Cavan. 011 tor: P. J. Ga nor,
92-1: 17 -17 , "Att mpt d Abdu tion"; Patt McCab (61), cycle agent, Bailieboro, Co.
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Cavan. Collector: P. J. Gaynor, November 1943.
NFC 924: 235-238; Patt Fitzsimmons (61), farmer, Mullagh, Co. Cavan. Collector: P. J.
Gaynor, December 1943.
NFC 924: 388-390, "Child Abducted by Fairies"; Mary E. Mitchell (71), housewife,
Bailieboro, Co. Cavan. Collector: P. J. Gaynor, December 1943.
NFCS 934: 277-278, "The Fairy Child"; Sally McKeown (70), Sreenty, Co. Monaghan.
Teacher: Ss. 6 Muireadhaigh, Scoil Cor Criochach, Magheross, Farney.
NFCS 934: 279-281, "The Changeling"; Mrs. Mary Murray, Corduffkelly, Carrickmacross,
Co. Monaghan. Teacher: Ss. 6 Muireadhaigh, Scoil Cor Criochach, Magheross,
Farney.
NFCS 941: 115-116, "Fairy Tale"; Eileen Hamilton, Carrickavelty, Co. Monaghan. Teacher:
Ss. 6 Baoigheallain, Kilkitt School, Aughnamullen, Cremome, Co. Monaghan.
NFCS 946: 240-242; H. Lynch, Mullan's Mills, Roslea, Clones, Dartry, Co. Monaghan.
Teacher: E. Mac Loingsigh, Naomh Tigheamach School, 25 November 1937-31
December 1938.
NFCS 947: 295, "A Fairy Story"; Mrs. Daly, Drumsloe, Clones, Co. Monaghan. Collector:
Brigid Daly, Clonrye School, Currin, 1 December 1937-0ctober 1938. Teacher: S. 6
Mearain.
NFCS 950: 413-416, "Clontreat Forth"; John McGurk (53), labourer, Clontreat, Clones, Co.
Monaghan. Collector: John Walker, Scoil Rath Dairbhre, Killeevan, Dartree, 9
December 1937.
NFCS 952: 205-206; teacher: Mrs. McAdoo, Nart School, Kilmore, Co. Monaghan.
NFCS 953: 197-198, "Fairies"; teacher: F. Murray, Corcaghan School, Kilmore, Monaghan,
Co. Monaghan, June 1937-December 1938.
NFCS 954: 87-88, "A Furmy Story"; Bemard Kavanagh (83), Clontyca ta, Co. Monaghan.
Collector: Mary Kavanagh, 25 Novemb r 1937. Teacher: S. 6 ' ill.
NFCS 958: 154-155, "Story"; James McCoy (40), farmer, Killymade , Monaghan, Co.
Monaghan. Teacher: P. Murray, Rakeeragh School, 21 June 1935.
NFC 1102: 414-415; Pat Mac Cormaic (70), Cnoc na Cairth , Gleann Abhann duinn , C .
Antrim. Collector: Liam Mac Reachtain, 194 ?
NFC 1120: 112; Mrs. Owen Morgan (72), Goward, Co. Down. C 11 t r: Fran i Ma P !in,
12 March 1945.
NFC 1120: 121-122, "Stolen Baby Returned Safely"; 011 t r: Fran i Ma Polin, Hillt wn,
Co. Down, July 1945.
NFC 1120: 141, "Changeling Child"; Patrick Roon y (65), G ward, C . 0 wn. C lle t r:
Francis MacPolin, 21 April 1945.
NFC 1039: 389-390, "Fairy in Cradle"; Elizab th Arm tr ng (71), farm r,
Clankee, Co. Cavan. Collector: P. J. Gaynor, 25 ovemb r 1944.
NFC 1041: 809-811, "Fire and Changeling "; Jame Argu (3), farm r, Killarm, lank ,
Co. Cavan. Collector: P. J. Gaynor, June 1947.
NFC 1180: 112; Mrs. Owen Morgan (72), Goward, Hilltown, C . 0 wn. ColI
MacPolin, March 1945.
NFC 1262: 230, "Fairy Faith" no. 4; Barney O'Hagan, orthem Ir land, l i a r h 1952.
Transcription of radio recording, dis 11, br adca t on 1 pril 1952.
NFC 1262: 231-232, "Fairy Faith" no. 4; Mi k mith, orth rn Ireland, 25 lar h 1952.
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Transcription of radio recording, disc IS, broadcast on 1 April 1952.
NFC 1361: 204-205; Charlie McAlister (over 80), farmer, Knockmoy, Cushendall, Lower
Glenarm, Co. Antrim. Collector: Michael J. Murphy, 1953.
NFC 1363: 183-184, "Changeling"; Mickey Gormley (57), roadsurfaceman, Tully,
Cushendall, Co. Antrim. Collector: Michael J. Murphy, March 1954.
NFC 1849: 2-3, "Changeling"; Philip Dolan (77), Blacklion, Killinagh, Co. Cavan. Collector:
Michael J. Murphy, June 1976.
NFC 1849: 131-133; Philip Dolan (77), Blacklion, Killinagh, Co. Cavan. Collector: Michael J.
Murphy, June 1976.
NFC 1849: 133-135, "Changeling in McBrien's"; Philip Dolan (77), Blacklion, Killinagh, Co.
Cavan. Collector: Michael J. Murphy, June 1976.
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